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Abstract
This thesis critically explores the topic of social prescribing evaluation, bringing together
evidence from three inter-linked projects. Project 1 is a participatory mixed methods evaluation
of a community-based Falls Awareness programme. This involved a small-scale evaluation,
which identified methodological issues and informed development of projects 2 and 3. Projects
2 and 3 sit within the ACCORD study, which aims to develop an evaluation framework and
reporting standards for social prescribing. Project 2 comprises a Realist Review exploring how
and why social prescribing evaluations work. Project 3 comprises a Group Concept Mapping
consensus study to develop a framework of good practice for social prescribing evaluation.
Each project is supported by a selection of outputs which support the arguments made in this
thesis and demonstrate how the author meets the QAA Doctoral Descriptors.
This portfolio is the first to use Realism and Complexity as a theoretical backdrop to explore
the subject of social prescribing evaluation. To date, evaluations have been criticised for poor
methodological rigour, but researchers have not explored reasons for limitations, nor
explained how they may be addressed. This critical commentary presents an argument as to
‘what works, for whom and in what circumstances’ for social prescribing evaluation. Four
analytical strands are identified; using mixed methods, collecting data that matters, involving
stakeholders and considering the evaluation context. Evidence from the projects and extant
literature is considered within each of these strands. From this analytical discussion, principles
of good practice and implications for evaluators, commissioners, policy makers, social
prescribing service providers and social prescribing service users are explored. The utility and
application of three different research approaches; participatory research, Realist Review and
consensus methods, for addressing complexity is also critically appraised.
This thesis highlights the need for evaluators to carefully design and deliver mixed methods
social prescribing evaluations in partnership with stakeholders to develop the evidence base.
The research presented forms a basis for the development of a social prescribing evaluation
framework, reporting standards and training materials. It will support better evaluation, which
can be translated into practice so that service provision is grounded in robust and rigorous
evidence.
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1.0. Introduction
This PhD by Portfolio offers a Realist exploration of social prescribing evaluation. It brings
together evidence generated from three inter-related projects, completed 2018-2021.
The portfolio aims to:
1. Demonstrate that the work presented meets the Quality Assurance Agency for UK
Higher Education Doctoral Descriptors (QAA, 2020).
2. Provide a critical commentary regarding ‘what works, for whom and in what
circumstances’ (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) for social prescribing evaluation, drawing on
evidence from three inter-related projects.
3. Provide evidence of personal and professional development as a researcher.

1.1. Structure of the Overview
The portfolio is presented as a critical commentary (the main document) and a series of
appendices, which provide additional information and resources (Table 1, clickable hyperlinks
are provided where appendices are referenced).
It refers to three separate projects:
1. A participatory mixed methods evaluation of a Falls Awareness programme, hereafter
referred to as the Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Appendix A).
2. A Realist Review exploring what, how and why social prescribing evaluations work,
hereafter referred to as the ACCORD Realist Review (Appendix B).
3. A Group Concept Mapping consensus study to develop a framework of good practice
for social prescribing evaluation, hereafter referred to as the ACCORD Group Concept
Mapping study (Appendix C).
The overview uses Realism and Complexity as a theoretical backdrop to explore the question,
“what works, for whom and in what circumstances” (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) for social
prescribing evaluation. Four analytical strands; using mixed methods, collecting data that
matters, involving stakeholders and considering the evaluation context, are discussed and the
implications for five stakeholder groups; evaluators, commissioners, policy makers, social
prescribing service providers and social prescribing users, are considered.
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Table 1. Evidence included in Portfolio
Appendix

Content

A

Project 1: The Falls Awareness programme evaluation

B

Project 2: The ACCORD Realist Review

C

Project 3: The ACCORD Group Concept Mapping study

D

Glossary of terms

E

Background information

F

QAA Doctoral Degree Descriptors and corresponding outputs

G

Reflexive narrative about the experience of doctoral research

H

Evidence of research activity undertaken outside the scope of this portfolio

I

Evidence of training and professional development

J

Evidence of ethical approval for doctoral research

K

Evidence of contribution to projects 1-3
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2.0. Synthesising Complexity and Realism in the context
of social prescribing evaluation
This section introduces the concepts of Realism and Complexity, before discussing their
relevance to social prescribing evaluation and the critical commentary. Further descriptive
content for each section can be found in Appendix E.

2.1. A Realist perspective (Appendix E1)
Realism is an ontological perspective which distinguishes between the ‘real’ and ‘observable’
world. Grounded in Critical Realism, Bhaskar (1978) proposed that our understanding of the
world and reality is constructed from experiences and perspectives of what is observable.
Underlying these observable phenomena are unobservable structures and mechanisms,
which sit within the domain of the ‘real’ world. These mechanisms are underlying, hidden,
entities, processes or structures which operate in different contexts to generate outcomes.
The Realist approach adopts a model of generative causation, seeking to understand
mechanisms that connect an intervention and outcome, within a given context (Pawson et al.,
2005). From this perspective, reality is seen as emerging and strongly influenced by context
and setting (Dalkin et al., 2015). Patterns, known as demi-regularities, can be identified, but
causal associations and mechanisms are not seen as universal, and cannot be explained nor
understood without consideration of the context within which they occur (Pawson & Tilley,
1997). These hidden mechanisms emerge from interactions within different contexts to
generate outcomes. The emergence of these mechanisms may be conceptualised as forces
which push or pull, interactions between elements or feedback or feedforward processes,
which interact at different levels of the system (Pawson & Tilley, 1997; Emmel, 2018).
A Realist logic of enquiry goes beyond attempts to understand whether something works, and
aims to unpick ‘what works, for whom and in what circumstances?’ (Pawson & Tilley, 1997).
From a Realist perspective, it is not possible to fully understand or evaluate an intervention in
isolation, or in a randomised context. Interventions are implemented within systems and
contexts which may be complex and variable. Realism is flexible and embraces real-world
diversity, variation, and complexity (Pawson et al., 2005). As such, social scientists have
applied the Realist logic of enquiry to understand how, in what circumstances and for whom
complex interventions work, or do not work.
The Realist approach can be applied to research in the form of Realist evaluation, which
applies Realist logic of enquiry to the collection and interpretation of primary data, and Realist
review, which applies Realist logic of enquiry to the synthesis of secondary data. The aim of
3

Realist research is to develop a refined programme theory. A programme theory is an
abstracted description which lays out how a programme is expected to work (Dalkin et al.,
2015). It explains the sequence of implementation and provides theories of change to explain
how outcomes are generated by mechanisms. The programme theory is developed through
the generation of Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configurations (CMOCs), which explicate the
relationship between the three components. These can also be understood as middle-range
theories, meaning that they can be tested using observable data and are not developed at the
level of abstraction as the programme theory (Merton et al., 1968; Jagosh et al., 2011).
Through the generation and iterative testing of these CMOCs through iterative cycles of data
collection, analysis and interpretation, the programme theory is refined and finalised, to
provide an explanation of how the programme works (Emmel et al., 2018).
2.1.1.

A critique of the Realist perspective

Realism was adopted in this PhD by Portfolio as it provides a model of scientific exploration,
which captures both the insights from positivism and constructivism, whilst avoiding the pitfalls
of either (Pawson & Tilley, 1997; Reed & Harvey, 1992). It allows for theory development and
exploration of underlying mechanisms and causality, whilst being methodologically plural and
drawing on mixed-methods evidence from a breadth of resources and perspectives (Olsen,
2010). Realism works alongside participatory approaches, and values insight from different
stakeholders and consideration of the wider context, accepting that this cannot solely be
accessed through objective measures.
However, challenges of the Realist perspective must also be considered. Firstly, Realist
approaches to research may be subjective, and are reliant on researcher interpretation and
perspectives (Emmel, 2013). Programme theories are developed through the systematic
gathering of evidence and data, but are interpreted through the lens of a single researchers
or group of researchers, whose potential biases and preconceptions must be acknowledged.
Applying the Realist logic of enquiry to research questions requires expertise, training,
sufficient time and practice. The researcher must be supported by content and methodological
experts via an advisory group to aid interpretation, and granted sufficient time to undertake
the analysis critically and thoroughly (Pawson et al., 2005). Realist research projects tend to
go into greater detail than projects employing traditional research approaches, such as
systematic reviews, and may not be feasible for projects with limited resource or time. Finally,
whilst Realist programme theories can be tested, and researchers are encouraged to progress
through iterative cycles of testing and development, they cannot be ‘proven’ (Wong et al.,
2012). This aligns with the Critical Realist perspective, which posits that mechanisms sit within
the domain of the real, and cannot be accessed or observed. However, for researchers
adopting a more positivist stance, this may be perceived as problematic. It also poses a
4

challenge for researchers that they must make a decision regarding when a programme theory
has undergone sufficient refinement and development and when the research and
development should be regarded as complete.

2.2. Complexity (Appendix E2)
Social interventions implemented within social systems are inherently complex (Pawson,
2013). Complex systems are not simply complicated (Cilliers, 1998; Byrne, 1998; Urry, 2005).
Their complexity is derived from their nature, typically having multiple interacting components
and the context within which they are implemented (Shiell et al., 2008). The ‘whole’ of a
complex system is deemed to be more than just the sum of its parts (Von Bertalanffy, 1968).
Complexity theory (Byrne & Callaghan, 2013) asserts an ontological perspective that the world
consists of complex systems which must be understood and acknowledged as such. Complex
interventions are dynamic and interactive, they cannot be explained by simple, linear, patterns
or rules, using positivist, reductionist research methods (Rosen 1987; Byrne, 1998; Urry,
2005). Intervention complexity has been conceptualised differently by different research
domains and approaches. Appendix E2 details two approaches to conceptualising complexity:
The Medical Research Council (MRC; Craig et al., 2008; 2019) approach and the Realist
VICTORE approach (Pawson, 2013).

2.3. Realism and Complexity
From an ontological perspective, complexity aligns with Realism (Bhaskar, 1975) by theorising
that systems are real, in that they exist, and they have a reality which is influenced by how we
define and interpret them (Byrne & Callaghan 2013). The layering and interactions within and
between systems produce a nested reality which gives rise to irreducible complexity (Reed &
Harvey 1992). Byrne & Callaghan (2013) state that whilst complexity theory is not a theory of
causation, it provides an ontological framework of understanding which can be used to
generate theories of causation.
Bringing together principles from complexity and Realism offers a way to explore relationships
and interactions within an intervention, or system, to understand causal sequences generated
by the different components and agents within the system (Byrne, 1998; Reed & Harvey,
1992). This brings together the fundamental origins of both philosophical perspectives; “The
essential elements in Realism are the assertions that that which we observe in the world is
real and that it is the product of complex and contingent causal mechanisms which may not
be directly accessible to us” (Byrne, 1998, p.37-38). The case for ‘complex Realism’ (Williams
& Dyer, 2017) and Complexity Theory & Critical Realism as a research platform (CochranSmith et al., 2014) has been made in other contexts, but its application for social or health
interventions, such as social prescribing, has not yet been made.
5

2.4. Application of a Realist logic of enquiry to a complex
phenomenon: Social prescribing evaluation
Complexity is seen as the greatest challenge for evaluation (Pawson, 2013). This commentary
now moves towards a more specific discussion about the application of Realism and
Complexity to a complex system; social prescribing evaluation. A brief explanation of social
prescribing and evaluation is followed by an in-depth analysis of the complexity of each, and
the implications for bringing them together.
2.4.1.

What is social prescribing? (Appendix E3)

Social prescribing is a multi-dimensional, person-centred approach to prevention and
intervention (Moffatt et al., 2017; SCIE, 2020). There is no standard, agreed, definition for
social prescribing (Kimberlee, 2015; Carnes et al., 2017) nor standardised aims, objectives or
outcomes (Rempel et al., 2017). The Rees et al. (2019) definition and model of social
prescribing is adopted for this PhD; “social prescribing is connecting citizens to community
support to better manage their health and well-being”. Unlike other definitions of social
prescribing, e.g. Social Prescribing Network (2018), Rees et al. (2019) do not refer to a
medical/primary care referral pathway into social prescribing, thus defining social prescribing
in its broader sense and retaining the community-based nature of social prescribing which has
developed within Wales. The Welsh Government have adopted this definition and model in
the development of the national framework for social prescribing (Wallace et al., 2021). At
present, social prescribing provision in Wales is variable, but activity is growing and it is
increasingly seen as a solution to health and well-being challenges across Wales (Wallace et
al., 2021). A detailed description of social prescribing and the current status of social
prescribing across the United Kingdom can be found in Appendix E3.
2.4.2.

What is evaluation? (Appendix E4)

Evaluation is the “systematic collection of information about activities, characteristics and
results of programmes to make judgments about the programme, improve or further develop
programme effectiveness, inform decisions about future programming and/or increase
understanding” (Patton, 2008b, p.39). Evaluations should be systematic, objective, rigorous
and unbiased to generate reliable and valid information (St Leger et al., 1992; Ovretviet, 1998;
Stufflebeam & Coryn, 2014). A full description of evaluation and different approaches to
evaluation can be found in Appendix E4.
2.4.3.

What makes each complex?

Social prescribing is a complex intervention due to variations in social prescribing models,
breadth of social prescribing pathway, multi-agency interventions and variety of applications
and target populations (Tierney et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021; Appendix E3). It could also
6

be argued that evaluation is a complex phenomenon, as it involves a range of processes and
stakeholders, and is dynamic and flexible in response to changing contexts (Appendix E4).
The Realist approach to defining complexity uses seven criteria; volition, implementation,
context, time, outcomes, rivalry and emergency (Pawson, 2013; Appendix E2). Table 2
provides a description of each criterion and demonstrates how social prescribing and
evaluation are complex.
Table 2. Description of the complexity of social prescribing and evaluation using the VICTORE
criteria (Pawson, 2013).
VICTORE criteria and
definition (Pawson, 2013)
Volition
Individuals involved in the
intervention are active
agents and make choices to
produce varied outcomes.

Implementation
Complex interventions have
a long implementation
chain, with multiple steps
and processes producing
proximal outcomes, before
resulting in the final distal
outcome.

Context
Interventions are
implemented within a preexisting context and
outcomes are context
sensitive. Different
outcomes may result from
different contexts.

Time
Programme history, time
and sequencing generate
complexity, an individual
programme cannot be
viewed in isolation.

Social prescribing
Stakeholders include users,
social prescribers,
management, healthcare
professionals, commissioners
and community assets who
influence how the intervention
works to produce given
outcomes (Fixsen et al., 2020).
Social prescribing has multiple
steps (including referral to
social prescribing, link worker
intervention and referral to
community assets; Rees et al.,
2019). Maintenance and
follow-up are also key to the
implementation chain. Each
stage produces different
outcomes which affect
subsequent stages. Individuals
may not move uni-directionally
at the same pace through the
pathway (Wallace et al., 2021).
Implementation has been
highly variable (Wallace et al.,
2021). Different contextual
factors include location,
service type, model,
community resources
available, target population,
service aim (Elliott et al.,
2021). These will affect social
prescribing outcomes.
Models are evolving
(Kimberlee, 2015; Wallace et
al., 2021). Awareness is
growing amongst healthcare
professionals, policy makers
and the general public.
7

Evaluation
Stakeholders include all social
prescribing stakeholders, as
well as commissioners,
researchers, policy makers,
funders and members of the
public (Patton, 2003). Their
view informs how the
evaluation is designed,
conducted and interpreted.
Evaluation has multiple steps
(e.g. Appendix B2, p.186)
including understanding the
intervention, designing the
evaluation, participant
recruitment, data collection,
data analysis, interpretation
and dissemination. Phases
may be cyclical or iterative,
affecting how subsequent
stages are undertaken
(Cresswell & Plano Clark,
2018).
Design and process is context
dependent. Influences include
intervention under evaluation,
resources available, skills
available, time available,
participant willingness and
familiarity with research
(Appendix B2, p.191).

May be concurrent with
monitoring processes and
conflict with service delivery
(Ovretveit, 1998). Differing
evaluation experience may

Perceptions and experiences
of social prescribing may
change.
VICTORE criteria and
definition (Pawson, 2013)
Outcomes
Different outcomes may
occur at different stages of
the implementation chain,
they may be desired or
undesired.

Rivalry
Programmes do not exist in
a vacuum. They interact
with, and are influenced by,
other programmes and
interventions which may
have competing or
complementary aims and
outcomes.
Emergence
Components in an
intervention often combine
to produce novel
components, and change
the intervention composition
(Corning, 2002). This
includes potential emergent
effects, long term
adaptations, societal
changes and unintended
consequences.

influence how the evaluation is
received.

Social prescribing

Evaluation

Highly variable outcomes. No
standardised aims, objectives
or outcomes (Rempel et al.,
2017). Examples include
improved well-being, reduced
loneliness, community group
attendance, repeat
engagement with community
group, goal setting and referral
acceptance. These occur at
different pathway stages and
influence how individuals
proceed along the
implementation chain.
May be one of a series of
intervention referrals. May
coincide with medical
prescriptions or referral to
alternative services. Social
prescribing intervention will
interact with other interventions
which may influence
outcomes.
Embedded in health, social
care, voluntary, housing and
higher education sectors which
will alter its delivery, outcomes
and acceptability (Rees et al.,
2019). This will be influenced
by funding, public awareness,
political interest and research
findings about its efficacy
(Elliott et al., 2021).

Variable outcomes may include
low risk of bias, successful
participant recruitment,
completion rates, effective
dissemination, stakeholder
involvement, significant findings
(Ovretveit, 1998). These occur
at different stages and
influence progress of
subsequent stages.

Affected by intervention
implementation, and staff
available to support the
evaluation. Formal evaluation
may co-occur with ongoing
monitoring and corresponding
research studies which will
have influence (Ovretveit,
1998).
Iterative, cyclical approaches
with emerging findings may
alter subsequent stages.
Affected by emerging
intervention changes (Pawson
& Tilley, 1997; Appendix B2,
p.196).

Furthermore, multiple theories and approaches have been proposed to underpin and
understand social prescribing. An agreed theoretical model of social prescribing would
facilitate evaluation and evaluation design by providing a framework against which to compare
interventions and outcomes. Social prescribing is described as an ‘atheroetical practice’
(Stevenson et al., 2020) with little consensus on underpinning theory. Theories including selfdetermination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Hanlon et al., 2019; Bhatti et al., 2021), social capital
(Tierney et al., 2020), patient activation (Hibbard & Gilburt, 2014; Tierney et al., 2020), theory
of change (Morris et al., 2020), salutogenesis (Provencher & Keyes, 2011; Dayson et al.,
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2020) and social cure (Haslam et al., 2018; Wakefield et al., 2020) have been suggested.
There are also competing evaluation theoretical approaches, e.g. utilisation focused
evaluation (Patton, 2003), Realist evaluation (Pawson & Tilley, 1997), theory based evaluation
(Weiss, 1997) and participatory evaluation (Cousins & Earl, 1992). These originate from
different disciplines, provide competing explanations and guidance, and contribute to the
overall complexity of each phenomenon. The breadth of theories which may underpin and
change how social prescribing and evaluation are understood contributes to complexity.
Therefore, theory and theoretical underpinning should also be considered when determining
whether an intervention is complex.
The complexity and challenges of evaluating social prescribing has resulted in a weak and
inconclusive evidence base (Bickerdike et al., 2017, Pescheny et al., 2019; Chatterjee et al.,
2018). Appendix E5 provides a synthesis of social prescribing evaluation findings and the
current status of the social prescribing evidence base.
2.4.4.

Summary: Why is this research needed?

Evaluating complex interventions is challenging. The limitations and weaknesses in the
evidence base are unsurprising given the complexity of social prescribing and evaluation, and
the variability in implementation and delivery. Social prescribing and evaluation occur in
complex health, social care, third sector, housing and community systems. These are complex
in their own right, and the interactions between complex interventions and complex systems
present more challenges still.
There are major gaps in our understanding of social prescribing, its impact and how it may be
evaluated. This commentary undertakes a Realist exploration of the challenges underpinning
social prescribing evaluation to inform future evaluation practice and resources.
The three PhD projects generated new knowledge and contribute to the debate around
challenges in social prescribing evaluation. Table 3 highlights how each project addresses
areas of research need.
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Table 3. Research needs in the field of social prescribing evaluation
Addressed by
Project Project Project
1
2
3

Research Need
To understand methodological challenges underpinning
the limitations in the social prescribing evidence base.
To understand the context within which social prescribing
evaluations occur.
To understand good practice in social prescribing
evaluation.
To provide guidance for future social prescribing
evaluation.
To develop a social prescribing evaluation framework.
To develop social prescribing reporting standards.
To generate evidence to inform commissioning decisions
about social prescribing service and evaluation.
To strengthen the evidence base for social prescribing.

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

This commentary addresses the question, ‘What works, for whom, and in what
circumstances?’ (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) in the context of social prescribing evaluation,
drawing on evidence generated from the three projects. The conclusions drawn from this work
will inform future development of a social prescribing evaluation framework, reporting
standards and training materials for evaluators. They will enhance evaluation quality through
consistency and comparability, and support the development of a rigorous social prescribing
evidence base. The next section provides an overview of the three portfolio projects.
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3.0. Overview of projects
This section provides a structured description of each project (see Table 4). Further details
can be found in the corresponding appendices.
Table 4. Overview of projects
Project
1

2

3

Title
A participatory mixed
methods evaluation of a
Falls Awareness
programme
A Realist Review
exploring how and why
social prescribing
evaluations work
A Group Concept
Mapping consensus
study to develop a
framework of good
practice for social
prescribing evaluation

Short title
The Falls
Awareness
programme
evaluation
The ACCORD
Realist Review

The ACCORD
Group Concept
Mapping study
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Context
Undertaken via PRIME
Centre Wales.
December 2018 –
December 2019
Undertaken via Wales
School for Social
Prescribing Research.
April 2020 – July 2021
Undertaken via Wales
School for Social
Prescribing Research.
January 2021 – July 2021

Appendix
A

B

C

3.1. Project 1: A participatory mixed methods evaluation of a
Falls Awareness programme (Appendix A)
3.1.1.

Introduction

Falls pose significant risks to older adults’ physical and mental health and well-being. They
are a leading cause of injury resulting in death and hospitalisation (Public Health Wales, 2012).
Falling is associated with functional decline, inactivity, depression, loss of self-efficacy and
fear of falling (Votchteloo et al., 2012; Terroso et al., 2014). Public health awareness and risk
reduction programmes aim to reduce the associated impact and burden (Chang et al., 2004).
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council (RCT) delivered a Falls Awareness programme
to raise awareness of falls risk and help prevent older adults falling. It was delivered by a multiagency team in community venues and sheltered housing schemes to older adults who selfidentified as being at risk. Through the Welsh model of social prescribing (Rees et al., 2019),
attendees could self-refer to the scheme or be referred by housing scheme, community or
primary care staff.
RCT commissioned University of South Wales (USW) researchers in November 2018 to
evaluate the Falls Awareness programme. I led the evaluation between December 2018December 2019 with supervision from Professor Carolyn Wallace (PhD Director of Studies,
Appendix K1) and input from Amy Lewis and Hannah Watson (RCT, Appendix K2). The project
was supported by two volunteer public representatives who had taken part in the Falls
Awareness programme, Ron Hook and Shirley Keeble.
3.1.2.

Methods

We used a participatory, mixed methods design to understand the impact of the Falls
Awareness programme in the sheltered housing scheme and community venues.
Stakeholders were actively involved in the design and contributed experiential knowledge to
the delivery and interpretation of the evaluation. Retrospective quantitative analysis of
baseline and follow-up data was carried out on health behaviours, fall efficacy and general
health. Following this analysis, focus groups were conducted in two community venues and
two sheltered housing schemes to explore participants’ experiences of programme impact,
perceived benefits and barriers, and experiences of the evaluation. Focus group data was
analysed using thematic analysis.
3.1.3.

Findings

Participants reported high levels of concern about falling, before and after the programme. At
the time of analysis, a repeated measures ANOVA was undertaken to assess whether there
were significant main effects of time (i.e. Baseline and Follow-up) and venue (i.e. sheltered
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housing or community) and whether there was an interaction for both falls efficacy and general
health. No significant main effects were identified for time for either of the outcome measures,
however a main effect of venue was identified, suggesting that those in the sheltered housing
scheme had poorer health and greater concern about falling than those in the community. No
significant interaction was found between time and venue. BH-adjusted post hoc tests were
undertaken to further explore the main effect of time, identifying that the significant difference
was only present at baseline, and not at follow-up. However, on reflection, BH-adjusted post
hoc tests should not have been conducted, given the non-significant interaction (Field, 2013).
Although not significant, the data suggested a stronger positive programme effect for sheltered
housing scheme participants, who were more concerned about falling and in worse health.
However, effect sizes were not calculated. Effect sizes can be used to provide an
understanding of the magnitude of the differences identified, as opposed to examining whether
findings are due to chance, as assessed by statistical significance (Sullivan & Feinn, 2012).
There is a risk that reporting and interpreting non-significant interactions, without provision of
effect sizes, may mislead readers. These interpretations should be provided with caution to
ensure that they are not misinterpreted.
The focus groups identified two themes; 1] participants’ perceived positive value of the
programme and, 2] programme structure features which worked well for attendees, including
programme accessibility, the social component, and delivery mode/content. Two case studies
were developed using the focus group data.
3.1.4.

Discussion

The programme evaluation findings suggest that the programme was well received by
participants in both venue types, but the benefits described in the qualitative data were not
reflected in the quantitative data. Study data was integrated, and recommendations made for
the programme and future programme development.
Participatory design features facilitated integrated quantitative and qualitative data collection
and enabled the evaluation to meet its aims (Appendix A2; A3). However, methodological
issues regarding outcome tools, data collection methods, and the intervention context were
also identified (Appendix A2, p.114; A3, p.139). These highlighted the importance of making
careful considerations when designing and undertaking a social prescribing intervention
evaluation in the community.
3.1.5.

Outputs and impact

Four outputs are submitted for this project (see Table 5 for details).
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Table 5. Overview of outputs in Project 1.
Output
Protocol

Content
Research strategy
and proposal.
Research materials.

Report

Research findings,
conclusions and
recommendations.
Lay and executive
summaries.

Publication

Peer-reviewed
publication reporting
findings, conclusions
and methodological
issues.
Infographic An infographic
created for Emerald
Publication’s ‘Caring
for an Ageing
Population’
Campaign

3.1.6.

Audience
USW Faculty Life
Sciences &
Education Ethics
committee.
Evaluation
commissioners:
RCT & Cwm Taf
Morgannwg
University Health
Board.

Working with
Older People
journal (openaccess).
Emerald
Publishing Group,
academics, the
public,
international
audience.

Impact
Ethical approval
granted (Appendices
J1 & J2).

Appendix
A1

Lay summary
disseminated to
participants. Report
reviewed by
commissioners &
practitioner, and used
to inform ongoing
service development
and improvement.
Methodological
issues used to inform
development of
ACCORD study
(projects 2 and 3).
Part of Emerald
campaign in support
of UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
Public dissemination
of findings,
infographic shared
with programme
users. International
dissemination of
findings to ageing
population
researchers and
practitioners.

A2

A3

A4

Contribution to knowledge

This project highlights methodological issues in undertaking evaluations of community-based
public health interventions. It makes recommendations for developing future interventions and
evaluations. It also highlights the benefits of using a participatory approach and mixed
methods in evaluation. Parallel discussions with the Wales Social Prescribing Research
Network highlighted several issues with evaluation and monitoring, mirroring some of those
experienced here. This identified the need for an evaluation framework and guidance, which
informed projects 2 and 3.
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3.2. Project 2: A Realist Review exploring how and why social
prescribing evaluations work (Appendix B)
3.2.1.

Introduction

Social prescribing complexity (Table 2) means that traditional evaluation approaches may not
capture the full intervention impact and how it works. The social prescribing evidence base is
inconclusive, as studies lack rigour and have a high risk of bias.
The Wales School for Social Prescribing Research (WSSPR) was awarded an infrastructure
grant from Health and Care Research Wales in April 2020 to undertake work relating to social
prescribing evaluation. WSSPR aims to build the social prescribing evidence base by
developing an evaluation framework and reporting standards. The ACCORD study was
designed to achieve this through a multi-phase research programme using a Realist Review
and consensus methods.
The ACCORD Realist Review aimed to identify how and why social prescribing evaluation
designs and methods work, or not. I led the review April 2020-July 2021, with primary
supervision from Professor Carolyn Wallace (PhD Director of Studies, Appendix K1), and
support from Dr Mark Davies (PhD supervisor, Appendix K3) and Julie Davies (external
support, Valleys Regional Park, Appendix K4). Foundational knowledge of Realist approaches
was developed in a training course in January 2020 (Appendix I1) and further developed
through attending the Oxford University Realist Reviews and Evaluations module in May 2021
(Appendix I5).
3.2.2.

Methods

The Review followed six iterative stages (Pawson, 2006). 1: An iterative literature search
(Pawson et al., 2005) sought documents describing any component of social prescribing
evaluation, which may contribute to programme theory development. 2: International literature
databases and Welsh grey literature were searched. 3: Studies were selected for screening
via title, abstract and full-text screening tools. 4: Included documents were split into four
methodology sub-cases: mixed-methods, qualitative, quantitative and reviews. 5: Documents
were appraised for relevance and rigour, although none were excluded on this basis. 6:
Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configuration (CMOC) data was extracted, and causal
inferences drawn to refine the programme theory.
An advisory group comprising both content experts (social prescribing) and methodological
experts (Realist methods) was convened to support the Realist Review (Pawson et al., 2005).
The role of the group was to act as a critical friend to the review team and comment on CMOCs
and programme theory development. The group firstly reviewed and commented on the
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protocol and search strategy. It subsequently met twice, firstly to discuss the initial programme
theory, preliminary CMOCs and determine subsequent stages of analysis, and then a second
time to review the final programme theory and findings, and support interpretation of the
findings.
3.2.3.

Findings

Eighty-two documents were included. Reporting of evaluation methods and approaches was
poor and lacked detail. An initial programme theory was developed from preliminary
background reading (Appendix B2, p.186). Included documents were then coded for contextmechanism-outcome configurations and integrated to draw meta-inferences from the defined
sub-cases, then overarching inferences were drawn. The refined programme theory
(Appendix B2, p.190) identified six overarching contextual factors and five mechanisms which
resulted in a rigorous and acceptable social prescribing evaluation. At least one CMOC was
identified per mechanism, and evidence was provided from the included documents (Appendix
B2, p.190-199). A series of 15 recommendations were generated from the findings (Appendix
B2, p.203).
3.2.4.

Discussion

This Realist Review is a retrospective analysis of social prescribing evaluation to date. It
identifies five mechanisms through which social prescribing evaluations work and a series of
CMOCs to explore these further. The refined programme theory explains how social
prescribing evaluations have worked previously, acknowledging the limitations of absent detail
about evaluation methods. The Realist Review findings will directly inform future evaluation
framework and social prescribing reporting standards development.
3.2.5.

Outputs and impact

Project 2 comprises three outputs for assessment (see Table 6).
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Table 6. Overview of outputs in Project 2.
Output
Protocol

Report

Publication
(under
review)

Content
Review
strategy &
proposal.
Search
strategy &
screening
tools.
Methods,
review
process,
findings,
refined
programme
theory. Lay &
executive
summary.

Audience
Advisory Group,
Social Prescribing
stakeholders,
PROSPERO.

Impact
Registered on PROSPERO
database CRD42020183065.

Health, social care
& third sector
academics,
practitioners &
commissioners
internationally.
Health and Care
Research Wales
(funders).

Peer-reviewed
publication
reporting
findings &
conclusions.

BMJ Open.

Ongoing development of
B2
evaluation framework &
reporting standards.
Contributing to Welsh
Government national
framework for social
prescribing deliverable 4 of
the Connected Communities
strategy (Welsh
Government, 2020).
Recommendations
generated & shared with
practitioners via WSSPR
evaluation forums.
Recommendations utilised in
local social prescribing
evaluations (e.g. Valleys
Steps).
Under review, anticipated
B3
impact includes:
dissemination of findings
beyond Wales & social
prescribing. Application of
Realist methodology to
evaluation in other context.
Findings shared with
commissioners, health,
social care, housing
planners & project managers
to inform evaluation.

3.2.6.

Appendix
B1

Contribution to knowledge

Two different types of new knowledge were generated. Firstly, the Review offers new insight
into how and why social prescribing evaluations work. This evidence will directly inform the
evaluation framework and reporting standards development for use across the complex social
prescribing landscape. The 15 recommendations (Appendix B2, p.203) identified for future
social prescribing evaluation may be utilised by practitioners, researchers, and strategic
planners at national (Welsh Government) and regional (Regional Partnership Boards) level.
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Secondly, Realist Reviews have traditionally been used to understand how interventions work,
rather than evaluation or research processes. This is the first Realist Review to explore
evaluation methods, design and methodology. This posed some challenges in the review
process, but demonstrates the potential use for other contexts.

Note: An error in table numbering has been identified in the Realist Review report (Appendix
B2) since publication. On page 175, the in-text reference to Table 1 should read Table 12 and
on page 180, the in-text reference to Table 3 should read Table 14.
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3.3. Project 3: A Group Concept Mapping consensus study
to develop a framework of good practice for social
prescribing evaluation (Appendix C)
3.3.1.

Introduction

Social prescribing services are highly heterogeneous. Different models and service types are
being implemented across the UK with variable funding and support. This poses challenges
for evaluation and makes it difficult to draw overarching conclusions about social prescribing
across different studies that evaluate different services, using diverse designs and methods.
Project 3 builds on Project 2 and sits within the ACCORD study. It is a prospective Group
Concept Mapping (GCM) study exploring what social prescribing stakeholders think good
evaluation practice should include. Planning began January 2021, and the study was launched
on International Social Prescribing Day (18th March 2021), and closed 7th June 2021. The final
report was produced in July 2021 and the publication was submitted to Evaluation and
Program Planning in August 2021. I am a trained GCM facilitator (Appendix I2) and facilitated
the study supported by Professor Carolyn Wallace (PhD Director of Studies and trained GCM
facilitator, Appendix K1). A study steering group of social prescribing and evaluation experts
in Wales was involved at each study stage.
3.3.2.

Methods

GCM (Kane & Trochim, 2007) is an integrated mixed-method approach to generating
consensus amongst a diverse stakeholder group. Participants engaged in three sequential
stages; brainstorming, sorting and rating. Brainstorming involved creation of statements in
response to a focus prompt; “When I think about evaluation in social prescribing, good
evaluation practice should include…”. Statements were cleaned by facilitators with support
from the steering group, and then sorted by participants into thematic piles and rated on two
rating scales; importance and helpfulness to role. Information about participants was gathered
for subsequent analysis. Data were analysed using online Group WisdomTM software using
multidimensional-scaling analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis.
3.3.3.

Findings

Participants were primarily researchers, but also included practitioners, managers,
commissioners, and service users. Brainstorming and sorting data analysis identified eight
components of social prescribing evaluation: evaluation design, research methods, impact on
user, outcome measures, workforce and organisation, understanding of local context,
communication and dissemination and research practicalities (Appendix C1, p.267).
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Importance and helpfulness to role scale ratings were positively correlated. Impact on user
was considered to be both the most important and helpful component, followed by research
methods. Conversely, research practicalities were considered least important and least
helpful.
3.3.4.

Discussion

The study generated stakeholder consensus on key features of social prescribing evaluation
good practice. I presented findings to attendees from various professional backgrounds at the
Wales School for Social Prescribing Research evaluation forum (Appendix C3). Findings were
discussed in the context of developing a framework for evaluation and monitoring. The outputs
presented here will be used to inform future development of an evaluation framework and
reporting standards. These will be further refined using world café consensus workshops prior
to dissemination for use by UK social prescribing researchers and practitioners for evaluation
and monitoring.
3.3.5.

Outputs and impact

Three outputs are submitted for consideration from Project 3 (see Table 7).
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Table 7. Overview of outputs in Project 3.
Output
Report

Content
GCM methods and
findings.

Audience
UK social
prescribing
stakeholders.

Publication
(under
review)

Peer-reviewed
publication
reporting findings
and conclusions.

Evaluation and
Program Planning.

Workshop
slides from
Evaluation
Forum July
2021

Findings and next
steps.

Social prescribing
stakeholders in
Wales.

3.3.6.

Impact
Ongoing
development of
evaluation
framework &
reporting standards.
Contributing to
Welsh Government
national framework
for social prescribing
deliverable 4
(evidence base).
Report disseminated
to social prescribing
stakeholders across
the United Kingdom.
Under review,
anticipated impact
includes:
dissemination of
findings to UK &
international
audience of social
prescribing
researchers to
inform researcher
and practitioners in
evaluation design
and practice.
Stakeholder voice
heard. Informed
next stages of
ACCORD. Used to
inform Welsh
Government
national social
prescribing
framework and local
strategies via
regional partnership
boards, public
service boards and
county voluntary
councils via
attendees.

Appendix
C1

C2

C3

Contribution to knowledge

Project 3 used an innovative, integrated mixed methods approach to explore social prescribing
evaluation good practice. Its novelty lies in the inclusion of a diverse range of UK social
prescribing stakeholders. This project provides the evidence for a co-ordinated framework for
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evaluation and better reporting of methods and findings; a research need identified in
systematic reviews of social prescribing research (Bickerdike et al., 2017; Pescheny et al.,
2020; Roberts et al., 2021).
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4.0. Methodology: A Critical reflection
Social prescribing evaluation is a complex phenomenon (Table 2). Methodological
approaches which accept complexity and offer techniques are therefore required to address
it. This section discusses the three methodological approaches relevant to the investigation of
complexity used in this PhD. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the projects and method
used to address the complexity.

Figure 1. Relationship between portfolio projects, analytical strands, methods used to address
complexity and research implications.

4.1. Participatory research
Participatory research is “the co-construction of research between researchers and people
affected by the issues under study and/or decision makers who apply research findings”
(Jagosh et al., 2011, p.312). Unlike Realist Review and consensus methods, participatory
research is an approach applied across paradigms, methodologies, methods, and contexts.
Using this approach, an evaluation’s aims, design and interpretation are co-produced by
academics, service providers and service users. Participatory approaches align well with the
UK Standards for Public Involvement which establish the role of members of the public in
research and provide guidance on how this can be effectively achieved (NIHR, 2019).
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A mixed research team may be considered a complex system. It has stakeholders with
different expertise, knowledge and priorities, who interact with each other, the research
process and the wider context. Through these complex interactions, the system changes and
develops. Participatory research is dynamic and continuous (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). It
uses feedback loops to develop and change the system over time. As the research/evaluation
progresses, non-researchers may offer real-time insight and interaction with emerging data
for contextualisation and interpretation (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012).
Understanding the complexities and dynamics in complex systems and how these affect
implementation of a complex intervention is challenging. A lone researcher may only achieve
a partial view of this complexity, whereas a participatory approach offers the opportunity for
stakeholders with experiential or content expertise to aid understanding. In Project 1, steering
group members offered insight into how systems such as sheltered housing schemes and
wider public health support provision worked, which informed the evaluation design.

4.2. Realist Review
Section 2.3 makes the case for combining Realism and complexity. Realist approaches have
long been considered well-suited to addressing and understanding complexity in interventions
(Pawson et al., 2005). Realist Review evidence synthesis uses retroductive reasoning to
explore causal mechanisms that generate outcomes in given contexts (Kazi, 2003). It accepts
complexity both in an intervention (Pawson, 2013) and of the evidence available (Jagosh et
al., 2011).
Realism acknowledges the complexity of an intervention and the system surrounding it,
accepting that when replicated identically, interventions in different contexts rarely generate
the same outcomes. Realist Reviews collate and synthesise secondary evidence on
interventions, their implementation and evaluation in different contexts to understand how they
work, for whom and in what circumstances (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). This approach is
compatible with the exploration of social prescribing and evaluation, given their complexity
(see Table 2).
Realist Reviews use a broader range of data and information sources compared with
traditional approaches (Pawson et al., 2005; Husk et al., 2016). They reject the hierarchical
approach to research quality and instead use relevance and rigour as evidence assessment
criteria, thus including grey literature documents. These may offer ‘nuggets’ of information that
contribute to programme theory development and understanding of an intervention’s
complexity (Pawson, 2006b). This was important in Project 2 as social prescribing evaluations
have used different methodologies, methods and designs at varying quality levels, all of which
may offer insight into the programme theory.
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Finally, the Realist Review end goal is programme theory development i.e. an abstracted
explanation of how a programme works, including the theory of change and implementation
sequence (Dalkin et al., 2015). The programme theory explicates the contexts in which an
intervention works, and how the intervention may be implemented elsewhere rather than
expecting the intervention to work in the same way in different contexts.

4.3. Consensus methods
Complexity theory views groups as complex adaptive systems where different agents interact
with each other, other groups and the wider contextual environment (Zimmerman, Lindberg &
Plsek, 2001). The system is more complex where agents hold different perspectives,
experiential knowledge and priorities, e.g. a diverse group of stakeholders. Consensus
methods offer an approach to managing these complex systems by seeking to develop shared
agreement in a group about a given issue (Jones & Hunter, 1995; SAGE Research Methods,
2021).
Group Concept Mapping (GCM; Kane & Trochim, 2007) is an integrated mixed-methods
consensus research approach (Caracelli & Green, 1993). It engages stakeholders in a multistage process to generate consensus on a topic area, research question or concept (see
Appendix C1, p.262, for a full description of the GCM process). I have used GCM to generate
consensus in other research studies (Wallace et al., 2020; Elliott, Smith, Pontin & Wallace,
2021; Elliott & Wallace, 2021; Appendix H1).
GCM produces conceptual models of emergent complexity by involving a dynamic group of
agents in an integrated system (Rosas, 2017). Participants generate a list of statements in
response to a focus prompt, and then sort them into thematic piles. The relative similarity
between each statement in the system is analysed across multiple group configurations. Multidimensional hierarchical cluster analysis is used to create structured representations of the
phenomenon via a concept map (Appendix C1, p.267). This is a relatively simple construction
of a complex phenomenon as perceived by a dynamic group, which can be used for theory,
framework, or measurement development (Rosas, 2017).
GCM offers a model for group conceptualisation in a complex system without the interference
of group think (Trochim & McLinden, 2017). It can be undertaken online (see Project 3), where
consensus is generated amongst a group of stakeholders, each inputting their ideas and
participating on an individual basis. This mitigates the impact of power dynamics and
domination by specific individuals or groups. All participant input is valued equally to support
a comprehensive exploration of a complex phenomenon by all stakeholder groups.
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4.4. Summary
This section outlines how three different research approaches; participatory research, Realist
Review and consensus methods can be used to address and explore complex systems and
interventions. Figure 1 shows how each project helps to explore what works, for whom and in
what circumstances with regards to social prescribing evaluation. Four analytical strands have
been developed and are explored in the next section.
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5.0. Critical Analysis: What works, for whom and in what
circumstances for social prescribing evaluation?
Positivist rigorously applied quantitative methods have been promoted as the gold standard
for research and evaluation (Evans, 2003; Hariton & Locascio, 2018) to identify whether an
intervention has a significant effect on a particular outcome compared to an alternative (e.g.,
placebo, standard care). They involve pre-selection of primary outcome measures, and the
application of an intervention and evaluation in a controlled environment. Such designs
minimise bias and provide accurate estimates of impact (MRC, 2000; 2008) albeit with a
narrow view and risk losing the richness drawn from using alternative evaluation approaches.
They do not explore mechanisms through which intervention effects may occur, any
unintended outcomes, how interventions may work or not in different contexts, or identify
adaptations for further implementation.
In contrast, Realist approaches embrace complexity and support exploration of interventions,
the mechanisms through which they work and the changes in context which trigger them. They
go beyond the question of whether something works, to understand what works, for whom and
in what circumstances (Pawson & Tilley, 1997).
Four analytical strands have been identified using evidence from the three projects presented
here (Appendices A, B & C; Figure 1):
1. Using mixed methods
2. Collecting data that matters
3. Involving stakeholders
4. Considering the evaluation context
This section explores each strand, bringing together theory and evidence from the projects.
Table 10 summarises the findings of what works (the four analytical strands) and for whom
(evaluators, commissioners, social prescribing practitioners and social prescribing users).
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5.1. Using mixed methods
The ACCORD Realist Review (Project 2, Appendix B) found that most social prescribing
evaluations report using mixed methods. This was also apparent in documents identified as
primarily qualitative and quantitative, which actually reported on a single component of a
broader, mixed methods study (Appendix B2, p.197). This suggests that mixed methods work
for social prescribing evaluation, as they enable evaluators to manage complexity and
generate a comprehensive understanding of interventions.
This section provides a commentary around conceptualisations of mixed methods research
and explores the application of mixed methods designs in addressing complexity and providing
a cohesive evaluation of social prescribing.
5.1.1.

Conceptualisation of mixed methods research

Conceptualisations and definitions of mixed methods research are contested and have
evolved over time (see Table 8). Cresswell and Plano Clark’s (2018) most recent definition of
mixed methods research has been adopted for this PhD, as it encompasses features of the
other conceptualisations, and highlights the importance of integration and rigour in data
collection.
Table 8. Conceptualisation of mixed methods research
Author
Greene (2007, p.20)
Tashakkori & Creswell
(2007b, p.4)
Johnson et al. (2007)

Tashakkori & Teddlie (2010)

Hesse-Biber (2015)
Cresswell & Plano Clark
(2018)

5.1.2.

Conceptualisation
Multiple ways of making sense of the social world
Integrate and drawing inferences from qualitative and
quantitative approaches
Combining elements of qualitative and quantitative
research to gain breadth, depth of understanding and
corroboration
Methodological eclecticism helps researchers select and
integrate most appropriate techniques to answer research
questions
Mixing at least one qualitative and one quantitative method
in the same project
Rigorous collection and analysis of qualitative and
quantitative data, integration of data forms and results,
logical organisation of design procedures for conducting
the study, framing research procedures in theory and
philosophy

Managing complexity

Mixed methods approaches are considered appropriate to address complexity (Koopmans,
2016). They address the limitations of conventional research paradigms by focusing on
structures, interactions and causality, rather than just outcomes (Koopmans, 2016).
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Complexity theory may conceptually refine mixed methods theory and practice, inform and
shape research phenomena under study and determine the methods used (Kallemeyn et al.,
2020). Firstly, complexity theory offers an alternative paradigm to scientific enquiry that may
be grounded in mixed methods research. Complexity shares ontological assumptions with
Critical Realism which also aligns with the mixed methods paradigm. Secondly, complexity
theory does not prescribe a method but permits the study of complex systems which cannot
be represented or understood through reductionist approaches, e.g., social prescribing cannot
be fully understood through a Randomised Controlled Trial alone (Woodall et al., 2018).
Thirdly, complexity theoretical frameworks and conceptual toolkits may provide explanatory
power for researchers to understand phenomena, and how they change over time. Finally,
complexity-congruent methodologies and methods may be both quantitative and qualitative
(Byrne, 1998).
The Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Project 1, Appendix A) employed a mixed
methods design to evaluate a complex intervention. The programme involved a series of
sessions focusing on different topics, delivered by different providers, to different service
users, in different settings. A retrospective ‘before-and-after’ uncontrolled design was used for
the quantitative evaluation component drawing on data collected by the service provider. Due
to a lack of researcher agency and input at the design stage, data were collected before the
first session and after the final session. Whilst this data may offer insight into the overall
programme effect, it cannot give commissioners information about efficacy, value and
importance of individual sessions or components, nor support future decisions about funding
and service design. Prospective qualitative focus groups were then used to explore the overall
programme and individual session impact in further detail. Feedback on different components
and features was gathered to develop a detailed explanation of which intervention
components worked, for whom and in what circumstances. The evaluation report delivered a
cohesive picture of the complex intervention and its impact to commissioners and service
providers (Appendix A2). It included recommendations drawn from the qualitative and
quantitative components, and lay members comments from the participatory approach.
5.1.3.

Creating a comprehensive understanding of social prescribing

The ACCORD Group Concept Mapping study (Project 3, Appendix C) highlighted the
importance of mixed methods approaches and their value to social prescribing evaluators.
The GCM statement; “A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why) measures to
capture both the headline numbers and the nuanced understanding of how SP works for
different people in different circumstances” was rated as one of the most important and helpful
statements. This is reflected in other important and helpful statements regarding gathering
views from people receiving and delivering social prescribing (qualitative) and their health and
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wellbeing outcomes (quantitative). The call for mixed methods approaches for social
prescribing evaluation is echoed in the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research
evaluation forums (Appendix C3). Practitioners felt that where they were asked by
commissioners to solely report quantitative data regarding attendance and outcomes, much
of the richness of the impact was lost. Qualitative approaches have therefore been used to
supplement this quantitative data. However, guidance on using mixed methods for cohesive,
robust evaluation is required for practitioners and service providers, who may have limited
evaluation resources and capacity.
Data analysis and synthesis of documents in the ACCORD Realist Review (Project 2,
Appendix B) identified two relevant mixed methods mechanisms for social prescribing
evaluation (see Table 9).
Table 9. Context-Mechanism-Outcome configurations relevant to 'using mixed methods'
identified in the ACCORD Realist Review.
Mechanism Context-Mechanism-Outcome configuration
IF researchers use a mixed methods sequential design for data collection
Sequential
(C), they can use existing data to inform subsequent data collection (M) to
provide a nuanced, stronger understanding of the effects and mechanisms
for SP (O).
IF qualitative and quantitative findings are reported separately (C), THEN
Integration
there is a lack of integration (M), which results in a fragmented
understanding of the effects of social prescribing (O).
When there are multiple sources of data (C), researchers can integrate and
triangulate findings (M) to provide a nuanced, stronger understanding of the
effects and mechanisms for SP (O).
The sequential mechanism (Table 9; Appendix B2, p.196) highlights the value of using an
iterative, sequential approach to design, data collection and data analysis. Evaluators can
draw on findings from previous cycles to steer the research, answer questions from previous
cycles and continuously develop new knowledge. This cyclical approach is advocated by
research approaches such as Realist Evaluation and Review. The Realist approach is theorydriven and involves iterative cycles of hypothesis generation, testing and refinement, allowing
evaluators to generate evidence to refine, refute or amend their programme theory (Pawson
& Tilley, 1997).
With the integration mechanism (Table 9; Appendix B2, p.197), many qualitative and
quantitative sub-case documents reported on components of broader mixed methods studies.
Many mixed methods studies also reported the two components separately without linking
them. This lack of integration leaves evaluation users with a fragmented understanding of how
social prescribing works (Appendix B2, p.197) and a partial view of service efficacy (Cheetham
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et al., 2018). Techniques to integrate mixed methods findings have been suggested
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010, p.683-699) and used in the social prescribing literature, e.g.,
mixed methods matrices or conceptual models (van de Venter & Buller, 2015; Kellezi et al.,
2019; Irvine et al., 2020). The Falls Awareness programme evaluation reported findings from
the qualitative and quantitative study components separately but integrated them at the end
to inform the development of evidence-based recommendations for commissioners, service
providers and evaluators. The social prescribing evaluation framework and reporting
standards must give guidance on integrating mixed methods in research and reporting to
address this issue.
5.1.4.

Summary

This first analytical strand demonstrates the value of mixed methods evaluation of social
prescribing in practice and research contexts. Mixed methods help address and manage an
intervention’s complexity and its evaluation. Central to its application is integration, without
which a comprehensive and detailed understanding of social prescribing cannot be formed.
Some contextual factors, e.g. practical constraints and commissioner pressures, have been
highlighted, and must be considered in an evaluation framework advocating the use of mixed
methods.
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5.2. Collecting data that matters
Previous mixed methods social prescribing evaluations have been inconclusive and
incongruent (Carnes et al., 2017; Pescheny et al., 2019). The breadth of social prescribing
applications and aims (Rempel et al., 2017; Tierney et al., 2020) is central to its complexity.
Therefore, a narrow dataset generated from a limited set of validated quantitative outcome
tools is not appropriate. It would not capture the breadth of social prescribing outcomes, nor
the impact. Evaluations focussing on limited quantitative outcomes may not detect significant
changes and effects in other domains from the intervention. Evaluation teams must carefully
consider the data that they intend to collect for social prescribing evaluations to work.
Here, evidence is presented on which types of outcomes have been identified as important
and helpful for social prescribing evaluations. The alignment of the evaluation design and
selected outcome tools with the intervention and its surrounding context is also discussed.
5.2.1.

Outcomes of interest for social prescribing

The ACCORD GCM study (Project 3, Appendix C) provided evidence about outcomes for
consideration and measurement in a social prescribing evaluation. These correspond with
outcome principles identified for social prescribing in Wales in previous consensus research,
i.e. individual, community and systems (Wallace et al., 2018). Individual outcomes in Project
3 were clustered under the heading ‘Impact on the user’ (Cluster 3) and included impact on
wellbeing, quality of life, health, and achievement of goals and satisfaction. Selecting and
measuring outcomes based on what matters to people receiving social prescribing was
deemed important by participants. Community level outcomes are based on data about
services, service use, and community development efforts. Finally, systems level outcomes
come from the ‘Outcome measures’ cluster (Cluster 4) and include healthcare use, addressing
social determinants of health, and assessing health equity. In the final stage, participants rated
all statements on Likert scales of importance and helpfulness to their role. This data gives
insight into outcomes rated as most important and helpful for different stakeholders. For
instance, wellbeing and quality of life outcomes were rated as more important than
organisational data or health outcomes. Developing a social prescribing evaluation framework
based on this prioritises outcomes that have been found to be important to all social
prescribing stakeholders.
However, whilst it is useful to identify outcomes that are important to stakeholders, evaluators
must also be equipped with appropriate and fit-for-purpose measurement tools to assess
these outcomes. Availability of such tools for social prescribing is limited. For example,
individual well-being is considered an important outcome, but the only tool which is available
and frequently used to assess well-being is the Warwick Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale
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(WEMWBS; Tennant et al., 2007). It is frequently used to assess mental and emotional,
internal, well-being but does not assess other components of well-being i.e., physical and
social well-being. These are incorporated into the World Health Organisation definition of
health (WHO, 1948) and are often reported as social prescribing programme aims (Rempel et
al., 2017). I am a member of the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research team
developing a social well-being measurement tool for use in social prescribing (Elliott et al.,
2021). A social prescribing evaluation framework must provide guidance on how to measure
important outcomes using validated tools. Where validated tools are not available, new tools
should be developed, tested and validated to capture important outcomes.
5.2.2.

Alignment with the context

Evaluators must have a comprehensive understanding of interventions and application
contexts when selecting outcome measures. This enables them to design evaluations that
capture appropriate outcomes and explore how different intervention components work.
Project 3 (Appendix C) highlights this, where the statement, “an analysis of the project
implementation process” was rated as very helpful by social prescribing stakeholders. The
Realist Review (Project 2, Appendix B) also echoes its importance; where contextual
understanding and knowledge allows for tailoring of the evaluation design. Evaluators can use
a participatory research approach, as in Project 1 (Appendix A), with key stakeholders to
understand the intervention aims, how it is implemented and who receives it. Developing this
understanding is cyclical, as knowledge is accumulated additional stakeholders may be
identified who have further insight.
From a Realist perspective, this process involves developing the Initial Programme Theory,
which forms a basis for understanding how the intervention works. The programme theory is
then tested and refined throughout data collection and analysis, to provide more in-depth
explanations about the mechanisms by which an intervention works and the change in context
which triggers those mechanisms. Having a rich, stakeholder informed, understanding of the
programme from the outset ensures that the evaluation design aligns with the intervention and
its aims.
A lack of alignment was observed in Project 1 and this posed challenges when integrating
mixed methods findings and drawing conclusions. Outcome tools were pre-determined by the
service providers rather than determined by the evaluation team via the participatory
approach. The tools focused on general health (EQ-5D-5L; Herdman et al., 2011) and falls
efficacy (Falls Efficacy Scale; Yardley et al., 2005), which were appropriate as the project
aimed to increase awareness of falls risk in older adults. There is currently no guidance
available to inform decision making when non-expert evaluators are designing evaluations.
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Further discussions with the steering group indicated that additional primary aims of the
service were to reduce social isolation and increase confidence. However, outcomes
measures for these were not included. Focus group data highlighted the perceived value of
the programme, and participants reported changing their behaviour and increasing their social
contacts after attending (Appendix A2, p.109). Corresponding positive outcomes were not
identified in the quantitative component. Given the uncontrolled ‘before-and-after’ nature of
the design, this may be explained by multiple factors - a difference did not actually exist,
confounding variables, inconsistent data collection or low completion rates. It is important to
consider that programme aim and outcome tool misalignment may also mean that programme
impact could not be detected in the quantitative data.
A distinction needs to be made between aligning multiple outcome measures according to the
intervention aims and objectives, and using numerous outcome measures in the hope of
finding a significant change. Key outcomes, corresponding outcome tools, and burden on
research participants must be carefully considered through discussion with stakeholders/lay
members.
Alignment is relevant when considering the ‘for whom’ component of the Realist question.
Evaluations need to be designed with stakeholders in mind. They must be acceptable and
appropriate for target audiences and not overly burden participants, particularly when they are
frail or vulnerable as in Project 1, or service providers. Project 1 involved collecting quantitative
data from participants 56-95 years (Mean = 76 years) using questionnaires and validated
tools. Completion rates were low with missing data for many participants. Missing data and
low completion rates threaten dataset validity and robustness, and they should be avoided.
Providers supported participants to complete the questionnaires where necessary, but several
participants reported not understanding some questions and confusion about the Falls
Efficacy Scale-International (Appendix A3, p.139). Pilot testing the tools with prospective
participants may highlight issues that can be rectified prior to use. Equally, social prescribing
service providers and link workers must be included when determining data collection. Service
providers’ data collection responsibilities must not be burdensome and affect their ability to
perform their role. The framework, guidance and training materials will support this and ensure
balance between collecting sufficient, good quality data and burden.
5.2.3.

Summary

Social prescribing evaluators must consider the outcomes for which they intend to collect data,
by drawing on existing evidence and knowledge about the context and intervention. This will
facilitate an evaluation design that is not overly burdensome, meets commissioner needs, and
provides evidence corresponding to the intervention aims.
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5.3. Involving stakeholders
Social prescribing complexity is shaped by the range of stakeholders involved. Central to
complex systems are heterogeneous agents and their interactions (Chiva et al., 2010). These
interactions are dynamic, and complexity theory accepts their uncertainty and unpredictability
(Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001). The breadth of the social prescribing process (Appendix E3)
means that various stakeholders are involved at different stages through different processes.
This complexity is reflected in the ‘volition’ and ‘implementation’ components of the VICTORE
complexity checklist (Pawson, 2013; Table 2).
This section provides evidence for involving stakeholders in social prescribing evaluations, for
them to work. The involvement of professional stakeholders and lay members in the research
team is discussed, along with challenges and possible solutions.
5.3.1.

Stakeholder involvement in the evaluation team

The primary stakeholder in a social prescribing intervention is the individual receiving the
intervention (referred to in the literature and practice as patient, user, client or beneficiary).
Other key stakeholders include referral agents (e.g. primary care, housing, social care staff),
link workers and their organisations, and community assets who provide prescribed services.
Researchers are moving beyond individual and community-level impact, and are also
identifying potential system-level impact from social prescribing. This broadens the range of
potential stakeholders from those with direct intervention involvement, to those observing
system-level impact, such as health and social care services, policy, local government,
national government (Wallace et al., 2018).
Each type of stakeholder offers a different contribution to an evaluation team by providing their
experiential knowledge; “information and wisdom gained from lived experience” (Schubert &
Borkman, 1994, p.228). From a Critical Realist perspective (Bhaskar, 1978), this includes the
actual experience, along with the interpretation by the person experiencing it (Schubert &
Borkman, 1994). Theoretically, involving stakeholders in research using participatory
approaches has been advocated for addressing complexity (Lewin & Regine 2000),
developing programme theory and validation and interpretation of findings (Saul et al., 2013;
Appendix B1, p.156). This facilitates new knowledge generation through stakeholder
interactions over time (Kallemeyn et al., 2020) and maintains stakeholder agency in the
evaluation. This is important as interventions change in different contexts and develop over
time. A Realist Review of participatory approaches supports this idea, suggesting that
partnership synergy allows for alignment of the research purpose, values and goals,
recognising and valuing stakeholders’ collective knowledge, resources, relationship and
capacity (Jagosh et al., 2011).
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The ACCORD Realist Review (Project 2, Appendix B2, p.192) identified that stakeholder input
via a team with varying expertise enhances social prescribing evaluation. It provides diverse
perspectives, learning from previous experience, and knowledge and insight about the target
population and service. This knowledge and experience facilitates co-production of study
design, development and preparation, shared interpretation of findings, and integration of
findings with the broader context. Beyond this, stakeholder involvement during the evaluation
can facilitate participant recruitment by building a sense of investment, familiarity and trust
with the evaluation process, and provides a direct link to users who may be interested in
participating.
5.3.2.

Public involvement in evaluation

A key stakeholder group is the public or social prescribing user. Patient and Public
Involvement (PPI), defined as “research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ members of the public
rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’ them” (NIHR, 2019), has been encouraged in research for many
years (Jackson et al., 2020). PPI members of social prescribing evaluation teams may be
people who have previously used social prescribing services, are current users or people who
would not engage with social prescribing. The UK Standards for Public Involvement (NIHR,
2019) set out six standards to ensure effective high quality PPI in health and social care
research focused on patient/public needs (NIHR, 2019).
PPI is not a mainstream research activity despite its known value and impact (Ocloo & Fulop,
2011; Brett et al., 2014; Crowe & Ceinwen, 2016). In the ACCORD Realist Review (Project 2,
Appendix B) only six evaluations of 82 reported on PPI. These papers provided in-depth
accounts on lay member involvement, adaptations of research processes to facilitate
involvement and its value in evaluation (Appendix B2, p.192). The ACCORD Realist Review
included documents published until May 2020. The standards were published in 2019, which
may explain the lack of PPI discussion. However, conceptual and practical barriers to involving
patients and the public remain (Jackson et al., 2020).
5.3.3.

Challenges and approaches for public involvement in evaluation

A lack of conceptual understanding exists about PPI and how it may be achieved (Crawford
et al., 2002; Ocloo & Matthews, 2016). UK PPI standards address this (NIHR, 2019) and there
is a plethora of frameworks for PPI in research and evaluation, but they are rarely used
(Greenhalgh et al., 2019). Concerns remain about whether PPI in research and evaluation is
meaningful, or tokenistic to ensure compliance with the UK standards (Madden & Speed,
2017; Jackson et al., 2020). Individuals seem more likely to become involved with studies that
align with their priorities/situations (Smits et al., 2020). There is also a risk of professionalising
PPI members, who may then not provide a representative view of the target population
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(Petrova, 2018). For meaningful PPI, resources and training must be provided so evaluators
can optimise the impact on their evaluations.
The Falls Awareness evaluation (Project 1, Appendix A) is an example of good practice in
participatory research and PPI. We used a participatory approach (Cousins & Chouinard,
2012, pp8) of direct engagement with key stakeholders throughout, recognising their unique
expertise and perspective to inform the evaluation development, design and implementation.
A steering group comprising two researchers, a service provider, a service manager and two
service users was convened and met on a bi-monthly basis. The group agreed the evaluation
design, co-designed the focus group guide for data collection and determined the most
appropriate and effective recruitment technique. Following data collection, the group reviewed
the preliminary analysis to reach a consensus, triangulate results and generate conclusions.
The service users and researchers co-produced the lay summary of findings (Appendix A2,
p.94) and shared this with other project participants. The Report (Appendix A2, p.114) and
Publication (Appendix A3, p.140) highlight the value of lay member participation and explain
the processes undertaken. Reporting PPI gives transparency, best practice examples and
demonstrates PPI value to other researchers (Staniszewska et al., 2017).
Evaluators must consider the practical arrangements, adjustments and costs associated with
PPI in research. Project 1 shows that meaningful PPI and participatory research can be time
consuming and costly. PPI must be considered when designing the evaluation so it can be
budgeted for (NIHR, 2021). Smaller scale social prescribing evaluations receiving less funding
may not be able to reimburse PPI members for their time, and rely on voluntary participation.
The Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Project 1) was not sufficiently funded to
financially support the two PPI steering group members. Both participated voluntarily and
steps were taken to optimise their time and contribution, and minimise burden. These included
one-to-one communication with the researchers, scheduling meetings at times convenient to
them at their sheltered housing scheme, providing easy read format resources, and helping
them comment and contribute in their own words. A trusting relationship was developed
between the researcher and lay members, who reported feeling comfortable to contribute,
knowing that their opinions and insights would be valued.
Financial compensation for PPI in research is controversial (Ocloo et al., 2021). Having
insufficient funds for PPI reimbursement for time and contribution risks projecting an
impression of undervaluing PPI (Terry, 2012). Only people with resources and time to
contribute voluntarily will be able to contribute. On the other hand, receipt of payment for time
can be problematic for people on welfare benefits (Evans et al., 2014). A Realist Evaluation of
PPI in research found that payment for time did not impact on public involvement in research
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(Evans et al., 2014). The importance of payment was regarded differently depending on the
public member’s role. Where they were co-researchers with a substantial long-term role,
payment was considered more important, compared to involvement through advisory groups
or panels taking less time.
Therefore, where ongoing PPI is not possible for practical reasons, alternative approaches
must be sought. For example, a citizens’ jury may be used to gather representative
perspectives (Price, 2000; Jefferson Centre, 2004). This actively engages the public on
complex issues through democratic deliberative processes (Scott et al., 2019), balancing
professional perspective with citizen voice (Callaghan & Wistow 2006; Lannin et al., 2021).
Similarly, consensus methods may be useful, particularly those which do not favour one voice,
and ensure that all perspectives and insights are equally valued and included. GCM (Kane &
Trochim, 2007) used in Project 3 provides a platform for all stakeholders to input their ideas
to be sorted and rated so consensus may emerge. All GCM stages are undertaken individually
and anonymously, so no voice, profession or expertise is valued above others, avoiding group
think. Consensus methods can be used to design evaluations and evaluation frameworks
(Project 3; Appendix C1). Workshops where key stakeholders are invited to find out about a
study and comment on findings and contribute to discussions about next steps are also useful.
For example, the evaluation forum (Appendix C3) drew on a mixed stakeholder group,
including Welsh Government, third sector, NHS, academics and members of the public to
inform next steps of the ACCORD study.
Different approaches to involving stakeholders, particularly members of the public, are useful
and should be used at different stages of social prescribing evaluation (Appendix B2, p.192).
Citizens’ juries or consensus approaches gather a diverse range of perspectives at the outset
of the evaluation. From these, evaluators may gain a broad understanding of important
aspects at play, which key stakeholders to involve, how the social prescribing intervention
works and important issues for consideration. Evaluators may subsequently convene smaller,
more manageable, stakeholder groups to work closely on the evaluation. These may take the
form of advisory groups, steering groups or working with stakeholders as co-researchers. PPI
in these in-depth research processes must be funded and financial compensation offered.
Evaluators may then close the evaluation cycle, or full evaluation by consulting with the wider
stakeholder group identified at the start and involved with the evaluation development. They
may contribute to findings interpretation, implementation and identification of areas for future
research.
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5.3.4.

Summary

This analytical strand considers ‘what works’ for social prescribing and ‘for whom’. Involving
stakeholders from the outset in a meaningful, co-productive manner facilitates social
prescribing evaluation, ensures the evaluation design is acceptable, and that findings are
interpreted from multiple perspectives. The case for public involvement in social prescribing
evaluation has been made here, and the ways this works for different individuals in varying
circumstances have been considered. Approaches for successfully involving stakeholders at
different points of the evaluation have been suggested.
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5.4. Considering the evaluation context
Complex interventions are embedded and implemented within complex systems (Shiell et al.,
2008). Therefore, consideration of these wider systems, their interacting components, and the
impact they have on the intervention (i.e., social prescribing evaluation) is crucial to
understanding how they work, for whom and in what circumstances.
The Realist Review identified a series of contextual factors which influence social prescribing
evaluation (Appendix B2, p.191). These are conflated with contextual factors identified in the
Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Appendix A2, p.103). Other factors were also
identified in the Group Concept Mapping study (Appendix C1, p.265), particularly with regards
to the local context and research practicalities. This section explores three contextual factors
that are important for social prescribing evaluation drawing on evidence from the portfolio
projects and extant literature.
5.4.1.

Pragmatic limitations

Frameworks may set out the gold standard for evaluation practice, but the available evaluation
funding, time and support will influence evaluators’ ability to follow them and conduct high
quality evaluations. Three key strands of what works for social prescribing evaluation have
been explored so far; using mixed-methods, collecting data that matters and involving
stakeholders. Each strand may be affected by pragmatic limitations and constraints.
What works contextually for social prescribing evaluation is influenced by the funding made
available. The Realist Review found that funding arrangements for evaluating social
prescribing were rarely reported (Appendix B2, p.191). The ACCORD GCM study (Project 3,
Appendix C1, p.264) identified “proper funding for evaluation” as one of the most important
and helpful statements for good practice in social prescribing evaluation. Chatterjee et al.
(2018) noted that sufficient funding has not been invested in high quality, robust social
prescribing evaluation to date. Jani et al. (2020) called for research agencies to invest more
funding to support evaluation, as well as increasing flexibility in the type of studies that are
used to evaluate social prescribing.
Evaluators may conduct cohesive evaluations, addressing multiple research questions, where
sufficient funding is provided, and evaluation is considered from the outset of service
commissioning and development. Where evaluations are not funded appropriately, the
evaluators’ ability to undertake robust evaluation is limited, and adjustments may be required.
In the SPRING and PROSPECT wait-list randomised controlled trials (Llewellyn et al., 2020;
Elliott et al., 2021) steps were taken to cut costs e.g., link workers collected data and consent,
limited follow-up, and manual randomisation. These may have affected data quality. Similarly,
the Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Appendix A) only had a small amount of funding
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so PPI was not funded, there were a small number of focus groups, and researcher time was
supplemented by infrastructure funding to complete the project.
Time available will also have an impact on the evaluation size, scale, and format. A short
evaluation has limited capacity for sufficient time planning and preparing study phases. This
may have an impact on participant recruitment, amount of data collected and ability to use a
co-productive approach. Alternatively, a longer duration evaluation has scope for exploratory
and follow-up work, using a sequential design and co-produced phases with a mixed team.
As with social prescribing evaluation, monitoring activities are also dependent on available
time and funding. Social prescribing services must evidence their value and impact to their
commissioners in order to secure continued funding. Social prescribers at the Wales School
for Social Prescribing Research evaluation forums frequently report conflict between their
ability to deliver interventions and collect sufficient monitoring data. Collecting and using
monitoring data was also identified as a learning need for which training was not available for
link workers (Wallace et al., 2020).
A consistently implemented social prescribing evaluation and monitoring framework has the
potential to mitigate for funding, time and capacity constraints. It should guide evaluators and
service providers on how to design an evaluation and deliver within constraints. This would
standardise evaluations so that data could be used for evaluation, reporting, designing and
comparing services.
5.4.2.

Perceptions of evaluation

Different stakeholders’ perceptions of social prescribing evaluation influence how it may be
undertaken and interpreted. Three key stakeholder groups’ perceptions will be considered:
commissioners and funders, service providers (practitioners and managers), and service
users.
Commissioners’ and funders’ views of the value of evaluation will affect their investment in the
evaluation, its importance to them, the evaluation specification and how findings are used.
Some studies in the ACCORD Realist Review (Appendix B2, p.191) reported that
commissioners’ narrow views and priorities affected the evaluation scope e.g., focusing on
hospital admissions and medical outcomes (e.g. Dayson, 2017). One ACCORD GCM (Project
3) participant was a commissioner, and data from this participant offers a starting point for
considering evaluation components that are important for commissioners. Statements rated
as most important were; ability to validate information input, clarity of target audience,
methodology, aims, reporting; plans for sustainability, use of mixed methods and validated
tools and guidance on evaluation use. Future stages of the ACCORD study could explore this
list with other social prescribing commissioners.
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Social prescribing practitioners’ and managers’ views are also important in determining
whether evaluations will work. Many studies in the ACCORD Realist Review (Appendix B2,
p.195), and the Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Appendix A2, p.101) required
practitioner and programme staff involvement to support participant recruitment and data
collection. Evaluations may be perceived negatively if this impacts on time available for service
delivery, or limits their ability to fulfil their practitioner role (Llewellyn et al., 2020). However,
for many practitioners, evaluation and monitoring is central to their role, particularly in smaller
social prescribing services with less sustainable funding. It is used to demonstrate their worth
and value to commissioners who determine service continuation, and ultimately continuation
of their employment. Support and guidance for evaluation and monitoring is needed for these
individuals, but not readily available (Wallace et al., 2020). A framework will guide this process
and support practitioners and managers to evidence service impact. Practitioners in the
ACCORD GCM (Project 3) identified that such a framework should include mixed methods,
process evaluation, identifying barriers and the value of practitioners in community
development.
Finally, service user perceptions about evaluation may impact how it works. The personcentred nature of social prescribing (SCIE, 2020) must be reflected in its evaluation. Service
users may be more likely to participate when they understand the importance of and need for
the evaluation and are familiar with the processes. Where burden on participants is lower, e.g.,
fewer outcome tools or less frequent data collection, it may be more positively perceived. A
member of the public in Project 3 perceived the most important aspects of social prescribing
evaluation to be good, accessible communication and dissemination across audiences,
flexibility of evaluation, clarity in goals and outcomes, capturing a breadth of stakeholder
views, collecting health, well-being and quality of life outcomes and targeting the right people.
In developing the framework, these views must be incorporated.
Co-production is key to addressing these issues (Appendix B2, p.192). Involvement of
stakeholders from the outset projects an impression of inclusivity and fosters a sense of
investment. Their involvement in the evaluation process will affect their views and perceptions,
and through this process the importance and value of the evaluation may be highlighted. This
provides research capacity building opportunities and encourages ongoing evaluation and
monitoring activity, using appropriate designs and tools.
5.4.3.

The impact of COVID-19

At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, all non-COVID-19 health and social care research
was suspended (Thornton, 2020; Singh et al., 2020).
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Fortunately, the Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Appendix A) was completed prior to
COVID-19. This evaluation included face-to-face focus groups with older adults, which would
have been challenging to undertake virtually. As the pandemic progressed, opportunities for
online working and virtual research grew, and research could be resumed using online focus
groups, interviews, data collection and consensus events. However, individuals who do not
have access to technology or do not feel competent or confident in using it may be excluded
(Carter et al., 2021). For Project 1, this would have impeded the research as the majority of
participants were frail older adults who may have encountered some difficulties using the
technology.
The Realist Review (Appendix B) was desk-based and as such not affected by the pandemic.
Only documents published before May 2020 were included in the Review so none of the
included documents mentioned COVID-19. It is therefore important to consider the relevance
of conclusions and recommendations drawn to a post-pandemic world. Whilst the context may
have changed, and the impact of COVID-19 now must be considered in social prescribing
evaluation, I argue that the principles remain unchanged. That being said, the way in which
these are implemented may differ in the future. For instance, approaches to co-production with
stakeholders may be adapted to online working and evaluators may need to utilise more
creative methods using digital platforms, e.g. Group Wisdom (www.groupwisdom.com), Haia
(www.haia.live) or Mural (www.mural.co).
Finally, the ACCORD GCM (Project 3; Appendix C) was undertaken during the COVID-19
pandemic, between March and July 2021. Group WisdomTM software was used to access to
a geographically and professionally diverse sample through an online platform. Whilst the
Realist Review did not incorporate research undertaken during or after the pandemic, the
GCM study was prospective, asking stakeholders to look forward rather than reflecting on past
evaluations. When creating the framework, the ACCORD Realist Review and Group Concept
Mapping study provide a retrospective and prospective foundation, which accounts for
COVID-19.
In addition to the suspension of research activities, community and social prescribing activities
were also suspended or moved online at the start of the pandemic (Wallace et al., 2021). This
posed a challenge for evaluators who may have been at the start, or in the middle of an
evaluation. The entire context and setting for the intervention evaluation rapidly changed. The
intervention itself may have also altered, meaning that data from before the pandemic were
not comparable with data collected after the start of the pandemic. When interpreting data this
must be considered.
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Despite the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on social prescribing practice and
research, the recovery from COVID-19 poses future opportunities for social prescribing. Social
prescribing has been proposed as an approach to support recovery from COVID-19, longCOVID and worsening health inequalities (Younan et al., 2020; UK Government, 2021).
Additional investment in social prescribing to tackle the long-term impact of the pandemic and
enhance the prevention of future ill health must be accompanied by investment in evaluation.
This evaluation will be able to inform development and delivery of future services, to ensure
that they are fit for purpose. Using Realist methods to evaluate such interventions will enable
evaluators to understand how they work and how they may need to be adapted in different
contexts to deliver the desired outcomes.
5.4.4.

Summary

The circumstances in which evaluations are undertaken must be considered when identifying
what works for social prescribing evaluation. Here, three contextual influences have been
considered; pragmatic limitations, perceptions of evaluation and the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. These must be considered when developing the evaluation framework to ensure
that it works across a range of different circumstances.
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5.5. Conclusions
This portfolio has drawn on evidence from three projects related to social prescribing
evaluation, to generate new knowledge about what works, for whom and in what
circumstances. Application of the Realist approach permitted deeper exploration of
mechanisms which may underpin social prescribing evaluation. Four analytical strands were
identified. Table 10 provides a matrix which summarises what works and for whom, split
between the four strands and different social prescribing stakeholders. Contextual influences
have been highlighted and discussed throughout this commentary. The context and
circumstances within which the evaluation takes place must be considered in its design and
delivery in order for it to be successful.
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Table 10. Matrix of what works and for whom for social prescribing evaluation.
What works?
Using mixed methods

Commissioners






SP provider






SP user

For whom?

Evaluators





Collecting data that matters

Affords the opportunity to
develop new knowledge, build
on existing knowledge about
social prescribing.
Offers the opportunity to
capture outcomes which may
not be identified via
quantitative outcome tools.



Gives both quantitative data
relating to key performance
indicators or targets.
Richer qualitative data offers
further insight into the impact
and effects of the intervention.



Captures ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
outcomes to evidence impact.
Provides a cohesive overview
of service impact drawing on
outcome, descriptive and indepth data.



Puts the person at the centre
of the evaluation.
Gives the opportunity for
outcomes to be explored and
views to be heard.










Allows selection of evidencebased tools that measure
what matters to users.
Permits evaluation that
determines whether the
intervention meets its aims.
Design is fit-for-purpose and
appropriate for the context
and target population.
Provides clarity regarding
aims of the service and
evaluation from the outset to
allow the evaluator to design
the evaluation accordingly.
Gives access to relevant data
for service commissioning.
Allows service provider to
provide evidence directly
linked to aims and objectives.
Findings used by
commissioners when
considering future funding.
Reduces burden on
participants by only collecting
data and outcomes that
matter to them.
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Involving stakeholders








Allows development of a coproduced evaluation which
takes advantage of
experiential knowledge and
priorities of stakeholders.
Members of the public can
offer insight into the
evaluation design and
interpretation of findings
which otherwise may not be
available to the evaluator.
Service users contribute
unique experiential
knowledge and insight
throughout to inform the
scope, design, delivery and
interpretation of the
evaluation.

Considering the evaluation
context
Allows for feasible evaluation
design, within financial and
practical constraints.



Valuing evaluation and
providing sufficient funding for
comprehensive evaluation
design.



Evaluation can be embedded in
service provision, facilitating
data collection.
Service providers must be given
time, resources and training to
support evaluation and
monitoring activity.
Evaluations are designed with
the user at the centre.
Robust evaluation results in
more effective evidence-based
practice.






6.0. Implications and principles
This section explores the implications for evaluators, commissioners, policy makers, service
providers and service users of the research. Guiding principles for social prescribing
evaluation may be found in Table 11.

6.1. Implications for evaluators
The ACCORD Realist Review (Project 2, Appendix B) demonstrated the breadth and
variability of social prescribing evaluation approaches and designs. Evaluator expertise and
experience was highly varied. This portfolio provides an evidence-base for developing an
evaluation framework and training materials for a consistent evaluation approach. The
reporting standards will enhance the ability to compare, contrast and draw inferences across
different evaluations in different contexts.
Mixed methods offer a deeper insight into how a service is working, its impact and how it may
need to change to be most effective. Mixed methods are more resource intensive and require
longer evaluation time periods. Narrow evaluation remits from commissioners may limit
approaches and methods that can be used. This portfolio demonstrates the utility and added
value of mixed methods. Evaluators may use mixed methods approaches to strengthen their
evaluations. Guidance is required for less experienced evaluators, which should be addressed
in the evaluation framework.
Evaluation co-production by a mixed team must be guided and led by evaluators. Evaluators
need skills and techniques for producing meaningful co-production with PPI members. An
evaluation co-production process helps evaluators access contextual information to inform
evaluation design and interpretation. Future research will develop guidance and training
materials to accompany the ACCORD evaluation framework.
ACCORD reporting standards will support social prescribing evaluators by giving clear
guidance on structuring and reporting methods and findings, so that key evaluation
components are not missed or unreported. Consistent reporting will improve trustworthiness
and help evaluators interpret and make judgments about social prescribing evaluation quality
and rigour, and identify gaps in the evidence base.

6.2. Implications for commissioners
Gaps in the social prescribing evidence base prevent stakeholders from drawing conclusions
about whether, how or why social prescribing works and the full impact that it may have.
Commissioners have experienced data and knowledge gaps that limit their understanding of
social prescribing models and levels, or ability to track impact over time (Charles, 2019). Social
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prescribing service complexity and variability makes this more challenging. Rigorous
evaluation that accepts and addresses this complexity will help generate evidence. Sufficient
funding for robust and rigorous evaluation will give commissioners evidence and data to
develop and commission evidence-based, effective services.

6.3. Implications for policy makers
Findings from Projects 2 and 3 have directly influenced the Welsh Government Ministerial
Task and Finish group for social prescribing. The group was convened in May 2021 and is
developing the social prescribing national offer and model for Wales. A key deliverable of the
group is the development of a social prescribing evidence base and outcomes framework.
Project findings and portfolio conclusions are informing this development to identify core
deliverables and indicators, and collect robust data using a core dataset. This portfolio has
implications for evidence-based practice, and the production of evidence-based policy in
Wales.

6.4. Implications for service providers
Service providers need to provide evidence about their efficacy to their commissioners and
funders. There was no insight before the ACCORD study into how evaluation and monitoring
were working for social prescribing practitioners. Evaluation and monitoring have been
identified as major learning needs for practitioners (Wallace et al., 2020). The findings
presented here demonstrate processes and key considerations for the development of tools
and guidance for practitioners. An evaluation framework must be co-developed with
stakeholders, and evaluation and monitoring activity must be balanced with service delivery.
This is particularly important as the COVID-19 pandemic will affect resources and services
that are available during recovery. Service providers will be able to generate and collect robust
data to support their services, and ensure continuous, evidence-based service improvement
and development.

6.5. Implications for service users and the public
Social prescribing is a person-centred approach (SCIE, 2020) and evaluation design must
reflect the centrality of service user experience. Project 3 (Appendix C1, p.264) identifies
impact on service users as the most important aspect of evaluation good practice. The
evaluation framework must provide robust techniques to capture impact on service users via
outcomes and their experiences. Evaluation should consider participant/prospective
participant perspectives and experience from the outset. Evaluation design and methods must
be acceptable to participants, and not burden them. Designing evaluations directly with
prospective participants and service users is an effective technique to achieve this.
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Robust and rigorous evaluation is needed to develop models of social prescribing which are
grounded in evidence and effectively address the needs of the target population. Knowledge
and understanding of social prescribing is limited making it hard for commissioners and service
providers to develop and deliver evidence-based practice. Translating evaluation findings into
practice is critical (Cooksey, 2006; Weeks et al., 2013). Using an evidence-based evaluation
framework based on the portfolio findings will produce better social prescribing evaluation to
inform service development. Guidance for social prescribing evaluators and service providers
will support implementation of evaluation findings in practice for the benefit of service users
and the public.

6.6. Summary
Principles of good practice in social prescribing evaluation have been developed based on the
implications discussed here (see Table 11). These provide statements to guide evaluation
development and design in collaboration with stakeholders.
Table 11. Principles of good practice in social prescribing evaluation
Stakeholder
Evaluators

Social prescribing evaluation good practice principle
 Mixed methods evaluation designs are used to capture nuanced,
detailed understanding of social prescribing.
 Evaluations are co-designed and co-delivered by mixed teams so
they are fit-for-purpose.
 Evaluations are reported clearly to assess quality and rigour.
Commissioners  Evaluations are sufficiently funded to permit robust, co-produced
designs.
 Commissioners give clear guidance on the evaluation scope and
requirements.
 Mixed methods evaluations have equal weighting in their appraisal
and utility.
 Evaluations inform future commissioning and service development,
to ensure cumulative service improvement over time.
Policy makers
 Evidence is used to inform policy development on implementation
and roll out of a national social prescribing offer.
SP providers
 Evaluations are designed to correspond and align with services.
 Service providers are given time, resources and training to support
time spent on evaluation and monitoring.
 Service developments and improvements are based on new
knowledge and evidence generated from social prescribing
evaluations.
SP users
 Service users are heard and respected in the evaluation.
 Evaluations are person-centred, and not burdensome on
participants.
 Evaluation is directly translated into practice to deliver effective,
evidence-based services.
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7.0. Concluding Remarks
7.1. Summary of the critical commentary
This commentary draws together evidence from three inter-linked projects about social
prescribing evaluation that I undertook between 2018-2021. Social prescribing evaluation was
explored using Realism and Complexity as a theoretical lens. Four analytical strands were
identified detailing how it works, for whom and in what circumstances - using mixed methods,
collecting data that matters, involving stakeholders, and considering the evaluation context
(see Table 10). Implications for evaluators, commissioners, policy makers, service providers
and service users were considered, and a series of principles for social prescribing evaluation
good practice were developed (see Table 11).

7.2. Portfolio aims
Three aims were set out and addressed.
1) To ‘demonstrate that the work undertaken and included in this portfolio meets the
Quality Assurance Agency for UK Higher Education Doctoral Descriptors (QAA,
2020)’.
This critical commentary details the contribution to new knowledge and evidences my ability
to design, undertake, interpret and integrate three separate research studies. Appendix F
provides a table demonstrating how outputs submitted within this portfolio meet each of the
QAA Doctoral Descriptors. A Reflexive Commentary (Appendix G) provides further reflective
discussion of the experience of undertaking the research and how these experiences have
enabled me to meet the Doctoral criteria.
2) To ‘provide a commentary regarding ‘what works, for whom and in what circumstances’
(Pawson & Tilley, 1997) for social prescribing evaluation, drawing on evidence from
three inter-related projects’.
The commentary addresses the issue of social prescribing evaluation, and generates an
understanding of what works for social prescribing evaluation and social prescribing
evaluation principles for good practice. The commentary draws on evidence from the three
portfolio projects (Appendices A, B & C).
3) To ‘provide evidence regarding personal and professional development as a
researcher within the context of these three projects, and the broader research
infrastructure in Wales’.
Each project used a different methodological approach. I received training (see Appendix J)
and developed my skills with the guidance of the supervisory team. As discussed in the
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reflexive commentary (Appendix G), my experience and professional development has been
heavily influenced and enhanced by exposure to the wider research infrastructure in Wales.
Evidence for my involvement in other research projects, preparation of funding applications
and preparation of peer-reviewed outputs can be found in Appendix H).

7.3. Contribution to knowledge
This portfolio provides novel contributions to both the fields of social prescribing evaluation
and Realist methodologies.
By bringing together retrospective and prospective research, the portfolio identified
methodological issues (Project 1), and explored what worked for social prescribing evaluation
previously, and how and why this may be (Project 2). The prospective research (Project 3)
asked stakeholders what good practice should look like. This was then reconciled with current
practice to identify areas for social prescribing evaluation improvement and areas of existing
good practice for continuation. This permitted the development of a matrix (Table 10) showing
what works in social prescribing evaluation and for whom. Further, a series of principles of
good practice (p.49) were generated and provide practical standards which may be used by
social prescribing stakeholders to improve evaluation. Taken together, this research provides
an evidence base for the development of an evaluation framework, reporting standards and
training materials to promote better evaluation of social prescribing using this research as a
foundation. Without this research, social prescribing evaluations may continue to encounter
the same challenges and pitfalls, and the evidence base would not progress. The outputs from
this research will ensure better evaluation that can be translated into practice so that service
provision is grounded in robust and rigorous evidence.
The social prescribing evidence base has been heavily criticised but previous researchers
have not provided reasons for limitations and how they may be addressed. This portfolio used
Realism to explore this complex issue in-depth, which allowed me to generate new knowledge
about what works, for whom and in what circumstances. I have also developed principles that
may be translated and applied in other evaluation contexts.
This represents a novel contribution to the Realist community and demonstrates how Realist
approaches may have broader applications to the exploration of complex phenomena, such
as evaluation methodology. This PhD is the first to apply a Realist logic of enquiry to the area
of evaluation methodology. This Portfolio, and the Realist Review (Project 2) specifically,
provide an exemplar of how this may be undertaken. Thorough reporting of the methodology
was critical for guiding Realist researchers who may wish to adopt a similar approach for the
exploration of phenomena or topics which may have previously been deemed as
unconventional or not fitting within the bounds of Realist research. This approach may be
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applied to the exploration of other public health evaluation methodologies, as well as more
broadly across other research processes, approaches and methodologies. Furthermore, this
PhD demonstrates the utility of this approach for developing evidence-based principles,
recommendations and frameworks for improving practice.

7.4. Conclusions
This portfolio gave me the opportunity to draw together evidence from three research projects
to gain a detailed understanding of the field of social prescribing evaluation. I envisage that
the research outputs will inform the design and development of better social prescribing
evaluation, strengthen the evidence base and promote provision of high-quality, effective
services for the benefit of people receiving social prescribing.
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Appendix A: A participatory mixed methods evaluation of a Falls
Awareness Programme (The Falls Awareness programme
evaluation)
A1: Protocol

A PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION OF A
FALLS AWARENESS PROGRAMME

Protocol Version 1

Megan Elliott and Prof Carolyn Wallace
A collaboration between University of South Wales, PRIME Centre Wales and
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
January 2019
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Project Summary

Falls are common in older people and often result in fall-related injuries and serious ongoing problems
(NICE, 2013). Additionally, falls result in functional decline, inactivity, loss of self-confidence, loss of
self-efficacy, fear of falling and depression (Terroso et al., 2014; NICE, 2013). Falls also have
considerable financial implications for health and social care services, costing the NHS more than £2.3
billion per year (NICE, 2013). It is estimated that 30% of people over the age of 65 years fall every year
and this increases to 50% for those over 80 years old (NICE, 2013).
Falls prevention interventions, focusing on falls awareness and exercise can significantly reduce the
frequency and rate of falling (Chang et al., 2004). Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
(RCTCBC) have devised a falls awareness programme and are working with USW researchers to
evaluate it.
The falls awareness programme is a 10-15 week programme that aims to raise awareness of falls and
prevent falls in older adults. Attendees are residents at local sheltered housing schemes and members
of the local community, recruited from community venues. A total of seven projects have been run
since 2017-18, with at least two new projects scheduled for 2019. The programme combines
informational sessions with gentle exercise sessions and meetings with local partners.
Researchers from USW will evaluate the programme using a participatory approach, engaging with
participants, RCTCBC staff and stakeholders to gauge their perspectives.
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The Evaluation
USW researchers (Megan Elliott and Dr Carolyn Wallace) have been commissioned by Rhondda
Cynon Taf County Borough Council to conduct an evaluation of their Falls Awareness programme for
older people in sheltered housing and the wider community. The role of USW is to conduct data
analysis of retrospective anonymised data from participants who have already taken part in the
programme as well as prospective participants and to collect qualitative data in stakeholder focus
groups and interviews.

Aim
The present evaluation aims to evaluate the Falls Awareness programme delivered in Rhondda
Cynon Taf using a participatory approach.

Objectives







To develop the protocol and submit an application for ethical approval.
To engage with service users, staff and stakeholders. This will provide insight into their
experiences with the programme and the benefits they perceived.
To work with a steering group, including at least one older person at risk of falling, to
structure and conduct the evaluation.
To work with the steering group to conduct data analysis by comparing baseline data with
evaluation data to identify the effect of the falls awareness programme.
To provide a final report for Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council
To publish a peer reviewed publication.

Ethical approval
Ethical approval is being sought for the following:




Use of retrospective, anonymised Health and Wellbeing Questionnaire and Falls Efficacy
Scale completed before and after the programme (n = 50).
Evaluation of two additional falls programmes running in 2019, collection of anonymised
individual data from participants.
Megan Elliott and Dr Carolyn Wallace to carry out interviews and focus groups with
stakeholders (older people and venue hosts, e.g. sheltered housing scheme coordinators or
librarians).

Study site
Data collection will take place at the venue of the Falls Awareness programme, in a sheltered
housing scheme location or a community venue (such as a local library or community café) in
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council geographical area. Data analysis will take place at
University of South Wales.
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Evaluation design
The evaluation will take a participatory approach. Participatory evaluation is; ‘an approach designed
to engage participants in the research or evaluation process, rather than a specific set of methods or
techniques’ (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012, p.8). This partnership approach to evaluation actively
involves stakeholders (partners, funders, key decision makers) in development and implementation
of the evaluation. Participatory evaluation recognises the unique expertise of those working within
and accessing the project and uses this throughout the evaluation. Participation occurs throughout
the evaluation process including; identifying relevant questions, data collection and analysis,
reaching a consensus of findings, triangulating results, and generating conclusions and
recommendations.

Data collection
Data collection will take a number of different routes and employ a mixed-methods design to
capture the experiences of participants and evaluate the Falls Awareness programme. Data will be
collected and analysed in the following forms:





Analysis of anonymised health and wellbeing questionnaires and the falls efficacy scale
(anonymised). Comparison of data collected at baseline and following the course (week 15).
Interviews and focus groups with stakeholders (qualitative)
o Older people who have participated in the programme
o Venue hosts (e.g. sheltered housing scheme coordinators or librarians)
o Organisers of the programme
o Family of participants or their informal caregivers who attend the programme with
them.
Analysis of evaluation data and feedback about the programme collected in the final session
in the form of an exit questionnaire.

A low-risk ethics application will be submitted for the analysis of the anonymised quantitative data.
A low-risk ethics application will be submitted for conducting the focus groups and interviews and
analysing this qualitative data.
Megan Elliott (research assistant, USW) will be responsible for all data analysis and running the focus
groups and interviews with stakeholders. Dr Carolyn Wallace (associate professor, USW) will
supervise Megan Elliott in her role and support data collection in focus groups or interviews where
required. Hannah Watson (Health and Wellbeing Improvement Officer, RCTCBC) and Amy Lewis
(Health and Wellbeing Improvement Manager, RCTCBC) will be responsible for collection of
questionnaire data at each time point and passing this on to Megan Elliott. Lay members of the
steering group who have previously participated in the Falls Programme will be invited to participate
in any aspect of the research process. At a minimum this will include proof reading of documents,
data analysis and interpretation at steering group meetings.

Participants and Sampling
Participants will be attendees of the Falls Awareness programme. Individuals self-refer to the
programme. There are no exclusion criteria.
Participant recruitment to the courses takes place through advertising and promotion of the
programme locally in community venues (e.g. libraries, lifelong learning centres, social centres,
cafes) and in sheltered housing schemes. Participants may be interested in the programme as a
result of a previous fall or if they feel that they may be at increased risk of having a fall in the future.
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Data collected retrospectively will be anonymised prior to being delivered to the researchers.
Retrospective data is from individuals who have already completed a falls programme.
Participants for the prospective phase of the study will be recruited through the programme. They
will be given an information sheet and asked to complete a consent form prior to data collection.
Purposive sampling will be used to recruit participants to the qualitative data collection part of the
evaluation. Purposive sampling allows a researcher to select a sample which will enable them to gain
insight and understanding into a specific phenomenon (Merriam, 2009). All participants will be given
an information sheet and consent form prior to the interview or focus group.
Inclusion criteria to participate in the evaluation is as follows:



People aged 50 years and over.
People with mental capacity to consent to participate.

Data analysis
Data analysis will be led by Megan Elliott (USW) and supervised by Dr Carolyn Wallace (USW).
Quantitative data collected from questionnaires will be coded using Microsoft Excel and analysed
accordingly using SPSS. Data collected at different time points will be compared to evaluate changes
in perceived falls efficacy and health and wellbeing following the programme.
Qualitative data will be analysed using thematic Analysis (TA; Braun & Clarke, 2006). To guide
analysis and ensure rigour, a six phase analysis guide devised by Braun and Clarke (2006) will be
followed. Interviews and focus groups will be transcribed verbatim using oTranscribe and Microsoft
Word and analysed using NVivo.

Data management
Data will be collected and stored in accordance with General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR;
2018). All data will be anonymised by RCTCBC before delivery to USW. A coding system will be used
by RCTCBC to identify participants. Retrospective data will be identified using the identifier: FallsR##
(## referring to a participant number). Prospective data will be coded using the identifier: FallsP1##
(## referring to a participant number).
Prior to transfer to University of South Wales, completed anonymised questionnaires will be stored
by the health improvement team in Rhondda Cynon Taf in a locked container.
Once paper questionnaires have been transferred to University of South Wales they will be stored in
a locked cupboard in a locked office. Questionnaires will be coded, encrypted and stored on the
University of South Wales server on a password protected computer.
Audio files of interviews and focus groups will be transferred from a Dictaphone to the university
server. They will be transcribed and analysed on the university server. Participant information will be
anonymised during the transcription phase.
Anonymised data will be stored for up to five years after the end of the evaluation and archived at
University of South Wales premises.
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Ethical Considerations
Ethical consideration is a key component. A low-risk ethics application will be submitted for the
analysis of the anonymised quantitative data. A low-risk ethics application will be submitted for
conducting the focus groups and interviews and analysing this qualitative data.
Two potential ethical issues have been identified.
Firstly, there is a possibility that through the evaluation, the researchers may identify an issue with
regards to the protection of vulnerable adults (POVA). Should either of the researchers identify such
an issue, the usual POVA reporting processes within RCTCBC will be adhered to.
Secondly, data collected retrospectively was not collected with consent for use by researchers.
According to GDPR (2018) guidelines, if data is anonymised (“turned into a form which does not
identify individuals and where identification is not likely to take place”), the resulting data is not
personal data, and therefore the principles of data protection should not apply (GDPR, 2018; Recital
26; https://gdpr-info.eu/recitals/no-26/). Therefore, to mitigate this ethical issue all data will be
completely anonymised and any information that could identify a person will be removed by RCTCBC
staff, prior to delivery to USW researchers.

Safety and risk assessment
When conducting the focus groups and interviews the USW researcher may be working alone and
going into the community alone. This poses a potential risk of harm to the researcher. To reduce this
risk the researcher will adhere to the University of South Wales Lone Worker Procedures for
Research Staff and Students, see Appendix H.
Participants may also feel concerned about confidentiality of their data and responses. This will be
addressed through clear explanations of confidentiality, anonymization, data usage and storage in
the participant information sheet.
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Timetable of evaluation
The project will run over the course of 12 months, from January 2019 to December 2019.
Month of
2019
January

February

March
April

May

June

Timetable for RCTCBC

Timetable for USW

Steering group meeting - Analysis of
retrospective data, create interview
schedule.
First session of Falls Awareness
programme.
Ongoing programme delivery
Deliver anonymised retrospective data
to USW
Ongoing programme delivery
Steering group meeting - discuss
qualitative data collection plans
Ongoing programme delivery
Falls Awareness programme ends
(evaluation data collected).
Second Falls Awareness programme
starts
Ongoing programme delivery
Organisation, recruitment and running
focus groups/interviews
Steering group meeting – qualitative
data analysis planning
Ongoing programme delivery
Organisation, recruitment and running
focus groups/interviews
End of second programme

July
Data analysis
August
Data analysis
September Steering group meeting – agreeing
findings
October
Write final report
November Steering group meeting – discussion of
final report with steering group.
Finalise report.
December Receive final report
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Complete study protocol
Submit high risk ethics application
Receive ethical approval/amendments to
be made
Identification of research training
required by RCTCBC
Arrange steering group meetings
Steering group meeting - Analysis of
retrospective data, create interview
schedule.
Attend first session of Falls Awareness
programme

Steering group meeting - discuss
qualitative data collection plans
Focus groups/interviews run with
steering group members
Attend final session of first programme.
Attend first session of second
programme.
Focus groups/interviews run with
steering group members
Steering group meeting – qualitative
data analysis planning
Focus groups/interviews run with
steering group members
Preliminary qualitative data analysis
Attend final session of second
programme
Data analysis
Data analysis
Steering group meeting – agreeing
findings
Write final report
Steering group meeting – discussion of
final report with steering group.
Finalise report.
Submit final report

Appendices
Appendix A: Participant Information Sheet

STUDY INFORMATION SHEET
Title of Project: Exploring participants experiences of a Falls Awareness
Programme
Name of Researchers: Megan Elliott and Dr Carolyn Wallace
1. Invitation to participate
I would like to invite you to take part in a research study to evaluate the Falls Awareness
Programme. The study is a collaboration between the University of South Wales and
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council. Before you decide you need to understand
why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. Please take time to read
the following information carefully. Ask questions if anything you read is not clear or if you
would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not to take part.
2. Purpose of the study
This study is going to evaluate the Falls Awareness programme in Rhondda Cynon Taf. We
want to know how people feel after taking part, whether the programme has helped them
and any suggestions they have for improving the programme.
3. Why have I been invited?
You have been invited to take part in the study because you have or are currently
participating in a Falls Awareness programme.
4. Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide. We will describe the study in this information sheet. We will then
ask you to sign a consent form to show you agreed to take part. You are free to withdraw at
any time, without giving a reason. This will not affect your participation in the Falls
Awareness programme in any way.
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5. Expenses
You are not expected to incur any additional costs as a result of participating in this study.
6. What will I have to do if I take part?
You will be invited to participate in a focus group or interview, where we will ask you about
your experiences of the Falls Awareness programme.
7. What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
The risks involved with taking part in this study are minimal.
8. What are the possible benefits of taking part?
We cannot guarantee any direct benefits to you. However, this study hopes to evaluate the
Falls Awareness programme, it will identify the successes of the programme and also may
identify some areas for improvement. Your contribution will help to improve the
programme for other users.
9. What if there is a problem?
If you have any concerns about any aspect of this study, you should ask to speak to the
researchers who will do their best to answer your questions. Megan Elliott can be contacted
on 01443483085 or by email: megan.elliott@southwales.ac.uk or Dr Carolyn Wallace on
01443 483839 or by email: Carolyn.wallace@southwales.ac.uk.
Alternatively, you could contact Mr Jonathan Sinfield (Research Governance Officer,
University of South Wales) on 01443484518 or by email:
jonathan.sinfield@southwales.ac.uk.
10. Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?
Confidentiality is very important and wherever possible will be maintained. However, there
are times when confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. If, through the interview or your
questionnaires, what you have said causes concern that there may be a risk of harm to you,
another person, or a child, the researcher has a duty to report what has been said.
The consent form, which asks you to give specific permission for participating in this
research, will be the only documentation that will show your name and will be stored
separately from the other documentation. The consent form will be kept securely in a
locked cabinet and then destroyed securely after five years in keeping with recommended
research guidelines. All the information gathered whether written or otherwise will be kept
in a secure place, password protected on computers or locked away in secure filing cabinets
and it will be anonymised removing names using a separate numbering code which will be
held on a password protected computer. The data will only be accessible to the researchers
and their study supervisors.
All audio-recordings will be destroyed at the end of the study. Transcripts of audiorecordings will be anonymised and kept securely in a locked cabinet within a locked office.
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Transcripts will be retained and then disposed of securely after five years in keeping with
recommended research.
11. What will happen if I do not carry on with the study?
You are free to withdraw from this research at any point and do not have to provide a
reason. If you withdraw from the study we will destroy all your identifiable documentation.
You will be provided with a choice as to whether un-identifiable data collected up to the
point of your withdrawal can be kept or if you would like it destroyed. This can be done up
to 2 weeks after the interview/focus group.
12. What will happen to the results of the research study?
A summary of the findings will be available from Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough
Council after the final report has been produced. Findings may be published within
professional journals and through conferences.
13. Who is organising the research?
The research is being organised by researchers in University of South Wales (Megan Elliott
and Dr Carolyn Wallace).
14. Further information and contact details
Please contact:
Megan Elliott, Research Assistant, University of South Wales
Email: megan.elliott@southwales.ac.uk

Phone: 01443483085

Carolyn Wallace, Associate Professor, University of South Wales
Email: Carolyn.wallace@southwales.ac.uk Phone: 01443483839
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Appendix B: Participant consent form
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Appendix C: Health and Wellbeing Questionnaire
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Appendix D: Falls Efficacy Scale
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Appendix E: End of programme evaluation form (name, address, telephone
and email address to be removed by RCTCBC staff prior to delivery to USW
researchers)
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Appendix F: List of sessions
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Activity
Introduction / Valleys Steps
RNIB / Home Safety
Drink Wise Age Well
Interlink Community Coordinator
/ Steady On...Stay Safe
Managing your medicines
Home Safety with South Wales
Fire and Rescue Service
Improving your fitness, strength
and balance (LIFT / Tai Chi)
AoHL: Hearing loss and Falls risk
Looking after your feet
Physiotherapy
Welsh Ambulance Service
Healthy Eating
First Aid
Chair based Yoga
Project Evaluation
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Appendix G: Letter of support from RCTCBC partners
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Appendix H: The University of South Wales Lone Worker Procedures for
Research Staff and Students
The University of South Wales recognises its responsibility to ensure that reasonable preventative
measures are in place to safeguard the health and safety of all employees, students and visitors.
This policy emphasises the task of line managers to conduct a thorough risk assessment and ensure
proper procedures are put in place in respect of the lone working circumstance under consideration.
With regard to researchers, the three main areas of possible lone working are:
 Working in laboratories
 Fieldwork and working overseas
 Conducting interviews with research participants in their own homes or on the streets.
1. Working in Laboratories
It is the responsibility of line managers and researchers to ensure they comply with the University
health and safety policies and procedures, and risk assessments regarding conducting laboratory
work. It is essential that all involved have had suitable training in these areas. Please visit the Health
and Safety policies and procedures page on the Staff Hub and select “Lone Worker”:
https://thehub.southwales.ac.uk/Interact/Pages/Section/SubFullOne.aspx?subsection=2435
2. Fieldwork and Working Overseas
Line managers and researchers must ensure they adhere and apply the procedures outlined in the
University’s Health and Safety Policies for Site Visits, Fieldwork and Working Overseas Procedure.
Please visit:
 USW Health and Safety Policies for Site Visits, Fieldwork and Working Overseas Procedure
https://thehub.southwales.ac.uk/Interact/Pages/Content/Document.aspx?id=2215&SearchId
 Lone Working
https://thehub.southwales.ac.uk/Interact/Pages/Content/Document.aspx?id=2018
A risk assessment must be undertaken, and particular attention must be given to the researcher’s
own health needs, communication arrangements and security. Data Protection legislation must also
be complied with, in respect of the recording and secure storage of health data. All health details
should be stored securely, such as in a locked cabinet or on a password protected computer. This
information should be shared only with those who need to know and should be destroyed when no
longer needed.
Once the researcher is ready to conduct fieldwork, the following procedures should be applied:
2.1 The researcher must be familiar with emergency procedures and with the international distress
signal.
2.2 The researcher must provide their line manager with the following details of the proposed field
area to be visited:
• Written summary of the fieldwork to be conducted
• Map
• Expected duration of the fieldwork
• Their contact details and mobile phone number
• Their next of kin who can be contacted in case of an emergency
2.3 The researcher must phone their line manager within one hour of the end of the proposed
duration of the fieldwork (or provide a nominated contact number if the fieldwork goes beyond
office hours).
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2.4. If the researcher does not phone, their line manager or nominated contact (whichever is
appropriate) will call the researcher to check everything is satisfactory.
2.5 If no contact can be made within another 30 minutes, then the emergency services should be
called.
2.6 If the researcher is conducting fieldwork abroad, working alone and remotely from colleagues is
to be discouraged as far as possible. Where this is not an option, lone working should only be
sanctioned after a thorough risk assessment has been carried out.
A safe system of work must be devised, taking into account points 2.1 to 2.6 above and adapting
them to suit the situation. Every lone researcher abroad must keep others involved in and fully
informed of the details of each journey and of the planned research programme. It is essential that a
nominated contact person e.g. line manager is appointed who can act upon any failure by the
researcher to contact their line manager with an update on their circumstances.
Emergency plans should be devised and these must be initiated should the researcher/employee fail
to keep to the agreed schedule. An effective means of communication should be available. Regular
checks must be made on any lone worker either in person, by telephone (or satellite telephone) or
by radio. Communication must be maintained on a planned basis and appropriate action taken by
the responsible contact person (e.g. line manager) in the event of a failure to establish contact by
the researcher.
3. Conducting interviews with participants in their own homes or on the streets.
All researchers conducting interviews with participants either in their own homes or on the streets
are expected to familiarise themselves with the relevant University’s Health and Safety policies
which are available here:
https://thehub.southwales.ac.uk/Interact/Pages/Section/SubFullOne.aspx?subsection=2435
Particular attention must be given to the University’s Site Visits, Fieldwork and Working Overseas
Procedure; Lone working policy and Data Protection legislation. Once the researcher is ready to
conduct the interviews, the following procedures must be adopted:
3.1 The researcher’s own health needs should be checked and appropriate proactive strategies
adopted to ensure the well-being of the researcher and participant(s). For example medical
conditions that would place a researcher at risk should be noted, and appropriate emergency
arrangements must be put in place.
3.2 The participant’s health needs should be checked in a similar fashion to that outlined in 3.1
above, with clear information given to participants as to the reason why such information is being
collected and how it will be kept confidential under Data Protection legislation.
3.3 The security of the lone researcher must be ensured, this involves following the measures listed
below:
i) The researcher informs their line manager of the name and address of the person to be visited
and the times of the interview. They must leave provide a mobile phone number on which they
can be contacted.
ii) The researcher will phone their line manager within half an hour of the end of the proposed
interview.
iii) If the researcher does not phone, the line manager will call the researcher to check everything
is satisfactory.
iv) If no contact can be made, the line manager will request support in line with the guidance
provided by the University Health and Safety department.
v) If the interviews are to be conducted overseas, the line manager must follow the procedures
outlined in section 2.6 above.
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1.

Executive Summary

Falls are common in older adults and are associated with injuries and serious ongoing
problems. Approximately 30% of people over the age of 65 years fall at least once per year.
As well as having major physical implications on a person’s life, a fall can affect a person’s
psychological well-being, activity levels, social interactions, self-confidence & independence.
Rhonda Cynon Taf County Borough Council designed and implemented a 10-15 week Falls
Awareness programme, which aims to raise awareness of falls risks and contribute towards
falls prevention in older adults. The programme invites expert speakers to host sessions in
sheltered housing schemes or community venues to address different falls risks.
This participatory evaluation worked with a steering group including academics, health and
well-being improvement professionals and members of the public who had participated in
the programme, to design and conduct a mixed-methods study to evaluate the Falls
Awareness programme.
Data to assess general well-being and falls efficacy was collected at baseline (week 1 of the
programme) from 147 participants. Data was also collected at follow-up (final week of the
programme) from 74 participants. Four focus groups were also held with 24 participants to
further explore their experiences of the Falls Awareness programme. Participants in both
parts of the study were split amongst sheltered housing schemes and community venues.
Concerns about falling were high amongst participants, particularly those living in sheltered
housing schemes. Self-reported general health was higher for participants in the community
venues, compared to sheltered housing schemes. Levels of concern or general health did
not significantly change between baseline and follow-up. However, the data indicates a
slight trend suggesting the programme may be more effective for people in sheltered
housing schemes.
Through thematic analysis of the focus groups two themes were identified. The first theme;
‘Value of the programme’ discusses the value of information from a credible source, useful
information to improve safety, and small but sustainable changes that participants made
following the programme. The second theme; ‘Programme structure’ is presented as three
subthemes; ‘Accessibility of the programme’, exploring how participants found out about
the programme and engaged with it, ‘Social learning’, highlighting the benefits of peer
support and social interaction, and ‘Mode of delivery and content’, discussing the specific
features of the programme that were preferred by participants.
From these results, the authors have provided a number of recommendations regarding;
the programme name, identifying ‘at risk’ individuals, more effective allocation of resources,
reviewing data collection tools used, repeated data collection points, providing informal
opportunities for participants to engage with presenters and socialise amongst themselves,
seeking ways to increase engagement of men, as well as a number of smaller
recommendations.
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2.

Lay Summary

Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council developed a Falls Awareness
programme delivered both in community venues and sheltered housing
schemes. They drew on activities, professionals and best practice guidelines
and information to inform older people about the risk of falling and how to
improve their well-being.
What did we do?
We evaluated the Falls Awareness programme by comparing questions that
people answered before the programme with their answers from after the
programme. We also met with groups of people who had completed the
programme and asked them about their experiences.
Why did we do this?
A fall can have a big effect on a person’s life, and cause problems with their
health, independence and quality of life. We wanted to know whether a
programme that aims to make people more aware of falls can help them to
change their behaviour and improve their well-being.
What did we find?
We found that many of the people we talked to were worried about falling,
and that the programme gave them some tips of things that they could do to
reduce their risk of falling and improve their well-being. People also said they
enjoyed being part of a group and having experts give advice. People also had
some ideas about how to make the programme better, and we used these
ideas to make a list of recommendations.
What happens next?
The findings of the evaluation and recommendations will be used to make
some changes to the programme and the team will continue to run the
programme in the Rhondda Cynon Taf area.

I think it’s all
very helpful, any
information we
can have to keep
ourselves safe

It was good
socially, meeting
people. It’s a
social event.
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When you’ve got
professionals doing special
things it sinks in a lot
better, you remember it
better, even at our age!

3.

Introduction

The United Kingdom has an ageing population (Government Office for Science, 2016), with
18.2% of the UK population aged over 65 years in 2017. This figure has increased since 2007
(15.9%) and is projected to rise to 20.7% by 2027 (ONS, 2018). Within Wales, these figures
are higher. Baxter & Boyce (2011) reported that, in 2008, 18% of the population in Wales
were over the age of 65 years, and estimated that this will rise to 26% in 2033.
Falls are common in older people and often result in fall-related injuries, which are
associated with serious ongoing problems (NICE, 2013). A fall is defined as “an event which
results in a person coming to rest unintentionally on the ground or lower level, not as a
result of an intrinsic event (such as a stroke) or overwhelming hazard” (Tinnetti, Speechley
& Ginter, 1988). It is estimated that 30% of people over the age of 65 years fall at least once
a year. The risk of falling continues to increase with age, with 50% of people over the age of
80 years falling at least once per year (NICE, 2013). Public Health Wales (2012) reported that
falls were the leading cause of injuries resulting in deaths and hospital admissions in Wales.
Falls can have a substantial impact on the lives, physical health and psychological wellbeing
of older people.
In a literature review of the physical consequences of falls in older people, Terroso, Rosa,
Torres Marques and Simoes (2014) found that falls commonly result in fractures, bruises
and injuries. Fractures and injuries can be particularly serious for older people. There is a
high risk that patients will not return to their former rate of mobility and function following
hip fracture (Votchteloo et al., 2012). Moreover, hip fractures have been associated with
increased mortality rates. NICE (2011) reported that 10% of patients with a hip fracture pass
away within 1 month and a third pass away within 12 months of the injury.
In addition to serious injuries, falls frequently result in functional decline and inactivity
(Terroso et al., 2014). Consequently, individuals may find that they lose their autonomy and
independence, and become more reliant on carers or family members. This is associated
with increased rates of depression, loss of self-confidence, loss of self-efficacy and fear of
falling (Terroso et al., 2014; NICE, 2013), as well as increased social isolation and loneliness.
Salkeld et al (2000) found that 80% of older women surveyed stated that loss of
independence and quality of life following a hip fracture and admission to a nursing home
would be worse than death. The psychological consequences of a fall may also slow
subsequent recovery by reducing activity levels due to fear of falling and lack of confidence.
Whilst falls can be extremely damaging to those who fall, they also have implications for
family members and carers (NICE, 2013) and significant financial implications for health and
social care services. NICE (2013) estimated the financial burden of falls to be more than £2.3
billion per year to the NHS in the UK.
Evidently, falls have serious implications and consequences for older individuals, their
families and society as a whole. The Burden of Injury in Wales report (Public Health Wales,
2012) recommended that “injury prevention in Wales needs to be more collaborative and
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cross-sectoral in order to produce greater impact and more quickly reduce burden of injuries
on population health and the NHS”. Chang et al (2004) reviewed 40 studies investigating
efficacy of falls intervention programmes on falls outcomes and found that interventions
significantly reduced frequency and rate of falling in older people. Exercise interventions
which increase muscle strength and activity levels in older people are also effective in
reducing the risk of falls (Chang et al., 2004). Examples of falls preventions initiatives in
Wales include the 1000 lives multiagency falls collaborative for Wales (Ageing well in Wales,
2014), which focuses on those who have already fallen, as well as the falls prevention
network of ageing well in Wales, which takes a preventative approach to preventing a fall in
older people. Creating initiatives that align with recommendations from the Wales Burden
of Injuries report (Public Health Wales, 2012) and with NICE (2013) guidelines will be
effective in reducing the risk and burden of falls in the elderly population.

Community profile: Cwm Taf Morgannwg and Rhondda Cynon Taf Local
Authority
As with the UK and Wales, Cwm Taf (Rhondda Cynon Taf and Merthyr Tydfil County Borough
Council areas) has an ageing population, with an estimated increase of 36.6% in people aged
over 65 years between 2016 and 2041 (ONS, 2017). In Cwm Taf there are currently 54,000
people aged over 65 years and 23,000 over 75 years (Cwm Taf Social Services and Wellbeing
Partnership Board, 2018). Of those aged over 75 years in Cwm Taf, 44.5% live alone and
spend the majority of their time in their home.
Furthermore, 36% of the population of Cwm Taf live in areas considered to be within the
most deprived 20% in Wales (Welsh Government, 2015). The burden of falls is greater
among the most deprived communities (Public Health Wales, 2012), which has implications
for those living in the deprived areas of Cwm Taf. There are also more hip fractures per
100,000 people in Rhondda Cynon Taf (596.6), compared to the average for Wales (632.4).
Additionally, rates of adults meeting physical activity guidelines in Rhondda Cynon Taf are
lower (41.7%) than the Welsh average (53.2%).
These statistics demonstrate the need for a falls prevention programme to be rolled out in
Rhondda Cynon Taf.

The Falls Awareness programme for Rhondda Cynon Taf
The falls awareness programme in Rhondda Cynon Taf consists of a 10-15 week programme,
which aims to raise awareness of falls risks and to contribute towards falls prevention in
older adults. The programme was developed locally in Rhondda Cynon Taf in 2015 and
piloted in a sheltered housing scheme in the borough. Following a successful pilot and
positive feedback, suggestions were considered and a resource pack and handbook were
developed. The project officially launched in spring 2017 at an event with stakeholders
including Ageing Well in Wales, Health representatives, Cwm Taf Care and Repair,
Communities First, Housing Associations. Following the launch, the project was formally
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rolled out in summer 2017 in sheltered housing scheme settings and community venues,
including libraries, social centres and lifelong learning centres.
The falls awareness project combines informational sessions, covering topics such as foot
and nail care, appropriate footwear, sensory impairment, medication management and
home safety advice with gentle exercise sessions. In addition, participants meet with a range
of partner organisation for practical advice, including first aid advice and assessments of
functional mobility. These include the Welsh Ambulance Service Trust, the British Red Cross
and physiotherapists. Example programme plans and sessions included can be found in
Appendix A.
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4.

The Evaluation

USW researchers (Megan Elliott and Prof Carolyn Wallace) were commissioned by Rhondda
Cynon Taf County Borough Council, in partnership with Cwm Taf Morgannwg University
Health Board to conduct an evaluation of their Falls Awareness programme for older people
in sheltered housing and the wider community. The role of USW was to conduct data
analysis of retrospective anonymised data from participants who have already taken part in
the programme as well as prospective participants and to collect qualitative data in
stakeholder focus groups and interviews.

The Participatory Approach
The evaluation took a participatory approach. Participatory evaluation is; ‘an approach
designed to engage participants in the research or evaluation process, rather than a specific
set of methods or techniques’ (Cousins & Chouinard, 2012, p.8). This partnership approach
to evaluation actively involved key stakeholders in the development and implementation of
the evaluation. Participatory evaluation recognises the unique expertise of those working
within and accessing the project and uses this throughout the evaluation. In order to do this,
the researchers engaged with a steering group regularly throughout the evaluation.
The steering group comprised of two University of South Wales researchers, Megan Elliott
(Research Assistant, Chair) and Prof Carolyn Wallace (Associate Professor), two members of
the RCTCBC Public Health, Protection and Community Services team, Amy Lewis (Health and
Wellbeing Improvement Manager) and Hannah Watson (Health and Wellbeing
Improvement Officer (Older People), Falls Awareness programme co-ordinator) and two lay
individuals who had previously taken part in the Falls Awareness programme at their
sheltered housing scheme; Ron Hook (Gwaunruppera Close) and Shirley Keeble
(Gwaunruppera Close).
The steering group met four times throughout the evaluation process and collaborated on
aspects of the evaluation including; seeking ethical approval, designing the interview
schedule and planning recruitment for the qualitative work, reaching a consensus of
findings, triangulating results, generating conclusions and recommendations and writing the
lay summary.

Aim
The present evaluation aims to evaluate the Falls Awareness programme delivered in
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council using a participatory approach.
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Objectives





To compare quantitative baseline data with evaluation data to understand the impact of the
Falls Awareness programme.
To engage with service users, staff and stakeholders using focus groups to seek an insight
into their experiences with the programme and any benefits or challenges that they
perceived.
To collaborate with a steering group throughout the evaluation to take a participatory
approach to the evaluation.
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5.

Methods

Across 10 sessions of the Falls Awareness Programme, 6 held in sheltered housing schemes
and 4 held in community venues, a total of 192 people attended at least one session.
Programmes were held between August 2017 and July 2019.

Study 1: Comparing data at baseline and follow-up
A total of 147 participants (77% female) completed the questionnaires at baseline or followup. A total of 82 participants (57%) attended a community-based programme and 62
attended a programme in a sheltered housing scheme (43%).
Data was collected for 134 participants (92%) at the start of the programme (baseline) and
for 74 participants (51%) at the follow-up assessment in the final session, using three tools:






A general health and well-being questionnaire comprising of six sections (17 questions)
regarding smoking, healthy eating, physical activity, alcohol consumption, general health
and falls history and concern.
The EQ-5D-5L, a standardised instrument to assess generic health status across; mobility,
self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression, using five levels and a
visual analogue scale.
The Falls Efficacy Scale-International, a tool to assess concern about falling doing a range of
16 daily activities on a scale of 1 (not at all concerned) to 4 (very concerned).
Further details of the methods and data analysis can be found in Appendix B.

Study 2: Focus groups with Falls Awareness programme participants and
hosts
Four focus groups were held, two in community venues and two in sheltered housing
schemes. A total of 24 individuals participated across the four focus groups (see table).
Participants were predominantly female (n = 19, 90%) and the average age of participants
was 77 years (range 62-92 years).
Focus group Venue
Participants
1
Sheltered Housing Scheme
3 (3 participants)
2
Sheltered Housing Scheme
3 (2 participants, 1 host)
3
Community library
11 (9 participants, 2 hosts)
4
Community venue
7 (6 participants, 1 host)
A focus group schedule was co-designed within the steering group. The focus group
schedule aimed to explore participants experiences with the Falls Awareness programmes,
any impact it has had on them, any perceived benefits (e.g. socially, health, activity levels),
motivations for participating, barriers to participating (e.g. the title) and their thoughts
about the data collection tools that were used. The full focus group schedule can be found
in Appendix C.
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Focus groups were conducted by one of the researchers (ME). Focus groups were audiorecorded and transcribed verbatim, and lasted an average of 49 minutes (shortest = 35;
longest = 68).
The focus group transcripts were analysed using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006)
which involves iteratively following six steps. The analysis was primarily done by the
research team. Members of the steering group were involved in interpretation and finalising
and labelling themes. Further detail about the methods and data analysis can be found in
Appendix B.
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6.

Results

Study 1: Comparing data at baseline and follow-up
The full version of the results section can be found in Appendix D. The key findings of Study
1 are reported here.
Participant characteristics
Participants who engaged with the programme were predominantly female (77%) and
ranged in age from 56-95 years. Participants in the sheltered housing scheme were
significantly older than those in community venues.
Generally, participants engaged in healthy behaviours including taking part in regular
exercise, e.g. walking, yoga/Tai Chi or housework and consuming an average of 3 portions of
fruit and vegetables a day. Around half of participants reporting drinking alcohol and rates
of smoking were low (5%).
However, long-term conditions were common (74% of participants). Over half of
participants took four or more forms of medication daily.
Falls frequency and concern
Before participating in the Falls Awareness programme, 50% of participants had fallen and
78% of participants reported feeling some concern about falling. Based on defined cut-offs
of the Falls Efficacy Scale-International (Delbaere et al., 2010), participants reported high
levels of concern about falling.
Those who reported doing regular exercise were less concerned about falling. Concern
about falling was higher for those who had fallen once or more in the past 12 months.
Programme attendance
Half of participants (51%) completed the follow-up measures, completion rates were higher
for participants in sheltered housing schemes. Participants attended an average of six
sessions. Attendance were higher for programmes in sheltered housing schemes, compared
to community venues. Older age was associated with increased attendance, regardless of
programme venue.
The most well attended sessions provided within the programme included; Tai Chi
Movements for Wellbeing (80 attendees), Action on Hearing Loss (AoHL): How safe is your
home? Hearing (77 attendees), Welsh Ambulance Service Trust (73 attendees), RNIB: How
safe is your home? Vision (68 attendees) and Your Medicines Your Health (66 attendees).
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Comparing baseline (before the programme) data and follow-up (after the programme)
data
There were no change in level of concern about falling and general health before and after
the programme for participants in the sheltered housing schemes or community venues.
Participants living in sheltered housing schemes rated their own health as worse than those
living in the community, these participants also reported higher levels of concern about
falling before the programme.
Although the results were not significant, the pattern of results suggests that the Falls
Awareness programme had different effects in the sheltered housing schemes and the
community venues.

Compared to their scores at baseline,
participants in community housing venues
had lower concerns about falling, whereas
those in the sheltered housing schemes had
higher concerns about falling.

On the general health measure, the EQ-5D-5L, the trend suggests that, for those in the
community venue, their self-rated general health status decreased over the course of the
programme, as may be expected over time for older adults. However, for those in the
sheltered housing scheme, the trend suggests a slight increase, or maintenance of health
status at the end of the programme.
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Study 2: Focus groups
These focus groups sought to answer the question; ‘What were the experiences of people
who took part in, or hosted, the Falls Awareness programme?’ Two themes were identified;
‘Value of the programme’ (Theme 1) and ‘Programme structure’, which was further split into
three sub-themes; Accessibility of the programme [1], Social learning [2] and Content and
mode of delivery [3]. Illustrative quotes are provided to support the themes, identified by
focus group number and venue type (i.e. a community venue or sheltered housing scheme).
Where the quote was said by a scheme/venue co-ordinator, rather than a participant, this is
stated.
Theme 1: Value of the programme

Participants agreed that the Falls Awareness programme was effective in providing
them with useful information and raising their awareness of falls:
I think it’s all very helpful, any information we can have to keep ourselves safe [FG1,
Sheltered housing scheme]
Making us aware of it is great because although, everyone thinks about these things
it’s pushed to the back of your head [FG4, Community venue]
I think it’s a good thing really [being aware of risks of falling], it’s about looking after
yourself isn’t it, if you’re aware of falling then you’re looking after yourself then
aren’t you? [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
I'm a nurse and my husband is a doctor and we're in the medical world all the time,
but I still came to the medicines one and … there's always something new to
learn [FG4, Community venue]
A lot of the information provided through the programme was perceived to be simple,
or common sense, but nonetheless helpful, as it “jogs your memory” [FG2, Sheltered
housing scheme] and increases awareness of associations between behaviours and falls
risks:
I think we're all slightly scared of falling and, and so … Making us aware of it is great
because although, everyone thinks about these things it’s pushed to the back of your
head. [FG4, Community venue]
You do know already, but then whenever things are pointed out, you think of I hadn't
thought of that [FG3, Community venue]
Some of it was really common sense but things you just don’t think about [FG1,
Sheltered housing scheme]
The way that the programme was structured to invite a specialist speaker from
different organisations and industries each week was well received. One participant felt
that information coming from a professional was particularly valuable, as they were
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thought to be more confident and knowledgeable in the area they were discussing, as
opposed to a presentation from a non-expert.
I think it’s listening to the individual specialists, people who were here offering all
different bits and pieces. Somebody can stand and talk generally but when you’ve got
professionals doing special things it sinks in a lot better, you remember it better, even
at our age! [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
At least these professional presenters, they know their thing don’t they. I mean you
can go through life not worrying about too many things until a specialist pulls you to
one side, and says, ‘well have you done this?’ or ‘do you think about this?’, then it
sinks in a bit more. [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
This expert opinion provided a fresh perspective for participants, and highlighted some
of the risks that they may not have previously been aware of:
Personally, I don’t think I was afraid or aware of falling down. But it’s looking at
somebody else’s vision of life rather than my own vision of life … somebody else like a
professional, who has been to university, been to college … they make you think of
another angle. It always opens up your mind a little bit [FG2, Sheltered housing
scheme]
Being presented with this alternative perspective allowed participants to consider whether
they may need to make some adjustments to the habitual behaviours that they developed
across their lifetime, in order to prevent falls and increase their safety:
You get to a certain age and you’ve gone through life on that path and then all of a
sudden someone comes from the side and says how about this, ‘ah I never thought
about that’ [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
However, in contrast, another participant valued someone just chatting with them, rather
than lecturing or giving a presentation:
I think it was a lady along the second, I think it was the second or the third week,
when she just sat and talked to us about falls and things like that and she was really
nice! [FG3, Community venue]
One of the co-ordinators of a sheltered housing scheme discussed how some tenants may
not think that a service or support was necessary or appropriate for them, but that the Falls
Awareness programme provided a good opportunity to highlight these potential needs, and
the services available to meet them:
But I think although that service is in place, because it came out again, maybe people
like [name] who probably didn’t think that they needed that service, it sort of
highlighted that well actually I probably do. [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme, Coordinator]
Across all of the focus groups, participants discussed changes that they had implemented
into their daily lives, as a result of the programme. Examples of changes that participants
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made include; taking better care of their feet [FG1, FG4], putting medical information in a
pot in the fridge as instructed by ‘Your Medicines Your Health’ [FG3, FG4], taking particular
care on the stairs [FG3, FG4], practicing Tai Chi at home [FG2], not trying to carry too much
at once [FG4], closing fire doors [FG1] and putting a rail on the pathway out of their house
[FG3]. For some, the focus group was held up to a year and a half after participation in the
programme, demonstrating the longevity of some of the small but effective changes.
Little things they come back to you sometimes [FG4, Community venue]
As well as benefiting from information themselves, participants often commented that they
were able to take information and advice from the session away to family members or
friends:
I took it away for somebody else, as I knew someone who was interested in it, so you
could pass the information on if you wanted to. [FG3, Community venue]
I think the ones that don’t come, dare I say it are the ones who should come ... but I
suppose we talk to them and say what it is like and they’re getting it from word of
mouth [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
This increased their confidence in being able to provide support or advice for others and
knowing what to do in a situation where someone else has fallen. One of the community
scheme co-ordinators also shared that information she learnt from the programme enabled
her to make changes to the set-up of the community venue to be safer for users and make
small adjustments to her interactions with users to make them feel more comfortable:
I found [the session on eye sight] really interesting because lots of users have certain
degrees of sight problems … so from my point of view it was thinking about you
know, things that they can see, where you put the furniture. Especially with people
like [service user], who does have very limited sight, knowing little things like
touching his arm before speaking to him. I found that really helpful [FG4, Community
venue, Co-ordinator]
Another community host shared that the programme contents added to the array of
services and resources that he can share with his community:
I personally found the sessions informative and beneficial and have added to the
information services I can direct inquiries to [FG3, Community venue, Co-ordinator]
Theme 2: Programme structure

Participants in all of the focus groups discussed the structure of the programme. This theme
is presented as three subthemes; Accessibility of the programme [1], Social learning [2] and
Content and mode of delivery [3].
Sub-theme 1: Accessibility of the programme

Participants became aware of the Falls Awareness programme through a variety of different
routes, e.g. seeing posters advertising the programme [FG1, FG2, FG4], word-of-mouth
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[FG4], shared at a tenants meeting [FG2] and advertised in community venues [FG3].
Participants were motivated to attend because of an awareness of the consequences of falls
and the impact they have on others:
You know when you create a problem for yourself; you create a problem for your
family as well. They have to look after you. [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
Fear of falling was also discussed in many of the focus groups and for some participants was
a strong motivating factor for encouraging them to participate:
That is the fear nowadays, falling is top of my mind, all of the time [FG3, Community
venue]
As a result of these feelings and motivations to reduce their risk of falling, some participants
felt that the programme name, the Falls Awareness programme, was appropriate in
capturing their interests and making them want to attend the programme:
I think from a catch to get people in, everybody's got this notion about falls when
they get to a certain age [FG3, Community venue]
Others found the title ambiguous and felt that the title did not encompass everything that
was included in the programme and that it missed the other things that were included:
“P1: Nobody knew what it was about did they?
P2: I find the heading, you know, Falls Awareness, what’s it mean?” [FG1, Sheltered
housing scheme]
“It just seems that we’re only interested in falls, whereas it’s a very, very varied
programme” [FG4, Community venue]
And equally, they felt that there were some components of the programme that were not
appropriate for a Falls Awareness programme, feeling at times that there was a lack of
coherence with the general theme:
I didn’t see the point in someone telling you don’t store medicines, what’s that got to
do with falling down you know. It won’t save you falling down will it? [FG1, Sheltered
housing scheme]
They felt that there was a risk that people would see the title and be put-off attending the
programme or think that it was not appropriate for them:
It was on all the posters and I suppose that maybe that was part of the reason that
we didn’t have more people, in case people didn’t take the time to look down at the
timetable, they just looked at the title and thought that’s not for me [FG4,
Community venue]
Another possible barrier to attending which was suggested by participants was that people
would think that because it is a course over a number of weeks they would be required to
commit to all of the sessions, even though participants were made aware in the first session
that this was not necessary:
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It seems as if maybe to some people you have to commit to all of them … and people
aren’t keen to commit to that amount of time [FG4, Community venue]
“P1: We all thought it was going to be too long, didn’t we?
P2: Well initially we did and then it all got interesting and everybody came out and
supported it” [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
“Not everybody wanted to come to everyone” [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
However, participants also commented that they enjoyed attending the programme each
week and agreed that the sessions grouped well together across the programme to form a
course with good continuity:
It was more of a course than separate identities every week, it was something that
flowed into each other [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
Participants and scheme coordinators discussed the value of having a ‘catch’ to draw people
in and keep them coming back to the course, by using freebies or quizzes on a weekly basis.
Variety across the sessions was essential to maintaining interest and attendance:
12 weeks is not a problem, as long as you have a different item each week, that’s the
thing, to engender interest. No good coming back three or four weeks later with the
same information, people will not take it on [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
Participants commended the Falls Awareness programme for having a varied array of
sessions:
None of them were wasted … each one was different and it was good [FG3,
Community venue]
Sub-theme 2: Social learning

Being part of a group was a really important part of the programme for the participants in
Focus Group 3. The peer support enabled them to share their experiences and understand
how other people coped with similar challenges:
Meeting together and sharing things, sharing opinions and seeing what had
happened to other people … seeing how they coped. [FG3, Community venue]
These participants discussed how they learnt a lot from each other’s experiences and
frequently shared advice amongst each other. Even during the focus group, one participant
shared a tip that she had heard from her daughter with other members of the group:
We learnt as much from each other as much as the people presenting. [FG3,
Community venue]
This was the case both during the programme sessions and also afterwards, where many of
the participants would stay behind for discussions and more social interaction:
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That was perfect because we all sat in there [the library], we didn’t leave straight
away you know, so we discussed the group things after, so we chatted. [FG3,
Community venue]
This social interaction was appreciated both amongst participants and also between
participants and the presenters. Both community hosts and participants felt that it was
important for presenters to stay behind after their session to have informal discussions and
answer questions from the participants:
HOST: My feedback was always stay behind, instead of just packing up and leaving
PARTICIPANT: Stay and chat to us so we can ask questions [FG3, Community venue]
A cup of tea, a biscuit, that gives you the ability to chat then, ask questions, very
much a case of ‘ah can you explain that to me?’. I think [programme organiser] fed
that back then, the latter group stayed behind much more [FG3, Community venue]
In addition to this type of social learning, other participants explained how they had taken
information from the programme and shared it with people who did not want to participate,
or with their family members or friends:
[Name] will never sit down by there and listen to what [the presentations], but I
suppose we talk to them and say what it is like and they’re getting it from word of
mouth [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
I have told my sister off, and my brother off, which I never do … she was standing on
a stupid little rickety stool and I said ‘get down off there now!’ [FG1, Sheltered
housing scheme]

Sub-theme 3: Mode of delivery and content

Attendance at the Falls Awareness programme sessions varied widely in numbers and the
programme aimed to recruit approximately 15-20 people to each session. Whilst this was
not always achieved, participants shared a preference for smaller groups, particularly for
discussion sessions, to enable them to engage with the speaker and participate more within
the group:
The Tai Chi one there was about 20 of us, that was lovely because of the Tai Chi and
what have you. I think sitting down if there had been 20-25, I would probably have
drawn into the back row more, rather than, whereas in a small group, every week
you got to know everybody, we’re all friends, chat to each other. I found it very easy.
[FG4, Community venue]
I think I probably enjoyed the smaller groups … it’s more personal. In a large group I
don’t think I might’ve participated as much. [FG4, Community venue]
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The smaller groups made it easier for participants to socialise and meet new people:
I suppose at the end of the day it’s a little bit of social activity, when people came
together, that’s another thing see [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
P1: It was good socially, meeting people
P2: I was going to say, it’s all a social event [FG4, Community venue]
However, attendees at the programme were predominantly female and one participant
noted that there were very few males who attended the programme:
I did notice that we were mostly women, there were very few men [FG3, Community
venue]
Participants living in sheltered housing schemes in both focus groups [FG1, FG2] also
commented that it was the same people who typically participate in activities organised by
the scheme, and it was hard to engage different people:
It [the name of the programme] made people think what’s in it, but unfortunately it’s
the same people who participate, you know [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme]
I wouldn’t say it was anything to do with the Falls Awareness course … but I think
when you are in this scheme environment, you get so many people will get involved
and so many people won’t get involved. It’s the same people who will get involved
week after week [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme, CO-ORDINATOR]
A key message that was shared in all of the focus groups was the need for sessions to be fun
and interactive, to capture interest and help build confidence in completing actions that
they were taught about, such as the exercises or helping someone who had fallen. Sessions
that were presented in lecture format were not well received, and in some cases put people
off returning to other sessions.
One person refused to come back. It was very much a case of they… I think what
we’ve learnt is they’re a lovely audience, but sometimes, people deliver it too
[scripted], they are very much, this is what I’m going to say [FG3, Community venue]
It can’t all be pounding information into somebody’s head, you’ve got to get that
interaction … talk for ten minutes and then say ‘we used to do this’, breaks it up a
little [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme]
Participants particularly favoured sessions that involved learning a new skill and being
active, such as the Tai Chi session, the Keep Fit session or the Physiotherapy session.
A recommendation offered by a participant in one focus group was to build review sessions
into the programme, in addition to the discussions immediately after the sessions.
Participants felt that this might be a useful way of retaining the information and giving them
the opportunity to go away and think of any other questions that they had. One of the coordinators agreed that this would be a good addition to the programme:
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I think if we had a sort of recap maybe the week after or something, just to go over
everything, you know, everybody can ask questions if they’re not sure of anything,
would be good wouldn’t it? [FG4, Community venue]
Additionally, whilst participants valued the majority of the information that they learnt in
the programme, there were some recommendations that they felt were inappropriate and
unpractical. For example, participants in two different focus groups raised the
recommendation to put a blanket and bottle of water in every room in case of a fall. They
felt that this was unpractical and served as a constant reminder of their risk of falling.

Case study of the Falls Awareness programme in a community library
In 2018, a community library hosted 15 sessions of the Falls Awareness programme, with 45
individuals taking part and attending at least one session. The programme was well-received
by local residents who felt that it provided them with a good opportunity to socialise, access
resources to support their independence, be active, learn how to help others and share
experiences. Attendees enjoyed the variety of sessions and shared a preference for
interactive sessions, rather than lecture-style presentations. They appreciated it when the
presenter stayed after the session for informal discussions and an opportunity to chat and
ask questions.
The programme co-ordinators shared that they had received incredibly positive feedback
about the programme and commented that “people have found through the sessions that
there are things they can do to help keep themselves active and healthy, that there are
organisations and various aids that they previously didn’t know were available that will help
them in their day to day activities”. The co-ordinators also shared that they found the
sessions to be informative and beneficial and provided them with additional resources and
information services.
Following the Tai Chi session provided as part of the programme, one of the members of
staff within the library was inspired to seek out a teaching course. He now provides regular
chair Tai Chi and dynamic Tai Chi sessions through the library service.
“I suppose the best compliment is we’ve been asked when we are having the sessions
again!” (Librarian)

Case study of a gentleman who participated in the Falls Awareness
programme in a sheltered housing scheme
Steve, an 80 year old gentleman living in a sheltered housing scheme in Rhondda Cynon Taf,
participated in the Falls Awareness programme from September 2017 – December 2017.
Steve is a lively individual, he likes to be out and about and has some difficulties with his
hearing. He found out about the programme at the tenants meeting within his scheme.
Steve felt that the most valuable part of the course were the sessions provided by experts in
their field, he appreciated receiving information and advice from these individuals.
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However, he felt that it was important that this information was given in a fun and
interactive way, giving the opportunity for residents to ask questions and socialise.
He enjoyed the exercise sessions, particularly the Tai Chi. Along with the scheme coordinator, he tried to arrange for ongoing Tai Chi sessions after the programme, however
these were not well attended within the scheme and therefore were not able to continue.
Despite this, Steve still regularly practices Tai Chi in his flat based on guidance from the Falls
Awareness programme.
Although Steve did not feel very concerned about falling, he felt that the programme made
him more careful and thoughtful. He was more aware of the risks and the sessions offered a
new perspective on his habits and the potential risks:
“You don’t get cocky with old age, but you’re so used to it, you’ve done this for 80 odd years,
and then someone comes and says something different, and you think, “I’ve never thought of
it like that”, and it does open your eyes a little to different ways of doing things or thinking
about things”.
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7.

Discussion

This report has presented findings from a mixed-methods participatory evaluation of a Falls
Awareness programme that was delivered in both community venues and sheltered housing
schemes. Generally, the programme was well received by participants in both venue types
and appeared to lead to small but sustainable changes in behaviour to reduce risk of falls.

Summary of key findings and recommendations
Participants reported high levels of concern about falling in both elements of the study,
concern about falling was particularly high if an individual had previously had a fall. For
many participants this fear motivated them to participate in the programme. As such, the
name; ‘Falls Awareness programme’ was appropriate in capturing their interest and
encouraging them to participate. However, the programme encompassed more than falls,
and encouraged other healthy lifestyle behaviours and activities promoting well-being, and
these elements were not covered in the title. There was also concern that the name might
put some people off, who did not feel that they would benefit from a programme
specifically about falls.
RECOMMENDATION: ASK FOR SUGGESTIONS FROM PREVIOUS AND NEW PARTICIPANTS
OF THE PROGRAMME AS TO A NEW, MORE APPROPRIATE NAME.
Concern about falling was particularly high amongst people who did not frequently exercise,
had previously had a fall or lived in sheltered housing schemes.
RECOMMENDATION: IDENTIFY RISK FACTORS FROM THIS STUDY AND EXISTING
LITERATURE. IDENTIFY ‘AT RISK’ INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY HAVE HIGH LEVELS OF CONCERN
ABOUT FALLING AND TARGET RESOURCES AND RECRUITMENT TOWARDS THEM.
Need for intervention appears to be greater in the sheltered housing schemes. These
individuals reported higher concern about falls, worse general health on two measures and
were older in age at the time of participation. Poor health is frequently reported as a reason
to move to sheltered housing (Field, Walker & Orrell, 2002). In spite of the worsened health,
these participants had higher attendance and completion rates. This may be due to ease of
access and not being required to travel to the programme, but nonetheless indicates good
engagement. Furthermore, although not significant, the results indicate that following the
programme, individuals living in sheltered housing schemes had either maintained or
increased their general health, whilst those in community venues showed a decline in
general health. This indicates that the programme might be more appropriate for individuals
in sheltered housing schemes and alternative programmes and support should be sought for
community venues.
RECOMMENDATION: DIRECT RESOURCES WHERE NEED IS HIGH, PARTICULARLY IN
SHELTERED HOUSING SCHEMES, WHERE ENGAGEMENT IS GOOD AND HEALTH
IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE OBSERVED.
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No significant differences were found on the measures of falls efficacy and general health
between baseline and follow-up. Whilst this may indicate that the programme did not have
an effect on falls efficacy or general health, this may also be due to the tools used.
In this study, participants frequently missed out questions on the Falls Efficacy Scale –
International. The scale asks about falls concern regarding 16 daily activities and states that
if you do not usually do a task, you should respond how you think that you would feel.
However, this resulted in some confusion amongst participants who felt unable to judge
their concern regarding actions that they do not undertake, or who were unsure about how
to respond. Another issue with this scale is that the scale does not seek to identify reasons
for high/low concerns, or whether there are any aids or support that participants have,
which reduce their levels of concern. For example, a participant may respond with low
concern about going shopping, but this may be because she goes to the shop with her
daughter and uses a trolley to support herself. Without these aids, the same individual may
report extremely high concern. This would not be reflected in her answer.
Finally, whilst the main aim of the programme was to increase awareness of falls and ways
to reduce the risk of falls, the programme also aimed to increase activity levels and social
activity amongst participants. Comments from the focus groups alluded to improvements in
activity levels and increased social activity, however there was no quantitative measure of
these outcomes.
RECOMMENDATION: REVIEW THE TOOLS USED TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF THE
PROGRAMME ON PARTICIPANTS TO ENSURE THAT THEY ALIGN WITH THE AIMS OF THE
PROGRAMME, ARE SENSITIVE TO DETECT CHANGES OVER TIME AND THE MEANING OF
THE QUESTIONS ASKED IS CLEAR.
Completion of questionnaires at follow-up was low, and only undertaken by half of
participants, limiting comparison of baseline and follow-up data and conclusions that can be
drawn from the data. No interim data was collected during each of the programmes, this
interim data could have mitigated some of the limitations of low completion rates at followup. Alternatively, a brief tool (maximum of 5 questions) could be used at the end of each
sessions to identify concern about falls, understanding of the session and any changes that
had been implemented since the week before. This continual monitoring data may give
further insight into the impact of the programme.
RECOMMENDATION: SELECT KEY OUTCOME MEASURES TO BE COMPLETED PART WAY OR
CONTINUALLY THROUGH THE PROGRAMME TO MITIGATE FOR LOW COMPLETION RATES
AT THE END OF THE PROGRAMME.
Both participants and co-ordinators felt that there was added value to the sessions when
the presenter/expert stayed after the session to answer questions and have informal
conversations with the participants. This more relaxed environment also enabled
participants to socialise amongst themselves. A suggestion was made that it would be useful
to hold recap/review sessions regularly to go over what was done in previous sessions and
give participants the opportunity to reflect and ask any questions they had thought of after
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the session. These ongoing review sessions would also enable people to maintain that
regular social contact and allow people who missed sessions to keep informed.
RECOMMENDATION: PROVIDE INFORMAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPANTS TO
SOCIALISE AMONGST THEMSELVES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE PROGRAMME, MEET THE
PRESENTERS AND ASK THEM QUESTIONS. PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE TO
ASK QUESTIONS ANONYMOUSLY THROUGH A WRITTEN BALLOT BOX.
RECOMMENDATION: HOLD REGULAR RECAP/REVIEW SESSIONS TO MAINTAIN THE
LEARNING AND SOCIALISATION AFTER THE PROGRAMME END.
Engagement of men in the Falls Awareness programme was low, particularly in the
community venues. However, the two men who discussed their attendance in the focus
group were positive about their experience and felt that they learnt a lot and benefited
from the programmes. Engagement of men in health promotion programmes is low in
general (Robertson et al 2013) and this is reflected in this situation. However, men are still
at risk of falling, so seeking to engage more men would be beneficial.
RECOMMENDATION: SEEK TO ENGAGE MORE MEN BY EXPLORING WHAT THEY WANT
FROM A PROGRAMME, THEIR MOTIVATIONS AND WAYS TO ENGAGE THEM IN FUTURE
RESEARCH.
Other, smaller recommendations raised from the data collected in this study include:










Limit programme sessions to small numbers, or provide opportunities for participants to
break into smaller groups to promote discussion and ensure people feel comfortable.
Ensure that sessions are fun and interactive to encourage participation and completion of
the programme.
Check with sheltered housing scheme and community venue co-ordinators regarding
existing sessions they have held to avoid duplication of sessions and resources.
Define ‘falls’ when asking questions about falls, without clarity this could be interpreted in a
range of ways, from a trip or stumble to a fall that results in injury or hospitalisation.
Avoid advice that could be perceived as impractical or patronising by participants.
On the programme poster/leaflet, provide a brief statement explaining why each session is
relevant to falls and the benefits that may result from that session to encourage
participation.
Provide opportunities for weekly feedback on sessions using a ballot box.
Gather data on falls frequency and injury from sheltered housing scheme co-ordinators to
identify impact of the programme and causes of falls which may be preventable.

Limitations of the evaluation
Despite the merits of this study, it is important to note a couple of limitations. Firstly, as
discussed, completion rates at follow-up were low (approximately half of participants), this
limits conclusions that can be drawn from the data. Secondly, some of the focus groups
were held a long time (up to 1.5 years) after participants had participated in the
programme, therefore memories of some of the specifics of the programme or specific
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challenges experienced, behaviours implemented or changes noticed may not have been
remembered, and therefore captured in this evaluation.

Conclusions
This mixed-methods participatory evaluation has drawn a number of interesting conclusions
and provided a range of recommendations for the continuing Falls Awareness programme,
as well as for the future evaluation and design of other health improvement interventions.
In general, the Falls Awareness programme was positively received by participants and it
was successful in improving awareness of falls and falls risks. The results indicate that the
programme may be more appropriate for delivery in sheltered housing schemes due to their
increased levels of need, higher levels of retention and completion and trends towards
increased health following the programme; and an alternative programme or programme
structure may be more appropriate for delivery in community venues.
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Appendix B: Detailed Methods
Across 10 sessions of the Falls Awareness Programme, 6 held in sheltered housing schemes
and 4 held in community venues, a total of 192 people attended at least one session.
Programmes were held between August 2017 and July 2019.
Study 1: Comparison of baseline and evaluation data

Participants
A total of 147 participants (77% female) took part in the Falls Awareness programme, which
was held in community venues (n = 4) and sheltered housing schemes (n = 6) across
Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council. A total of 82 participants (57%) attended a
community-based programme and 62 attended a programme in a sheltered housing scheme
(43%).
Baseline (Time 1) data was collected for 134 participants (92%) and data was collected for
74 participants (51%) at the follow-up assessment in the final session.
Materials

A general health and well-being questionnaire comprising of six sections (17
questions) regarding smoking, healthy eating, physical activity, alcohol consumption,
general health and falls history and concern was used.
The EQ-5D-5L (Herdman et al., 2011) is a standardised instrument used to assess
generic health status. It assesses health across five dimensions; mobility, self-care, usual
activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression, using five levels. A summary index can
be derived from these five dimensions using a conversion table, to give a maximum score of
1 (indicating the best health state). The EQ-5D-5L visual analogue scale (VAS) asks
participants to rate their current health status on a visual scale between 0-100, with 100
indicating the best health status.
The Falls Efficacy Scale-International (Yardley et al., 2005) assesses concern about
falling doing a range of 16 daily activities (e.g. going to the shop [5], going to answer the
telephone before it stops ringing [10]). The scale ranges from 1 (not at all concerned) to 4
(very concerned). It asks participants to answer how concerned they think that they would
be, if they do not currently do that activity.
Design

A within subjects 2x2 design was employed. The independent variables were general
health (as assessed by the EQ-5D-5L) and falls efficacy (as assessed by the Falls Efficacy
Scale-International).
Procedure

Participants were asked to complete the data collection tools during their first
session at the Falls Awareness Programme as a baseline measures. Participants were also
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asked to complete the data collection tools during their final session with the Falls
Awareness programme (10-15 weeks later).
Data analysis

Data collected were inputted into an Excel spreadsheet and analysed using IBM SPSS
(V26) and R software version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019). Descriptive statistics were reported
and paired-samples t-tests were used to compare baseline and evaluation data. In
accordance with guidance for the 16-item Falls Efficacy Scale-International
(https://sites.manchester.ac.uk/fes-i/), responses with five or more items missing were
excluded. New total scores were calculated for responses with 1-4 items missing by taking
the mean of the dataset and multiplying by 16 (total number of items). The EQ-5D-5L index
score was calculated using the EQ-5D-5L Crosswalk Index Value Calculator
(https://euroqol.org/eq-5d-instruments/eq-5d-5l-about/valuation-standard-valuesets/crosswalk-index-value-calculator/).
Study 2: Focus groups with Falls Awareness programme participants and hosts

Study 2 engaged a qualitative cross-sectional design using focus groups with
individuals who had previously participated in the Falls Awareness programme and service
providers/managers who had hosted the programme.
Participants

Four focus group were held, two in community venues and two in sheltered housing
schemes. A total of 24 individuals participated across the four focus groups (see table).
Focus groups were made up of individuals who had attended the Falls Awareness
programme (participants, n = 21) and service providers/managers who supported the
programme (hosts, n = 4). Participants were predominantly female (n = 19, 90%) and the
average age of participants was 77 years (range 62-92 years).
Focus group
1
2
3
4

Venue
Sheltered Housing Scheme
Sheltered Housing Scheme
Community library
Community venue

Participants
3 (3 participants)
3 (2 participants, 1 host)
11 (9 participants, 2 hosts)
7 (6 participants, 1 host)

Data Collection

A focus group schedule was co-designed within the steering group, in accordance
with the participatory approach taken for the evaluation. The group discussed the aims of
the evaluation and key areas for discussion, and devised the questions accordingly. One of
the researchers subsequently devised the schedule and shared it with the steering group,
who offered comments and approved the final version.
The focus group schedule aimed to explore participants experiences with the Falls
Awareness programmes, any impact it has had on them, any perceived benefits (e.g.
socially, health, activity levels), motivations for participating, barriers to participating (e.g.
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the title) and their thoughts about the data collection tools that were used. The full focus
group schedule can be found in Appendix C.
Focus groups were conducted in two community venues and two sheltered housing
schemes by one of the researchers (ME). Focus groups were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim by the interviewer (ME), and lasted an average of 49 minutes (shortest = 35;
longest = 68).
Data analysis

Thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) was used to analyse the focus group
transcriptions. This involves iteratively following 6 steps:
1. Familiarisation with the data: Done through listening to audio files, transcription and
repeated reading of the transcripts.
2. Generating initial codes: Done by the researcher using NVivo 11.
3. Searching for themes: Done by reviewing the coded data and identifying areas of
similarity and overlap between the codes.
4. Reviewing potential themes: This was done first by the research team and subsequently
with the steering group to ensure that the data supported the potential themes and the
theme was cohesive.
5. Defining and naming themes: This was primarily done by the research team and
subsequently discussed with the steering group.
6. Producing the report: Themes are presented coherently and the report has been
reviewed by steering group members. Following the creation of this report, an academic
paper will be written for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.
The coding and analysis was primarily done by one of the researchers but members
of the steering group coded sections of each of the transcripts to ensure reliability across
the analysis. The steering group together reviewed the transcripts, codes and analysis,
identified themes from the data and labelled the themes accordingly.
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Appendix C: Focus group schedule
Introduction: Researcher first reviews the PIS with the participant, offers the participant an
opportunity to ask questions and takes consent, then introduces the participant to the
interview, explains what will happen, explains the audio recorder and reminds the
participant that they can stop the recorder or the interview whenever they would like.















Why did you want to attend the Falls Awareness programme? (motivation for
attending)
o How did you find out about the programme?
How useful did you find the programme?
o Prompts of the individual session titles from the itinerary
o What were the three best bits?
What did you think about:
o The length of the sessions, the number of sessions, content of the sessions,
variety of sessions.
Is there anything that you would change or add to the programme?
o Prompt: If there was one thing you could change?
Have you done anything differently since attending the programme?
o Have you made any changes?
o Why did you make those changes?
o Why not?
o Did you expect to make changes after the programme?
o Prompts: Improve health, activity levels, well-being, walking more, making
friends, additional activities, going out, social contact (added benefit of
project)
Has attending the project helped you interact more/make friends?
How do you feel about falling now?
Do you know anyone who would have liked to attend but couldn’t?
o Why were they not able to?
Is the title of the project appropriate for the programme?
o Did the title put you or your friends off attending the sessions?
What did you think about the questionnaires that were used at the start and end of
the programme?
o Useful? Easy to complete? Did they make sense to you? Any
problems/suggestions?
o Researcher will have a blank copy of the questionnaires to remind the
participant.

Demographics





Age
Gender
Living situation (i.e. living alone, sheltered housing, etc.)
Is there someone who visits you, to help with your daily tasks? (e.g. family member /
Care provision)
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Appendix D: Study 1 Results
Participant characteristics

Participants ranged in age from 56-95 years (M = 76.36, SD = 9.62) across all programmes
delivered. Participants attending the programme in sheltered housing schemes were
significantly older (M = 80 years) than those attending in the community (M = 73.5 years),
t(137) = -4.358, p < 0.001. However, age was not associated with general well-being (EQ-5D
index and scale) at baseline or evaluation.
Participants were predominantly women (77%, n = 110), with lower engagement from men
(23%, n = 33). However, there were no significant difference between baseline scores,
follow-up scores or completion rates between men and women.
Data collected from a general health questionnaire at baseline indicated that participants
commonly engaged in healthy behaviours. Over half of participants reported taking part in
regular exercise (57%, n = 76), with the most common types of exercise including; walking (n
= 54), yoga/Tai Chi (n = 13), armchair exercises (n = 7), housework (n = 5), gardening (n = 5)
and dancing (n = 4). Number of fruit and vegetable portions consumed daily varied widely
between 0 and 5, with most participants eating 3 portions per day (mode) and 23% of
participants eating 2 or less portions a day. Among participants the rates of smoking were
low (5%, n = 7) and there was an even split between participants who reported drinking
alcohol and those who did not. The vast majority of participants (89%, n = 117) had had
their eyes tested in the past two years.
Long-term health conditions were common amongst the sample of participants, with 74% (n
= 97) reporting that they had at least one condition and over half of the participants (55%, n
= 71) taking four or more forms of medication daily. Some participants also reported that
they sometimes feel dizzy (44%, n = 57) and that their hearing affects their ability to enjoy
their daily lives (31%, n = 39).
Fall frequency and concern
At baseline, self-reported frequency of falls in the previous 12 months ranged from no falls
to 15 falls. Fifty percent (50%) of participants had not had a fall in the previous 12 months,
25% had had one fall and 25% had had two or more falls.
Participants were asked to record how concerned they were about falling, ranging from not
at all concerned to very concerned. Responses were mixed and varied across participants
answering not at all concerned (32%), somewhat concerned (29%), fairly concerned (21%)
and very concerned (19%).
The average score on the Falls Efficacy Scale-International for all participants was 30.57,
which indicates high levels of concern, based on cut-points defined by Delbaere et al (2010):
Low (16-19), Medium (20-27) and High (28-64).
Responses to the single-item question about falls concern correlated with scores on the Falls
Efficacy Scale-International (r = 0.595, p < 0.001).
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Participants who did not report doing regular exercise reported greater concern about
falling (M = 35.9, SD = 13.53) than those who reported doing regular exercise (M = 25.96, SD
= 11.81), t(122) = -4.35, p<0.001.
Participants who had had one or more falls in the past 12 months were significantly more
concerned about falling (M = 33.91, SD = 1.78) than those who had not fallen (M = 26.13, SD
= 1.62), t(111) = 3.226, p = 0.002
Programme attendance
Overall, 51% of participants (n = 74) completed the follow-up measures. Rates of completing
follow-up measures were greater for participants in sheltered housing schemes (69.4%, n =
43) compared to those in the community (37.8%, n = 31).
All programmes had at least 10 sessions, with some having up to 15 separate sessions. On
average participants attended six sessions (M = 6.48, SD = 4.19) in a course. Attendance was
significantly greater among participants in the sheltered housing schemes (M = 7.6, SD =
4.17) compared to the community (M = 5.66, SD = 3.99), t(142) = -2.829, p = 0.005.
Older age was associated with increased attendance, r(139) = 0.239, p = 0.005, even when
controlling for the programme venue.
The most well attended sessions provided within the programme included; Tai Chi
Movements for Wellbeing (80 attendees), Action on Hearing Loss (AoHL): How safe is your
home? Hearing (77 attendees), Welsh Ambulance Service Trust (73 attendees), RNIB: How
safe is your home? Vision (68 attendees) and Your Medicines Your Health (66 attendees).
Comparative data (baseline and follow-up)
Falls Efficacy Scale-International
At both baseline and evaluation, mean scores on the Falls Efficacy Scale-International
indicated high levels of concern about falling, based on cut-offs defined by Delbaere et al
(2010). Note that high scores equate to higher levels of concern about falling.
A repeated measures ANOVA found strong evidence for a significant main effect of venue
(p=0.0016), but no significant interaction between venue and time (p=0.129) and no
significant main effect of time (p=0.806). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that the effect of
venue was significant at both baseline (p=0.0232) and follow-up (p=0.0064).
Community
Sheltered

Baseline
28.03
33.65

Follow-up
26.05
35.19
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Falls Efficacy Scale - International
35
33
31
29
27
25
Baseline

Follow-up
Community

Sheltered

EQ-5D-5L Index scores
A repeated measures ANOVA found evidence for a significant main effect of venue
(p=0.0161), but no significant interaction between venue and time (p=0.2205) and no
significant main effect of time (p=0.3885). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that the effect
of venue was only significant at baseline (p=0.0394) and not at follow-up (p=0.2215). Note
that higher index scores indicate greater health and well-being.
Baseline
0.689
0.554

Community
Sheltered

Follow-up
0.675
0.559

EQ-5D-5L Index
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
Baseline

Follow-up
Community

Sheltered

EQ-5D-5L Self-rated Scale
A repeated measures ANOVA found evidence for a significant main effect of venue
(p=0.0125), but no significant interaction between venue and time (p=0.423) and no
significant main effect of time (p=0.601). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that the effect of
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venue was only marginally significant at baseline (p=0.0697) and not at follow-up
(p=0.8663). Note that higher scores indicate greater self-rated health and well-being.
Baseline
73.14
63.26

Community
Sheltered

Follow-up
69.49
63.89

EQ-5D-5L Self-rated Scale
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
Baseline

Follow-up
Community
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A participatory mixed-methods
evaluation of a falls awareness
programme
Megan Elliott, Hannah Watson, Amy Lewis and Carolyn Wallace
Abstract
Purpose – Falls are common in older adults and are associated with injuries and serious ongoing problems. This
paper aims to present a participatory evaluation of a Falls Awareness Programme implemented in South Wales
for older adults living in sheltered housing schemes or in the community. It identifies methodological issues and
provides recommendations for evaluation design and methods for community-based interventions in the
future.
Design/methodology/approach – A mixed-methods study combining a non-experimental pretest–posttest
design with face-to-face focus groups.
Findings – Concerns about falling and self-reported general health at baseline were worse for participants living
in sheltered housing schemes, compared to participants in the community. There was no statistically significant
change between baseline and follow-up in general health or concerns about falling; however, the data
suggesting the programme may be more effective for people in sheltered housing schemes. Participants
reported making small, but sustainable behaviour changes following the programme and described unexpected
outcomes from the programme, e.g. socialising and meeting new people.
Originality/value – This paper demonstrates the benefit of engaging older adults in research using a
participatory approach, highlights key components of community-based interventions for older people and
identifies some methodological issues when conducting evaluations in the community. Specifically, it highlights
the importance of selecting appropriate measurement tools for data collection and the utility of continuous
monitoring where programme participation is flexible and fluid.
Keywords Evaluation, Older people, Public health, Public participation, Ageing well, Falls
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Background
The UK has an ageing population (Government Office for Science, 2016), with
adults over 65 years making up 18.2% of the population in 2017. This figure is
increasing and is projected to rise to 20.7% by 2027 (ONS, 2018). Falls are
common in older people and often result in fall-related injuries, which are
associated with serious ongoing problems (NICE Guidelines, 2013). A fall is
defined as:
an event which results in a person coming to rest unintentionally on the ground or lower level, not as a
result of an intrinsic event (such as a stroke) or overwhelming hazard (Tinetti et al., 1988).

It is estimated that 30% of people over the age of 65 years fall at least once a
year. The risk of falling continues to increase with age, with 50% of people over
the age of 80 years falling at least once per year (NICE Guidelines, 2013).
Falls have serious physical, functional and mental consequences for older people
(Terroso et al., 2014). These commonly include fractures, bruises and injuries,
which put patients at risk of not returning to their former rate of mobility and
function (Vochteloo et al., 2013). Consequently, individuals may find that they
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lose their autonomy and independence and become more reliant on carers or family members. This
is associated with increased depression, social isolation, loneliness, loss of self-confidence, loss of
self-efficacy and fear of falling (Terroso et al., 2014; NICE Guidelines, 2013). Salkeld et al. (2000)
found that 80% of older women surveyed stated that loss of independence and quality of life
following a hip fracture and admission to a nursing home would be worse than death. The
psychological consequences of a fall may also slow subsequent recovery by reducing activity levels
due to fear of falling and lack of confidence. The burden of falls extends to family members and
carers (NICE Guidelines, 2013) and has significant financial implications for health and social care
services. NICE Guidelines (2013) estimated the financial burden of falls to be more than £2.3bn per
year to the NHS in the UK.
To mitigate the risk of falls and reduce the burden of the consequences of falls, intervention and
prevention programmes have been developed in communities for at-risk older adults. Chang et al.
(2004) reviewed 40 studies investigating efficacy of falls intervention programmes on falls outcomes
and found that interventions significantly reduced frequency and rate of falling in older people.
Exercise interventions which increase muscle strength and activity levels in older people are also
effective in reducing the risk of falls (Chang et al., 2004).

Aim
The aim of this research was to evaluate how a Falls Awareness programme was received in both
community settings and supported housing settings and whether it had an impact on attendees. The
research aimed to identify key components of programmes and provide recommendations for falls
awareness and prevention programmes and evaluations in the future.

Intervention
The Falls Awareness Programme was delivered in 10 venues in South Wales between August 2017
and July 2019. This included 6 sheltered housing schemes and 4 community venues (including
libraries, social centres and lifelong learning centres). The programme consists of a 10–15-week
programme of hour-long sessions which were free to attend and open to residents of the sheltered
housing schemes and members of the local community.
The programme aims to raise awareness of falls risks and contribute towards falls prevention in
older adults. It combines informational sessions, covering topics such as foot and nail care, sensory
impairment, medication management and home safety advice with gentle exercise sessions. In
addition, participants meet with a range of partner organisation for practical advice, including first
aid advice and assessments of functional mobility. These include the Welsh Ambulance Service Trust,
British Red Cross and NHS physiotherapists.
Local demographics show an ageing population in the county borough area. Furthermore, 36% of the
local population live in areas considered to be within the most deprived 20% in Wales (Welsh
Government, 2015). The burden of falls is greater among the most deprived communities (Public
Health Wales, 2012), which has implications for those living in the deprived areas of Cwm Taf. There
are also more hip fractures per 100,000 people in Rhondda Cynon Taf (596.6), compared to the
average for Wales (632.4) and rates of meeting physical activity guidelines in Rhondda Cynon Taf are
lower (41.7%) than the Welsh average (53.2%). This demonstrates the need for a falls prevention
programme to be rolled out in Rhondda Cynon Taf.
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Methods
The mixed-methods design combined a non-experimental pretest–posttest design with face-to-face
focus groups. Quantitative data was derived from participant questionnaires collected at the start
and end of the programme.
A participatory approach was employed for the evaluation. This engages participants in the research
and evaluation process, recognising their unique expertise of working within and accessing the
project (Cousins and Chouinard, 2012). To engage these perspectives, the researchers regularly
engaged with a steering group comprising of two academics, two members of the local public health,
protection and community services team and two lay individuals who had participated in the Falls
Awareness Programme. The steering group collaborated on aspects of the evaluation including,
seeking ethical approval, designing the interview schedule, planning recruitment, interpretation and
triangulation of findings and generating conclusions and recommendations.

Quantitative methods
2.1.1 Participants. A total of 147 participants (77% female) took part in the Falls Awareness
programme, with 82 participants (57%) attending a community-based programme and 62 attending
a programme in a sheltered housing scheme (43%). Data were collected at baseline for 134
participants (92%) and at follow-up in the final session (10–15 weeks later) for 74 participants (51%).
2.1.2 Materials. General health, well-being, falls history and falls concern were assessed using a 17item questionnaire. The EQ-5D-5L (Herdman et al., 2011) was used to assess generic health status,
comprising of a health assessment on five dimensions and a visual analogue scale for participants to
rate their current health status between 0 and 100. The Falls Efficacy Scale-International (Yardley et
al., 2005) was used to assess concern about falling doing a range of 16 daily activities, ranging from 1
(not at all concerned) to 4 (very concerned). It asks participants to answer how concerned they think
that they would be, if they do not currently do that activity.
2.1.3 Data analysis. Data collected were analysed using IBM SPSS (V26) and R software version 3.6.1
(R Core Team, 2019). Descriptive statistics were reported and paired-samples t-tests and repeated
measures ANOVA’s were used to compare baseline and evaluation data. In accordance with
guidance for the 16-item Falls Efficacy Scale-International (Yardley et al., 2005), responses with five
or more items missing were excluded. New total scores were calculated for responses with 1–4
items missing by taking the mean and multiplying by 16. The EQ-5D-5L index score was calculated
using the EQ-5D-5L Crosswalk Index Value Calculator (Euroqol, 2020).

Qualitative methods
2.2.1 Participants. Four focus groups were held with 24 participants, including attendees of the Falls
Awareness programme (n = 20) and service providers/managers who hosted the programme (n = 4).
Participants were predominantly female (n = 19, 90%) and the average age of participants was 77
years (range 62–92 years).
2.2.2 Data Collection. A focus group schedule was co-designed by the steering group, in accordance
with the participatory approach, to explore experiences of the programme. Focus groups were
conducted in two community venues and two sheltered housing schemes by the lead author. Focus
groups lasted an average of 49 min (shortest = 35; longest = 68) and were transcribed verbatim.
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2.2.3 Data analysis. Thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used to analyse the focus group
transcriptions. This involves iteratively following six steps of familiarisation, coding, searching for
themes, reviewing and naming themes and reporting findings. Coding and analysis were primarily
done by the lead author, but steering group members coded sections of each transcript to ensure
reliability. The steering group together reviewed the transcripts, codes and analysis, identified
themes from the data and labelled the themes accordingly.

Ethics
Two separate low risk ethics applications were approved by the University ethics committee of the
first author to undertake this research (references: 19CW0701LR; 19ME0401LR).

Results
Quantitative findings
3.1.1 Participant characteristics. Participants ranged in age from 56–95years (M = 76.36, SD = 9.62)
across all programmes delivered. Participants attending the programme in sheltered housing
schemes were significantly older (M = 80 years) than those attending in the community (M = 73.5
years), t(137)=4.358, p < 0.001. Participants were predominantly women (77%, n = 110), with lower
engagement from men (23%, n = 33). However, there were no significant associations between
baseline scores, follow-up scores or completion rates with age or gender.
3.1.2 Programme attendance. Overall, 51% of participants (n = 74) completed the follow-up
measures. Rates of completing follow-up measures were greater for participants in sheltered
housing schemes (69.4%, n = 43) compared to those in the community (37.8%, n = 31).
All programmes had at least 10 sessions, with some having up to 15 separate sessions. On average
participants attended six sessions (M = 6.48, SD = 4.19) in a course. Attendance was significantly
greater within the sheltered housing schemes (M = 7.6, SD = 4.17) compared to the community (M =
5.66, SD = 3.99), t(142)=2.829, p = 0.005. Older age was associated with increased attendance,
r(139)=0.239, p = 0.005, even when controlling for the programme venue.
3.1.3 Fall concern. At baseline, self-reported frequency of falls in the previous 12 months ranged
from no falls to 15 falls. Fifty percent (50%) of participants reported no falls in the previous 12
months, 25% reported one fall and 25% reported two or more falls.
Responses regarding concern about falling were mixed, and varied across participants, ranging from
not at all concerned (32%), somewhat concerned (29%), fairly concerned (21%) and very concerned
(19%). The average score on the Falls Efficacy ScaleInternational for all participants was 30.57, which
indicates high levels of concern, based on cut-points defined by Delbaere et al. (2010). Responses to
the single-item question about falls concern correlated with scores on the Falls Efficacy ScaleInternational (r = 0.595, p < 0.001).
Participants who reported doing regular exercise reported less concern about falling (M = 25.96, SD
= 11.81), compared to those who did not (M = 35.9, SD = 13.53), t(122) = 4.35, p < 0.001. Participants
who had fallen in the past 12 months were significantly more concerned about falling (M = 33.91, SD
= 1.78) than those who had not (M = 26.13, SD = 1.62), t(111)=3.226, p = 0.002. Concern about
falling was significantly greater for participants in sheltered housing schemes at both baseline (M =
33.65) and follow-up (M = 35.19) than community participants at baseline (M = 28.03) and follow-up
(M = 26.05).
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A repeated measures ANOVA found strong evidence for a significant main effect of venue (p =
0.0016), but no significant interaction between venue and time (p = 0.129) and no significant main
effect of time (p = 0.806). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that the effect of venue was significant
at both baseline (p = 0.0232) and follow-up (p = 0.0064).
3.1.4 EQ-5D-5L index scores. Greater health and well-being was reported by the community group at
baseline (M = 0.689) and follow-up (M = 0.675) compared to the sheltered housing group at baseline
(M = 0.554) and follow-up (M = 0.559). A repeated measures ANOVA found evidence for a significant
main effect of venue (p = 0.0161), but no significant interaction between venue and time (p =
0.2205) and no significant main effect of time (p = 0.3885). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that
the effect of venue was only significant at baseline (p = 0.0394) and not at follow-up (p = 0.2215).
Note that higher index scores indicate greater health and well-being.
3.1.5 Eq-5D-5L self-rated scale. As with the EQ-5D-5L Index scores, community participants rated
their general health and well-being as better at baseline (M = 73.14) and follow-up (M = 69.49)
compared to sheltered housing participants at baseline (M = 63.26) and follow-up (M = 63.89). A
repeated measures ANOVA found evidence for a significant main effect of venue (p = 0.0125), but no
significant interaction between venue and time (p = 0.423) and no significant main effect of time (p =
0.601). BH-adjusted post hoc tests found that the effect of venue was only marginally significant at
baseline (p = 0.0697) and not at follow-up (p = 0.8663).

Qualitative findings
3.2.1 Theme 1: programme value. Participants agreed that the Falls Awareness Programme was
effective in providing them with useful information and raising their awareness of falls. A lot of the
information provided through the programme was perceived to be simple, or common sense, but
nonetheless helpful, as it “jogs your memory” [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme] and increases
awareness of associations between behaviours and falls risks.
The way that the programme was structured to invite a range of specialist speakers was well
received. Information coming from a professional was perceived as valuable, due to their expertise
and confidence in the area they were discussing. This expert opinion provided a fresh perspective for
participants, and highlighted risks they may not have previously been aware of. This alternative
perspective allowed participants to consider whether they needed to adjust habitual behaviours
they developed across their lifetime, to prevent falls and increase their safety.
You get to a certain age and you’ve gone through life on that path and then all of a sudden someone comes from the side and says
how about this, ‘ah I never thought about that’ [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme].

One of the sheltered housing scheme co-ordinators discussed how some tenants may not think that
a service or support was necessary or appropriate for them, but that the Falls Awareness
programme provided a good opportunity to highlight these potential needs, and available services to
address them.
But I think although that service is in place, because it came out again, maybe people like [name] who probably didn’t think that
they needed that service, it sort of highlighted that well actually I probably do. [FG2, Sheltered housing scheme, Co-ordinator].

Participants discussed changes that they had integrated into their daily lives as a result of the
programme, for example; better foot care [FG1, FG4], keeping medical information in an accessible
location for paramedics [FG3, FG4], taking particular care on the stairs [FG3, FG4], practicing Tai Chi
at home [FG2], not carrying too much at once [FG4], closing fire doors [FG1] and putting a rail on the
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pathway to their house [FG3]. For some, the focus group was held up to 18-months after the
programme, demonstrating the longevity of some small but effective changes.
As well as benefiting from information themselves, participants often commented that they were
able to take information and advice from the session away to family members or friends:
I think the ones that don’t come, dare I say it are the ones who should come [...] but I suppose we talk to them and say what it is
like and they’re getting it from word of mouth [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme].

This increased their confidence in being able to provide support or advice for others and knowing
what to do in a situation where someone else has fallen. A community scheme coordinator reported
that information from the programme enabled her to make adjustments to the venue set-up, to
make it safer and more comfortable for users. Another community host shared that the programme
contents added to the array of services and resources that he could share with his community:
I personally found the sessions informative and beneficial and have added to the information services I can direct inquiries to [FG3,
Community venue, Co-ordinator].

3.2.2 Theme 2: programme structure
3.2.2.1 Sub-theme 1: accessibility. Participants learnt of the Falls Awareness programme through a
variety of different routes, e.g. posters [FG1, FG2, FG4], word-of-mouth [FG4], tenants meeting [FG2]
and advertised in community venues [FG3]. Participants were motivated to attend because of an
awareness of the consequences of falls and the impact they have on others. Fear of falling was a
strong motivating factor for some:
That is the fear nowadays, falling is top of my mind, all of the time [FG3, Community venue].

As a result, some felt that the programme name, the Falls Awareness Programme, was appropriate
in capturing their interests and making them want to attend. Whereas, others found the title
ambiguous and felt that it did not encompass the breadth of information provided in the
programme:
It just seems that we’re only interested in falls, whereas it’s a very, very varied programme [FG4, Community venue].

Whilst participants commended the Falls Awareness programme for having a varied array of
sessions, some felt that there was a lack of coherence in topics covered under the general theme of
falls. They felt that there was a risk that people would see the title and be put-off attending the
programme or think that it was not appropriate for them:
I didn’t see the point in someone telling you don’t store medicines, what’s that got to do with falling down you know. It won’t save you
falling down will it? [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme].

3.2.2.2 Sub-theme 2: the social component. Being part of a group was a really important part of the
programme. The peer support enabled participants to share their experiences, understand how
others coped with similar challenges and share advice:
Meeting together and sharing things, sharing opinions and seeing what had happened to other people [...] seeing how they coped.
[FG3, Community venue].
We learnt as much from each other as much as the people presenting. [FG3, Community venue].

This happened both during the programme sessions and afterwards, where many of the participants
would stay behind for discussions and more social interaction:
That was perfect because we all sat in there [the library], we didn’t leave straight away you know, so we discussed the group things
after, so we chatted. [FG3, Community venue].
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Both community hosts and participants felt that it was important for presenters to stay behind after
their session to have informal discussions and answer questions from the participants:
A cup of tea, a biscuit, that gives you the ability to chat then, ask questions, very much a case of ‘ah can you explain that to me?’. I
think [programme organiser] fed that back then, the latter group stayed behind much more [FG3, Community venue].

In addition to this type of social learning, other participants explained how they had taken
information from the programme and shared it with people who did not want to participate, or with
their family members or friends:
I have told my sister off, and my brother off, which I never do [...] she was standing on a stupid little rickety stool and I said ‘get down
off there now!’ [FG1, Sheltered housing scheme].

An unintended benefit of the programme for many participants was the opportunity to socialise and
meet new people:
I suppose at the end of the day it’s a little bit of social activity, when people came together, that’s another thing see [FG1, Sheltered
housing scheme].
P1. “It was good socially, meeting people”. P2. “I was going to say, it’s all a social event” [FG4, Community venue].

3.2.2.3 Sub-theme 3: mode of delivery and content. Attendance at the Falls Awareness programme
sessions varied widely. The programme aimed to recruit approximately 15–20 people to each
session, and whilst this was not always achieved, participants shared a preference for smaller
groups. The smaller groups made it easier for participants to socialise, meet new people and be able
to ask questions:
I think I probably enjoyed the smaller groups [...] it’s more personal. In a large group I don’t think I might’ve participated as much.
[FG4, Community venue].

However, attendees at the programme were predominantly female and one participant noted that
there were very few males who attended the programme. Participants living in sheltered housing
schemes in both focus groups [FG1, FG2] also commented that it was the same people who typically
participate in activities organised by the scheme, and it was hard to engage others.
A key message was that sessions must be fun and interactive, to capture interest and help build
confidence in performing actions, e.g. exercises or helping someone who had fallen. Sessions
presented in lecture format were not well received, and in some cases put people off returning to
other sessions. Participants favoured sessions that involved learning a new skill and being active,
such as Tai Chi, Keep Fit or Physiotherapy.
A recommendation offered by a participant was to build in review sessions to help them retain
information and give them the opportunity to go away and think of any other questions that they
had. One of the co-ordinators agreed that this would be a good addition to the programme:
I think if we had a sort of recap maybe the week after or something, just to go over everything, you know, everybody can ask
questions if they’re not sure of anything, would be good wouldn’t it? [FG4, Community venue].

Additionally, whilst participants valued the majority of the information that they learnt in the
programme, there felt some recommendations were inappropriate and unpractical. For example,
participants in two different focus groups raised the recommendation to put a blanket and bottle of
water in every room in case of a fall. They felt that this was unpractical and served as a constant
reminder of their risk of falling.
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Discussion
The Falls Awareness Programme delivered in South Wales aims to raise awareness of falls and falls
risks, encourage behaviour change and prevent falls in older adults. Using a mixed-methods
participatory approach, this study demonstrated that the programme was well received by
participants in both community venues and sheltered housing schemes and produced small but
sustainable changes in behaviour to reduce risk of falls. This paper also identifies key components of
a falls awareness programme which were valued by older people, for example, interactive sessions
with specialist speakers.
Need for intervention appears to be greater in the sheltered housing schemes. These individuals
reported higher concern about falls, worse general health on two measures and were older in age at
the time of participation. Poor health is frequently reported as a reason to move to sheltered
housing (Field et al., 2002). However, in spite of the worsened health, these participants had higher
attendance and completion rates. This may be due to ease of access and not being required to travel
to the programme, but nonetheless indicates good engagement. Furthermore, although not
statistically significant, the results indicate that following the programme, individuals living in
sheltered housing schemes had either maintained or increased their general health, whilst those in
community venues showed a slight decline in general health. This indicates that the programme
might be more appropriate for individuals in sheltered housing schemes and alternative
programmes and support should be sought for community venues.
Engagement of men in the Falls Awareness programme was low, particularly in the community
venues. However, the two men who discussed their attendance in the focus group were positive
about their experience and felt that they learnt a lot and benefited from the programmes.
Engagement of men in health promotion programmes is low in general (Robertson et al., 2013) and
this is reflected in this situation. However, men are still at risk of falling, so seeking to engage more
men would be beneficial.

Methodological issues and recommendations
The present study highlights a number of methodological issues and makes recommendations for
designing evaluations of community-based interventions in the future.
No significant differences were found on the measures of falls efficacy and general health between
baseline and follow-up. Whilst this may indicate that the programme did not have an effect on falls
efficacy or general health, this may also be due to the tools used. Given that the intervention was
relatively light touch, a change in general health over a 10–15-week period would have been
unexpected. Alternative tools assessing certain aspects of health and well-being or behaviour change
may be more sensitive to changes resulting from the programme. Furthermore, completion rates of
all 16 items in the Falls Efficacy ScaleInternational (Yardley et al., 2005) were relatively low in the
present sample. Participants reported confusion about the tool in judging their concern regarding
actions that they do not undertake, and frequently missed items that did not make up their daily life.
The scale does not seek reasons for high/low concerns, or whether concern was mitigated by an aid,
e.g. a walking stick. For example, a participant may respond with low concern about going shopping,
but this may be because they only go to the shops with a family member and use a trolley to support
themselves. Without these aids, the same individual may report extremely high concern, which
would not be reflected in her answer. Tools should be piloted with the target participant group prior
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to use to ensure correct interpretation and reduced confusion, particularly in older participant
groups.
Whilst the main aim of the Falls Awareness programme was to increase awareness of falls and ways
to reduce the risk of falls, the programme also aimed to increase activity levels and social activity
amongst participants. Comments from the focus groups alluded to improvements in activity levels
and increased social activity, however there was no quantitative measure of these outcomes. Future
studies should seek to identify potential outcomes prospectively and select measurement tools
accordingly.
Completion of questionnaires at follow-up was low, and only undertaken by half of participants,
limiting comparison of baseline and follow-up data and conclusions that can be drawn from the data.
No interim data was collected during each of the programmes, this interim data could have
mitigated some of the limitations of low completion rates at followup. Alternatively, a brief tool
(maximum of 5 questions) could be used at the end of each session to identify concern about falls,
understanding of the session and any changes that had been implemented since the week before.
This continual monitoring data may give further insight into the impact of the programme.
Researchers should seek to develop a brief tool that could be used frequently to monitor impact,
whilst minimising participant burden.
Finally, some of the focus groups were held a long time (up to 1.5 years) after participants had
participated in the programme, therefore memories of some of the specifics of the programme or
specific challenges experienced, behaviours implemented or changes noticed may not have been
remembered, and therefore captured in this evaluation. Integrating the mixed methods approach
prospectively at the start of the intervention would enable data to be collected throughout, rather
than retrospectively at a single time point.

Implications
The present study employed a participatory approach to involve older people in the research
process throughout the evaluation. The contribution of the two lay members of the public in this
research was crucial in ensuring that the research methods and tools selected were appropriate and
acceptable to participants. Further interpretation of the findings and exploration of methodological
issues, e.g. issues with the Falls Efficacy Scale-International were also supported by these individuals.
Future research should seek to employ a participatory approach or peer researcher model to engage
older people in research.
The methodological issues identified here highlight the importance of co-designing an evaluation
prospectively alongside the development and implementation of an intervention. Building the
evaluation into the process and working with a multi-disciplinary steering group, including members
of the public, ensures that the methods, design and measurement tools used are appropriate for the
study and can fully evaluate the programme against its aims.

Conclusions
This mixed-methods participatory evaluation has drawn several interesting conclusions and provided
a range of recommendations for Falls Awareness programmes and evaluations. In general, the Falls
Awareness Programme was positively received by participants and it was successful in improving
awareness of falls and falls risks. The results indicate that the programme may be more appropriate
for delivery in sheltered housing schemes due to their increased levels of need, higher levels of
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retention and completion and trends towards increased health following the programme; and an
alternative programme or programme structure may be more appropriate for delivery in community
venues. The paper identifies a number of key components for community-based interventions for
older adults and identifies some key methodological issues to consider when conducting evaluations
in the community.
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1.

Introduction

Background
Social prescribing is a multi-dimensional concept of prevention and intervention with the potential
to support population health and well-being within the health and social care sector (Moffatt et al.,
2017). At present, there is no agreed definition of social prescribing in the UK (Carnes et al., 2017).
Whilst in England, social prescribing is defined as “a means of enabling GPs and other frontline
healthcare professionals to refer to ‘services’ in their community instead of offering medicalised
solutions” (NHS England, 2018), models of social prescribing in the other three devolved nations
(Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland) are broader. In Wales, there are multiple models of social
prescribing based in either primary care or the community facilitated by County Voluntary Councils
and other voluntary sector organisations (Rees et al., 2019). Roberts et al. (under review) define
social prescribing as “individuals being referred/self-referring to non-medical interventions run by a
third-party organisation in order to contribute to their general health and well-being”, but note the
wide variety and complexity in the nature of social prescribing interventions. Most involve a referral
to a link worker (also referred to as community connector, social prescriber, well-being coordinator), who has a ‘what matters’ conversation with the person, co-produces goals/plans, and
refers them to third sector/community group interventions and professionals for support and
activities. Recent peer-reviewed SP literature addresses social isolation/loneliness, cancer, social
capital, music, farming, web-based interventions, exercise and the Arts (Carnes et al, 2017;
Pilkington et al, 2017; Price et al, 2017). This extends beyond common/traditional reasons for SP
referrals, i.e. physical and mental health, well-being, social isolation, lifestyle change, self-care, longterm conditions self-management, social welfare advice, financial advice, work, training and learning
(Steadman et al, 2017).
Social prescribing interventions are complex (Tierney et al., 2020; Roberts et al., under review).
These interventions involve multiple stakeholders, multiple referral pathways, large variability
between programme structure, intervention type, staff responsibilities, a broad target patient group
and a range of outcome variables. As such, evaluating social prescribing interventions is challenging
and to date the literature supporting the efficacy of social prescribing is weak (Bickerdike et al.,
2017; Roberts et al., under review). In addition, there are a number of gaps in the social prescribing
evaluation literature which include the need to understand and develop;
Comparisons between referral pathways, utility of models, ‘transferring patients’ (Husk et al,
2016), the process of SP,
Data describing community intervention referral, contact and uptake (Carnes et al, 2017),
Management information, baseline measures for evaluation, characteristics of people receiving
SP versus non-engagers,
The resources required within primary care to deliver SP (e.g. advocacy, employability),
Funding mechanisms and impact of austerity measures and the Covid-19 pandemic on
community assets (Dayson, 2017),
Cross-sector communication within the SP process, translating research findings into
implementation processes, combining individual satisfaction with both generic and specific
context outcomes, reporting guidelines, standardisation of reporting evaluation (Cawston, 2011;
Pilkington et al, 2017; Bickerdike et al, 2017).
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Success and appropriateness of methodologies, methods and designs to evaluate social prescribing
and address these gaps in the evidence likely depend on the context and circumstances within which
they are employed. The Magenta Book (HM Treasury, 2020) highlights the importance of evaluation
for commissioning, design, development and delivery of policies and interventions. According to the
Magenta book, “a good evaluation is useful, credible, robust, proportionate and tailored around the
needs of various stakeholders”. Systematic reviews of the social prescribing literature have
highlighted the lack of rigour and high risk of bias in social prescribing evaluations to date (Bickerdike
et al., 2017; Roberts et al., under review). These reviews call for a coordinated framework for
evaluating social prescribing interventions, in order to strengthen the evidence base and determine
how social prescribing may have an impact upon people’s health and well-being.
In response, researchers at the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research (WSSPR) have been
commissioned by Health and Care Research Wales (HCRW) to develop a social prescribing evaluation
methodology. More information about WSSPR can be found at www.wsspr.wales. WSSPR employs a
translational research model (Cooksey et al., 2006; Weeks et al., 2013) to describe, order and
organise the programme of research, by promoting equal and mutually supporting relationships
between theory-building, knowledge acquisition and practice, without privileging any one activity.
This is done through co-production between researchers, citizens and communities of practice and
this co-productive approach will be taken throughout the development of the social prescribing
evaluation methodology.
The first stage in this programme of research involves a review of the existing published and
unpublished literature around social prescribing evaluation. Conclusions from the Realist review will
inform future stages of the programme of research, which will include using consensus methods to
develop a social prescribing evaluation framework and virtual commissioning to test the framework
in simulation and in practice.
A Realist review approach was chosen as the most appropriate for a number of reasons;
1. The complex nature of social prescribing: The Realist approach accepts complexity and seeks to
explain the underlying mechanisms as to how a complex programme will work. In this context,
the varied and complex nature of social prescribing means that different evaluation
methodologies may be more appropriate and useful in certain circumstances and contexts,
whilst other methodologies will be more appropriate in other circumstances and contexts.
Understanding the mechanisms underpinning these relationships will support development of a
framework that can be applied and adapted to a diverse range of social prescribing interventions
and models.
2. The scope of resources: Realist reviews tend to be more inclusive than traditional systematic
reviews and enable gathering and inclusion of a broader range of information sources (Husk et
al., 2016). Realist reviews employ purposive search strategies, which seek to access information
which will be relevant to the research questions but may not be identified through traditional
search strategies of the published literature (Pawson et al., 2005). Due to the community-based
nature of social prescribing, there will be a wealth of evaluation documentation and reports in
the unpublished grey literature, which will be able to offer insight into good practice evaluation
methodology and the considerations required when developing an evaluation methodology for
use in social prescribing. Therefore, this review will gather data from searching the published
literature, the grey literature, and sharing a request for public documents and reports received
from members of the Wales Social Prescribing Research Network.
3. The Realist approach to quality appraisal: In contrast to systematic reviews which scrutinise
methodological quality and risk of bias, Realist reviews take a difference stance on judgment of
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research quality. (Pawson et al., 2005). The Realist review rejects the hierarchical approach to
assessing research quality, and instead believes that inclusion of a variety of methods is key to
understanding the full picture. Therefore, the Realist approach judges studies based on; (a)
relevance to the research question and theory in question and (b) rigour of methodology to
draw inferences from the data.
This Realist review will explore evaluation methodology, methods and design that have been
employed in the social prescribing published and unpublished literature to date. A Realist review
seeks to explore the mechanisms through which certain outcomes may occur as a result of particular
contexts and circumstances (Pawson et al., 2005). The Realist approach is underpinned by a
generative model of causality, it proposes that in order to understand an outcome, the underlying
mechanism and the context within which the outcome has occurred must be understood. This is
defined in the form of a context (C), mechanism (M) and outcome (O) relationship; a CMO
configuration.
In the context of the present review, the Realist approach will enable researchers to explore why
different methods of evaluating social prescribing interventions do (or do not) work, in certain
circumstances (i.e. intervention types) for certain populations (e.g. people taking part in intervention
(age, condition, etc.) or people conducting the evaluation (academics, management, prescribers)).

Review Objectives
Objective 1: To understand the different contexts within which social prescribing evaluations occur,
including the settings in which social prescribing occurs (e.g. primary care, third sector, local
authority), the elements of social prescribing (e.g. referral, link worker, community assets) and
participant demographics (e.g. health status, age).
Objective 2: To explain the mechanisms underpinning why certain designs, methodologies &
methods work or do not work for certain circumstances.
Objective 3: To explain which stakeholders are affected by different designs, methods and
methodologies.
Objective 4: To explain the impact of these different designs, methods and methodologies on social
prescribing evaluation.
Objective 5: To understand the programme theory by which these designs, methods &
methodologies work or do not work for social prescribing evaluation.
Objective 6: To identify principles for good practice in social prescribing evaluation design, method &
methodology.
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Research Questions
1. When do the differing social prescribing evaluations occur? [different stages, different types,
demographics, nature of the context]
2. Why do certain evaluation designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for different
social prescribing evaluation?
3. For whom (evaluators, commissioners, recipients) do the different designs, methods and
methodologies used for social prescribing work?
4. To what extent do the designs, methods and methodologies used for social prescribing
evaluation work?
5. How do these designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for social prescribing
evaluation?

Purpose of the review
The purpose of this Realist synthesis is to identify principles of good practice in social prescribing
review and evaluation. Future research will then consider the extent to which these principles have
been followed and published and consider how rigour and existing methods could be improved.
Using consensus methods, researchers will work with stakeholders (third sector, primary care, local
authority, policy makers, statutory organisations, academics) to develop a framework for social
prescribing evaluation. This will be disseminated in research and practice for use in social prescribing
evaluation to improve evaluation rigour, thus strengthening the evidence base around social
prescribing.
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2.

Methods & Analysis

Chosen methodology
A Realist review takes an iterative and multi-stage approach to searching the literature. Pawson
(2006) specified five steps to a Realist review, which should be undertaken in an iterative, non-linear
manner. This approach will be supplemented with additional approaches to provide more detail and
depth around the search strategy, data extraction, analysis and synthesis (Pawson et al., 2005; Ford
et al., 2016; Husk et al., 2016; Davies et al., 2017; North et al., 2018; Tierney et al., 2020).
These steps will be followed in the present review:
1. Identify the review questions (Section 1.3): Five research questions framed in Realist terms to
identify when, why, for whom, to what extent and how designs, methods and methodologies
work for social prescribing evaluation.
2. Searching for primary studies (Section 2.2): Employing a four-phase iterative approach (Pawson
et al., 2005):
a. Background search: An initial scoping search to identify sources of evaluation and
resources, identify key search terms and search strategies employed in published
systematic and Realist reviews of the same topic area.
b. Progressive focusing to identify programme theories: Explore the background literature
to identify initial programme theories and determine the scope of the review.
c. A search for empirical evidence to test a subset of these theories: Engaging a variety of
search strategies, including database searching, searching grey literature, backward and
forward citation searching, requesting materials from the Wales Social Prescribing
Research Network, to gather the database of resources to be included in the review.
d. A final search once the synthesis is almost complete: Identify additional studies based on
CMO configurations and programme theories developed from original analysis.
3. Study selection (Section 2.3): Using an abstract screening tool a multi-stage, multi-reviewer (Husk
et al., 2016; Tierney et al., 2020) study selection phase will take place to determine the final
selection of documents to be included in the review.
4. Quality appraisal (Section 2.5): Establish the relevance to the research question and theory and
the rigour of the methodology to draw inferences from the data.
5. Extracting the data (Section 2.6): Extract data using NVivo to code data according to four
questions set out by Ford et al. (2016).
6. Synthesis (Section 2.7): Search for causal inferences and programme theories from CMO
configurations and themes, guided by an approach used by North et al. (2018).
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Search strategy
Databases
A range of sources will be searched to access a breadth of evaluation reports and materials:
LITERATURE TYPE
PUBLISHED LITERATURE
(INTERNATIONAL)
GREY LITERATURE
(WALES ONLY)
CALL FOR MATERIALS
(WALES ONLY)

SEARCH METHOD
ASSIA, CINAHL, Embase, Medline, PsycInfo, PubMed, Scopus Online,
Social Care Online, Web of Science
Local authority websites, third sector websites, NHS websites, Primary
Care One, CVCs, WCVA, university websites, ‘OpenGrey’
Request materials (See Appendix A) from the Wales Social Prescribing
Research Networks to include; materials they are using, reports, etc.
Requests to contacts in the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research for contacts/resources. Request to WSSPR steering group to
identify key evaluations to be included.

Search terms
SEARCH TERM
SOCIAL
PRESCRIBING

COMMUNITY

EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVES
 Social prescriber, social prescription, social capital, social referral
 Link worker, link navigator, link coordinator, link co-ordinator
 Community connect*, community refer*, community coordinator,
community co-ordinator, community navigator, community
champion*
 First contact practitioner
 Parish organiser
 Local area co-ordinator, local area coordinator
Community asset, primary care, third sector, charity, public health,
community group, social enterprise, local asset, housing, housing
association, housing sector, social business*, social value organisation,
voluntary sector, projects, arts, outdoor, dance, green, woodland, welfare,
activ*, social capital, community benefit, social benefit, community
resilience
Monitor*, review*, evaluat*, outcome*, impact, implication, evidence,
cost, analysis, process, cost-effective, cost consequence, social value,
investment, cost-benefit analysis, indicator, return on investment, tool,
scale, quality indicator, effect*

Study inclusion criteria
The review will include evaluation of any component of the social prescribing pathway, i.e. the
referral, the link worker process, engagement with the community assets or third sector. The
evaluation does not need to describe the entire social prescription process in order to be included,
however it must be clear that the intervention is linked to a social prescribing pathway (e.g. referrals
must be received from a social prescriber).
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Study inclusion criteria
COMPONENT
INTERVENTION

REFERRER

PARTICIPANT
GROUP
DESIGN

INCLUSION
Clear link to the social prescribing
pathway.

EXCLUSION
Evaluations which do not mention the
“link worker*” process

A community asset must have
received referrals from a link
worker*.

Community asset independent of social
prescribing.

Intervention includes primary care,
third sector and private sector
organisations.
Primary care setting
Community healthcare provider
Third sector
Self-referral
Participants age 18 years.
Any physical or mental health
condition.
All evaluation & monitoring
designs.
Process, implementation &
outcome evaluations.

DOCUMENT

OUTCOMES

LOCATION &
LANGUAGE

DATE

Peer-reviewed articles
Grey literature
PhD, MPhil & MRes reports
Unpublished evaluation reports
Organisational reports
Posters
Case studies
Indicators
Terms of Reference
Operating procedures
Guidelines
Systematic reviews
Realist reviews
Individual level
Organisation level
System level
Published literature – international
Grey literature - Wales only
English & Welsh language only.
Papers published 1 January 1998
(start of devolution) to 31 May
2020
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Self-referral direct to a community asset
without link worker.

People under age 18 years.

Studies where evaluation/monitoring
design is not described or defined in
sufficient detail.
Studies which do not involve an
evaluation of a social prescribing
intervention.
Editorials, opinion articles,
communications, protocols
Scoping review, literature review

Study Selection
In the first instance, titles will be screened by reviewer 1 (ME) for basic relevance and any titles
deemed irrelevant will be excluded at this stage. An abstract screening tool developed by the
researchers will be used to screen all remaining abstracts to determine whether they meet the
inclusion criteria (see Appendix B). The abstract screening tool will be pilot tested by two reviewers
prior to use. Where it is unclear (abstract classified as ‘amber’) whether the document meets the
inclusion criteria from the abstract, the full text will be screened.
Characteristics of documents which were reviewed will be recorded in an Excel file. A random
sample of 10% of the citations will also be reviewed by a second reviewer to establish consistency in
application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Tierney et al., 2020).
Two reviewers will review all remaining full text documents to establish the final dataset of
documents (Husk et al., 2016). Full-text documents will be stored and coded using NVivo 11. Any
disagreements will be resolved through discussion with the review advisory group.

Data Management
Exported files from database searching will be imported to EndNote reference manager and
combined with search results from the grey literature and data collected from the request to the
network. Files will be reviewed and duplicates will be removed. Quality appraisal forms (section 2.5)
will be attached to the references on EndNote. Articles will be numbered and article numbers will be
used to identify CMO origins.
PRISMA guidelines will be used to record searches.
A reflective diary will be kept by both reviewers to note reasons for inclusions/exclusions and
queries to discuss with other reviewers.
Following study selection, the final set of materials will be uploaded to NVivo 11 software for
analysis. The review team will use NVivo 11 to note take and annotate the documents.
Data will be labelled according to the source, for transparency for the review team and later
publication (Davies et al., 2017):
First order – data extracted directly from participant statements
Second order – data extracted from the study authors’ interpretation
Third order – the reviewers interpretations of participant and author statements

Quality assessment
As per Realist review guidelines, documents will be appraised based on relevance to the research
questions and programme theories, and an assessment of rigour and the potential of bias. In this
review, a Realist synthesis appraisal form (Appendix C) will be used to appraise each full text paper.
The appraisal tool will be pilot tested by two reviewers prior to use. This tool will also be used to
initially extract key elements from the document which can specifically address research questions.
Appraisal of studies will be undertaken independently by two reviewers, with disagreements
resolved through consultation with the advisory group.
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Data Extraction
Data will be coded both inductively, in which codes originate from the review documents, and
deductively, in which codes originate from theories, based on emerging concepts. This coding will be
done iteratively. Ford et al (2016) recommend coding based on a series of questions:
1. Is the extracted data referring to a context, mechanism or outcome?
2. What is the partial or complete CMO configuration (CMOC) from this data?
3. How does this CMOC relate to social prescribing evaluation?
a. Are there data in the document which support how the CMOC relates to social
prescribing evaluation?
b. In light of the CMOC and supporting data, does the programme theory for social
prescribing evaluation need to be changed/amended?
4. Is the evidence sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous to change the CMOC or programme theory?
Extracted data will likely relate to details of intervention, details of evaluation methods,
methodology and design employed, details of participants, setting/provider, outcomes, evaluator.

Data synthesis
Synthesis refers to the process of seeking explanation (Pawson et al., 2005). The data synthesis
process aims to refine the programme theory by determining what works, for whom, in what
circumstances, to what extent and why (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012). The data synthesis approach
for this review will follow the process set out by North et al. (2018) which was guided by the Wong &
Papoutsi (2016) and Miles and Huberman (2014) approach. Following data extraction and quality
appraisal, three reviewers (R1, R2 and R3) will be involved in a data synthesis process:
Based on the documents that are identified, documents will be divided into sub-groups for the first
stage of the synthesis. The nature of these sub-groups will be determined by the content of the
documents, e.g. sub-groups may refer to different stages of the social prescribing pathway, different
evaluation processes or different social prescribing themes. All reviewers will be involved in agreeing
the nature of document sub-groups.
Data synthesis will continue within each of these sub-groups. This will involve R1 identifying
common themes throughout the documents in the sub-group and building CMOCs within these
themes. R2 will double code 20% of the data to identify possible CMOCs. R1 and R2 will discuss and
agree codes, with the support of R3 where there are disagreements in coding. From the constructed
CMOCs, if-then statements will be created by R1 and R2 together, in relation to the research
questions specified for the review. Inferences will then be drawn about the programme theory.
Data and inferences drawn within each of the sub-groups will then be integrated and triangulated. A
final set of CMOCs and ‘if-then’ statements will be collated and meta-inferences will be drawn out by
the three reviewers. Origin of CMOC will be identified, and the quality of the sources to support the
CMOCs will be examined (i.e. did they originate in peer-reviewed documentation, was the design
deemed rigorous?). The conclusions at this stage will be presented to the Advisory Group (Section
3.0) for their comment.
At the end of this synthesis process, principles of good practice in evaluating social prescribing will
be identified for academics and practitioners, within the context of the five research questions.
Recommendations for social prescribing evaluation and implementation will be shared and
recommendations for future research will then be highlighted.
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The process of this synthesis may be modified and amended throughout the review process, any
modifications will be discussed in the final report and publication.
The findings and draft conclusions from the Realist review will be shared with the Wales School for
Social Prescribing Research, including the steering group, international advisory board, network and
Communities of Practice for consultation. This will help determine the next steps for developing the
evaluation methodology framework for social prescribing.
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3.

Protocol development

The protocol for this Realist review was shared with members of the Wales School for Social
Prescribing Research (WSSPR) steering group and the Advisory group convened for this group (see
below). Comments were received via e-mail and during the WSSPR May 2020 steering group.
Amendments to the protocol were made accordingly. The WSSPR steering group will continue to
receive updates and be involved with the review process across the course of the review.

Public Engagement
The protocol will be presented to the PRIME Centre Wales SUPER public & patient involvement
group on 03.06.2020. The aim of this will be to engage with members of the public and understand
their views and thoughts around the search, the protocol and the next steps going forward.
The PPI representative for WSSPR also reviewed the protocol in full and shared comments which
were integrated into the protocol. He will also be part of the Advisory Group and will guide theory
building and interpretation of findings.

Advisory Group
An advisory group will be convened to check approaches to the Realist review, aid programme
theory development, validate findings and suggest alternative sources of information. The group will
meet virtually two times over the six-month duration of the Realist review. The group may also be
consulted via e-mail at additional points during the review. Experts in both the methodology (Realist
synthesis), the study area (social prescribing evaluation) and local Welsh social prescribing
knowledge will be invited to participate.
NAME
LYNDSEY CAMPBELLWILLIAMS
JULIE DAVIES
MAIR EDWARDS
MEGAN ELLIOTT

DAVID HUMPHREYS

PROF MARK LLEWELLYN
DR MARY LYNCH

DR SALLY REES

ORGANISATION
Medrwn Mon (CoP
representative)
Bridgend County Borough
Council
Grwp Cynefin (CoP
representative)
University of South Wales/
PRIME Centre Wales
Birmingham University / Stort
Valley & Villages Primary Care
Network
University of South Wales/
WIHSC/PRIME Centre Wales
Bangor University/CHEME

Wales Council for Voluntary
Action
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RELEVANT EXPERTISE
Social prescribing & evaluation in
practice.
Social prescribing & community
interventions
Social prescribing & evaluation in
practice.
Senior research assistant for the
WSSPR; trained in Realist Synthesis
methods.
Social prescribing; Realist
synthesis methods.
Evaluation methodology for social
prescribing
Evaluation methodology for social
prescribing; social return on
investment
Third sector & social prescribing;
Realist review & evaluation
methods

DR GLYNNE ROBERTS

Betsi Cadwaladr University
Health Board

ANDREW ROGERS

Bangor University

ROGER SEDDON

PPI representative

SARA THOMAS

Public Health Wales

JOSEP VIDAL-ALABALL

Gerència Territorial Catalunya
Central| Institut Català de la
Salut
University of South Wales/
PRIME Centre Wales

PROF CAROLYN
WALLACE

Social prescribing engagement
with practitioners through
Community of Practice
Community development, Realist
review & evaluation methods
Social prescribing from public
perspective, third sector,
community resilience
Social prescribing from public
health perspective
International perspective on social
prescribing, evaluation &
reporting.
Director of WSSPR; trained in
Realist Synthesis methods.

A terms of reference has been drafted for the advisory group (Appendix D). These will be agreed in
the first meeting of the advisory group.
The focus of meeting 1 will be to develop the Initial programme theory. The focus of meeting 2 will
be to review and comment on the findings.
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4.

Dissemination

The Realist review protocol has been uploaded to PROSPERO, registration CRD42020183065.
A full report of the findings will be written up, to be shared with the advisory group, the Wales
School for Social Prescribing Research Steering Group, the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research International Advisory Board and the Wales Social Prescribing Research Network &
Communities of Practice.
Following consultation with these advisory groups, a final report will be produced. Findings will also
be submitted for publication in an open access, peer-reviewed journal. Publication write up will
follow the RAMESES publication guidelines (Wong et al., 2013).
Findings will also be presented at a research conference. A user-friendly summary of the findings will
be prepared and disseminated through the Wales Social Prescribing Research Network. Findings will
also be shared with the PRIME Centre Wales and Health and Care Research Wales networks.
The findings from this Realist review will feed into the next steps of the project, which will involve
using consensus methods to develop a social prescribing evaluation framework with stakeholders
and develop reporting standards for social prescribing evaluations.
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6.

Appendices

Appendix A: Request to members of the Wales Social Prescribing Research
Network for public facing evaluation documents (to be shared in English &
Welsh)
Dear all,
As you know, the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research (WSSPR) was launched on 1st April
2020. One of the aims of WSSPR is to develop an evaluation framework for social prescribing. Our
first step to achieving this involves a literature review, to find out what social prescribing evaluations
have been completed, how they were done, what is reported and how these findings are shared.
So, we need your help!
Please could you send any public facing evaluation documents from your social prescribing service
or organisation to wsspr@southwales.ac.uk. These could include reports, leaflets, posters,
presentations, publications, terms of reference, operating procedures or anything else that you think
would be relevant.
We are going to combine the reports that you share with us with international literature, to review
what is currently being done, and draw out best practice for social prescribing evaluation.
Please send these documents to wsspr@southwales.ac.uk by Friday 29th May 2020.
Many thanks in advance,
Megan Elliott
Senior Research Assistant for WSSPR
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Appendix B: Abstract screening tool
Record number: _________
Reviewer: _________

Abstract Screening Tool
Title
First author
Year
Source

English/Welsh Language?
Does the document
specifically refer to a social
prescribing pathway?
Are participants over age 18
years?
Are evaluation or monitoring
design & methods described?
Does the document report
data (i.e. not
opinion/protocols)?
Can the document contribute
to answering one of the
research questions?
Research design (circle):

Research methodology:

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Systematic
Review
Crosssectional

RCT

Cohort

Case study

Quantitative

Qualitative

Case-control
Other:
Mixed-method

Research methods:
Further comments:

Rating
Green: Include

Amber: Read full text
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Red: Exclude

Appendix C: Quality Appraisal Tool
Record number: _________
Reviewer: _________

Realist Review Appraisal Form
Title:
First Author:

Year:

Project name (if any):

Companion Papers/Documents:

Summary of paper (~3 bullet points):
What is this about? What kind of data source? Quant, Qual, Report, Blog, etc.

Peer-reviewed
literature

Grey literature –
Government
commissioned
report

Grey literature –
Local authority/
funder
commissioned
report

Grey literature –
Public facing, not
reviewed
external to
organisation

Unknown

Appraisal assessment: Usefulness and relevance of this study is:
High

Moderate

Low

Papers that have high
relevance – framing of
research and research
questions are highly
matched to review
questions, empirical
findings are clearly
described, rich
description of process
& context.

Papers that have a
moderately relevant
framing to theories –
report on different but
related interventions,
similar outcomes,
describe middle-range
theories, areas of
interest, potential to
populate CMOs.

Papers that met the
inclusion criteria but
little description of
context and
mechanism. Contains
at least one idea or
statement about the
context, mechanisms
or outcomes that can
be used for refining
theory & building
CMOs.
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None
Upon reading this
paper the full-text
paper does not
correspond to the
review questions, does
not have any context
that corresponds to
programme theories
or does not describe at
all the context or
mechanisms.

What is interesting about this paper?
Relevance:
How relevant is this paper?
High
Moderate
Low
None
In what way is this document relevant to the candidate programme theories, if at all (include page,
paragraph, line numbers)

Rigour:
How rigorous is this paper?
High
Moderate
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the article?

Low

None

Are there any connections between outcomes and processes (C + M = O)? Are there any if-then
statements? What are they? Please state ‘NONE’ if no evidence is identified.

Describe any unintended positive or negative outcomes and their potential mechanisms. Please
state ‘NONE’ if no evidence is identified.

Describe the impact of these contexts, mechanisms and/or outcomes. Please state ‘NONE’ if no
evidence is identified.

Type of social prescribing/social prescribing methods used (e.g. MI, coaching, what matters
conversation).

Questions for the first author and research partners:

Citations identified as potentially appropriate for inclusion in the review:
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Appendix D: Advisory Group Terms of Reference
NAME OF GROUP

ADVISORY GROUP
REALIST REVIEW OF SOCIAL PRESCRIBING EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

SUMMARY OF
ROLE

Members of the Advisory Group will bring their expertise in either social
prescribing or Realist reviews to guide and advise on the Realist review
entitled “What methods for evaluating social prescribing work, for which
intervention types, for whom, and in what circumstances?”

RESPONSIBILITIES

1. To review, feedback and contribute to the development of the
Realist Review, including commenting on CMO configurations,
findings, conclusions and recommendations.
2. To act as a critical friend to the review team.

MEMBERSHIP

Members to be confirmed

MEETINGS

The Advisory Group will meet two times over the 6-month duration of the
Realist review. Further support may be requested via e-mail. Meeting
duration will be 2 hours.
Notice of the meeting will be circulated at least 2 weeks before. A draft
agenda and corresponding documents will be circulated 1 week prior to the
planned meeting.

CONFIDENTIALITY

All documents are confidential and must not be shared or discussed with
third parties unless specified.
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Executive summary

Background
Social prescribing is a means of connecting citizens to community support to enable them to better
manage their health and well-being (Rees et al., 2019). Social prescribing is considered to be a
complex intervention, it involves multiple stakeholders, has multiple models, multiple user types,
varying aims and a range of outcomes that may result from the intervention. This complexity poses
challenges for those evaluating social prescribing. To date, evaluations of social prescribing have
been criticised and the evidence base for social prescribing is weak. Qualitative studies suggest that
social prescribing can have a positive impact on an individuals health and well-being, but these
changes are often not reflected in quantitative studies. There is currently no evaluation framework
or reporting standards for social prescribing. Health and Care Research Wales have commissioned
the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research (WSSPR) to develop a framework and standards
through a multi-phase study, known as ACCORD. This Realist Review is the first component in the
ACCORD study.

Review questions
This Realist Review sought to answer two questions, which will feed into a broader set of questions
posed by the ACCORD study:



How do social prescribing evaluations work or not work?
Why do social prescribing evaluations work or not work?

Methods
Between April 2020 and June 2021 we undertook a Realist Review to explore methodology, methods
and designs that have been used in social prescribing evaluations to date. The Realist perspective
goes beyond asking whether something works, and seeks to answer what works, for whom and in
what circumstances. It aims to develop a programme theory of an intervention, in this case, social
prescribing evaluation, to understand both the process that takes place, and the causal mechanisms
which generate outcomes, in given contexts. The review followed six iterative steps: Identifying the
review questions (1), searching for studies (2), study selection (3), quality appraisal (4), data
extraction (5) and data synthesis (6).
Search strategy
Search terms related to social prescribing, community and evaluation, and their alternatives were
used to search the international published literature and the grey literature in Wales for documents
published between 1st January 1998 and 31st May 2020. We searched online databases; ASSIA,
CINAHL, Embase, Medline, PsycInfo, PubMed, Scopus Online, Social Care Online and Web of Science.
The grey literature in Wales was searched via local authority websites, NHS websites, Open Grey and
university websites. Public facing evaluation and monitoring documents were requested from the
Wales Social Prescribing Research Network.
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Methods of selection
A multi-stage approach was taken to study selection, including preliminary title screening, abstract
screening and finally full-text screening. Screening was first undertaken by the first author and
consistency checks were undertaken by the review team. The abstract screening checked whether
the document met the inclusion criteria, which required the document to describe a social
prescribing process and provide detail on the methods for data collection and outcomes. Once the
screening process was complete and a final set of 82 documents were included.
Methods of appraisal
The 82 documents were appraised based on how useful and relevant they were to the review,
classified as either high, moderate or low. As the phenomena under investigation was evaluation
methods and methodology, it was not appropriate to exclude documents based on rigour. The
Realist approach acknowledges that documents typically regarded as low quality or of low relevance
can still contribute to understanding and development of the programme theory, and as such no
papers were further excluded based on the appraisal process.
Methods of analysis and synthesis
To facilitate analysis and data synthesis, documents were first split into sub-cases based on
methodology; qualitative, quantitative, mixed-methods and reviews. Data from each document was
then extracted using an extraction form. Emerging context-mechanism-outcome configurations
(CMOCs) were extracted and coded. CMOCs within each code were then gathered and analysed
together to draw meta-inferences. Data synthesis aimed to refine the initial programme theory and
provide causal explanations as to how and why social prescribing evaluations work.

Main results
Following document screening, a total of 82 documents were included in the Realist Review. Of
these 56 were from the published literature and 26 were from the grey literature. Documents were
split by methodology; qualitative (n=21), quantitative (n=14), mixed-methods (n=37) and reviews
(n=10). Generally studies lacked in-depth descriptions of the methods and evaluation processes
employed, which posed a challenge for this Realist Review.
The Review identified three components of social prescribing evaluation, which evaluators move
between in a cyclical process. These are; preparation (1), conducting the study (2) and interpretation
(3). The Review identified five key mechanisms through which social prescribing evaluations work
and highlighted overarching contextual features which influence evaluations, which contributed to
the refined programme theory (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Refined programme theory for social prescribing evaluation

Within each of the mechanisms a series of CMOCs were developed:













Co-production
IF stakeholders are involved from the outset (C), THEN social prescribing evaluations are coproduced (M) and are more acceptable to participants (O).
IF social prescribing evaluations are co-produced by mixed teams (C), THEN sharing of
experiences, expertise and diverse perspectives (M), increases evaluation trustworthiness (O).
Alignment
IF evaluators have strong contextual knowledge about the intervention and its’ aims (C), THEN
they can align the research questions and design (M) to understand whether the intervention
meets the aims (O).
Agency
When there are pre-determined aspects to an evaluation (C), the researcher does not have the
freedom to make decisions regarding the execution of the study (M) and this minimises data
quality (O).
Sequential
IF researchers use a mixed methods sequential design for data collection (C), they can use
existing data to inform subsequent data collection (M) to provide a nuanced, stronger
understanding of the effects & mechanisms for SP (O).
Integration
IF qualitative and quantitative findings are reported separately (C), THEN there is a lack of
integration (M), which results in a fragmented understanding of the effects of social prescribing
(O).
When there are multiple sources of data (C), researchers can integrate and triangulate findings
(M) to provide a nuanced, stronger understanding of the effects & mechanisms for SP (O).
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Implications for practice
The findings from this Realist Review have enabled us to generate a series of recommendations for
social prescribing evaluation. These findings will also inform the development of the evaluation
framework and reporting standards for social prescribing, as part of the ACCORD study.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

Recommendations for social prescribing evaluation
Apply a mixed-methods design to produce an evaluation which captures the impact of social
prescribing at multiple levels.
Where possible, design social prescribing evaluations iteratively, so that each stage can build
upon the previous stage so knowledge can be accumulated and the evidence base can continue
to grow.
Undertake a mapping exercise to identify all stakeholders for a social prescribing evaluation.
Involve stakeholders from the outset to co-produce the study design and materials.
Involve stakeholders in the interpretation, analysis and dissemination of findings so that the
evaluation is grounded in the real world and findings can be translated back into practice, to
make a difference to people involved in social prescribing.
Involve members of the public throughout social prescribing evaluation in a meaningful way.
Follow the UK Standards for Public Involvement and report public involvement when
disseminating findings.
Take time at the start of the evaluation, before the study design is determined, to understand
the social prescribing intervention or service that is going to be evaluated. Identify the aims,
objectives, participants, context, setting, activities, processes that are involved.
Align the evaluation with the social prescribing intervention so that the evaluation can answer
questions that are relevant to the intervention and to stakeholders.
Seek advice or use an evaluation framework to inform evaluation decision making. This will
maximise data quality, and ensure a consistent approach which can be compared with other
similar evaluations.
For rigorous evaluations of social prescribing, remove the burden on link workers and use
independent researchers to collect data at the appropriate time point.
Provide sufficient funding for social prescribing evaluations, to ensure that they can be
undertaken rigorously, without bias, to address gaps identified by services or in the literature.
Integrate mixed methods findings to generate a more in-depth, nuanced understanding of social
prescribing, how it works, for whom and in what context.
Triangulate findings from multiple data sources and different perspectives to generate a more
in-depth, nuanced understanding of social prescribing, how it works, for whom and in what
context.
When using mixed-methods or conducting a multi-component study, produce an overarching
commentary or narrative, explaining the links between the different components and identifying
remaining gaps for future research.
Provide in-depth descriptions of methods used and decisions made to facilitate judgments about
the rigour and quality of the study, and to enable the study to be replicated in different contexts.
Report good practice, strengths, successes, failed approaches and methods to mitigate
challenges in social prescribing evaluation to support future evaluators.
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Lay summary
Social prescribing is a way of connecting people to sources of support in their
community, which help them to manage their health and well-being. It often
involves a person, called a link worker or community connector, who talks to
an individual, they decide goals and then connects them with community
groups or services (e.g. gardening groups, debt counselling). There are many
different models of social prescribing and lots of different people are involved.
Services also have different aims and record different outcomes, e.g. wellbeing, loneliness, depression. The differences in these social prescribing
services makes it difficult to evaluate them, which means that we don’t have a
full understanding of the impact of social prescribing.
Evaluation involves assessing the value of a service and understanding what
effects it has, the person who carries out the evaluation is known as the
evaluator. A number of academic publications report on social prescribing
evaluations, and there are also reports of social prescribing evaluations which
have been published by service providers and voluntary sector organisations.
Our project aimed to look at these reports and bring them together to
understand how different approaches to evaluating social prescribing work,
and why they work. We also wanted to understand why some evaluations do
not work so evaluators could learn from this. To do this we used a research
method called a Realist Review.
We found that there are a number of things that affect how social prescribing
evaluations work and do not work:
1. When evaluators gather people with experience of social prescribing
(including service users, health and social care professionals and
community groups) and involve them in the design and delivery of the
evaluation, the evaluation is more likely to be successful and acceptable.
2. When evaluators have a good understanding of the social prescribing
service, they can design the evaluation to match this, so that they can
understand how the service is working, what parts of it are working, and
whether it is achieving what it aims to do.
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3. When things in the evaluation have already been decided, or when the
evaluator does not have control over the way that the information is
collected, it can cause problems with the quality of the data that is
collected.
4. When designing studies and collecting data, evaluators can use findings
from early parts of their research, to help them to design the next step
of the study. For example, if the first stage found that social prescribing
improved well-being for older adults, but not younger adults, the second
stage could specifically look for older and younger adults to ask them
about their experiences, and why the difference may be.
5. When evaluations include many different parts, evaluators must bring
these together to help them gain a complete picture of the social
prescribing service and how it works. This also includes bringing together
data collected in different ways and from different people.
These findings helped us to develop some suggestions for people who are
doing evaluations of social prescribing. We will share these with our social
prescribing networks. These findings will also help us in the next stages of our
research, where we develop tools for people doing social prescribing
evaluations.
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1.

Introduction and background

The ACCORD study (Figure 2) is an evaluation framework and reporting standard, commissioned by
Health and Care Research Wales (HCRW). Researchers from the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research (WSSPR) will develop the multi-phase programme of research, commencing with the
Realist Review reported here.

Figure 2. The ACCORD study

Through this programme of research the ACCORD study seeks to answer the following questions,
and develop outputs including an evaluation framework, reporting standards and training materials
for social prescribing evaluation. The overarching research question is “what methods for evaluating
social prescribing work, for which intervention types, for whom, and in what circumstances?”. To
address this overarching question, we specified five research questions for ACCORD:
1. When do the differing social prescribing evaluations occur? [different stages, different types,
demographics, nature of the context]
2. Why do certain evaluation designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for different
social prescribing evaluation?
3. For whom (evaluators, commissioners, recipients) do the different designs, methods and
methodologies used for social prescribing work?
4. To what extent do the designs, methods and methodologies used for social prescribing
evaluation work?
5. How do these designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for social prescribing
evaluation?

Background
Health and social care interventions are often complex (Craig et al., 2008), characterised by multiple
interacting components, stakeholders and outcomes and a degree of flexibility in the intervention
delivered. As such, evaluating these interventions is challenging, and identifying mechanisms
through which interventions work for some people, and not others, is difficult (Craig et al., 2019).
Despite this, policy makers, commissioners, practitioners and researchers acknowledge the need to
develop the evidence base for these interventions (Datta & Petticrew, 2013).
An example of a complex intervention is social prescribing (Tierney et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021).
Despite lacking a standardised definition, social prescribing is being widely implemented across the
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United Kingdom (Carnes et al., 2017). Models of social prescribing vary between the devolved
nations in the UK. In England, social prescribing is defined as “a means of enabling GPs and other
frontline healthcare professionals to refer to ‘services’ in their community instead of offering
medicalised solutions” (NHS England, 2018). People who deliver social prescribing, known as social
prescribers, link workers, community connectors, well-being co-ordinators, are either employed by
the National Health Service in England and based in primary care or funded by the third sector and
based in the community. Alternatively, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland use a broader model of
social prescribing. In these nations, people can be referred to social prescribing by health and social
care workers, those in the social services workforce, housing support staff and through self-referral
(Health and Social Care Board, 2018; Rees et al., 2019; Munoz et al., 2020). Social prescribers are
predominantly based within the voluntary sector, and services tend to be developed using a bottomup approach on a small scale. Models of social prescribing are highly varied, and range from
signposting, ‘light-touch’ services to holistic models of care which involve ongoing support provided
by the social prescriber (Kimberlee, 2015). Typically, interventions involve a referral to a social
prescriber, who has a ‘what matters’ conversation with the individual, in which they co-produce
goals and identify resources in the community that can support the individual in meeting these
goals. Reasons for referral to social prescribing are extensive, and include; social isolation,
housing/benefits, mild-moderate mental health problems, family issues, feeling useless, disabilities,
bereavement, exercise, diet, weight loss, general practice frequent attendance, multi-morbidity, low
self-confidence, chronic illness, anxiety and depression (South et al., 2008; Kilgarrif-Foster &
O’Cathain, 2015; van de Venter & Buller, 2015; Moffatt et al., 2017; Cheetham et al., 2018; Kellezi et
al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019).
Evaluating social prescribing is complex, and presents a number of challenges (Tierney et al., 2020;
Roberts et al., 2021). These include involvement of multiple stakeholders, utilising varying models of
social prescribing, varying levels of intensity of interventions, different political and geographical
contexts within which interventions are delivered, varying intervention aims, extensive reasons for
referral and a range of outcome. It is therefore unsurprising that the evidence base for social
prescribing is weak and inconclusive (Bickerdike et al., 20217; Roberts et al., 2021). Systematic
reviews of the social prescribing literature to date report poor quality of evaluation studies and
limited reporting on evaluation methodology and data (Pescheny et al., 2020). Qualitative studies
tend to report positive experiences of social prescribing, with service users describing improvements
in their health and well-being, social isolation and functioning (Moffatt et al., 2017; Crone et al.,
2018; Poulos et al., 2019; Dayson et al., 2020; Pescheny et al., 2020). However, these reports are
inconsistent with findings from controlled quantitative studies (Loftus et al., 2017; Panagioti et al.,
2018; Mercer et al., 2019) and this discrepancy has also been noted in mixed-methods studies
(Carnes et al., 2017).
The weaknesses in the social prescribing evidence base may be reflected in the methods,
methodology, design and tool used for evaluation. Whilst the hierarchy of evidence (Evans, 2003)
dictates that the strongest evidence comes from meta-analyses and randomised control trials, we
argue that not every methodology, method and design is necessarily appropriate for all contexts and
circumstances. This is particularly relevant given the complexity of social prescribing and the
challenges in implementing rigorous, controlled designs (Woodall et al., 2018). As such, this study
takes a Realist approach to explore what methods, methodologies and designs work (or do not
work) for whom and in what circumstances. The findings from this review will feed into the ACCORD
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study to aid the development of an evaluation framework and reporting standards for social
prescribing. An evaluation framework will support researchers to undertake robust studies
(Greenhalgh et al., 2011) and reporting standards will ensure that sufficient detail is provided to
enable evaluation users to judge the quality and rigour of the study, and therefore draw conclusions
from the findings (Wong et al 2013).

The present review
To address the aim and research question of the overarching ACCORD study, this Realist Review
seeks to answer two questions which will feed into ACCORD:



How do social prescribing evaluations work or not work?
Why do social prescribing evaluations work or not work?
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2.

Methods and Approach

We undertook a Realist Review (Pawson, 2006) to explore methodology, methods and designs that
have been used to evaluate social prescribing to date. We aimed to understand how and why
evaluations in social prescribing do, and do not, work. The Realist Review ran from April 2020 to
June 2021 and was supported by an Advisory Group (Pawson et al., 2005), consisting of 13
individuals with expertise and experience in social prescribing, evaluation methodology and Realist
methodologies. The protocol was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42020183065; Elliott et al., 2020).

A Realist perspective
The Realist perspective seeks to unpick ‘what works, for whom and in what circumstances’. It goes
beyond attempts to establish causal uniformities between variables and seeks to identify what
outcomes occur as a result of the context and setting the intervention is implemented within (Dalkin
et al., 2015). Adopting a generative model of causality, the Realist approach proposes that to
understand a causal relationship between two variables (i.e. an intervention and an outcome), it is
necessary to understand both the underlying mechanism that connects the variables, and the
context within which they sit (Pawson et al., 2005).
Realist Review is a logic of enquiry which is flexible and embraces real-world diversity and variation
(Pawson et al., 2005). A Realist Review synthesises findings from primary research through the
application of a Realist model of generative causation (Wong et al., 2013). It seeks to identify context
(C), mechanism (M) and outcomes (O) detailed within the literature and understand the
relationships between these, representing them as CMO configurations. A table with definitions of
terminology used in Realist Review can be found in table 1.
Table 12. Realist glossary of terms

Term
Realist Theory
Realist Review
Context
Mechanism

Outcome

Definition
A theory which makes reference to the underlying generative
mechanisms that exist in the domain of the real (Hawkins, 2016).
The process of evidence review that follows the Realist approach (Bunn
et al., 2017).
Any condition that triggers and/or modifies the behaviour of a
mechanism (Jagosh et al., 2011).
Underlying entities, processes, or structures which operate in particular
contexts to generate outcomes of interest. Mechanisms are hidden,
sensitive to variations in contexts and generate outcomes (Astbury &
Leeuw, 2010).
The impact resulting from an interaction between mechanisms and
contexts (Papoutsi et al., 2018). Intended or unintended outcomes
triggered by a mechanism within a given context. These may be proximal
(immediate) or distal (future).
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Programme Theory

Context-MechanismOutcome
Configuration (CMOC)

The ideas and assumptions underlying how, why and in what
circumstances complex social interventions work (Dalkin et al., 2015). An
abstracted description and/or diagram that lays out what a
programme/family of programmes comprises and how it is expected to
work (Wong et al., 2013b). Programme theory explains the sequence of
implementation of an intervention and provides theories of change to
explain how outcomes are generated by mechanisms.
A statement that describes the relationship between context,
mechanism and outcome, such that a context triggers a mechanism,
which then produces an outcome (Jagosh et al., 2011).

In the context of the present review, the intervention under investigation is the methodology,
method and design employed by researchers to evaluate social prescribing interventions, in contrast
with more typical Realist Reviews, in which the intervention is a health or community-based service.
The Realist approach was deemed most appropriate for this review for several reasons. Social
prescribing interventions are complex (Tierney et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021) and involve multiple
components, stakeholders and service variations. The Realist approach accepts this complexity
(Pawson et al., 2005) and enables exploration of mechanisms in a variety of social prescribing
contexts. Realist Reviews accept a broader range of sources of information than traditional
systematic reviews (Husk et al., 2016), and are not limited to the published literature (Pawson et al.,
2005). As social prescribing evaluations range from large-scale research to small-scale monitoring,
there were lessons to be learnt across the spectrum. By including grey literature documents and
documents from the social prescribing practitioner community, this review provides a
comprehensive view of evaluation methodology, methods and designs which are employed in a
variety of contexts. In subsequent stages of this programme of research, the findings from the
review will inform development of an evaluation methodology and reporting standards. These will
need to be applicable across the spectrum of evaluations and should therefore be informed by best
practice across the field. Finally, Realist Review rejects the hierarchical approach to appraising
research quality and rigour and instead assesses documents based on relevance to the research
question and rigour of methodology (Pawson et al., 2005). By broadening the scope of the review to
include documents with varying degrees of methodological quality, we were able to capture a more
inclusive perspective when drawing inferences from the data and developing the programme theory.
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Method
Our approach was informed by the steps to Realist Review set out by Pawson (2006) and
supplemented with additional approaches to data extraction, analysis and synthesis (Ford et al.,
2016; Husk et al., 2016; Davies et al., 2017; North et al., 2018; Tierney et al., 2020). A detailed
description of the methods used in this Realist Review is set out in the study protocol (Elliott et al.,
2020).
Step 1: Identifying the review questions
This step involved clarifying the scope and purpose of the review and establishing the research
questions to be addressed by the review. This Realist Review sits within the broader ACCORD study,
which aims to develop an evaluation methodology and reporting standards for social prescribing
evaluation. The purpose of the review is to identify best practice in social prescribing evaluation, and
identify what works, and does not work, in different circumstances and for different people. This
review aimed to answer the following two research questions:



Why do certain evaluation designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for different
social prescribing evaluation?
How do these designs, methods & methodologies work or not work for social prescribing
evaluation?

Step 2: Searching for studies
We adopted a four-phase iterative approach to searching the literature (Pawson et al., 2005).
Primarily a background search was conducted to identify key sources, search terms and search
strategies used in systematic and Realist Reviews of social prescribing. This identified initial ideas
which informed the development of the initial programme theory about methodologies used for
social prescribing evaluation. From this initial search, a formal search strategy was established. The
search strategy was reviewed and added to by the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research
Steering Group, with membership from academia, third sector and health and social care. The full
study protocol (Elliott et al., 2020) and search strategy were also reviewed by the Advisory Group
who commented on strategy and provided suggestions for search terms and databases which may
yield further relevant documents.
Search terms were used relating to social prescribing, community and evaluation. The full search
strategy can be found in Appendix A. A full search of the international published literature was run
using the following databases; ASSIA, CINAHL, Embase, Medline, PsycInfo, PubMed, Scopus Online,
Social Care Online and Web of Science. In addition, the grey literature in Wales was searched for
publicly available evaluation and monitoring documents. This involved searching; local authority
websites, third sector websites, NHS websites, ‘Open Grey’ and university websites. A request for
evaluation and monitoring reports was also distributed to the Wales Social Prescribing Research
Network (WCVA, 2021) to identify any additional evaluation and monitoring documents. Databases
were searched for literature published until the end of May 2020.
The published literature search identified 2904 records and 144 records were identified through the
grey literature search and the network (n=25), see Figure 3 for a PRISMA diagram.
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Step 3: Study selection
Evaluations were required to make some reference to the social prescribing/link worker process to
be included, however the evaluation could refer to any component of the social prescribing pathway
(e.g. referral, link worker process or engagement with community resources). All evaluation and
monitoring designs were included, but documents where description of designs lacked sufficient
detail were excluded. International published literature was included, but only grey literature from
Wales was included. This decision was taken due to the differences in the models of social
prescribing between Wales and other UK nations (Husk et al., 2016) and the differing health and
social care systems as a result of devolution (Greer, 2016). As such, documents published from 1st
January 1998, the start of devolution, were included.
Of the 3048 documents identified for screening, 2493 were deemed irrelevant and excluded through
title screening undertaken by ME. Abstracts of the remaining 555 documents were then screened by
ME, using an abstract screening tool developed by the review team. A random sample of 10% of
documents were screened by a second reviewer (JD) to establish consistency in application of the
abstract screening tool (Tierney et al., 2020). Where reviewers disagreed, the document was
discussed by the review team to determine whether it met the inclusion criteria (Perez Nyssen et al.,
2016).
Following abstract screening, a further 369 documents (total, n=2889) were excluded and 159
documents remained for full-text screening. Full text documents were reviewed by ME, with 10%
reviewed by a second review (CW). A further 76 articles were excluded at this stage for reasons
including; article does not describe a social prescribing pathway (n=32), methods are not sufficiently
described (n=16), no data is reported (n=13), full text document not available/document is
conference abstract (n=10) and duplicates (n=6). This resulted in a final selection of 82 documents
for inclusion in the Realist Review.
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) diagram (Figure
3) provides more detail on the screening and selection process.
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Figure 3. PRISMA flow diagram of identified documents

Step 4: Quality appraisal
Documents were initially assessed for relevance and rigour. Documents were considered to be
relevant if they contributed to the development and refinement of the programme theory, and
provided information regarding contexts, mechanisms, outcomes or the relationships
(configurations) between them. Rigour was determined based on trustworthiness of the data, based
on methods used and quality of reporting. However, as the phenomena under review was evaluation
methods and design, and the aim was to establish how and why certain evaluations do and do not
work, it did not seem appropriate to make judgements or exclude any documents on this premise.
Even documents which would be classified as ‘low’ in rigour were able to contribute to the
programme theory and CMOCs. This was particularly important to ensure the inclusion of grey
literature documents which can provide learning about different contexts within which evaluations
may occur.
Therefore, the review team decided to appraise documents based on usefulness and relevance.
Documents were categorised as either ‘high’, ‘moderate’ or ‘low’, as defined in Table 2.
Categorisation of each document can be found in the document characteristics table in Appendix B.
Of the 82 included documents, 15 were classified as ‘high’, 35 were classified as ‘moderate’ and 32
were classified as ‘low’ in usefulness and relevance. Documents appraised as ‘low’ were still included
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in the Realist Review as it was agreed that they may contribute ‘nuggets’ of information which would
be relevant to the development of the programme theory (Pawson, 2006b).
Table 13. Appraisal criteria for usefulness and relevance

Appraisal assessment: Usefulness and relevance of this study is:
High

Moderate

Low

Papers that have high
relevance – framing of
research and research
questions are highly
matched to review
questions, empirical
findings are clearly
described, rich
description of process
& context.

Papers that have a
moderately relevant
framing to theories –
report on different but
related interventions,
similar outcomes,
describe middle-range
theories, areas of
interest, potential to
populate CMOs.

Papers that met the
inclusion criteria but
little description of
context and
mechanism. Contains
at least one idea or
statement about the
context, mechanisms
or outcomes that can
be used for refining
theory & building
CMOs.

None
Upon reading this
paper the full-text
paper does not
correspond to the
review questions, does
not have any context
that corresponds to
programme theories
or does not describe at
all the context or
mechanisms.

Step 5: Data extraction
The 82 included documents were split into four sub-cases based on methodology; qualitative (n=21),
quantitative (n=14), mixed-methods (n=37) and reviews (n=10).
A bespoke data extraction form was developed by the Review team using Microsoft Excel. The form
gathered data including; author, year, journal, sub-case, methods, intervention type, participants,
evaluators, circumstances, intervention aims and evaluation aims. Emerging context-mechanismoutcome configurations (CMOCs) were also extracted and recorded within the data extraction form.
Each CMOC was also coded, to allow gathering of CMOCs relevant to particular themes in the data
synthesis step. If-then statements were also developed for each of the CMOCs to further clarify
thinking around the relationships between the three components; context, mechanism and
outcome.
An example of the preliminary data extraction process for CMOCs and themes for one document
(Mercer et al., 2019) can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 14. Example of coding & CMOC development
Context

Mechanism

Outcome

Theme

If-then statement

C1 = Researchers
aimed to collect
baseline data
before the start of
the intervention

M1 = lack of
researcher control
over when the
practitioner would
see the patient

Data collection

In a quasi-RCT, researchers aim
to collect baseline data before
the start of the intervention ©,
but the researchers lack control
over when the practitioner sees
the patient (M) so data
collection may be before or
after the start of the
intervention, which may
confound results (O).

C2 = Generating a
comparator group

M2 = Characteristics
of patients were
unknown in advance

O1 = Only 55% of
baseline data
collected before
first appointment /
O1b = No
significant
difference between
patients with data
collected
before/after
consultation
O2 = Not able to
select matched
control patients

Data

C3 = Describing an
intervention

M3 = Use of
framework to define
the intervention

O3 = Clarity about
each of the key
components of the
intervention

Intervention

C4 = Qualitative
studies have found
positive
experiences, but
these studies also
report that services
are often not used
to their full extent.

M4 = Qualitative and
quantitative findings
reported separately
and little linkage
between the two.

Broader
context

C5 = Service
development
independent of the
study team

M5 = Intervention
lacks underpinning
theory and evidence
based development

O4 = Published
qualitative results
separately on the
same sample (ref
27). Concluded that
such approaches
may not achieve
their potential
because of ongoing
economic austerity
and lack of funding
for the third sector
O5 = ???

When generating a comparator
group ©, knowledge of patient
characteristics is necessary (M)
to select matched controls (O)
When describing an
intervention ©, researchers can
use a framework like the TIDieR
framework (M) to define the
intervention and provide clarity
about each component of the
intervention (O)
If a study is conducted as a
mixed-methods study ©, but
quantitative and qualitative
findings are reported separately
with little linkage between the
two (M), conclusions cannot be
firmly drawn about the effect of
the intervention (O)

C6 = Risk of
participant burden
in questionnaire
length

M6 = Create selfreported exercise
tool

O6 = Use of
unvalidated tool

Outcome tools
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Intervention

If a service is developed
independently of the study
team ©, the intervention (O)
may lack underpinning theory
and evidence based
development (M)
If there is a risk of participant
burden in questionnaire length
©, then researchers create
tools to measure outcomes (M)
which are unvalidated (O)

Step 6: Data synthesis
The data synthesis process aims to refine the programme theory by determining what works, for
whom, in what circumstances, to what extent and why (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2012). The overall aim
of a Realist Review is to generate a refined programme theory. A programme theory is an abstracted
description and/or diagram which sets out what an intervention comprises and how it is expected to
work. There are two features which make a programme theory a Realist programme theory. Firstly,
the programme theory must provide detail around the implementation and sequencing of an
intervention. Secondly, it must provide causal explanations of how and why the programme works,
in the form of Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configurations (CMOCs).
To move from the data extraction phase through to data synthesis, codes were reviewed and
synthesised into overarching themes for each sub-case. An example of this process can be seen in
Table 4.
Table 15. Examples of codes and broader themes identified from the literature

Code
Influence of commissioners, Research team composition,
Stakeholders, Multiple stakeholders
Outcome measures, Integration of findings, Triangulation,
Design, Sequential
Sampling, Recruitment, Data saturation, Follow up

Broader theme
Stakeholders
Design
Sampling

CMOCs within each code, and broader theme were reviewed. A meta-matrix of all codes and their
broader themes was created to identify which codes and themes were identified within which subcase. Across the four sub-cases, 77 codes were identified, which sat within 13 broader themes;
analysis, broader context, data, design, dissemination, exploration, intervention, outcomes, research,
sampling, service, stakeholders and theory. The preliminary meta-matrix can be found in Appendix C.
Using these broader themes, corresponding codes and CMOCs, the initial programme theory was
refined. This involved locating each CMOC at a particular point, or multiple points, on the logic
model produced in the first stage (Figure 4). The initial programme theory and CMOCs were
reviewed and developed iteratively through discussions with the Review team, and through an
interactive Advisory Group meeting.
The primary reviewer kept a reflective diary throughout the synthesis process. Major decisions and
queries were discussed with the Review team at regular meetings.
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3.

Findings

Document characteristics
We included 82 documents in the Realist Review. Of the documents included, 56 were published and
26 were identified from the grey literature. To facilitate synthesis, documents were split into four
sub-cases; qualitative (n = 21), quantitative (13), mixed-methods (n = 37) and reviews (n = 10), see
Table 5. Sub-cases were agreed by the review team.
Table 16. Summary of documents within each sub-case

Qualitative
Quantitative
Mixed-methods
Review
Total

Published
20
13
15
8
56

Grey
1
1
22
2
26

Total
21
14
37
10
82

The majority of evaluations were undertaken in England (n=43), with others from Wales (n=26),
Scotland (n=6), Denmark (n=3), Northern Ireland (n=1), Netherlands (n=1), Canada (n=1) and
Australia (n=1). It is important to note that grey literature was only gathered from Wales, whereas
published literature was gathered internationally. This decision was taken due to the differences in
models of social prescribing within the four nations and internationally.
Generally, studies lacked in-depth descriptions of the methods and evaluation processes that they
undertook. This may be limited by journal article length limitations but posed a challenge for this
Realist Review.
The majority of documents were evaluations of general social prescribing programmes, focusing on
holistic wellbeing and promoting wellness. Most described a ‘link worker’ process (alternative terms
include navigator, link co-ordinator, wellbeing co-ordinator). Other programmes under evaluation
included Arts on Prescription, Nature-based interventions, Welfare advice services, Time Credits
programmes, Museum-for-Health programmes, National Exercise on Referral Services and nurse
navigation.
Finally, there was variety in the way that research teams and evaluations were managed, and who
they were undertaken by. Twenty-three (n=23) of the evaluations were described as being
commissioned and undertaken by an independent research team, who were not involved with the
intervention development, implementation or delivery. Alternatively, 18 were ‘in-house’
evaluations, undertaken by service providers. Twelve (n=12) of the evaluations described a mixed
team, including researchers and service providers, a further four (n=4) documents explicitly
described the involvement of members of the public within these mixed teams. In two of the
evaluations, the authors described how the researchers became stakeholders within the project as a
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result of the evaluation, and were involved with programme development and implementation.
Twenty-three (n=23) of the studies provided no description of the research team.
Details of the characteristics of each of the documents included in this Realist Review can be found
in Appendix B.

Development of the initial programme theory
This Realist Review identified five key findings which are important for social prescribing evaluation.
Initially, a lengthy and detailed initial programme theory of social prescribing evaluation was
developed based on a preliminary review of the literature (Figure 4). This preliminary literature was
drawn from an informal search on social prescribing evaluation methods and drew on substantive
theories including; Utilisation-focused evaluation (Patton, 2003) and Realist evaluation (Pawson,
2006). The initial programme theory was not Realist in nature, as it did not describe the mechanisms
by which the evaluation worked. However, it informed the extraction of context-mechanismoutcome configurations (CMOCs) in the later stages of the synthesis.

Figure 4. Initial programme theory for social prescribing evaluation

Refining the initial programme theory
Following presentation of the initial programme theory for social prescribing evaluation to the
Advisory Group, it was agreed that it would be helpful to disaggregate the initial programme theory
into three components, which could then be explored and unpicked in more depth. These three core
components of the evaluation process were; preparation [1], conducting the evaluation [2] and
interpretation [3].
This section will explore each of the components in further depth and describe the tentative CMOCs
that were identified as relevant for each section during the development and refinement of the
programme theory. The refined programme theory and final CMOCs will then be presented.
Component 1: The preparatory phase
The preparation phase, component 1 (Figure 5), primarily involves a scoping activity for the
evaluator to understand the context within which the evaluation is taking place. This involves
understanding both the literature and the intervention under evaluation, as well as identifying
stakeholders to be involved. The processes of understanding the intervention and identifying
stakeholders feed into each other, to develop a more detailed understanding of the intervention
context. Identification of stakeholders also feeds into the formation and expansion of the research
team over the preparatory phase. We acknowledge that this building of the research team may be
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ongoing and iterative, as different stakeholders are identified and diverse perspectives and expertise
are required.
By understanding the context, the evaluation team are able to identify the service aims and gaps in
the literature to be addressed (PROXIMAL OUTCOME). This directly feeds into the identification of
research questions for the evaluation. These research questions may also be influenced by
commissioner priorities (CONTEXT) and the shared experiences (MECHANISM) of the mixed and
diverse evaluation team.
Once a preliminary set of research questions is identified by the evaluation team, the team can
proceed to deciding on the study design, methodology and methods that will be employed. This is
influenced by the research expertise (MECHANISM), past evaluation designs identified in the
literature, the diverse perspectives of stakeholders (MECHANISM) and also ‘real world’ perspectives
from stakeholders involved in service delivery and practice (MECHANISM). These stakeholders may
identify issues in implementing particular designs in their service.
There is also an ongoing period of refining both the design and research questions. This refinement
(MECHANISM) is important to ensure that the research questions align with the research design and
methods chosen. The preparation phase concludes with a design that is ethical, rigorous and
acceptable to stakeholders (PROXIMAL OUTCOMES). The evaluation team must then seek the
relevant permissions and approvals (e.g. ethical approval) to proceed with conducting the study.

Figure 5. Component 1, preparation
C
Component 2: Conducting the study
Component 2 (Figure 6) portrays the process of conducting the evaluation and involves three core
processes.
Firstly, participants must be recruited to join the study. The success of the recruitment strategy
employed largely depends on factors such as the evaluator relationship with the target group
(MECHANISM), familiarity of the prospective participants with the research process (MECHANISM)
and characteristics of the target group (MECHANISM), such as their health or age. Once recruitment
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is complete (OUTCOME), the data collection cycle may begin. This can involve quantitative-only or
qualitative-only studies, however, this review identified mixed-methods designs to be the most
effective for collecting data and reaching a nuanced understanding of the impact and mechanisms of
the social prescribing intervention. Using a sequential mixed-methods design (MECHANISM), where
findings from a preliminary study were used to shape design and data collection for the second
study was optimal, as this provided the opportunity for refinement (MECHANISM) and exploration
(MECHANISM).
Finally, data is analysed. At this point, data collected from different parts of the study, for instance,
from different stakeholders or using different data collection methods may be triangulated
(MECHANISM) to provide a more detailed understanding of which aspects of the intervention work
for which groups, and how (OUTCOMES). The data collection-data analysis process may be iterative
(MECHANISM), allowing data previously collected to shape the way that data is subsequently
collected, for instance, by adapting interview schedules to include additional questions that were
raised in previous interviews.

Figure 6. Component 2, conducting the study
Component 3: Interpretation
Finally, an interpretation phase is undertaken (Component 3; Figure 7).
This involves discussions about the findings with the broader evaluation team and stakeholders, to
interpret the findings in the context of the intervention (CONTEXT). Findings are then explored
within the broader study context. This includes both the integration of different components of a
study to draw overarching conclusions (MECHANISM), as well as integration of the findings from the
evaluation with the existing literature (CONTEXT, MECHANISM) to make sense of the results and
theorise as to why the findings may have occurred. Findings and interpretations are then reported,
in both academic and public-facing documents which are accessible to lay readers, and
recommendations are provided (OUTCOMES). These recommendations may include unanswered
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research questions for future research, or methodological or service provision recommendations to
improve future evaluation or practice.

Figure 7. Component 3, interpretation
The relationship between the three components
The flow between components is cyclical (see Figure 8), with the preparation phase required to seek
permissions to proceed with conducting the study, before interpreting findings and integrating them
with existing knowledge. Whilst we hypothesise a connection between interpretation and
identification of new research questions, initiating another cycle of the evaluation process, this is
less evident in the literature.

Figure 8. Overarching flow between the three components of social prescribing evaluation
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The refined programme theory
As demonstrated in figures 5-7, a series of contexts, mechanisms and outcomes were developed and
located within the logic model. When considering the relationship between the three components
(Figure 8), it became clear that the mechanisms and contexts were frequently relevant across the
different components of social prescribing evaluation. Drawing upon the CMOCs and ideas within
the diagrams above, the refined programme theory was developed. This incorporates the CMOCs,
which will be explored and expanded below, and demonstrates the cyclical nature of the process of
social prescribing evaluation.
The refined programme theory can be found in Figure 9. This programme theory is structured
around the three components from the initial programme theory. It also identifies six core
overarching contextual factors which are influential in social prescribing evaluation. It then
identifies five mechanisms through which social prescribing evaluation works, depending on the
given context, to give the outcome of an acceptable and high-quality social prescribing evaluation.
This Review will discuss each of these mechanisms, relevant context-mechanism-outcome
configurations (CMOCs) and provide evidence from the literature to support this refined programme
theory.

Figure 9. Refined programme theory for social prescribing evaluation
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The relationship between the contexts, mechanisms and outcomes identified can also been seen in
Figure 10. This demonstrates the complicated relationship between the CMOs and highlights how
there are multiple configurations between the contexts and mechanisms to produce outcomes. The
CMOCs listed below within each of the themes explores these relationships in further depth.

Figure 10. Diagram depicting the relationships between contexts, mechanisms and outcomes for social prescribing
evaluation.

The overarching context
There are multiple, relevant contextual features of social prescribing evaluation which should be
considered; funding, service status, stakeholder involvement, contextual knowledge, target
population and theoretical stance. These are relevant to all three components of the evaluation
process, and directly impact upon the five mechanisms described below.
The funding arrangements for social prescribing evaluation are seldom discussed in evaluation
reports and documentation. A number of documents alluded to study limitations as a result of
funding (Stalker et al., 2008; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Social Prescribing Torfaen, 2018; Woodall et
al., 2018; Mercer et al., 2019; Kellezi et al., 2019), some explained that funding was made available
for the service, as opposed to research activity (Poulos et al., 2019) and Chaterjee et al (2018)
highlighted a gap in funding for ‘state-of-the-art’ evaluation for social prescribing interventions. The
level of resource directly impacts upon the rigour, design and time a research team can afford in the
design and implementation of their evaluation. Ethical, social and practical reasons also influence
feasibility of evaluation designs, for instance, use of a controlled trial in which the intervention is
withheld from a group (Woodall et al., 2018).
Features of the intervention also affect how the evaluation works. Social prescribing interventions
are known to be highly variable and flexible (Stalker et al., 2008; Carnes et al., 2017; Loftus et al.,
2017; Kingstone et al., 2019; Hanlon et al., 2019) and discrepancies in service delivery pose
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challenges for evaluators. Recruitment may also be impacted by the nature of services, particularly
in relation to high staff turnover and non-permanent staff (Craig et al., 2008b; Skivington et al.,
2018). The focus and design of evaluation is also influenced by commissioner interests, conceptions
and key performance indicators, which alter the level of control the researchers have (Dayson, 2017,
Cheetham et al., 2018). Evaluation design decisions can be informed by the literature, participant
group and stakeholder involvement (Chatterjee et al., 2018; Wellbeing 4 U, 2018; Kingstone et al.,
2019; Elston et al., 2019).
The target population for the intervention is a key contextual factor which influences how social
prescribing evaluations work, for whom and in what context. Ensuring that evaluation designs and
methods are appropriate for the group under investigation is crucial (Stickley & Hui, 2012, Stickley &
Hui, 2012b). Awareness of demographics of participant group can also inform conclusions about
generalisability of the findings (Woodhead et al., 2017). Participant health may impact participation,
with higher rates of declining and non-completion for groups with health problems (Kilgarriff-Foster
& O’Cathain, 2015, Loftus et al., 2017, Milestone Tweed, 2018). Potential for bias in the evaluations
occurred where participants were expected, rather than chose, to participate in programmes
(Jensen & Torrissen, 2019) and where participants were aware of funding challenges for community
organisations (Payne et al., 2020).
Finally, the theoretical stance that researchers adopt in the design and delivery of the evaluation will
influence the way in which it is undertaken, and findings are interpreted (Stickley & Hui, 2012;
Dayson, 2017; Todd et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2019; Hanlon et al., 2019; Jensen,
2019; Kellezi et al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Mercer et al., 2019; Wildman et al., 2019; Payne et
al., 2020).
Mechanism 1: Co-production
Twenty articles (n=20; Campbell et al., 2007; Craig et al., 2008b; Stickley & Hui, 2012; Carnes et al.,
2017; Moffatt et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Chatterjee et al., 2018; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018;
Milestone Tweed, 2018; Pescheny et al., 2018; Pesut et al., 2018; Skivington et al., 2018; Woodall et
al., 2018; Kellezi et al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019; Redmond et al., 2019;
Hassan et al., 2020; Irvine et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020) provided information relating to this
theory and it is relevant across all three components of social prescribing evaluation. There was a
contrast in the literature, between evaluations that reported independent research teams, which
had no connection to the intervention, evaluations that were led by integrated research teams,
which included academics, policy advisors, practitioners and service providers and members of the
public and evaluations that did not comment on the composition of their research team.
IF stakeholders are involved from the outset (C), THEN social prescribing evaluations are coproduced (M) and are more acceptable to participants (O).
IF social prescribing evaluations are co-produced by mixed teams (C), THEN sharing of
experiences, expertise and diverse perspectives (M), increases evaluation trustworthiness (O).
Formation of a mixed team, which includes researchers and stakeholders (service providers, those
receiving the service, commissioners, healthcare professionals, etc.), at the early stages of
evaluation development is crucial in ensuring that an evaluation design that is acceptable and
trustworthy.
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The mixed research team allows for sharing of experiences and perspectives, so that research
materials, e.g. topic guides, are co-produced and based on both the literature and experiences of
stakeholders (Heijnders & Meijs, 2018). Link workers and beneficiaries can comment on the study
design and acceptability of design features (e.g. number of outcome tools used, type of outcome
tools, frequency of data collection, etc.) for prospective participants (Craig et al., 2008b; Woodall et
al., 2018; Irvine et al., 2020). By ensuring that these aspects are guided by stakeholders, evaluators
can reduce participant burden and subsequently increase data completion rates.
Involving service providers in evaluation development also facilitates implementation and bedding in
of the evaluation in practice. Evaluators often rely on link workers to support participant
recruitment, as gatekeepers and collect data as part of service provision (Carnes et al., 2017; Moffatt
et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Pescheny et al., 2018; Skivington et al.,
2018; Irvine et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020). By including them at the outset, a sense of investment
in the evaluation is fostered. This sense of investment encourages effective data collection and a
sense of responsibility for the evaluation, resulting in higher completion rates and better-quality
data collected. There was strong evidence that where link workers were involved in participant
recruitment, particularly for qualitative studies, recruitment was more successful, and more
individuals agreed to participate. Whilst a randomised approach to participant recruitment would be
optimal in removing biases, this sampling approach yielded few participants (Carnes et al., 2017;
Bertotti et al., 2018; Kellezi et al., 2019) and often required link worker follow-up to boost
recruitment numbers. This was still true where the recruitment guide was co-designed with link
workers (Pescheny et al., 2018). Similarly, in a study where all participants were contacted and
invited to interview, and a self-selection recruitment strategy was used, response rates were still low
(10% of programme users; Hassan et al., 2020). As such, evaluators must manage the balance
between data integrity and feasibility of recruitment strategies.
Researcher involvement in the patient journey and intervention development also offers a different
perspective/lens through which to examine the data (Redmond et al., 2019). Where this includes
involvement of researchers from different professional backgrounds this provides an opportunity for
triangulation and increases the trustworthiness of the analysis (Kingstone et al., 2019, Poulos et al.,
2019).
Only six studies included in the review (6/82; 7%) explicitly reported on patient and public
involvement (Campbell et al., 2007; Stickley & Hui, 2012; Milestone Tweed, 2018; Pesut et al., 2018;
Kingstone et al., 2019; Hassan et al., 2020). Involvement of public advisors throughout the study
provides contextual information and different perspectives for study design and interpretation of
findings, resulting in co-produced study materials and collaboratively determined themes and ideas
(Stickley & Hui, 2012; Kingstone et al., 2019; Hassan et al., 2020). To facilitate data analysis where
members of the public or inexperienced researchers are involved, vignettes can be created from
transcripts to make the data more accessible to the research team (Stickley & Hui, 2012).
Furthermore, where public members are involved in data collection, for instance by co-facilitating
focus groups, a relaxed environment for conversations is created, enriching the data collected
(Hassan et al., 2020). Pesut et al (2018) took a community-based research approach whereby
members of the community were involved with evaluation conceptualisation and implementation.
Through this process, trusting relationships were developed, which facilitated the evaluation and
resulted in limited study attrition. In a systematised review, Chaterjee et al. (2018) highlighted the
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importance of involving stakeholders, particularly participants in evaluation, to determine what they
expect and integrate all views and perspectives.
Mechanism 2: Alignment
Twenty-four documents provided evidence for this mechanism (Craig et al., 2008b; Murphy et al.,
2010; Carnes et al., 2017; Dayson, 2017; Grow Cardiff, 2017; Rempel et al., 2017; Woodhead et al.,
2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Chatterjee et al., 2018; Cheetham et al., 2018; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018;
Thomson et al., 2018; Woodall et al., 2018; Elston et al., 2019; Grow Cardiff, 2019; Kellezi et al.,
2019; Maund et al., 2019; Mercer et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019; Hassan et al., 2020; Irvine et al.,
2020; Pescheny et al., 2020; Tempo Time Credits, 2020). It predominantly pertains to the first stage
of the programme theory; preparation, however it is also relevant to the interpretation stage, in
which the findings are analysed and interpreted in relation to the research questions.
IF evaluators have strong contextual knowledge about the intervention and its’ aims (C), THEN
they can align the research questions and design (M) to understand whether the intervention
meets the aims (O).
By fully understanding the programme to be evaluated, the research team is able to design the
evaluation accordingly. This involves seeking information about the programme aims, objectives,
context, setting, participants, structure, components, key elements, etc (Stalker et al., 2008, Bertotti
et al., 2018). Researchers may do this by speaking to key stakeholders, including commissioners and
participants to understand their expectations (Chatterjee et al., 2018). Observations of the service in
practice and service mapping activities to map organisations and the interventions can also help
develop this understanding (Craig et al., 2008b). Best practice involves using a framework (e.g.
TIDieR; Hoffmann et al., 2014) to understand the purpose, resources, procedures, providers,
tailoring, modification, etc. for the intervention (Mercer et al., 2019). This thorough exploration of
the intervention, its aims and setting directly informs development of the research questions and
design. Alternatively, evaluations taking a Realist approach (Pawson, 2006) will develop an initial
programme theory to explain the initial understanding about the intervention and how it works
(Woodhead et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018). This provides a basis for the development of further
cycles of enquiry to explore, refine and develop the programme theory.
Crucially, the researchers understanding of the intervention, and what it aims to achieve should
directly research question development and study design (Craig et al., 2008b; Carnes et al., 2017;
Dayson, 2017; Grow Cardiff, 2017; Rempel et al., 2017; Elston et al., 2019; Maund et al., 2019). This
is particularly relevant when selecting outcome tools. By clarifying the study aim, e.g. to improve
quality of life (Mercer et al., 2019), the researchers can select corresponding validated outcome
tools for data collection (Dayson, 2017; Thomson et al., 2018; Mercer et al., 2019). This alignment
throughout the study enables the researchers to conclude whether the intervention has achieved its’
aims. Some articles stated aims, but then proceeded to use misaligned evaluation designs and
outcome tools. As such, whilst some effects may be identified, others may be missed, and the
evaluation cannot conclude whether the intervention achieved what it set out to do.
Clear presentation of alignment between aims, research questions, methods and outcomes tools is
helpful in aiding the evaluation user. Where complex study designs were used, particularly for
mixed-methods studies, this alignment was presented in table or diagram format, with clear links
between each of the components (Craig et al., 2008b; Carnes et al., 2017; Grow Cardiff, 2017; Grow
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Cardiff, 2019). An evaluation of the impact of Tempo time credits (Tempo Time Credits, 2020)
presented an outcome map which showed the main impact areas of interest, specific outcomes to
be measured and data sources. Rempel et al (2017) reported that where documents had multiple
aims, they rarely stated which outcome measure corresponded with which aim.
Finally, by explicitly stating the research aims and questions at the outset, data collection and
analysis focuses on answering these questions, and data can be interpreted in response to each
research question. Where researchers present their findings in this way, showing direct links from
research question to findings (e.g. Grow Cardiff, 2017; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Woodall et al., 2018;
Tempo Time Credits, 2020), the reader can draw direct conclusions about the research and
intervention.
It is important to note that often in social prescribing evaluation, unanticipated benefits or outcomes
are identified (e.g. Carnes et al., 2017; Woodall et al., 2018; Maund et al., 2019; Pescheny et al.,
2020). This mechanism does not suggest that researchers should limit their designs, data collection,
analysis and interpretation to only correspond to the aims of the intervention. Instead, it
demonstrates the value of aligning the design and presenting the findings accordingly, to allow
stakeholders and readers to draw conclusions about the questions. A challenge with this mechanism
is current gaps in the social prescribing evaluation toolkit, which means that outcome measures may
not be fit-for-purpose for certain contexts (Campbell et al., 2007; Jarrett et al., 2012; Thomson et al.,
2018; Mercer et al., 2019; Irvine et al., 2020). As such, researchers have modified validated tools or
designed custom tools for their evaluation purpose, posing risks of bias and rigour.
Mechanism 3: Agency
Fifteen documents (n=15) provided evidence for this mechanism (Campbell et al., 2007; Dayson,
2017; Chatterjee et al., 2018; Cheetham et al., 2018; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Milestone Tweed,
2018; Panagioti et al., 2018; Social Prescribing Torfaen, 2018; Woodall et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2019;
Elston et al., 2019; Mercer et al., 2019; Pescheny et al., 2019; Prior et al., 2019; Jones & Lynch, 2020.
It is relevant throughout the evaluation process, but particularly for preparation and conducting the
study.
When there are pre-determined aspects to an evaluation (C), the researcher does not have the
freedom to make decisions regarding the execution of the study (M) and this minimises data
quality (O).
Often, evaluations of social prescribing interventions are implemented after the programme has
been rolled out and implemented in practice. As such, certain components of the evaluation are predetermined. For instance, the evaluation of Singing for Lung Health (Milestone Tweed, 2018)
selected outcome tools that participants had already completed through the programme. Whilst this
may have aided data collection due to participant familiarity with the tools, the pre-determined
tools may not have aligned with the aims and intentions of the evaluators. In this case, this also
involved use of five measures, which resulted in high levels of participant burden and compromised
data quality.
Researchers also report that evaluation research questions, methodology, focus and outcome tools
are commonly pre-determined by scheme developers (Prior et al., 2019), commissioners (Dayson,
2017, Cheetham et al., 2018) or routine data monitoring systems (Cheetham et al., 2018). Where the
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evaluation is implemented at a later stage, it is also not possible to capture robust value and
outcome data, required for more in-depth analyses (Jones & Lynch, 2020).
Evaluations of existing social prescribing interventions can also be challenging, as the researchers do
not have control over the intervention. For instance, Mercer et al (2019) aimed to collect baseline
data prior to the intervention where possible, but the researchers had no control over when the link
worker would contact the individual. As such, it was not possible to collect data in advance for 45%
of individuals and the researchers were not able to select matched controls at baseline. High
variability between baseline data collection and start of treatment was also reported as a challenge,
limiting ability to detect an effect from the intervention (Panagioti et al., 2018).
Another aspect of evaluation where researchers lack agency is when data is collected by a third
party, rather than directly by the researchers. Challenges associated with third party data collection
include; validated tools not being completed correctly (Chatterjee et al., 2018), incomplete datasets
(Campbell et al., 2007), insufficient data collected (Chatterjee et al., 2018), self-reporting biases to
service providers (Bird et al., 2019), inconsistencies in collecting measures at agreed-upon time
points (Bird et al., 2019) and limited statistical power (Campbell et al., 2007). These challenges result
in poor quality data, evidence gaps, insufficient data, bias and limited insights.
The impact of funding on researcher agency was evident. Financial constraints on researchers limit
ability to adopt a control group for direct comparisons (Woodall et al., 2018), have sufficient sample
sizes (Heijnders & Meijs, 2018), have sufficient follow-up periods to detect longer term outcomes
(Mercer et al., 2019), conduct sufficient analysis (Social Prescribing Torfaen, 2018) and employ
rigorous evaluation designs (Stalker et al., 2008). This lack of control due to funding limitations
results in limited data quality and limitations in conclusions and insights that can be drawn from the
research. We anticipate that the impact of funding on research control and rigour may be greater
than reported in the literature.
Mechanism 4: Sequential
Thirteen documents provided evidence for this mechanism (Craig et al., 2008b; Vogelpoel & Jarrold,
2014; van de Venter & Buller, 2015; Dayson, 2017; Woodhead et al., 2017; Chatterjee et al., 2018;
Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Skivington et al., 2018; Thomson et al., 2018; Woodall et al., 2018; Jones,
2019; Maund et al., 2019; Payne et al., 2020), and it is relevant across all three components of social
prescribing evaluation.
IF researchers use a mixed methods sequential design for data collection (C), they can use
existing data to inform subsequent data collection (M) to provide a nuanced, stronger
understanding of the effects & mechanisms for SP (O).
Where studies employ a mixed-methods design, researchers are able to utilise findings from earlier
stages to inform design of subsequent stages. Most often, this involves using qualitative methods,
e.g. interviews and focus groups, to unpick findings from quantitative research. Whilst quantitative
studies may show an effect, outcome or demographic profile of the intervention and its users,
exploration of this using qualitative data allows researchers to identify mechanisms through which
the effects were achieved (Woodall et al., 2018; Jones, 2019; Poulos et al., 2019). Maund et al (2019)
also highlighted the benefit of using qualitative observations to confirm quantitative findings,
identify intended benefits that were not collected during the quantitative study and triangulate
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findings to draw general conclusions. This approach is particularly valuable where outcome tools
used in quantitative research are not fit-for-purpose in the context of the intervention, and
therefore may not detect intervention effects (Chatterjee et al., 2018).
Researchers are also able to use existing datasets to develop purposive sampling strategies, and
stratify qualitative samples based on outcome data (van de Venter & Buller, 2015, Dayson, 2017,
Todd et al., 2017). This enables them to use the data to disaggregate participants into subgroups for
further comparisons and explorations. For instance, by conducting interviews with low and high
scoring participants on mental well-being scales, they can generate a more nuanced understanding
of how and for whom the intervention may work best. This enables the researchers to recruit a
heterogeneous sample and identify participants for whom the intervention was successful or not so
successful, to explore reasons for their outcomes.
Furthermore, some studies took an iterative approach to data collection and analysis (Craig et al.,
2008b; Woodhead et al., 2017; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Skivington et al., 2018; Thomson et al.,
2018; Hassan et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020). By using a multi-stage approach and conducting
analysis iteratively, as opposed to conducting all analysis once data collection is complete, the
researchers are able to identify themes and topics of interest. These can then inform subsequent
data collection (e.g. interview schedules, topic guides, evaluation pro-formas). This iterative
approach works by enabling the researcher to explore topics that arise in early interviews with
additional participants, providing further insight into how the intervention may be working or the
impact that it has had. Researchers can look for initial patterns, identify data saturation and include
emerging themes and topics of interest in subsequent interviews to enrich the dataset and
understanding of the impact of the intervention over time.
Mechanism 5: Integration
Forty-two (n=42) documents provided evidence for the final mechanism, integration (Campbell et
al., 2007; Stalker et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2010; Stickley & Hui, 2012; Stickley & Hui, 2012b;
Stickley & Eades, 2013; Vogelpoel & Jarrold, 2014; van de Venter & Buller, 2015; Maughan et al.,
2016; Carnes et al., 2017; Dayson, 2017; Moffatt et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2017; Whitelaw et al.,
2017; Woodhead et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Cheetham et al., 2018; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018;
Lloyd et al., 2018; Panagioti et al., 2018; Pescheny et al., 2018; Pesut et al., 2018; Skivington et al.,
2018; Thomson et al., 2018; Woodall et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2019; Elston et al., 2019; Hanlon et al.,
2019; Jensen, 2019; Kellezi et al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Maund et al., 2019; Mercer et al.,
2019; Pescheny et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019; Redmond et al., 2019; Wildman et al., 2019; Dayson
et al., 2020; Holding et al., 2020; Irvine et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020; Tempo Time Credits, 2020). It
is predominantly relevant to the interpretation component of the program theory.
IF qualitative and quantitative findings are reported separately (C), THEN there is a lack of
integration (M), which results in a fragmented understanding of the effects of social prescribing
(O).
When there are multiple sources of data (C), researchers can integrate and triangulate findings
(M) to provide a nuanced, stronger understanding of the effects & mechanisms for SP (O).
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Articles in the review were initially separated by methodology into four sub-cases; quantitative
studies, qualitative studies, mixed-methods studies and reviews. However, during data extraction it
became apparent that many of the papers in the qualitative or quantitative sub-cases (n=14;
Moffatt et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2017; Heijnders & Meijs, 2018; Panagioti et
al., 2018; Pescheny et al., 2018; Hanlon et al., 2019; Jensen, 2019; Kellezi et al., 2019; Kingstone et
al., 2019; Redmond et al., 2019; Skivington et al., 2018; Mercer et al., 2019; Holding et al., 2020)
reported on components of larger mixed-methods evaluations of social prescribing. Despite this,
integration of findings and triangulation between the different components of the broader study is
rare. This results in a fragmented, disjointed understanding of the impact of the intervention. The
lack of integration reduces the opportunity for further interpretation, exploration of the findings in
the context of the other data and overall conclusions about the intervention. Cheetham et al (2018,
p1) comments that “quantitative and qualitative data each offer a partial view of how effectively
services were working”, highlighting the need for mixed-methods integration.
Whilst integration of findings was evident or minimal in some articles, others successfully integrated
mixed-methods findings, to provide the reader with an overarching understanding of the effects of
the intervention. For instance, van de Venter and Buller (2015) used a mixed-methods matrix to
triangulate findings from different study components, this enabled the researchers to use the
qualitative data to draw conclusions about quantitative findings. Studies also used qualitative results
and existing literature to illustrate findings identified in the quantitative study (Thomson et al., 2018;
Pescheny et al., 2019). Others integrated the results section, to present findings from multiple data
sources under sub-headings (Vogelpoel & Jarrold, 2014; Dayson, 2017; Cheetham et al., 2018;
Woodall et al., 2018; Maund et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019).
Alternatively, researchers may analyse the different components of the study separately, before
bringing together the findings in an ‘overall interpretive analysis’ section (Carnes et al., 2017), in
response to the research questions (Murphy et al., 2010; Woodall et al., 2018; Tempo Time Credits,
2020), in the discussion (Campbell et al., 2007; Stalker et al., 2008; Stickley & Hui, 2012; Stickley &
Hui, 2012b; Whitelaw et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Pesut et al., 2018; Kellezi et al., 2019;
Kingstone et al., 2019; Poulos et al., 2019; Holding et al., 2020) or through creation of case studies
incorporating multiple perspectives (Vogelpoel & Jarrold, 2014). Researchers also presented key
findings about implementation, processes and outcomes in their published article, whilst citing the
full report to provide additional detail (Stalker et al., 2008). Presentation of the results in this
integrated manner allowed the researchers to present a cohesive interpretation of the findings,
enabling them to identify mechanisms, unpick findings and provide a more nuanced understanding
of the effects of the intervention.
Therefore, we recommend that where it is not possible to report findings together in a single article,
an over-arching publication or commentary should be produced to integrate the findings and discuss
the overall outcomes of the study and the implications these have for future intervention
development and evaluation.
Triangulation between mixed-methods and different participant groups is particularly important for
evaluation of a complex intervention, such as social prescribing, which has multiple components.
Researchers can engage numerous approaches and methods to assess different components and
triangulate these in response to specific questions to provide a general understanding of the
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intervention (Murphy et al., 2010). Researchers may draw this information gathered from multiple
sources into a conceptual model to guide future evaluation and understanding (Irvine et al., 2020).
Using multiple data sources and outcome tools for the same participants permits the researcher to
conduct confirmatory analysis and explore reasons for changes (Todd et al., 2017; Elston et al.,
2019). This type of triangulation also allows for contextualisation of the data, an understanding of
individual circumstances which may contribute to certain outcomes (Vogelpoel & Jarrold, 2014) and
learning about long-term impact of the intervention (Stickley & Eades, 2013; Todd et al., 2017;
Panagioti et al., 2018; Poulos et al., 2019; Holding et al., 2020).
Alternatively, studies can triangulate data from different participants to gain a stronger, overall
understanding of how the intervention works and gather different stakeholder perspectives
(Murphy et al., 2010; Stickley & Hui, 2012; Stickley & Hui, 2012b; Vogelpoel & Jarrold, 2014; Todd et
al., 2017; Whitelaw et al., 2017; Bertotti et al., 2018; Pescheny et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2019; Elston et
al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Holding et al., 2020). This provides a comprehensive understanding
of the broader impact of the different dimensions of the intervention (Bird et al., 2019). Overall
synthesis can identify cross cutting themes, processes, consensus, differences and unexpected
outcomes which may be useful for commissioners (Stickley & Hui, 2012; Stickley & Hui, 2012b;
Pescheny et al., 2018; Woodall et al., 2018; Kellezi et al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Poulos et al.,
2019). Inclusion of non-participant stakeholders, such as referrers, can be useful to gain insight
regarding non-attenders or hard to reach groups, where these groups cannot be accessed to be
included in the research (Pescheny et al., 2018). Kellezi et al (2019) highlight the need for
methodological triangulation and advanced analysis to identify the active ingredients for social
prescribing interventions, given the disparity of social prescribing models and variation in outcome
measures used.
Finally, findings can also be contextualised using the existing literature and theory (Maughan et al.,
2016; Carnes et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2017; Lloyd et al., 2018; Panagioti et al., 2018; Pescheny
et al., 2018; Elston et al., 2019; Kingstone et al., 2019; Hanlon et al., 2019; Mercer et al., 2019;
Pescheny et al., 2019; Dayson et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020; Tempo Time Credits, 2020). When
researchers conduct a systematic literature review concurrent with data collection, they are able to
test emerging themes and models against the published literature and identify similarities and
contrasts between the literature and data collected. This anchors the results and enables the
researchers to clarify the social prescribing model and how it works. They are also able to use this
existing knowledge to further explain their findings and demonstrate the strength of their insights.
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4.

Discussion

This Realist Review aimed to understand how and why social prescribing evaluations do and do not
work. The Review is one component of the ACCORD study which aims to develop an evaluation
framework and reporting standards for social prescribing. Guided by the RAMESES standards (Wong
et al., 2013), we undertook a Realist Review of the social prescribing evaluation grey and published
literature to explore the mechanisms by which evaluations work, or do not work, the contexts which
trigger these mechanisms and the outcomes that they produce. This section will provide an overview
of the findings, their implications for social prescribing evaluations in different contexts, strengths
and limitations of this Review and recommendations for practice and future research.

Summary of findings
We included 82 social prescribing evaluation documents in the present Realist Review, drawn from
the international published literature and the grey literature in Wales. Social prescribing evaluations
employed a variety of methodologies and methods and their success was dependent on the context
within which they were employed. We identified five overarching mechanisms which apply, more
generally, to social prescribing evaluation, and can explain how evaluations work in different
contexts. These mechanisms, and the corresponding context-mechanism-outcome configurations
(CMOCs), provide the basis for recommendations for people undertaking social prescribing
evaluations in the future and the development of the social prescribing evaluation framework, in the
ACCORD study.
The first mechanism identified in this Review was co-production. The initial programme theory
demonstrated the process of developing the research team and identifying key stakeholders to be
involved. The findings highlighted that where stakeholders were involved from the outset in study
design decision-making and evaluations were co-produced, evaluations tended to be more
acceptable to these stakeholders, and study participants. Evaluations were also considered to be
more trustworthy, as they encompassed a breadth of perspectives in the design and interpretation.
Surprisingly, few studies reported on patient and public involvement in their evaluations. Public
involvement in research is widely regarded as essential to the research process and the UK
Standards for Public Involvement (NIHR Involve, 2019) provide a description of good practice in
public involvement should include. The benefits of public involvement in evaluation was evident
from the studies which described their input, particularly with regards to co-production of research
materials, interpretation of data and participant recruitment. Utilisation-focused evaluation (Patton,
2003) is a useful substantive theory to draw upon for this mechanism. It provides a process for
developing an evaluation according to the needs of the intended users and posits that evaluations
will be more useful to intended users if they have a sense of understanding and ownership over the
evaluation. Through this approach, stakeholders, defined as people who make decisions or desire
information about the intervention, are involved in each stage of the evaluation process. The utility
of the evaluation is central to the evaluation process and decision-making, and this is constantly
informed by the stakeholders. We therefore advise that future social prescribing evaluations seek to
engage members of the public and other key stakeholders, including service providers (link workers,
management), community organisations and assets, commissioners and health and social care
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professionals. Drawing on the principles of utilisation-focused evaluation, engagement of these
stakeholders will enhance the utility, acceptability and success of social prescribing evaluations.
Alignment between the intervention and evaluation was also critical to a successful evaluation.
When the evaluator had a strong understanding of the intervention, including the context, structure,
setting, participants, components, aims and objectives, they were able to design the evaluation
accordingly. This enables the evaluation to determine whether the intervention is implemented as
intended, and whether it is meeting the aims and objectives set out by the service provider and
commissioner. Clarity in reporting is also needed to ensure that the evaluation can be interpreted
correctly. We recommend that evaluators report the aims and objectives of the intervention/service
under evaluation, the aims and objectives of the evaluation and how different components of the
methods and study design align with each.
At times, social prescribing evaluations were limited by pre-determined constraints, e.g. pre-selected
outcome tools, requirements specified by commissioners, pre-collected data. As such, evaluators
lack the agency and freedom to make decisions about the execution of the study. This can have a
negative impact on the quality of the data collected, and the ability of the evaluation and data to
answer the research questions. This mechanism also interacts with the co-production and alignment
mechanisms. Where evaluators lack agency, their ability to co-produce and align the evaluation with
the intervention may be limited. However, where evaluations are co-produced from the outset,
agency may be increased and evaluators may be able to inform early decision making, which can
enhance later data quality.
From the included evaluations, it was clear that a mixed-methods evaluation was optimal for gaining
a nuanced, more in-depth understanding of a social prescribing intervention. The mixed-methods
approach was of particular use when used in a sequential, iterative way, enabling the researchers to
build on and develop their understanding through iterative cycles of data collection. It enabled them
to unpick findings from previous stages in the study to further develop their understanding. This
iterative approach to study design and data collection corresponds with Realist Evaluation
approaches. Pawson and Tilley (1997) discuss the value of cumulation of knowledge and
understanding in evaluation, by using iterative cycles of data collection to test theories and
hypotheses developed in previous stages. Similarly, in social prescribing evaluations we are
recommending the application of this approach to study design, allowing the evaluator to
accumulate knowledge, permitting them to design subsequent stages of the review accordingly to
address gaps or unanswered questions.
The final mechanism identified in this Realist Review, integration, highlights the added explanatory
power when findings from different studies, or multiple sources of data are brought together,
triangulated and integrated. Whilst reporting of a single study or method may offer a partial view
into a service (Cheetham et al., 2018), integration offers a more nuanced understanding of the
effects and mechanisms for social prescribing. Generally, the integration of studies in social
prescribing evaluation could be improved. Studies often reported on single components of a multicomponent study, without integrating or triangulating findings and with no explanation of how
findings from one component could inform or explain findings from another. We argue that
researchers may have a wealth of data and knowledge, but it is only at the point of integration that
useful conclusions and recommendations can be made. As such, integration of findings must be
considered and included in all social prescribing evaluations. This may involve integration of multiple
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data sources, perspectives, methods, methodologies and with the existing literature. Through this,
we can continue to build on and develop the evidence base for social prescribing, utilising all the
knowledge and information at our disposal.

Strengths and limitations
This is the first Realist review exploring social prescribing evaluation methodology. To our knowledge
it is also the first Realist Review exploring evaluation of an intervention, rather than the intervention
itself. Given the complexity of social prescribing (Tierney et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021) and the
critiques and disparities in the social prescribing evidence base to date (Bickerdike et al., 2017;
Pescheny et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021) it was necessary to take a different approach to unpick
how and why social prescribing evaluations work. This Review has demonstrated the utility of
applying this approach to a less traditional phenomena, to generate useful information for practice
and research. In undertaking this Realist Review we followed a systematic process for screening,
extraction, analysis and synthesis. Our reporting has been transparent throughout and has followed
the RAMESES standards (Wong et al., 2013) for Realist Reviews. Our review team has a mixed
expertise, including Realist approaches, social prescribing research and social prescribing practice. In
conjunction with the Advisory Group, we have been able to sense check ideas with key stakeholders
at each stage of the Review.
Evidence syntheses are reliant on evidence available, and the way that other authors report their
findings (Papoutsi et al., 2018). Generally social prescribing evaluations lacked in-depth information
explaining the methods, design and process undertaken for the evaluation. This posed a challenge
for this Realist Review as information regarding decision making and mechanisms through which
things worked were not reported. Furthermore, whilst documents reported limitations of their
methods, there was less detail about the impact of these, and less information on what worked and
was successful. Positive outcomes were typically stated, without any causation or explanation,
whereas negative outcomes tended to be accompanied by an explanation as to why these had
occurred. This deficit focused reporting made it difficult to identify elements of good practice and
the contexts and mechanisms within which they occur. Reporting standards are essential for social
prescribing evaluations to ensure that sufficient detail is provided to be able to interpret findings
and judge the rigour of a study. In-depth reporting also builds the evidence base for good evaluation
practice and can be used to inform future evaluations and build capacity in less experienced
evaluators.

Conclusions
The ACCORD study is a multi-phase programme of research which aims to develop an evaluation
framework and reporting standards for social prescribing. The Realist Review is the first part of the
study, and findings will be combined with the findings from a Group Concept Mapping study to gain
consensus on good practice in social prescribing evaluation. Within the ACCORD study we aim to
produce an evaluation framework that can be applied in different contexts, and will be useful for
different people undertaking evaluations, at different stages of evaluation. Once produced, the
evaluation framework will be tested in practice in 2022.
The findings from this Realist Review provide clear guidance and practical advice to those evaluating
social prescribing interventions. The recommendations identified here are relevant to different types
and levels of social prescribing evaluations. A summary of our recommendations can be found in
Table 6. We anticipate that recommendations may be adopted at differing levels depending on the
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context within which the evaluation is being applied. Findings will be disseminated through social
prescribing networks to the different evaluation stakeholders. An easy-read summary with practical
advice for social prescribing evaluations will be produced.
Table 17. Table of recommendations for social prescribing evaluation generated from this Realist Review

Recommendations for social prescribing evaluation
1. Apply a mixed-methods design to produce an evaluation which captures the impact of social
prescribing at multiple levels.
2. Where possible, design social prescribing evaluations iteratively, so that each stage can build
upon the previous stage so knowledge can be accumulated and the evidence base can
continue to grow.
3. Undertake a mapping exercise to identify all stakeholders for a social prescribing evaluation.
Involve stakeholders from the outset to co-produce the study design and materials.
4. Involve stakeholders in the interpretation, analysis and dissemination of findings so that the
evaluation is grounded in the real world and findings can be translated back into practice, to
make a difference to people involved in social prescribing.
5. Involve members of the public throughout social prescribing evaluation in a meaningful way.
Follow the UK Standards for Public Involvement and report public involvement when
disseminating findings.
6. Take time at the start of the evaluation, before the study design is determined, to understand
the social prescribing intervention or service that is going to be evaluated. Identify the aims,
objectives, participants, context, setting, activities, processes that are involved.
7. Align the evaluation with the social prescribing intervention so that the evaluation can answer
questions that are relevant to the intervention and to stakeholders.
8. Seek advice or use an evaluation framework to inform evaluation decision making. This will
maximise data quality, and ensure a consistent approach which can be compared with other
similar evaluations.
9. For rigorous evaluations of social prescribing, remove the burden on link workers and use
independent researchers to collect data at the appropriate time point.
10. Provide sufficient funding for social prescribing evaluations, to ensure that they can be
undertaken rigorously, without bias, to address gaps identified by services or in the literature.
11. Integrate mixed methods findings to generate a more in-depth, nuanced understanding of
social prescribing, how it works, for whom and in what context.
12. Triangulate findings from multiple data sources and different perspectives to generate a more
in-depth, nuanced understanding of social prescribing, how it works, for whom and in what
context.
13. When using mixed-methods or conducting a multi-component study, produce an overarching
commentary or narrative, explaining the links between the different components and
identifying remaining gaps for future research.
14. Provide in-depth descriptions of methods used and decisions made to facilitate judgments
about the rigour and quality of the study, and to enable the study to be replicated in different
contexts.
15. Report good practice, strengths, successes, failed approaches and methods to mitigate
challenges in social prescribing evaluation to support future evaluators.
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7.

Appendices

Appendix A: Search Strategy
Databases
A range of sources will be searched to access a breadth of evaluation reports and materials:
Literature type
Published literature
(international)
Grey literature (Wales
only)
Call for materials (Wales
only)

Search method
Medline, Embase, CINAHL, PsycInfo, ASSIA, Web of Science, Scopus
Online, PubMed, Social Care Online
Local authority websites, third sector websites, NHS websites, Primary
Care One, CVCs, WCVA, university websites, ‘OpenGrey’
Request materials (See Appendix A) from the Wales Social Prescribing
Research Networks to include; materials they are using, reports, etc.
Requests to contacts in the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research for contacts/resources. Request to WSSPR steering group to
identify key evaluations to be included.

Search terms
Search term
Social prescribing

Community

Evaluation

Alternatives
 Social prescriber, social prescription, social capital, social referral
 Link worker, link navigator, link coordinator, link co-ordinator
 Community connect*, community refer*, community coordinator,
community co-ordinator, community navigator, community
champion*
 First contact practitioner
 Parish organiser
 Local area co-ordinator, local area coordinator
Community asset, primary care, third sector, charity, public health,
community group, social enterprise, local asset, housing, housing
association, housing sector, social business*, social value organisation,
voluntary sector, projects, arts, outdoor, dance, green, woodland, welfare,
activ*, social capital, community benefit, social benefit, community
resilience
Monitor*, review*, evaluat*, outcome*, impact, implication, evidence,
cost, analysis, process, cost-effective, cost consequence, social value,
investment, cost-benefit analysis, indicator, return on investment, tool,
scale, quality indicator

Search strings
String 1 - "social prescribing" OR "social prescriber" OR "social prescription" OR "social referral" OR
"link worker" OR "link navigator" OR "link coordinator" OR "link co-ordinator" OR "community
connector" OR "community connection" OR "community referrer" OR "community referral" OR
“community coordinator" OR "community co-ordinator" OR "community navigator" OR "community
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champion" OR "community champions" OR "first contact practitioner" OR "parish organiser" OR
"local area co-ordinator" OR "local area coordinator"

String 2 – evaluat* OR monitor* OR review* OR outcome* OR impact OR implication OR evidence
OR cost OR analysis OR process OR cost-effective OR "cost consequence" OR "social value" OR
investment OR "cost-benefit analysis" OR indicator OR "return on investment" OR tool OR scale OR
"quality indicator" OR effect*

String 3 – “Community asset” OR “primary care” OR “third sector” OR “charity” OR “public health”
OR “community group” OR “social enterprise” OR “local asset” OR “housing” OR “housing
association” OR “housing sector” OR “social business*” OR “social value organisation” OR “voluntary
sector” “projects” OR “arts” OR “outdoor” OR “dance” OR “green” OR “woodland” OR “welfare” OR
“activ*” OR “social capital” OR “community benefit” OR “social benefit” OR “community resilience”
String 3 (Ab) AND string 2 (Ab) AND String 1 (Full text)

Study inclusion criteria
The review will include evaluation of any component of the social prescribing pathway, i.e. the
referral, the link worker process, engagement with the community assets or third sector. The
evaluation does not need to describe the entire social prescription process in order to be included,
however it must be clear that the intervention is linked to a social prescribing pathway (e.g. referrals
must be received from a social prescriber).
Component
Intervention

Referrer

Participant
group
Design

Inclusion
Clear link to the social prescribing
pathway.

Exclusion
Evaluations which do not mention the
“link worker*” process

A community asset must have
received referrals from a link
worker*.

Community asset independent of social
prescribing.

Intervention includes primary care,
third sector and private sector
organisations.
Primary care setting
Community healthcare provider
Third sector
Self-referral
Participants age 18 years.
Any physical or mental health
condition.
All evaluation & monitoring
designs.
Process, implementation &
outcome evaluations.
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Self-referral direct to a community asset
without link worker.

People under age 18 years.

Studies where evaluation/monitoring
design is not described or defined in
sufficient detail.

Document

Outcomes

Location &
language

Date

Peer-reviewed articles
Grey literature
PhD, MPhil & MRes reports
Unpublished evaluation reports
Organisational reports
Posters
Case studies
Indicators
Terms of Reference
Operating procedures
Guidelines
Individual level
Organisation level
System level
Published literature – international
Grey literature - Wales only
English & Welsh language only.
Papers published 1 January 1998
(start of devolution) to 31 May
2020
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Studies which do not involve an
evaluation of a social prescribing
intervention.
Editorials, opinion articles,
communications, protocols

Appendix B: Characteristics of all studies (n=82) included in the review
Author

Year

Country

Sub-case

Intervention type

Study method/design

Evaluators

Appraisal

Age Connect Cardiff
& the Vale

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Low

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Uncontrolled before-andafter design and qualitative
survey feedback
End of year reporting,
monitoring data

In-house evaluation

Age Connect Cardiff
& the Vale

In-house evaluation

Low

Age connect Cardiff
& the Vale

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Low

2019

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Independent research team

Moderate

Jones, Lynch

2019

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Time Credits, time based
community support

Independent research team

Low

Bertotti, Frostick,
Hutt, Sohanpal,
Carnes

2018

England

Mixed Methods

Social prescribing with
social prescribing
coordinators

Independent research team

High

Bickerdike, Booth,
Wilson, Farley,
Wright
Bird, Biddle, Powell

2017

England

Reviews

Social prescribing

Uncontrolled before-andafter design and qualitative
survey feedback
Uncontrolled before-andafter design, interviews
with staff
Uncontrolled before-andafter design, document
analysis of patient notes,
interviews, focus groups,
reflective diaries
Realist evaluation including
GP surveys, interviews with
stakeholders and
observations
Systematic review

In-house evaluation

Bangor University

Volunteer support
programme targetting
isolation
Volunteer support
programme targetting
isolation
Volunteer support
programme targetting
isolation
The Health Precint, referral
via social prescribing

Independent research team

Moderate

2019

England

Mixed Methods

CLICK into activity,
community based physical
activity

Mixed methods evaluation
using RE-AIM framework
with uncontrolled beforeand-after design
questionnaires, interviews
and programme-related
documentation.

Independent research team

Moderate
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Campbell, Winder,
Richards, Hobart
Carnes, Sohanpal,
Frostick, Hull,
Mathur, Netuveli,
Tong, Hutt, Bertotti
Chatterjee, Camic,
Lockyer, Thomson

2007

England

Quantitative

Welfare advice services

Longitudinal postal survey

2017

England

Mixed Methods

Social prescribing pilot

2018

England

Reviews

Cheetham, Van der
Graaf, Khazaeli,
Gibson, Wiseman,
Rushmer

2018

England

Mixed Methods

Social prescribing (nonclinical community
interventions)
Integrated wellness service

Patient surveys with
matched control groups,
interviews with service
users
Systematic review

Craig, Booth, Hall,
Story, Hayward,
Goodburn, Zumla
Crone, Sumner,
Baker, Loughren,
Hughes, James
Cwm Taf UHB

2007

England

Mixed Methods

Tuberculosis link worker

2018

England

Quantitative

Arts on Prescription

2015

Wales

Dayson

2017

England

Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods

Social prescribing for
healthy lifestyles
Social innovation pilot in
the community

Dayson, Painter,
Bennett

2020

England

Qualitative

Holistic social prescribing
with link worker

Elston, Gradinger,
Asthana, Lilley-

2019

England

Quantitative

Holistic well-being coordinator service
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No description of research
team
Independent research team

High

Independent research team

Moderate

In-depth semi-structured
interviews with service
users, focus groups with
service-users and nonservice users and routine
monitoring data
Cohort process evaluation
and interviews with service
providers
Uncontrolled before-andafter design

No description of research
team

Moderate

Mixed research team,
researchers became
stakeholders in project
No description of research
team

Low

Literature review, survey,
semi-structured interviews
Service evaluation with
uncontrolled before-andafter design and interviews
with patients, carers,
commissioners and
providers
Qualitative case study with
three nested case studies;
semi-structured interviews
with commissioners,
providers and patients
Uncontrolled before-andafter design

In-house evaluation

Low

Independent research team

High

No description of research
team

Moderate

Mixed research team

High

High

Moderate

Woolnough, Wroe,
Harman, Byng
Grayer, Cape,
Orpwood, Leibowitz,
Buszewicz
Grow Well

2008

England

Quantitative

Graduate Primary Care
Community Link scheme

Uncontrolled before-andafter design

Independent research team

Low

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Therapeutic horticultural
support, social prescribing
in community gardening

In-house evaluation

Low

Grow Well

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Independent research team

Moderate

Hanlon, Gray, Chng,
Mercer

2019

Scotland

Qualitative

Semi-structured interviews
with service users

Independent research team

Moderate

Hassan, Giebel,
Khedmati Morasae,
Rotheram,
Mathieson, Ward,
Reynolds, Price,
Bristow, Kullu
Heijnders, Meijs

2020

England

Qualitative

Therapeutic horticultural
support, social prescribing
in community gardening
Links Worker Programme,
social prescribing to target
negative impacts of the
social determinants of
health
Life Rooms, social
prescribing to address the
social determinants of
mental health

Uncontrolled before-andafter design, feedback, case
studies, monitoring data
analysis
Uncontrolled before-andafter design, survey

Semi-structured focus
groups with service users

Mixed research team
including PPI

Moderate

2018

Netherlands

Qualitative

Holistic social prescribing
with link worker

Mixed research team

Low

Holding, Thompson,
Foster, Haywood

2020

England

Qualitative

Independent research team

Moderate

Husk, Blockley,
Lovell, Bethel, Lang,
Byng, Garside
Irvine, Marselle,
Melrose, Warber

2019

England

Reviews

Social prescribing
targetting loneliness with
link workers
Social prescribing

Semi-structured, in-depth
interviews with service
users
Semi-structured interviews
with staff and volunteers
Realist review

Independent research team

Low

2020

Scotland

Mixed Methods

Nature-based intervention

Feasibility study,
uncontrolled before-andafter design, interviews
with service users

Mixed research team

Low
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Jarrett, Thornicroft,
Forrester, Harty,
Senior, King, Huckle,
Parrott, Dunn, Shaw

2012

England

Quantitative

Jensen

2019

Denmark

Qualitative

Critical Time Intervention
to support mentally-ill
prisoners post release
(social, clinical, housing and
welfare services)
Arts on Prescription

Pilot Randomised
Controlled Design

Mixed research team

Moderate

Semi-structured interviews
with service users
Literature review

No description of research
team
Independent research team

Low

Jensen, Bonde

2018

Denmark

Reviews

Arts on Prescription

Jensen, Torrissen

2019

Denmark

Qualitative

Arts on Prescription

Semi-structured interviews
with service users
Semi structured interviews
and longitudinal survey

No description of research
team
No description of research
team

Low

Kellezi, Wakefield,
Stevenson,
McNamara, Mair,
Bowe, Wilson,
Halder
Kilgarriff-Foster,
O'Cathain
Kingstone, Bartlam,
Burroghs, Bullock,
Lovell, Ray, Bower,
Waheed, Gilbody,
Nicholls, ChewGraham
Loftus, McCauley,
McCarron
Mantell Gwynedd

2019

England

Mixed Methods

Social prescribing

2015

England

Reviews

Social prescribing

Literature review

Independent research team

Low

2019

England

Qualitative

Tailored social prescribing,
behavioural activation

Semi-structured interviews
with older people and
support workers;
interviews or focus groups
with GPs

Mixed research team

High

2017

Quantitative

Social prescribing pathway

Low

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Social prescribing,
Community link service

In-house evaluation

High

2015

England

Quantitative

CONNECT: social
prescribing

Uncontrolled before-andafter design
Monitoring data analysis,
interviews with service
users
Observational study

Mixed research team

2018

Northern
Ireland
Wales

Maughan, Patel,
Parveen,
Braithwaite, Cook,
Lillywhite, Cooke
Maund, Irvine,
Reeves, Strong,
Cromie, Dallimer,
Davies

No description of research
team

Low

2019

England

Mixed Methods

Wetlands for Wellbeing,
Nature-based health
intervention

Questionnaires, focus
groups and semi-structured
interviews for participants

No description of research
team

Moderate
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Low

Moderate

Mercer, Fitzpatrick,
Grant, Chng,
McConnachie,
Bakshi, James-Rae,
O'Donnell, Wyke
Milestone tweed

2019

Scotland

Quantitative

Primary Care Community
Links Practitioner

2018

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Singing for Lung Health

Moffatt, Steer,
Lawson, Penn,
O'Brien
Mon Community
Link
Natural England

2017

England

Qualitative

2020

Wales

Qualitative (grey)

2017

England

Review (grey)

Ways to Wellness, Holistic
social prescribing with link
worker
Social prescribing with link
worker
Nature-based interventions

Panagioti, Reeves,
Meacock, Parkinson,
Lovell, Hann,
Howells, Blakemore,
Riste, Coventry,
Blakeman, Sidaway,
Bower
Payne, Walton,
Burton
Pescheny, Gunn,
Randhawa, Pappas
Pescheny,
Randhawa, Pappas

2018

England

Quantitative

Health coaching

2020

England

Qualitative

2019

England

Quantitative

2018

England

Qualitative

Multi-activity social
prescribing
Social prescribing with
navigators
Social prescribing with link
worker

Pescheny,
Randhawa, Pappas
Pesut, Duggleby,
Warner, Fassbender,
Antifeau, Hooper,
Greig, Sullivan

2019

England

Reviews

Social prescribing

2018

Canada

Mixed Methods

N-CARE, nurse navigation in
early palliative care
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and healthcare
professionals
Quasi-experimental clusterrandomised controlled trial

No description of research
team

High

Uncontrolled before-andafter design, interviews
with staff
Semi-structured interviews
with service users

In-house evaluation

Low

No description of research
team

High

Case studies

No description of research
team
Mixed research team

Low

Trials within Cohorts design

No description of research
team

High

Semi-structured interviews
with service users
Uncontrolled before-andafter design
Semi-structured interviews
with service users,
navigators and GPs
Systematic review

No description of research
team
Mixed research team

Moderate

Independent research team

Moderate

Independent research team

High

Pilot study using
questionnaires and semistructured interviews with
service users

Mixed research team,
including PPI

Moderate

Evidence review

Moderate

Moderate

Poulos, Marwood,
Harkin, Opher, Clift,
Cole, Rhee, Beilharz,
Poulos

2018

Australia

Mixed Methods

Arts on Prescription

Prior, Coffey, Robins,
Cook
Public Health Wales

2019

England

Quantitative

Exercise on referral

2019

Wales

Quantitative (grey)

Public Health Wales

2018

Wales

Review (grey)

Social prescribing with link
worker
Social prescribing in Wales

Rainbow Centre
Penley
Rainbow Centre
Penley
Rainbow Centre
Penley
Redmond, Sumner,
Crone, Hughes

2019

Wales

Social prescribing

2019

Wales

2019

Wales

2019

England

Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)
Qualitative

Rempel, Wilson,
Durrant, Barnett
Rhondda GP cluster

2017

England

Reviews

Social referral programmes

Systematic review

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Well-being co-ordinator
service

Skivington, Smith,
Chng, Mackenzie,
Wyke, Mercer

2018

Scotland

Qualitative

Links Worker Programme,
social prescribing to target
negative impacts of the
social determinants of
health

Smith, Jimoh, Cross,
Allan, Corbett,
Sadler, Khondoker,

2019

England

Reviews

Social prescribing for frail
older adults

Monitoring data analysis,
testimonial, survey with
service users, practice and
providers
Semi-structured interviews
with community
organisation
representatives and
Community Links
Practitioners [link workers]
Systematic review

Social prescribing
Social prescribing
Arts on Prescription
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Program evaluation
including uncontrolled
before-and-after design,
focus groups and
interviews
Uncontrolled before-andafter design
Uncontrolled before-andafter design
Evidence mapping

Mixed research team

High

No description of research
team
Mixed research team

Low

Mixed research team

Low

Referral numbers and case
study
Referral numbers and case
study
Case studies, patient
reported outcomes
Qualitative survey of
service users

In-house evaluation

Low

In-house evaluation

Low

In-house evaluation

Low

Research team, involved
with programme
development and
implementation
Independent research team

Low

In-house evaluation

Moderate

No description of research
team

Moderate

Independent research team

Low

Moderate

High

Whitty, Valderas,
Fox
Social prescribing
Torfaen
Social prescribing
Torfaen
Social Value Cymru

2017

Wales

Social prescribing

Scotland

Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods

2018

Wales

2019

Wales

Stalker, Malloch,
Barry, Watson

2008

Stickley, Eades

2013

England

Qualitative

Arts on Prescription

Stickley, Hui

2012

England

Qualitative

Arts on Prescription

Stickley, Hui

2012

England

Qualitative

Arts on Prescription

The Growing Project

2017

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)

Thomson, Lockyer,
Camic, Chatterjee
Todd, Camic,
Lockyer, Thomson,
Chatterjee
van de Venter, Buller

2018

England

Quantitative

2017

England

Qualitative

Therapeutic horticultural
support, social prescribing
in community gardening
Museum-based social
prescription
Museum-based social
prescription

2015

England

Mixed Methods

Arts on Prescription

Vogelpoel, Jarrold

2014

England

Mixed Methods

Arts on Prescription

Social prescribing
Social Prescribing via
Community Link Officer
Local area coordination for
people with learning
disabilities
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Monitoring data analysis,
case studies
Monitoring data analysis,
case studies
Monitoring data analysis

In-house evaluation

Low

In-house evaluation

Low

In-house evaluation

Moderate

Case studies, postal
questionnaire and semistructured interviews with
co-ordinators and
managers
Semi-structured interviews
with service users
Narrative inquiry using indepth interviews with
service users
In-depth semi-structured
interviews with referrers
Monitoring data analysis,
interviews with service
users
Uncontrolled before-andafter design
Semi-structured interviews
and weekly diary entries
from service users
Uncontrolled before-andafter design and interviews
with service users
Uncontrolled before-andafter design, interviews and
dynamic observation
proformas, case studies

Independent research team

Moderate

Independent research team

Moderate

Mixed research team
including PPI

Moderate

Mixed research team
including PPI
In-house evaluation

Moderate

No description of research
team
No description of research
team

Moderate

No description of research
team

High

Mixed research team

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Warm Wales

2019

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)
Quantitative

Warm Wales, tackling fuel
poverty
Time Credits, time based
community support
National Exercise on
Referral Scheme

Case study design

In-house evaluation

Low

We are tempo

2020

Wales

Impact evaluation, surveys
and journey mapping
Uncontrolled before-andafter design

In-house evaluation

Moderate

Webb, Thompson,
Ruffino, Davies,
Watkeys, Hooper,
Jones, Walkters,
Clayton, Thomas,
Morris, Llewellyn,
Ward, WyattWilliams, McDonnell
Wellbeing 4 U

2016

Wales

No description of research
team

Low

2018

Wales

Mixed Methods
(grey)
Mixed Methods
(grey)

Social prescribing, Wellbeing co-ordinators
National Exercise on
Referral Scheme

In-house evaluation

Moderate

Independent research team

Moderate

Scotland

Qualitative

Social prescribing in
General Practice

No description of research
team

Moderate

2019

England

Qualitative

No description of research
team

Moderate

2018

England

Mixed Methods

Ways to Wellness, Holistic
social prescribing with link
worker
Social prescribing with wellbeing co-ordinators

Monitoring data analysis,
survey, case studies
Randomised controlled trial
design with nested process
and economic evaluation
Case study design using
semi-structured interviews
with steering group, wider
primary care team and
community groups
Semi-structured interviews
with service users

Welsh Government

2010

Wales

Whitelaw, Thirlwall,
Morrison, Osborne,
Tattum, Walker

2017

Wildman, Moffatt,
Steer, Laing, Penn,
O'Brien
Woodall, Trigwell,
Bunyan, Raine,
Eaton, Davis,
Hancock,
Cunningham,
Wilkinson
Woodhead, Collins,
Lomas, Raine

Uncontrolled before-andafter design and interviews
with service users

No description of research
team

High

2017

England

Qualitative

Realist semi-structured
interviews with general
practice staff, advice staff
and service funders

Independent research team

Low

Welfare advice services
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Appendix C: Meta-matrix of themes & codes identified in each sub-case
THEME
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Analysis
Broader context
Broader context
Broader context
Broader context
Data
Data
Data
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Dissemination
Dissemination
Exploration
Exploration
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Outcomes
Outcomes
Research team
Sampling
Sampling
Sampling
Service
Service
Service
Service

CODE
Analysis
Confound
Quality
Quant-qual disconnect
Reporting
Validity
Contextualise findings
Dissemination
Integration with the literature
Triangulation/multiple stakeholder
perspectives
Bias
Data
Data saturation
Broader context
Clear definition of process
Data collection
Design
Ethics
Explanation
Framework
Limitations
Outcome tools
PPI
Research questions
Sequential design
Translational research
Impact
Recommendations
Complexity
Iterative
Fidelity
For whom
Funding
Identifying outcomes
Use of tools to quantify qualitative
responses
Research team composition
Follow up
Recruitment
Sampling
Case studies
Completion rates
Integrating evaluation
Intervention
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QUANT
Y
Y

QUAL
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

MM
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

REVIEW
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Service
Service
Service
Service
Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory

Programme aims
Referrals
Unexpected benefits
Variation in service
Commissioners
Multiple stakeholders/triangulation
Exploration
Methodological recommendations
Social value
Theory
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Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

B3: Publication in BMJ Open (under review)
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Exploring how and why social prescribing
evaluations work – A Realist Review
ABSTRACT
Objective: The evidence base for social prescribing is inconclusive, and evaluations have
been criticised for lacking rigour. This Realist Review sought to understand how and why
social prescribing evaluations work or do not work. Findings from this Review will contribute
to the development of an evidence-based evaluation framework and reporting standards for
social prescribing.
Design: A Realist Review.
Data sources: ASSIA, CINAHL, Embase, Medline, PsycInfo, PubMed, Scopus Online,
Social Care Online, Web of Science and grey literature.
Eligibility criteria: Documents reporting on social prescribing evaluations using any
methods, published between 1998 and 2020 were included. Documents not reporting
findings or lacking detail on methods for data collection and outcomes were excluded.
Analysis: Included documents were segregated into sub-cases based on methodology.
Data relating to context, mechanisms and outcomes and the programme theory were
extracted and context-mechanism-outcome configurations were developed. Meta-inferences
were drawn from all sub-cases to refine the programme theory.
Results: 82 documents contributed to analysis. Generally, studies lacked in-depth
descriptions of the methods and evaluation processes employed. A cyclical process social
prescribing evaluation was identified, involving preparation, conducting the study and
interpretation. The analysis found that co-production, alignment, research agency, sequential
mixed-methods design and integration of findings all contributed to the development of an
acceptable, high quality social prescribing evaluation design. Context-Mechanism-Outcome
Configurations relating to these themes are reported.
Conclusions: To develop the social prescribing evidence base and address gaps in our
knowledge about the impact of social prescribing and how it works, evaluations must be high
quality and acceptable to stakeholders. Development of an evaluation framework and
reporting standards drawing on the findings of this Realist Review will support this aim.
Registration: PROSPERO registration CRD42020183065.
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ARTICLE SUMMARY:


This is the first realist review of evaluation methodology, specifically in relation to
social prescribing evaluation.



Applying a realist logic of enquiry allowed generation of a theory underpinning how
and why social prescribing evaluations work.



Inclusion of published and grey literature granted the reviewers insight into different
contexts within which social prescribing evaluations take place.



Descriptions of social prescribing evaluation methods and processes lacked detail of
mechanisms, causality or decision-making processes, which would be useful to
further refine the programme theory.



This Realist Review sits within the broader ACCORD study to develop an evaluation
framework and reporting standards, findings will be directly applied in practice.
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INTRODUCTION
Attention on social prescribing is rapidly increasing. As a concept, its applications are broad,
and it has been proposed as a solution to improve sustainability of general practice[1];
reduce health inequalities[2]; address the social determinants of health[3]; tackle loneliness
and social isolation[4]; improve the health and well-being of citizens[5] and support recovery
from COVID-19[6]. Given the breadth of its applications it is unsurprising that social
prescribing services are highly heterogeneous, and the term is used to refer to a variety of
models and activities[7]. Aims of social prescribing reported in the literature are wideranging, including improved mental, physical and social well-being, optimised health service
use and reduced health service costs[8]. There is no agreed definition of social
prescribing[9], but it is generally understood to involve referral to non-medical resources in
the community, with the goal of improved health and well-being[10-12]. This typically
involves a link worker, also known as a community connector or navigator, who works with
the individual to identify their needs, co-produce goals and connect them to resources in
their community[13-15].
In parts of the United Kingdom, the growing interest in social prescribing has been
accompanied by substantial funding. The NHS Long Term Plan for England committed to
placing 1,000 social prescribing link workers in primary care networks by 2020/21,
benefitting 2.5 million people by 2023/24, through 900,000 referrals[16]. A further £5 million
of funding for social prescribing has since been granted to support COVID-19 recovery[6].
Social prescribing in the other devolved nations has not received the same NHS funding,
although the Welsh and Scottish Governments have committed to developing a social
prescribing offer[17,18]. As such, their social prescribing models are predominantly based
within the community and have been developed using a bottom-up approach[11,19,20].
Diverse social prescribing models and services have been evaluated using heterogeneous
designs and methods. The application of these varying designs and methods has resulted in
an inconsistent, inconclusive evidence base for social prescribing[1,15]. Evaluations using
qualitative and uncontrolled quantitative designs have reported improvements in health, wellbeing, social isolation, and chronic health conditions[5,21-24]. However, these findings have
not been corroborated with studies employing controlled designs[25-27]. Discrepancies in
the evidence base have also been identified in mixed-methods studies[9] and systematic
reviews[28]. Gaps in our understanding of the individual, community and system impact of
social prescribing and the mechanisms through which social prescribing works, for whom
and in what circumstances remain[7,29]. Randomised controlled trials are considered the
gold standard for generating evidence[30], however their application in the context of social
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prescribing evaluation is contentious given the moral and ethical implications of denying
access to services which may improve health and well-being[31]. Instead, a co-ordinated,
consistent framework for evaluation is required to produce comparable results which
contribute to the social prescribing evidence base[1].
To develop such a framework, we argue that it is important to understand the social
prescribing evaluation literature to date. The present Realist Review seeks to provides
insight into how and why social prescribing evaluations work, and identify good practice, and
areas for improvement. By providing an understanding of the current state-of-play in social
prescribing evaluation, it will inform the development of an evidence-based evaluation
framework.
Realist Review
A Realist logic of enquiry, based on Realist philosophy of science, is a theory-driven
approach which seeks to explore the interaction between context, mechanism, and
outcome[32]. It asks the question, what works, for whom and in what context[33], going
beyond attempts to understand whether something works, to identify mechanisms through
which certain outcomes are generated, when triggered by a given context[34]. A Realist
Review, also known as a Realist Synthesis, applies the Realist logic of enquiry to the
secondary analysis and synthesis of primary research studies[35,36]. A table with definitions
of terminology used in this Realist Review can be found in Table 1.
Table 18. Realist glossary of terms

Term

Definition

Realist Theory

A theory which makes reference to the underlying generative
mechanisms that exist in the domain of the real[37].

Realist Review

The process of evidence review that follows the Realist
approach[38].

Context

Any condition that triggers and/or modifies the behaviour of a
mechanism[39].

Mechanism

Underlying entities, processes, or structures which operate in
particular contexts to generate outcomes of interest. Mechanisms
are causal, hidden, context sensitive and generate outcomes[40].

Outcome

The impact resulting from an interaction between mechanisms and
contexts[41]. Intended or unintended outcomes triggered by a
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mechanism within a given context. These may be proximal
(immediate) or distal (future).
Programme Theory

The ideas and assumptions underlying how, why and in what
circumstances complex social interventions work[34]. An
abstracted description and/or diagram that lays out what a
programme/family of programmes comprises and how it is
expected to work[42]. Programme theory explains the sequence of
implementation of an intervention and provides theories of change
to explain how outcomes are generated by mechanisms. It is thus
a theory of causation and implementation.

Context-Mechanism-

A statement that describes the relationship between context,

Outcome

mechanism and outcome, such that a context triggers a

Configuration

mechanism, which then produces an outcome[39].

(CMOC)

Framed as a new model for systematic review[36], the Realist approach to synthesis has
several benefits which make it an appropriate choice to explore the topic of social
prescribing evaluation. The Realist approach accepts complexity and provides a technique
to understand complex interventions[43]. Social prescribing is complex[13], as is its
evaluation, given the use of many different approaches in different contexts. Previous
systematic reviews of social prescribing evaluations have provided descriptions and critiques
of the evidence base and evaluation approaches used[1,15,28], but have not gone into
depth about how and why they work, or do not work. Of particular significance and benefit to
the present Review, is the breadth of document types and resources that can be drawn on in
a Realist Review[35,44]. Realist Reviews reject the hierarchical approach for assessing
research quality[35] and accept a breadth of methodologies and approaches. Due to the
community-based nature of social prescribing, and the aim of the Review to understand the
various contexts within which social prescribing evaluation occur, it was important to not limit
included documents to the published literature.

METHODS
The present Realist Review was conducted between April 2020 and June 2021. The Review
protocol was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42020183065; Supplementary file 1). The
protocol set out the planned steps for the synthesis, acknowledging that the process would
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be iteratively undertaken. As the review progressed and evolved, a number of changes were
made to the protocol which we describe here. Firstly, it became apparent that the scope and
breadth of the five research questions initially set out in the protocol was too broad. Through
progressive focusing[45,46], the Review team agreed to narrow the scope to focus only on
how and why social prescribing evaluation works. The intended duration of the Realist
Review was 6-months, but given the complexity and depth of the topic, this was extended to
14-months. A final search of the literature was planned at the end of the synthesis process.
Through discussions it was agreed to not complete this final search due to pragmatic
limitations, and the extent of data saturation for each of the CMOCs presented in the review.
An additional Review team member (MD) joined the Review after publication of the protocol
and contributed to data extraction and synthesis. Finally, as discussed in step 5, no
documents were excluded on the basis of relevance or rigour, but appraisal was noted as a
descriptive characteristic.
An advisory group was convened with membership of social prescribing, evaluation and
Realist experts and stakeholders, including members of the public. A wider social prescribing
infrastructure group[47] was also drawn upon to support the development of the Realist
Review design and comment on findings. These groups contributed to the development of
the search strategy and commented on preliminary findings and CMOC development.
Six iterative steps were followed in the process of conducting this Realist Review. The
design was informed by the steps set out by Pawson[36] and supplemented by additional
approaches taken in other Realist Reviews which provided further depth and information
regarding searches, data extraction, analysis, and synthesis[13,35,44,48-50]. The
RAMESES publication standards[32] were used for reporting (see Supplementary file 2).
Step 1: Identifying the review questions.
This Realist Review is embedded within the ACCORD study, which aims to develop
an evaluation framework and reporting standards for social prescribing evaluation using
Realist and consensus methods. The Review scope and purpose were guided by the aim of
ACCORD, and therefore aimed to address the following two questions: ‘How do social
prescribing evaluations work?’ and ‘Why do social prescribing evaluations work?’.
Step 2: Searching for studies.
A formal search strategy was developed based on an initial, unstructured background
search of the literature and discussions with social prescribing stakeholders. Exploration of
possible substantive theory, including different evaluation methodologies and designs, was
also undertaken. This informed development of the initial programme theory.
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Nine online databases were searched for documents referring to social prescribing,
community and evaluation, published between 1st January 1998 and 31st May 2020. A grey
literature search was also undertaken in Wales for public evaluation documents and a
document request was sent out through extant social prescribing networks. Details of the
databases and search strategy can be found in Supplementary file 3.
The formal published literature search yielded 2904 records and an additional 144 records
were identified through the grey literature and network request. See Figure 1 for a PRISMA
diagram detailing the search results.

Figure 11. PRISMA diagram of document selection.

Step 3: Study selection
Documents included in the Realist Review were required to make some reference to the
social prescribing/link worker process but could focus on any component of the pathway. All
evaluation and monitoring designs were included, but documents lacking description of
evaluation design or not reporting findings (e.g., protocols, editorials) were excluded.
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Screening of titles and abstracts was undertaken by ME, with a random sample of 10% of
citations reviewed by JD to check for consistency in application of the screening tool[13].
Any disagreements were reviewed by CW and resolved through discussion[51]. Following
title and abstract screening, 159 full-text documents were screened for eligibility by ME, with
10% screened by CW. Disagreements were discussed and resolved within the team. As a
result, 82 documents were included in the Realist Review.
Step 4: Quality appraisal
All included documents were assessed for relevance to the initial programme theory and
ability to contribute to context-mechanism-outcome configurations. Documents were
appraised and categorised as ‘high’ (n=15), ‘moderate’ (n=35) and ‘low’ (n=32) in usefulness
and relevance. All documents were included in the Review, regardless of their appraisal, as
it was agreed that even documents with ‘low’ relevance may have the potential to contribute
‘nuggets’ of information[52]. Documents were also appraised for rigour and trustworthiness
of methods and quality of reporting. However, as this Review focused on evaluation methods
and designs, rather than evaluation findings, it was deemed inappropriate to exclude
documents on the basis on low rigour, as these documents would still contribute to the
programme theory, and the exploration of how social prescribing evaluations do and do not
work.
Step 5: Data extraction
Documents were split by methodology into four sub-cases for data extraction and
management (Figure 1; Table 2); qualitative (n=21), quantitative (n=14), mixed methods
(n=37) and reviews (n=10). Data extraction was undertaken by ME, using a bespoke data
extraction Excel file, which captured document characteristics and context-mechanismoutcome configurations (CMOCs) and themes. Coding was inductive but guided by four
questions which explored; whether the extracted data referred to a context, mechanism, or
outcome; whether a partial or complete CMOC could be identified; whether the data was
relevant to social prescribing evaluation and the programme theory; and whether the data
was sufficiently trustworthy and rigorous[48]. As with screening, 10% of documents were
reviewed and coded by CW. All preliminary CMOCs were coded and gathered under
themes. If-then statements were developed for each CMOC to clarify the relationship
between the three components, prior to data synthesis.
Step 6: Data synthesis
Using the preliminary codes, CMOCs were reviewed and gathered into overarching themes
for each sub-case. A meta-matrix was used to identify common themes and codes across
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the four sub-cases. Using this, 77 codes were synthesised into 13 broader themes. These
themes and corresponding preliminary CMOCs were mapped onto the initial programme
theory. Diagrams were created and iteratively refined to depict our thinking and the
contribution of different documents to different parts of the programme theory. The CMOCs
and programme theory were iteratively refined through ongoing document analysis and
discussions with the Review team and advisory group.
Patient and Public Involvement
This Realist Review sits within the ACCORD study. The study was presented to the PRIME
Centre Wales SUPER public & patient involvement group in its early phases of development.
Comments from this group led to recruitment of two permanent PPI representatives to the
WSSPR steering group to specifically support the ACCORD study. An additional PPI
representative joined the Realist Review advisory group and commented on ideas and
findings.

RESULTS
Document characteristics
Overall, 82 documents were included in this Realist Review (see Figure 1)[1,2,5,8,9,2124,26-28,31,53-121]. Documents were split by methodology into four sub-cases, with
representation from both the published and grey literature, although the majority of grey
literature documents employed mixed methods (Table 2). Generally, studies lacked in-depth
descriptions of the evaluation processes and methods. Most described evaluations of
general, holistic social prescribing processes, including a link worker. Others included Arts
on Prescription, Nature-based interventions, Welfare advice services, Time Credits
programmes, Museum-for-Health programmes, National Exercise on Referral Services and
nurse navigation. Documents were predominantly from the United Kingdom (England, n=43;
Wales, n=26; Scotland, n=6; Northern Ireland, n=1), with few documents from Europe (n=4),
Canada (n=1) and Australia (n=1). The formation of the research team varied between
evaluations undertaken by independent teams, service-providers, and mixed-teams. A
quarter of the documents provided no description of the composition of the research team.
Supplementary file 4 provides a table of studies included in the review and their
characteristics.
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Table 19. Summary of documents within each sub-case
Published

Grey

Total

Qualitative

20

1

21

Quantitative

13

1

14

Mixed methods

15

22

37

Review

8

2

10

Total

56

26

82

Main findings
The initial programme theory provided a linear explanation of social prescribing evaluation
with no exploration of mechanisms (see Figure 2). This provided a basis for exploring
context-mechanism-outcome configurations (CMOCs) which were identified through data
extraction.

Figure 12. Initial programme theory for social prescribing evaluation
When considering social prescribing evaluation as an intervention, identification of outcomes
was challenging. Three outcomes were identified, firstly, that the social prescribing
evaluation design was acceptable to all stakeholders. Secondly, that it was high-quality, in
that it employed rigorous evaluation techniques and was reported transparently. The final
outcome was more distal; a nuanced understanding of the impact and effects of social
prescribing. Through achievement of the first two outcomes, and the mechanisms discussed
here, social prescribing evaluations extend our knowledge and understanding of the topic
and identify areas for further research.
Data synthesis resulted in identification of five key themes which underpin our refined
programme theory; co-production, alignment, agency, sequential design and integration.
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Co-production with mixed stakeholder teams
If social prescribing evaluations are co-produced by mixed-teams (C), then sharing of
experiences, expertise and diverse perspectives (M), increases evaluation acceptability (O)
and trustworthiness (O).
Twenty documents contributed to the development of this
CMOC[5,9,23,24,31,58,60,61,63,73,74,77,82,84,89,92-94,102,109]. In the early stages of
the evaluation development, involvement of a breadth of stakeholders (e.g. social
prescribing practitioners, service providers, commissioners, community assets, individuals
receiving social prescribing) facilitates the co-development of an acceptable and trustworthy
evaluation design. Materials are co-produced, based on existing literature and experiences
of stakeholders, who can then comment on acceptability of design features for prospective
participants. Where these aspects are informed by the views of stakeholders, participant
burden may be reduced, thus improving completion rates. Evaluations were frequently
reliant on service providers for access to participants and data collection. Where those
service providers were part of the research team, they held a sense of investment, and
participant recruitment was more successful. Whilst this does pose a risk of bias,
randomised approaches to participant recruitment were not effective in yielding sufficient
participant numbers. A balance must therefore be struck between data integrity and
feasibility of recruitment strategy. Improved trustworthiness of the evaluation is also fostered
through co-production and sharing expertise and diverse perspectives. Reporting of public
involvement in the included documents was sparse, with only six of the included 82
documents detailing their approach. However, those which did benefitted from access to
diverse perspectives, contextual information and insight. This was crucial in developing
trusting relationships with the wider community who were subsequently more engaged with
the research.
Alignment between the intervention and evaluation design
If evaluators have strong contextual knowledge about the intervention and its’ aims
(C), then they can align the research question and design (M) to provide a coherent,
cohesive evaluation (O).
Twenty-four documents provided evidence for this mechanism[8,9,22,27,28,31,58,6163,66,68,70,71,73,74,77,82,88,94,112,117,120]. In designing a social prescribing
evaluation, the research team must develop a comprehensive understanding of the
intervention and how it may be working. This may be achieved through stakeholder
discussions, service mapping, service observation, applying a framework or developing an
initial programme theory. This thorough knowledge about the intervention is used to inform
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the development of the research questions and evaluation design. By completing this step,
the evaluation is poised to assess whether the intervention is achieving what it set out to.
Where possible, corresponding validated tools can then be selected for data collection,
although a lack of appropriate outcome tools for social prescribing evaluation was
highlighted in multiple documents. Clear reporting and presentation of the alignment
between intervention aims and context, evaluation aims, evaluation design and outcomes is
critical for the evaluation user, allowing them to draw conclusions about the intervention and
its impact. An important caveat to this mechanism is that evaluations should not be designed
too narrowly, only focusing on the aims of the intervention, as this risks missing
unanticipated benefits or outcomes which may arise. The benefit of mixed methods designs
which can capture outcomes aligned with the aims and undertake exploratory research is
evident here.
Agency to make decisions
When there are pre-determined aspects to an evaluation (C), the researcher does
not have the freedom to make decisions regarding the execution of the study (M), which
minimises the quality of the data and evaluation (O).
Fifteen documents contributed to this CMOC[2,26,27,31,57,59-62,66,68,74,89,95,104].
Evaluations were rarely implemented alongside services and were more commonly
commissioned and designed after service implementation. This often resulted in elements of
the evaluation, e.g., the outcome tools used, research questions or methodology, being predetermined by service developers, commissioners, or routine data monitoring systems. Lack
of researcher agency during data collection was also common and negatively impacted on
data quality, limiting insights and ability to draw conclusions. This was evident where data
was collected by a third party, resulting in inconsistencies in timepoints when data was
collected, incorrect completion of validated tools, incomplete datasets, insufficient data
collected and self-reporting biases. Financial constraints and insufficient funding may be
responsible for this lack of agency, impacting on researcher ability to collect data, use
control groups, have sufficient follow-up periods and employ rigorous designs. We anticipate
that the impact of funding on researcher agency and rigour is greater than that reported in
the literature.
Use of a sequential, iterative design
If researchers use a mixed-methods sequential design for data collection (C), they
can use existing data to inform subsequent design and data collection (M) to provide a
nuanced, stronger understanding of the effects of social prescribing (O).
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Thirteen documents provided evidence for this theme
[22,23,31,56,61,63,66,74,88,102,112,114,115]. Use of a sequential mixed methods
approach enabled researchers to use findings and insight from prior stages of the research
to inform the design and development of subsequent stages. This was observed bidirectionally. Findings from quantitative components were used to inform the development of
interview questions and areas of exploration in subsequent qualitative research. Datasets
were used to develop purposive sampling strategies for qualitative research, including
identification of different demographic groups and for individuals who responded differently
to the social prescribing intervention. Exploratory qualitative research was used as a basis
for designing quantitative research and selecting appropriate outcome tools. Qualitative
observations were beneficial in identifying unanticipated benefits, particularly where these
were not captured by selected outcome tools. This aided the researcher in developing a
cumulative understanding of the social prescribing intervention and its effects.
Integration of findings to produce a full picture
This theme was heavily supported; forty-two documents contributed to its’ development and
it is split into two CMOCs[2,5,9,21-24,26,27,31,58-60,62,66-68,72,74,75,77,79,82,85,8688,92-94,102,107-110,112-115,117,120,121].
When there are multiple sources of data (C), researchers can integrate and
triangulate findings (M) to provide a nuanced, stronger understanding of the effects of social
prescribing (O).
Social prescribing evaluations generate multiple sources of data. This includes data
collected from different participant groups, using different methods and gathered at different
time points. Triangulation of perspectives between different participants, particularly nonparticipant stakeholders, offers a more complete view of the broader impact of different
dimensions of the intervention and the experiences of non-attenders, or hard to reach
groups. A social prescribing evaluation does not sit in isolation, and the existing literature
and previous research conducted about social prescribing must also be used for
contextualising and explaining findings from their research, to contribute to the developing
evidence base.
If qualitative and quantitative findings are reported separately (C), then there is a lack
of integration (M), which results in a fragmented understanding of the effects of social
prescribing (O).
Many of the documents included in the Review reported on single components of broader
mixed method, multi-component studies. Despite this, findings and conclusions in different
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components of the same study were rarely integrated or triangulated. This lack of integration
resulted in a fragmented, disjointed understanding of the intervention and its’ impact. Where
studies are presented independently and not contextualised and integrated with existing
knowledge, the evaluation user is unable to fully understand the intervention and unpick its
inherent complexity. Studies which did successfully integrate their findings, either in the
reporting of their results or in an overall interpretative analysis section provided the reader
with an overarching understanding of the impact of social prescribing and a more nuanced
understanding of the effects. Where possible, researchers should provide a commentary on
the overall findings drawn from integrated mixed methods research.

Development of the refined programme theory
The initial programme theory (Figure 2) presented a logic model upon which contexts,
mechanisms and outcomes were placed as they were extracted from the literature. Initially, a
linear relationship was proposed between the three identified components of social
prescribing evaluation: preparation (1), conducting the study (2) and interpretation (3).
During the interpretation component (3), identification of new research questions and
proposals for future research occur. We therefore propose a cyclical relationship between
the three components, although acknowledge this may not consistently occur (represented
by the dotted line). The five identified themes discussed above and their corresponding
CMOCs relate to each of these components. Elements of the overarching context within
which the evaluation takes place; e.g. funding, stakeholder involvement, service status,
contextual knowledge, theoretical stance and the target population, were also considered
relevant for inclusion in the refined programme theory.
The refined programme theory sought to represent the interplay between the overarching
contexts, the themes and corresponding CMOCs in generating the outcome of an
acceptable, high quality social prescribing evaluation, within the realm of the three
components. The refined programme theory for social prescribing evaluation can be found in
Figure 3.
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Figure 13. Refined programme theory for social prescribing evaluation

DISCUSSION
The present Realist Review sought to understand how and why social prescribing
evaluations work. It included 82 social prescribing evaluation documents sourced from the
international published literature and grey literature in Wales. A range of evaluation
approaches and methodologies were employed, but documents lacked in-depth detail and
descriptions of these approaches. Systematic reviews of social prescribing have also
emphasised the poor reporting of their evaluations[28]. Five themes were identified, with
corresponding Context-Mechanism-Outcome Configurations (CMOCs) through which the
social prescribing evaluation worked to deliver an acceptable and high-quality evaluation.
The value of stakeholder involvement from the outset of the evaluation was evident, it
yielded a sense of investment, offered insight and contextual knowledge and improved
acceptability of the design through co-production. Chatterjee et al.[61] also highlighted the
benefit of stakeholder involvement, in integrating the views and perspectives of diverse
groups and understanding their expectations. Utilisation-focused evaluation[122] is
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evaluation undertaken with the intended users at the forefront. It posits that evaluations will
be more useful and effective if intended users have a sense of ownership over the
evaluation. The utility and design of the evaluation is therefore constantly informed and
guided by the stakeholders. The lack of patient and public involvement (PPI) in the included
documents was surprising. Social prescribing is a person-centred intervention[123], and this
should be reflected in the design of its evaluation. PPI is widely advocated for in research
and its benefits are well known[124] and were evidenced in the studies which involved the
public in this Review. The UK Standards for Public Involvement[125] provide guidance on
good practice and must be followed to garner effective social prescribing evaluations.
Mixed methods approaches were optimal for gaining a nuanced, in-depth understanding of
the social prescribing intervention under evaluation, particularly when used sequentially and
findings were integrated. Often this integration was missing from the evaluation documents,
resulting in a partial view of how services were working[62]. Even where each component of
the mixed methods study was reported separately, the depth and nuances were lacking.
Going forward, evaluations must report on the integration of different study components and
the relationship between their findings and the existing literature. This will result in
cumulative development of the evidence base, minimising duplication and contributing to a
cohesive understanding of social prescribing.
Given the inconsistencies in the evidence base, researchers have called for a co-ordinated
framework for social prescribing evaluation[1,15,28]. The refined programme theory
presented here offers principles for good practice in social prescribing evaluation. These
provided the foundation for the development of a series of evidence-based
recommendations for social prescribing evaluation (Table 3). These recommendations will
directly feed into the development of the evaluation framework for social prescribing through
the ACCORD study. Provision of such a framework will be particularly valuable given the
limited evaluation capacity in practice[14,126]. It will provide clear guidance and support for
conducting monitoring and collecting data, which can be used in subsequent evaluations,
mitigating the effects of low researcher agency and control. Similarly, the need for reporting
standards was made clear through this Review. The sparsity and lack of detail in reporting
the methods, alignment and findings of social prescribing evaluations has been identified
elsewhere[8,28].
Finally, the need for sufficient funding and investment in social prescribing evaluation must
be addressed. Evaluations to date have been criticised for lacking rigour and having a high
risk of bias[1,15]. An evaluation framework will only be useful if it is accompanied with
funding to undertake high-quality, acceptable evaluations of social prescribing. Some
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evaluations included in this Review alluded to the negative impact of limited funding, but the
impact is anticipated to be much larger. Future research needs to explore the funding
requirements for social prescribing evaluation and monitoring, and assess how this may
change over time, as the evidence base for social prescribing develops, and the needs and
priorities that it seeks to address change.
Table 3. Recommendations for social prescribing evaluation
1. Apply a mixed-methods design to produce an evaluation which captures the
impact of social prescribing at multiple levels.
2. Where possible, design social prescribing evaluations iteratively, so that each
stage can build upon the previous stage so knowledge can be accumulated and
the evidence base can continue to grow.
3. Undertake a mapping exercise to identify all stakeholders for a social prescribing
evaluation. Involve stakeholders from the outset to co-produce the study design
and materials.
4. Involve stakeholders in the interpretation, analysis and dissemination of findings so
that the evaluation is grounded in the real world and findings can be translated
back into practice, to make a difference to people involved in social prescribing.
5. Involve members of the public throughout social prescribing evaluation in a
meaningful way. Follow the UK Standards for Public Involvement and report public
involvement when disseminating findings.
6. Take time at the start of the evaluation, before the study design is determined, to
understand the social prescribing intervention or service that is going to be
evaluated. Identify the aims, objectives, participants, context, setting, activities,
processes that are involved.
7. Align the evaluation with the social prescribing intervention so that the evaluation
can answer questions that are relevant to the intervention and to stakeholders.
8. Seek advice or use an evaluation framework to inform evaluation decision making.
This will maximise data quality, and ensure a consistent approach which can be
compared with other similar evaluations.
9. For rigorous evaluations of social prescribing, remove the burden on link workers
and use independent researchers to collect data at the appropriate time point.
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10. Provide sufficient funding for social prescribing evaluations, to ensure that they can
be undertaken rigorously, without bias, to address gaps identified by services or in
the literature.
11. Integrate mixed methods findings to generate a more in-depth, nuanced
understanding of social prescribing, how it works, for whom and in what context.
12. Triangulate findings from multiple data sources and different perspectives to
generate a more in-depth, nuanced understanding of social prescribing, how it
works, for whom and in what context.
13. When using mixed-methods or conducting a multi-component study, produce an
overarching commentary or narrative, explaining the links between the different
components and identifying remaining gaps for future research.
14. Provide in-depth descriptions of methods used and decisions made to facilitate
judgments about the rigour and quality of the study, and to enable the study to be
replicated in different contexts.
15. Report good practice, strengths, successes, failed approaches and methods to
mitigate challenges in social prescribing evaluation to support future evaluators.

Strengths, limitations and future research directions
A strength of this Realist Review is its application of a Realist logic of enquiry to a novel
area; social prescribing evaluation. To our knowledge, this is the first Realist Review in this
area, and the first exploring evaluation overall. Previous systematic reviews had provided
descriptive commentaries about the social prescribing evidence base and evaluations to
date[1,28,61]. They critiqued the methods employed and highlighted low rigour and a high
risk of bias. However, they did not seek to explore the reasons as to why this may have
occurred, and explain the weaknesses in the evidence base, and what can be done to
develop successful social prescribing evaluations. This Review addresses this knowledge
gap and highlights mechanisms through which evaluations may be acceptable, high quality
and produce a nuanced understanding of social prescribing. A series of recommendations
(Table 3) for social prescribing evaluation have been generated based on the programme
theory from this Realist Review, which will be useful for people conducting evaluations of
social prescribing across the spectrum.
Another strength of this review is its placement within the ACCORD study. The findings from
the Realist Review will be used in conjunction with two consensus studies, using Group
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Concept Mapping[127] and a world café approach[128] to explore social prescribing
evaluation. Taken together, these studies will inform the development of an evidence-based,
evaluation framework, reporting standards and training materials for people undertaking
social prescribing evaluations. Direct application of the findings and their relevance to these
outputs, which will be widely disseminated, fits with the translational model of research[129].
It means that findings will be directly relevant and have a direct impact on the progress of
social prescribing evaluations in the future.
As previously mentioned, the documents included in this Realist Review generally lacked indepth information regarding the methods, design and processes used for their evaluations.
Evidence syntheses are reliant on secondary data, and how findings are reported by
authors[41]. This proved challenging for this review, as documents rarely provided in-depth
explanations of the mechanisms, causality or decision-making processes, which could
contribute to context-mechanism-outcome configurations. An example of this is the lack of
information about how social prescribing evaluations were funded and the funding allocated
to them. Funding is an important contextual factor, which will likely impact on how the rest of
the evaluation is able to be undertaken. However, where studies lacked information about
the funding, it was not possible to understand the full impact, and the mechanisms through
which this may have impacted the outcomes. This highlights a clear need for transparent
reporting and reporting standards for social prescribing evaluations so that evaluation users
have access to the necessary information to make their own judgments about the quality and
rigour of the evaluation.
Conclusions and recommendations
To our knowledge this is the first attempt to apply a Realist logic of enquiry to the issue of
evaluation, particularly in the context of social prescribing. This Realist Review offers insight
into the current status of social prescribing evaluation, it identifies how and why social
prescribing works, barriers to its success and examples of good practice. The review also
clearly highlights the importance of a standardised evaluation framework and reporting
standards for social prescribing going forward. A series of recommendations have been
developed based on the findings, which will feed directly into the ACCORD study and are
useful for practice and research in the undertaking of future social prescribing evaluations.
The next stage of this programme of work is to develop and test an evidence-based
evaluation framework and reporting standards for social prescribing, using the evidence from
this Review and consensus research.
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1.

Introduction

Social prescribing is a multi-dimensional concept with the potential to address health inequalities
and promote public health and well-being (Popay et al., 2007; Moffatt et al., 2017; Verity et al.,
2021). It is a form of person-centred care, which typically involves a link worker (also known as a
community connector, community co-ordinator or well-being advisor) who has a ‘what matters’
conversation with the individual, co-produces goals and connects them with assets in their
community to meet their needs (Rees et al., 2019; SCIE, 2020; Wallace et al., 2020; Roberts et al.,
2021a).
Models of social prescribing are highly varied and social prescribing has been implemented
differently depending on the target population, resources available and context (Husk et al., 2016;
Wallace et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021a). For this report, we use the Rees et al. (2019) definition of
social prescribing as “connecting citizens to community support to better manage their health and
well-being”. This definition encompasses forms of social prescribing that are implemented in the
community, primary care and other settings. It also encompasses different types of social
prescribing; signposting, light, medium and holistic, set out by Kimberlee (2015). These different
types vary in their purpose, aims, levels of intensity, mode of delivery, role of person delivering and
connections with other referral agencies. Social prescribing interventions may also be tailored
specifically for certain target populations or groups (Carnes et al., 2017; Pilkington et al., 2017; Price
et al., 2017; Steadman et al., 2017).
The range of social prescribing models, and the differences within each of these types of social
prescribing pose challenges for evaluating social prescribing interventions and drawing conclusions
about the efficacy of social prescribing more generally. The complexity of social prescribing, given
the breadth of stakeholder involved, variability, multiple referral pathways, range of outcome
measures and a broad target population, also poses challenges for evaluation (Roberts et al., 2021b;
Tierney et al., 2020). To date, evaluations of social prescribing have generally been small-scale and
employed uncontrolled designs and the evidence base is regarded as inconclusive (Roberts et al.,
2021b; Bickerdike et al., 2017). Researchers have called for a co-ordinated evaluation framework
which would facilitate the evaluation of social prescribing across the highly varied landscape
(Bickerdike et al., 2017). In addition to facilitating consistent, robust evaluation across the social
prescribing landscape, an evaluation framework can provide guidance and support for those carrying
out evaluations or monitoring of services, without formal evaluation training.
To begin the development of an evaluation framework for social prescribing, Wallace et al (2018)
conducted a consensus study to determine outcome principles and a framework for Wales. The
study identified three principles; individual, community and system. Each principle was accompanied
by a number of outcome themes and general outcome measures which may be used to collect
corresponding data. This study provided the basis for the development of the ACCORD study.
ACCORD is a multi-phase programme of research incorporating a Realist review (Elliott et al., 2021),
two consensus studies to develop an evaluation framework and reporting standards for social
prescribing, followed by testing of the framework and standards in practice (see Figure 1).
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Figure 14. The ACCORD study (2020-2022).

The present study reports on the first ACCORD consensus study, using Group Concept Mapping
(Kane & Trochim, 2007) to explore what good practice in social prescribing evaluation should
include, from the perspective of researchers, practitioners, managers, commissioners and other
social prescribing stakeholders.
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2.

Method and approach

The study was launched on 18th March 2021 for International Social Prescribing Day and closed on
6th June 2021. Ethical approval was granted by the University of South Wales Faculty of Life Sciences
Education low-risk ethics panel [REF: 200933LR].

Group Concept Mapping
The study used an online consensus method called Group Concept Mapping (GCM; Kane & Trochim,
2007) to explore participants’ perspectives on what good evaluation practice should include, in the
context of social prescribing. Participants are asked to complete three sequential stages individually
online, using the Group WisdomTM software; brainstorming, sorting and rating. Brainstorming asks
participants to generate statements in response to a focus prompt. Once statements are generated,
participants sort all the statements into ‘piles’ that make sense to them, which they label. Finally,
participants are asked to rate each statement on multiple rating scales.
Using GCM allowed researchers to reach a geographically dispersed international sample of
participants. Participants were able to engage with the research at a time and place convenient to
them. The study was led by a trained GCM facilitator (ME), with support from trained GCM facilitator
(CW) and a study steering group with content and methodological expertise.
Demographic questions
Upon entry to the online research space, participants were asked to answer five demographic
questions that were used to analyse the data:








Where do you live? [List of options: South East Wales, South West Wales, Mid-Wales, North
Wales, England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, Europe, North America, South
America, Africa, Asia and Australasia].
How many years of experience do you have with social prescribing? [Definition of social
prescribing provided].
What type of organisation do you work for? [List of options: Voluntary organisation, Private
organisation, Statutory organisation, National health organisation, Private health organisation,
Local government, National government, Academic institution/university, Other: Please state].
What is your primary role in social prescribing? [List of options: Commissioner, Funder,
Researcher, Manager, Practitioner, Governance, Member of the public, Other: Please state].
What are your roles in evaluating social prescribing? [List of options (select multiple):
Stakeholder, Service user, Public involvement representative, Evaluation user, Researcher,
Evaluator, Lead investigator, Research design, Data collection, Data entry/input, Data analysis,
Interpreting findings, Reporting findings, Evaluation commissioner, Service commissioner,
Research management, Research governance, Ethics, Service improvement, Service delivery,
Service management, Other: Please state].

Stage 1: Brainstorming
Participants were asked to generate statements in response to the focus prompt:
“When I think about evaluation in social prescribing, good evaluation practice should include…”
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The focus prompt was generated by the authors in consultation with the Wales School for Social
Prescribing Research (WSSPR) steering group and members of the ACCORD Steering Group. The
brainstorming stage of the study was open for a 5-week period (18.03.2021 – 25.04.2021).
Stage 2: Sorting
In this stage, participants were asked to sort statements into as many piles as made sense to them.
They were then asked to label these piles. The sorting stage of the study opened on 04.05.2021 and
closed on 06.06.2021.
Stage 3: Rating
In the final stage, participants were asked to rate each of the statements on two 5-point Likert
scales:



Importance
1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important)
How helpful the statement is to your role?
1 (not helpful to my role) to 5 (extremely helpful to my role)

The rating stage of the study was open at the same time as the sorting stage (04.05.2021 –
06.06.2021).
Analysis
The data was reviewed, cleaned, and online software acceptance processes carried out. Four data
analysis steps were then followed using the online software:





Step 1: The five participant demographic responses were analysed using descriptive statistics.
Step 2: A similarity matrix was created from the participant sorted statements. This
demonstrates the number of participants who sorted the statements together.
Step 3: Multidimensional-scaling analysis of the similarity matrix produced a statement point
map. Each participant statement is allocated a point on a two-dimension (XY) axis (Figure 3.
Step 4: Ward’s algorithm was used in a hierarchical cluster analysis of statement clusters to
produce a cluster map with cluster labels (see Figure 4), cluster rating maps (Figures 5-6), a
pattern match report (Figure 7) and go-zone analysis (Figures 8). The go-zone analysis enabled us
to identify the statements that participants perceive to be most important (Table 4) and the
most helpful to their role (Table 5).

The study steering group comprised academics from University of South Wales, Aberystwyth
University, Bangor University, Cardiff University, University of Wales Trinity Saint David, Wrexham
Glyndwr University and practice experts from Grwp Cynefin, Interlink RCT and Valleys Regional Park.
The steering group supported statement synthesis, data analysis and interpretation of findings.
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3.

Findings

Participants
Invitations to participate were sent to gatekeeper organisations and networks including the Wales
Social Prescribing Research Network, Wales School for Social Prescribing Research International
Network, WCVA, PRIME Centre Wales, Social Prescribing Network Development group, Wales Social
Prescribing Communities of Practice, Wales Arts Health & Well-being Network and others.
Gatekeepers were asked to share the invitation amongst their networks with individuals who may be
interested in participating.
Fifty-six (n = 56) people registered an interest in participating, and fifty-one (n = 51) returned a
completed consent form. Participants who engaged in the GCM completed the following:






Participant questions (n = 42)
Brainstorming activity (n = 36)
Finished sorting activity (n = 30)
Finished importance rating activity (n = 26)
Finished helpful to role rating activity (n = 20)

Participants were geographically dispersed. The majority of participants lived in Wales (n = 21, 50%),
with representation from South East Wales (n = 8, 19%), South West Wales (n = 5, 12%), Mid-Wales
(n = 4, 10%) and North Wales (n = 4, 10%). The remainder of participants were based in England (n =
12, 29%), Northern Ireland (n = 2, 5%), Europe (n = 6, 14%) and North America (n = 1, 2%).
Duration of involvement in social prescribing ranged from 0 to 20 years, with a mean involvement of
4.45 years and a median of 3 years.
Participants worked for a breadth of organisations. The majority worked for academic
institutions/universities (n = 18, 43%), voluntary organisations (n = 7, 17%) and national health
organisations (n = 8, 19%). Other participants worked for private organisations (n = 1, 2%), statutory
organisations (n = 3, 7%) and other (n = 5; 12%) which included independent management
consultancy; GP cluster and self-employed.
Participants primarily worked as researchers in relation to social prescribing (n = 22, 52%).
Participants also described their primary role in social prescribing as practitioner (n = 5, 12%),
manager (n = 4, 10%), commissioner (n = 1, 2%), governance (n = 1, 2%), member of the public (n =
1, 2%) and other (n = 7; 17%), which included; prospective provider, public health advocate, support
to social prescribing organisations/activities, innovator, expert by experience, referrer and
practitioner, policy and strategic objectives.
Finally, participants were able to select a series of roles that they undertake when evaluating social
prescribing. All activities were represented by at least one participant. Participants reported
undertaking a range of roles, between 1 and 13 roles, with an average of 5 roles in evaluation per
participant. These roles included; Stakeholder, Service user, Public involvement representative,
Evaluation user, Researcher, Evaluator, Lead investigator, Research design, Data collection, Data
entry/input, Data analysis, Interpreting findings, Reporting findings, Evaluation commissioner,
Service commissioner, Research management, Research governance, Ethics, Service improvement,
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Service delivery, Service management, Other: prospective provider, social prescriber who is
evaluated in terms of outcomes with patients, PPI in research, audit and evaluation of services. See
Figure 2.

Figure 15. Roles in evaluating social prescribing reported by participants (multiple selection).

Good practice in Social Prescribing Evaluation
Activity 1: Brainstorming
During the brainstorming activity participants (n = 36) generated an initial list of 187 statements in
response to the focus prompt, “When I think about evaluation in social prescribing, good evaluation
practice should include…”.
The Key Words in Context (KWIC; Kane & Rosas, 2017) method was used to synthesise the statement
list. This involved reviewing the raw statement list, removing redundant/irrelevant statements and
editing statements to ensure that they grammatically completed the focus prompt. Compound
statements were split, resulting in 260 individual statements. Keywords that appeared in the original
statements were identified and each statement was assigned a code word (e.g. outcomes,
participatory, design, community). Each set of statements within a code word were reviewed by the
authors and synthesised where possible into a single statement. A number of iterations were
undertaken to synthesise the statement list. The first review reduced the list to 199, second reduced
to 163 and the final review reduced the list to 125. The raw and synthesised list was sent to the
steering group for review and comment. Steering group members highlighted statements which
could be further synthesised, were duplicates or had been overly synthesised. Once all feedback was
collated a final list of 124 statements was confirmed and reuploaded to the software for stages 2
and 3. The full list of the final 124 statements can be found in Appendix 1 and examples of
statements in the final list can be found in Table 1.
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Table 20. Examples of statements from the synthesised list.

Statement No.
12
24
46
78
111

Statement
A rigorous scientific research protocol
Appropriate dissemination of the results of the evaluation to user audiences
Mixed methods that incorporate views of all stakeholders
Participatory action research involving partners, patients and service users in the
evaluation of social prescribing
Data from all parties - commissioners, social prescribing organisations,
intervention providers, intervention receivers

Activity 2: Sorting
In this activity participants were asked to sort and group all the statements into piles and provide
each pile with an individual label. From this, the software generates a series of point maps and
cluster maps.
In the preliminary analysis phase, with the steering group, analysis of the maps showed differences
between data from UK-only participants, compared to the dataset with international participants
included. Given that social prescribing is not advanced outside of the United Kingdom, and only
seven international participants were included, it was agreed by the steering group to include only
UK participant data at this stage of the analysis. International data could then be utilised at a later
stage to provide suggestions about how the framework may be adapted in an international context.
Using the UK only sorting and rating data (n = 22), the software generated a point map showing all
the 124 statements (Figure 3).

Figure 16. Computer generated point map of 124 statements.
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The dataset had a final stress value of 0.3559. The stress value is considered to be similar to
reliability, with an acceptable range of 0.205 – 0.365 (Kane & Trochim, 2007), so the map generated
is considered to be a good fit. Each point on the map represents a statement. Proximity of
statements to other statements indicates how frequently the statements were sorted together by
participants. For example, statements 67 and 117 (upper right of map) are close together and were
therefore sorted together frequently. Conversely, statements 122 and 10 are on opposite sides of
the map, so were either rarely sorted together or not at all.
The software then generated a number of cluster maps, to gather statements sorted together into
similar clusters. The software gave options of 4 – 15 cluster solutions. The study steering group
considered the selection and analysed the 4 – 8 cluster solutions in detail. Following this in-depth
analysis an eight-cluster model was agreed. We felt that the 4-7 cluster models lacked granular
detail that would be useful in developing the framework, but that clusters within the 9+ cluster
solutions overlapped and were not sufficiently succinct.
The software generated a list of possible cluster labels, as determined by labels that were given by
participants in the sorting stage. Statements within each of the eight clusters were analysed and the
most appropriate label was selected. These were; evaluation design (1), research methods (2),
impact on user (3), outcome measures (4), workforce and organisation (5), understanding of local
context (6), communications and dissemination (7) and research practicalities (8) (Figure 4).

Figure 17. Cluster map with labels from the participant sorting exercise.

The placement of each statement within a cluster is based on participant’s grouping of each
statement. For example, statement 34, ‘A follow-up period of 12 months to explore long term
outcomes and effects’ sits within the Evaluation design cluster because this is where it was most
commonly placed by participants. The conceptual relationship between clusters is shown by the
distance between them. The closer the clusters, the stronger relationship they have. Therefore, the
cluster ‘Impact on user’ is closer to ‘Outcome measures’ and ‘Research methods’ than the other
clusters.
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The ‘evaluation design’ [1] cluster had the most statements (n = 27) and ‘Understanding of local
context’ [6] had the least statements (n = 10). Bridging values indicate how closely a statement is
related to the items within the cluster it is placed, they range between 0 and 1. High bridging values
indicate that a statement has been sorted with ideas in a number of other clusters. Low bridging
values indicate that the statement was sorted more consistently within that cluster, these
statements represent the ‘anchor statements’ within a cluster. Table 2 shows the number of
statements per cluster, the cluster bridging value and the two statements with the lowest bridging
values within the cluster (i.e. the anchor statements).
Table 21. Anchor statements for each cluster, number of statements per cluster and bridging value for clusters and anchor
statements (lower bridging values represent a closer fit to the cluster).

No. Cluster
1 – Evaluation design (n=27)
11 The opportunity for multiple choice options to enable clear grouping
of data, but with the additional option to add points that aren't clearly
covered.
5
Designing sensitive research studies
2 – Research methods (n=17)
62 Use of validated tools, measures and questionnaires
50 A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why) measures
to capture both the headline numbers and the nuanced understanding
of how SP works for different people in different circumstances
3 – Impact on user (n=12)
67 Person reported outcome measures
59 Patient’s health outcomes
72 A measure of whether/how far individuals have achieved their goals
set
4 – Outcome measures (n=17)
42 Measures of a prescriber's time taken with patients (e.g. research
beforehand of a condition, number of referrals completed for them
after consult, time with patient in consult)
105 Evidence of the social determinants of health for the environment in
which the individual lives e.g. Index of Multiple Deprivation, transport,
unemployment rates, food poverty
5 – Workforce and organisation (n=12)
96 Data on the social prescribing workforce profile of the intervention
organisation
38 Information on intersectoral work
6 – Understanding of local context (n=10)
83 A focus on the evidence that matters to decision makers and funders
27 Guidance on how to read the evaluation; providing explanation of the
limits of the findings, generalisability, data sources, exclusion and
eligibility criteria, timescales
7 – Communication and dissemination (n=17)
77 Consideration of the social prescribing partners insights
37 Input from health professionals
8 – Research practicalities (n=12)
9
A flow diagram of number of people approached/included etc.
18 Ability to validate information input
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Bridging value
0.30
0.00

0.09
0.17
0.02
0.03

0.30
0.24
0.26
0.26
0.29
0.13

0.17

0.38
0.29
0.33
0.28
0.13
0.17

0.51
0.34
0.37
0.72
0.46
0.47

Activity 3: Rating for ‘importance’ and ‘ease of measurement’
In the final activity, participants were asked to rate all 124 statements on two Likert scales ranging
from 1 – 5 on importance and how helpful the statement is to your role. Table 3 shows the average
rating on each scale for each of the eight clusters.

Research methods

Impact on user

Outcome measures

Workforce and
organisation

Understanding of
local context

Communications
and dissemination

Research
practicalities

Number of
statements
Bridging value
Average
importance rating
of cluster (n=20)
Average helpful
to role rating of
cluster (n=14)

Evaluation design

Table 22. Number of statements per cluster, bridging value and average rating for each cluster on scales of importance and
easy to measure.

27

17

12

17

12

10

17

12

0.30

0.17

0.30

0.29

0.38

0.28

0.51

0.72

4.04

4.04

4.35

4.01

3.81

3.90

3.93

3.71

3.96

4.01

4.36

4.06

3.74

3.98

3.80

3.67

The cluster-rating importance map (Figure 5 and Table 3) and helpfulness to role map (Figure 6 and
Table 3) demonstrate that participants rated the ‘Impact on user’ [3] cluster as the most important
(M = 4.35) and the most helpful to their role (M = 4.36). Conversely, the ‘Research practicalities’ [8]
cluster was rated the least important (M = 3.71) and least helpful to their role (M = 3.67).

Figure 18. Cluster rating map: importance of statements to social prescribing evaluation.
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Figure 19. Cluster rating map: How helpful statements are to the participant’s role.

These cluster ratings can be further understood with Pattern Match reports. Figure 7 shows the
average rating per cluster on the two scales. This is a relative pattern match, and as such presents
the cluster averages within the range of ratings for each scale, rather than on a fixed, absolute scale.
The relative pattern match enables the researcher to compare multiple measurements to establish a
trend (Kamat, 2019). As the rating scales measure different concepts (i.e. importance and
helpfulness to role), it is more useful to compare the ranking of clusters on the different scales, as
opposed to the absolute numbers, which may not be comparable.
The pattern match (Figure 7) indicates very high consistency between the importance and
helpfulness to role rating scales (r=0.95).
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Figure 20. Relative pattern match report comparing cluster ratings for importance and helpfulness to role.

Group WisdomTM software also enables the researcher to produce a ‘Go-Zone’ report. This places
statements on a graph based on their average rating on the two scales used in activity 3. The GoZone is split into four quadrants based on the average rating for all statements for each of the two
scales. Figure 8 shows the Go-Zone report for the importance-helpfulness to role ratings. The GoZone correlation (r) for the Importance-Helpfulness to role report was 0.78. This indicates a strong
correlation between how participants rated a statements’ importance and how helpful it is to their
role.

Figure 21. Go-Zone report displaying how each statement is reported in relation to importance and helpfulness to role.
Note, statement point colours relate to which cluster the statement sits within.
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The top ten statements rated highest on importance and helpfulness to role can be found in Tables 4
and 5 respectively.
Table 23. Statements rated as most important.

#

Statement

Importance Cluster

121

The view of the person receiving the social prescription

4.7895

4

55

Clear methodology, approach and aims
Feedback from participants about their experience: whether
they felt heard and whether they had their needs met

4.75

1

4.7

3

60

Patient's wellbeing outcomes

4.65

3

65

Impact on quality of life

4.6

3

76

Consideration of the social prescribing clients insights

4.55

5

67

Person reported outcome measures

4.5263

3

35

Proper funding for the evaluation

4.5

1

4.45

2

4.45

3

123

50

72

A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why)
measures to capture both the headline numbers and the
nuanced understanding of how SP works for different people in
different circumstances
A measure of whether/how far individuals have achieved their
own goals set

Table 24. Statements rated as most helpful to their role.

#

Statement

Helpfulness Cluster

60

4.6923

3

4.6667

2

121

Patient's wellbeing outcomes
A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why)
measures to capture both the headline numbers and the
nuanced understanding of how SP works for different people
in different circumstances
The view of the person receiving the social prescription

4.6154

4

65

Impact on quality of life

4.6154

3

117

Data on patients' satisfaction

4.5833

3

4.5385

3

4.5385

1

4.5385

1

4.4615

1

4.4615

3

50

123
1
7
55
72

Feedback from participants about their experience: whether
they felt heard and whether they had their needs met
Agreement of clear goals and objectives in advance (e.g. what
do the commissioners want?)
Individual (patient) characteristics (e.g. demographics
information, sociodemographic, health information)
Clear methodology, approach and aims
A measure of whether/how far individuals have achieved their
own goals set
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Drawing together ratings on importance and helpfulness to role (Tables 4 and 5), we have calculated
mean rating scores to identify the ten statements rated as collectively most important and most
helpful to their role. These can be found in Table 6.
Table 25. Statements rated as collectively most important and helpful to their role.

#

Statement

Mean Cluster

121

The view of the person receiving the social prescription

4.70

4

60

Patient’s wellbeing outcomes

4.67

3

123

Feedback from participants about their experience: whether they
felt heard and whether they had their needs met

4.62

3

65

Impact on quality of life

4.61

3

55

Clear methodology, approach and aims

4.61

1

50

A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why)
measures to capture both the headline numbers and the nuanced
understanding of how SP words for different people in different
circumstances

4.56

2

76

Consideration of the social prescribing client’s insights

4.47

5

4.46

3

4.45

1

4.44

2

72
1
45

A measure of whether/how far individuals have achieved their own
goals set
Agreement of clear goals and objectives in advance (e.g. what do
commissioners want?)
Qualitative research methods

Overall interpretation
The present study identified eight clusters which should be included when considering good practice
in social prescribing evaluation (Figure 4). These findings will be used to inform the development of
the ACCORD social prescribing evaluation framework and reporting standards. Useful information is
available regarding how important and helpful different participant groups appraised certain
statements and their corresponding clusters. A framework for social prescribing evaluation must
integrate both the sorting and rating data to provide representation from all clusters, whilst valuing
the statements and cluster components which were rated as the most important and helpful.
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4.

Conclusion

This Group Concept Mapping (GCM; Kane & Trochim, 2007) study engaged forty-two (n = 42)
geographically diverse participants across the United Kingdom, with representation from different
stakeholders and sectors in social prescribing. These participants undertook three sequential tasks to
consider what good practice in social prescribing evaluation should include. The online nature of
GCM facilitated a breadth of participation across the United Kingdom, particularly given the
restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Analysis of the data within GCM has enabled us to identify eight clusters relevant to social
prescribing evaluation; evaluation design [1], research methods [2], impact on user [3], outcome
measures [4], workforce and organisation [5], understanding of local context [6], communication
and dissemination [7] and research practicalities [8]. Further analysis explored differences in the
appraisal of these clusters and the associated statements based on two scales; importance and
helpfulness to role. Statement and cluster ratings on the two scales were strongly correlated,
suggesting a strong correlation between how important a component of evaluation practice is and
how helpful it is to the role. The majority of the participants stated that their primary role in
evaluation was as a researcher, with representation from other professionals including practitioners,
managers, governance, commissioners and funders. Unfortunately, due to low numbers of nonresearchers completing the rating scales it was not possible to disaggregate findings and compare
researchers with non-researchers. Further research is needed to explore differences in the
perceptions of these evaluation components and whether there are differences in what is helpful an
important to different professional groups involved in social prescribing evaluation. This will inform
whether the evaluation framework produced from this study will be the same for research and
practice, or whether nuanced differences in the framework are required, to reflect the different
needs and priorities of these professional groups.
Limitations
At the outset, we aimed to recruit participants internationally through our social prescribing
networks. Unfortunately, we were only able to recruit seven participants who resided outside of the
United Kingdom, six from Europe and one from North America. As these numbers were so low, the
steering group agreed that it would not be appropriate to include data from these international
participants at this stage of the analysis. This is due to the different stages of evolution of social
prescribing outside of the United Kingdom and therefore different priorities and perspectives of
international participants. We felt that it would not be representative to make international claims
on the basis of seven participants. The data from these participants will be used when expanding the
framework from a UK framework to an international framework for social prescribing evaluation,
amongst further international research and testing.
Similarly, we aimed to recruit participants with varied roles in social prescribing, to capture
consensus across a broad group of social prescribing evaluation stakeholders. As previously
mentioned, the majority of participants were researchers, and whilst other stakeholder groups were
represented, numbers were significantly lower. Engagement and completion of the later two stages
(sorting and rating) was also lower for non-researchers, which meant that it was not possible to
make comparisons between the perspectives of the two groups. This may be explained by research
burden on the practice stakeholders. The present study was the third Group Concept Mapping study
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conducted by the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research in the past year, and some
participants reported that this influenced their decision to participate. To mitigate this and ensure
input from non-researcher stakeholders, the findings and frameworks will be developed in
consultation with social prescribing practitioners through the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research evaluation forums and a world café consensus workshop in the third stage of the ACCORD
study.
Conclusions and next steps
The present study has identified eight clusters which make up social prescribing evaluation good
practice, as determined by social prescribing stakeholders across the United Kingdom. From this
data it has been possible to identify the statements that were rated as the most important and most
helpful to the participant’s role. The findings from the present study will be combined with the
findings from the Realist Review exploring how social prescribing evaluation works (Elliott et al.,
2021) to inform preliminary development of the social prescribing evaluation framework and
reporting standards. The framework standards will be further developed in consultation with
stakeholders in a world café workshop in 2021/22. Following this development process, the
framework and standards will be tested in simulation and practice, alongside training materials for
social prescribing evaluation. All materials and tools will then be disseminated to social prescribing
stakeholders for use in their evaluations.
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6.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Full list of statements generated by participants (n=124)
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

Agreement of clear goals and objectives in advance (e.g. what do the commissioners
want?)
An analysis of the local context (e.g. community characteristics, voluntary sector
environment, GP practice particularities)
An assessment of the number of opportunities in the locality to support social prescribing
An assessment of the value contributed by the social prescriber outside the social
prescribing relationship (e.g. building community capacity through community
development)
Designing sensitive research studies
A clear definition of social prescribing and its component parts and boundaries, for the
purposes of the evaluation.
Individual (patient) characteristics (e.g. demographics information, sociodemographics,
health information)
Disaggregated data to assess health equity (e.g. by sociodemographic, by race)
A flow diagram of number of people approached/included etc.
Payment for participants
The opportunity for multiple choice options to enable clear grouping of data, but with the
additional option to add points that aren't clearly covered.
A rigorous scientific research protocol
Direct linkages to practice in a learning health system approach
Opportunities to collect data from those who are typically excluded from research (e.g.
those who are 'hard to reach', capacity issues)
Opportunities to collect data using the preferred language of the participant
Complete data sets i.e. all eligible people should be canvassed
Timely data
Ability to validate information input
Strong communication and dissemination of findings with stakeholders (e.g. decision
makers, those collecting data on the ground)
Frequent communication and dissemination of findings with stakeholders (e.g. decision
makers, those collecting data on the ground)
Well defined target audiences
A clear method to identify who is in your target participant group to understand whether
you are reaching the right people (and once findings start to emerge, the people who
would benefit most)
Language which is intuitive and easy to understand for a range of audiences (i.e. not
overly technical)
Appropriate dissemination of the results of the evaluation to user audiences
Appropriate dissemination of the results of the evaluation to academic audiences
Appropriate dissemination of the results of the evaluation to policy audiences
Guidance on how to read the evaluation; providing explanation of the limits of the
findings, generalisability, data sources, exclusion and eligibility criteria, timescales
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28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

The reasons why patients dropped out of the intervention
Input from those who chose not to engage with the social prescribing offer
A way to understand, based on actual behaviour, what factors mean people are more
likely to drop-out versus stick with the identified support and/or move on to other
relevant support
Economic evaluation (e.g. financial data, analysis of the funding of the social prescribing
program)
A set of agreed and workable measures which are flexible enough to suit a range of
organisations
A good deal of flexibility to allow evaluation to work for the wide range of different
arrangements that different localities have for SP
A follow-up period of 12 months to explore long term outcomes and effects
Proper funding for the evaluation
The impact on healthcare utilization
Input from health professionals
Information on intersectoral work
The views of those who are 'Social Prescribing' across formal type SP activities
The views of those who are 'Social Prescribing' across informal type SP activities
Input from social prescribers
Measures of a prescriber's time taken with patients (e.g. research beforehand of a
condition, number of referrals completed for them after consult, time with patient in
consult)
Actions taken by social prescriber on feedback from the individual or the intervention
organisation
Something more than just a tick box exercise
Qualitative research methods
Mixed methods that incorporate views of all stakeholders
Something like the 'Most significant change' process.
Reference to specific case studies with clear and in-depth conclusions
Ethnography (observation and in the moment tracking methods) to see in practice how
the lived experience plays out for clients
A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative (why) measures to capture both the
headline numbers and the nuanced understanding of how SP works for different people in
different circumstances
Easy to use data collection tools (for a non-researcher) with excellent guidance on exactly
what is required, in what format and when
Using robust data collection methods that allow comparison over time, between projects
and internationally
Use of creative and imaginative methods to access receivers' experiences e.g. use of arts,
story telling
Quantitative data (e.g. information on social prescribing service, referrals, duration,
demographics)
Clear methodology, approach and aims
Use of relevant models and theories, e.g. Self Determination Theory (SDT) or COM-B
Behaviour Change Model
Development of theories of change and/or programme theories
Ability to track and monitor progress
Patient's health outcomes
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60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Patient's wellbeing outcomes
Personalised outcomes based on what matters to patient
Use of validated tools, measures and questionnaires
Defining measurable metric outcomes
Taking into account unmeasurable aspects such as subjective improvement in a person's
wellbeing
Impact on quality of life
Well defined outcomes (e.g. if you want to say 'increased wellbeing' what specifically do
you mean by wellbeing in your context)
Person reported outcome measures
Community reported outcome measures
Measures that can be universally applied to most social prescribing activities
the outcome for the person/organisation making the intervention
the outcome for the person making the social prescription
A measure of whether/how far individuals have achieved their own goals set
relevance to the required evaluation outcomes
proportionality to organisational need
Consideration of the social prescribing team insights
Consideration of the social prescribing clients insights
Consideration of the social prescribing partners insights
Participatory action research involving partners, patients and service users in the
evaluation of social prescribing
Robust co-productive methods to increase citizens (service users) involvement in the
evaluation of social prescribing
Community-led evaluation
Ownership by the participant
Input from policy makers
a focus on the evidence that matters to decision makers and funders
relating the findings to national health and well-being agendas
relating the findings to regional health and well-being agendas
relating the findings to local health and well-being agendas
Primary care professionals views towards social prescribing
An analysis of the project implementation process
Process evaluation to understand what is working, for whom and how it is achieved
Clarity about the purpose of the evaluation (e.g. to provide evidence of effectiveness for
funders, or to support continuous improvement for the providers of the social prescribing
scheme)
Recognising the messy realities of people's lives
Balancing scientific rigour with lived experience
The views of referral organisations
Information about referrals (e.g. reason for referral, when referred, when seen, what
support was put in place)
An analysis of the social prescribing link worker role (e.g. background, qualities, soft skills,
training) which contribute to an effective link worker
Data on the social prescribing workforce profile of the intervention organisation
Availability of evaluation training and supervision for link workers and staff
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98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Checks that the social prescribing service has information that is kept updated
Metrics to assess good practice in social prescribing
Plans for sustainability
Evidence that organisations are compliant with good employment practices, health and
safety, remuneration and pension provision, staff development opportunities
Organisational data on strategy, procedures and operational delivery
Privacy and security statements
Simple, easy to understand descriptors and measures
Evidence of the social determinants of health for the environment in which the individual
lives e.g. Index of Multiple Deprivation, transport, unemployment rates, food poverty
A differentiation between the interaction with the social prescriber and the
activity/intervention signposted/referred to
Different perspectives - from referral, through the signposting stage, to the receiving
organisation's perception
A robust plot of patient/individual pathway through services, with information/research
at each stage of the SP system (e.g. GP, link worker, community, patient) and linked
outcomes where appropriate.
Working in equal partnership with all of the key stakeholders (including users) from the
outset
access to all relevant stakeholders, including strategic decision-makers, funders, link
workers, other on the ground staff, patients/clients
data from all parties - commissioners, social prescribing organisations, intervention
providers, intervention receivers
Systems information
Understanding of social prescribing as part of a complex system or ecosystem
Sufficient time for planning, but retaining flexibility to adapt as delivery evolves
Aspects around the patient choice and control
Barriers experienced for engagement
Data on patients' satisfaction
checks that the person is able to receive the information (understanding, happy to attend,
support needs to attend)
The diversity of those able to access the service
Data on why person only part attends the social prescription with reasons why not
fulfilled
the view of the person receiving the social prescription
How far the person goes to achieving what they would like from the intervention
Feedback from participants about their experience: whether they felt heard and whether
they had their needs met
Ease of accessibility and use by a wide range of individuals and professions
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The person receiving social prescribing must be at the centre of evaluation.
Eight components make up social prescribing evaluation good practice.
Mixed methods approaches and clear reporting are needed for evaluation.
Multi-stakeholder perspective is important for understanding impact.
Group Concept Mapping and Realist Review combined to make evaluation framework.
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ABSTRACT
To date evaluations of social prescribing have been criticised for having a high risk of bias
and lacking rigour. Findings have been inconclusive, and the complexity of social prescribing
poses an additional challenge for evaluation. Researchers have called for a co-ordinated
framework and reporting standards for social prescribing evaluation, to progress and
strengthen the evidence base. The online Group Concept Mapping study reported here
aimed to explore what good practice in social prescribing evaluation should include with
social prescribing stakeholders working as researchers, practitioners, managers,
commissioners and members of the public. The study identified 124 statements describing
good evaluation practice, which were sorted into eight components, and rated on scales of
importance and helpfulness to role, by participants. Assessment of the impact of social
prescribing on the user was rated as most important by participants. Other elements of
social prescribing evaluation rated as important included clarity of reporting, proper funding
for evaluation and use of mixed-methods approaches. The findings will be used as part of a
broader research study comprising a Realist review and multiple consensus methods to
develop an evaluation framework and reporting standards for social prescribing evaluation in
the United Kingdom.
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INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of an intervention involves judgements about the value, merit, significance,
credibility and utility of the intervention (Patton, 2018). In practice, this can include
understanding the implementation of the intervention, whether it is working, which
components are effective, the scale of changes that occur and comparison of the benefits
and costs of the intervention. A systematic approach to evaluation is key to ensuring valid
and reliable conclusions (Stufflebeam & Coryn, 2014). To this end, Patton (2018) defines
evaluation science as the systematic inquiry into how, and the extent to which, an
intervention works. A systematic evaluation is useful, credible, robust and addresses the
needs of stakeholders involved, including recipients of the interventions, providers,
commissioners and policy makers (HM Treasury, 2020).
To ensure robust, systematic evaluations in different contexts, researchers have developed
evaluation frameworks which set out the key components of an evaluation (for example, the
RE-AIM framework for public health evaluations; Glasgow, Vogt & Boles, 1999) and how the
evaluation should be reported (for example, the RAMESES (Wong, Greenhalgh, Westhorp,
Buckingham & Pawson, 2013) and RAMESES II (Wong, Westhorp, Manzano, Greenhalgh,
Jagosh & Greenhalgh, 2016) guidelines for reporting Realist syntheses and evaluations). To
date, there is no evaluation framework or reporting standards for social prescribing research.
What is social prescribing?
Social prescribing, also known as social or community referral, is a multi-dimensional
person-centred concept of prevention and intervention, which has the potential to support
and promote population health and well-being (Moffatt, Steer, Lawson, Penn & O’Brien,
2017; SCIE, 2020). At present, an agreed definition of social prescribing does not exist in the
United Kingdom (Carnes, Sohanpal, Frostick, Hull, Mathur, et al., 2017) and models of social
prescribing vary across the UK and internationally (Husk, Blockley, Lovell, Bethal,
Bloomfield, et al., 2016; Roberts, Lloydwin, Pontin, Williams & Wallace, 2021). For the
purpose of this study, we define social prescribing as “connecting citizens to community
support to better manage their health and well-being” (Rees, Thomas, Elliott & Wallace,
2019). Typically, this takes the form of a referral to a link worker (also known as a community
connector, social prescriber, well-being co-ordinator), who has a ‘what matters’ conversation
with the person. Together they co-produce goals and plans and identify referrals to voluntary
sector/community group interventions and professionals for support and activities. These
involve services such as arts, museums, exercise, social welfare advice, long-term condition
self-management, work, training and learning (Steadman, Thomas & Donnaloja, 2017). This
intervention ranges from a light-touch signposting or referral to a more intensive intervention
across several weeks, with regular support from a link worker (Kimberlee, 2015).
The aims of social prescribing recorded in the literature are wide ranging and include
individual-level aims (e.g. improved mental well-being, social well-being, quality of life,
resilience, physical health and well-being, connection to support, social needs/outcomes)
and system-level aims (e.g. optimised health service use, including increased access to
health services in the community, reduced attendance in primary care and emergency
departments, reduced health service costs) (Rempel, Wilson, Durrant & Barnett, 2017).
Furthermore, social prescribing interventions themselves are complex and highly varied
(Tierney, Wong, Roberts, Boylan, Park, et al., 2020). They typically involve multiple
stakeholders, multiple referral pathways, large variability between programme structure,
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intervention type, staff responsibilities, a broad target patient group and a range of outcome
variables.
The need for an evaluation framework and reporting standards for social prescribing
The complex and diverse nature of social prescribing interventions (Tierney et al., 2020)
poses challenges for their evaluation and research. At present, research evaluating social
prescribing has found mixed results. Qualitative studies identified positive experiences of
social prescribing for participants and reported improvements in well-being, health, social
connections, self-confidence, etc. (Moffatt et al., 2017; Payne, Walton & Burton, 2020;
Wildman, Moffatt, Steer, Laing, Penn & O’Brien, 2019;). However, these changes are
seldom identified in rigorous quantitative evaluations of social prescribing, which have not
found significant changes in outcome measures used (Loftus, McCauley & McCarron, 2017;
Panagioti, Reeves, Meacock, Parkinson, Lovell, et al., 2018). Researchers have suggested
that quantitative studies may not detect impact of social prescribing due to; small sample
sizes, significant loss to and short follow-up, lack of control groups, diversity of outcome
tools employed, missing information, failure to adjust for confounding variables, limited
exposure to the intervention, low response rates, diversity of social prescribing intervention
or limited intervention uptake (Bickerdike, Booth, Wilson, Farley & Wright, 2017; Carnes et
al., 2017; Panagioti et al., 2018; Pescheny, Randhawa & Pappas, 2020).
Systematic reviews of the evidence base for social prescribing have also highlighted a lack
of rigour and high risk of bias in social prescribing evaluations (Bickerdike et al., 2017). They
report that at present the evidence for social prescribing is inconclusive and call for a
coordinated framework for evaluating social prescribing interventions. A framework for
evaluation would help researchers to design and undertake robust studies (Greenhalgh,
Wong, Westhorp & Pawson, 2011) and reporting standards would ensure that evaluation
users have sufficient information to judge the quality and rigour of the evaluation, and
therefore draw conclusions on the findings (Wong et al., 2013).
Social prescribing evaluations cover a broad scale, from low-level monitoring and
organisation-level evaluation, to rigorous, high-quality, large-scale evaluation research.
Formal, high-quality rigorous and robust research evaluations are needed to build the
evidence base for social prescribing, determine whether social prescribing is effective and to
understand the nuances behind who it works for and in what circumstances (Pawson &
Tilley, 1997). However, small scale evaluations and monitoring conducted in practice are
also needed to inform commissioning and development of local interventions (Markiewicz &
Patrick, 2016). Improving rigour of, and ability to conduct small-scale social prescribing
evaluation is of particular importance in Wales. In contrast to the NHS-based model in
England, social prescribing in Wales is based within the voluntary sector. Social prescribers
often work in small teams and are responsible for their own sustainability. As such, they are
required to prepare reports on their progress and impact for commissioners and apply for
funding to continue their services (Roberts et al., 2021). Despite this requirement for social
prescribers to conduct their own evaluations and monitoring, and the risk of bias from
practitioners self-evaluating, there is no support and guidance for social prescribers on how
to evaluate and monitor. Social prescribers identified learning “how to measure and plot
people’s improvement in health” as a learning need, for which there is no current training
provision (Author 2, Author 1, Thomas, Davies-McIntosh, Beese, et al., 2020). As such,
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social prescribing evaluation framework, reporting standards and training materials must
reflect this breadth and provide guidance for evaluations across the spectrum.
The present study
To address gaps in social prescribing evaluation and literature, the ACCORD study, a multiphase social prescribing evaluation framework and reporting standard study, was designed.
ACCORD comprises a Realist Review (Author 1, Davies, Davies & Author 2, 2021), two
consensus studies (the Group Concept Mapping reported here and a future World Café
workshop (Brown & Isaacs, 2005; MacFarlane, Galvin, O’Sullivan, McInerney, Meagher, et
al., 2017).
The Realist Review explored how and why social prescribing evaluations do and do not
work, using published and grey literature. It highlighted the need for co-production with
stakeholders throughout the evaluation process, alignment of service and evaluation aims
and design and the value of researcher agency in the design and delivery of the evaluation.
The Review reported a general lack of integration of findings reported in the literature,
particularly between mixed-methods studies, which resulted in a fragmented understanding
of social prescribing. It advocates for application of a sequential design, in which different
study components inform each other, and permit further exploration of findings in later
stages.
The present study reports on a Group Concept Mapping study, which aimed to explore what
good practice in social prescribing should include from a variety of perspectives. The primary
aim was to include a breadth of stakeholders who had varying experience of different types
and levels of social prescribing evaluation, including researchers, practitioners, providers,
commissioners and users. Together the findings from the Group Concept Mapping study and
Realist Review will provide a basis for the development of the evaluation framework and
reporting standards, which will be refined through further consensus work and testing.

METHODS
Study design
Group Concept Mapping (GCM) is a structured methodology to generate consensus
amongst a diverse group of stakeholders regarding a common framework for planning or
evaluation (Kane & Trochim, 2007). Comprising of three stages; statement generation,
sorting and rating, GCM enables researchers to gather qualitative data and represent it
using quantitatively derived visual results. Using this multi-phase structured methodology
provides an evidence base upon which to develop a framework, incorporating a breadth of
stakeholder ideas. GCM can be undertaken in person through a series of workshops, or
online using Group WisdomTM software. The online software, used in this study, facilitates
engagement from a geographically diverse stakeholder group and offers advantages
including greater flexibility for participants and avoiding groupthink. Reviews of GCM studies
indicate strong internal representational validity and reliability estimates of the method for a
variety of applications (Rosas & Kane, 2012).
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Participants and Sampling
A prospective purposive heterogenetic sampling strategy (Kane & Trochim, 2007; Patton,
2002) was employed to identify a maximum variation of participants with a breadth of
experience in social prescribing evaluation. Participants were recruited via established social
prescribing networks. We sought to engage stakeholders from voluntary organisations,
primary care, local authority, policy makers, statutory health and care organisations,
independent sector, academics and members of the public across the four UK nations and
internationally. Participants had to self-identify as stakeholders in social prescribing
evaluation.
Fifty-six (n = 56) people expressed an interest in participating, and fifty-one (n = 51) returned
a completed consent form via email. All participants who returned a consent form were
enrolled onto the Group WisdomTM software and invited to participate in the study.
Patient and public involvement
Members of the public were involved with the design and development of this study protocol,
in accordance with the National Standards for Involving People (NIHR Involve, 2019). We
presented the protocol to a national public & patient involvement group (Evans, Gallanders,
Griffiths, Harris-Mayes, James, et al., 2020) in its early phases of development. Comments
from this group led to recruitment of two permanent PPI representatives to the infrastructure
steering group which supports the ACCORD study.
Group Concept Mapping Procedure
Participants were invited to three controlled-access online exercises via Group WisdomTM.
Consenting participants gave permission for the study researcher to register them onto the
online software. Five demographic questions regarding geographical location, years of
experience with social prescribing, organisation type, primary role in social prescribing and
roles in evaluation were asked. Participants were able to contact the GCM facilitator via
email with any questions or issues. The focus prompt, participant questions and rating
scales were designed and selected by the steering group and informed by discussions with
social prescribing practitioners.
Statement generation: In stage 1, participants were asked to generate statements
in response to a focus prompt; “When I think about evaluation in social prescribing, good
evaluation practice should include…”. Participants were provided a definition of evaluation;
“Evaluation is a systematic assessment of the design, implementation and outcomes of an
intervention” (Patton, 2018) and social prescribing “connecting citizens to community support
to better manage their health and well-being” (Rees et al., 2019) to focus their thinking.
Stage 1 was open for a 5-week period in March-April 2021. Following stage 1, the
researchers synthesised the statement list using the Key Words in Context (Kane & Rosas,
2017) method. The ACCORD steering group reviewed the raw and synthesised lists before
the final synthesised list was upload for stages 2 and 3.
Sorting and Rating: Stages 2 and 3 were opened in parallel, and participants were
invited to complete both tasks over a 4-week period in May-June 2021. In stage 2,
participants used an online drag-and-drop interface to sort statements into meaningful piles.
Piles must have at least two statements, but there was no upper limit for number of
statements that can be included in a single pile. Participants were asked to provide labels for
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each of their piles to describe their contents. In stage 3, participants rated each statement
using two 5-point Likert scales based on importance to evaluation and how helpful the
statement is to your role.
Analysis and interpretation: All analyses were undertaken in the Group WisdomTM
software in four steps: (1) descriptive statistics of responses to demographic questions, (2)
creation of a similarity matrix of sorted statements together, (3) multidimensional-scaling
analysis of the similarity matrix to place sorted statement on an XY axis to generate a
statement point map (Figure 1), and (4) hierarchical cluster analysis of statement clusters
using Ward’s algorithm to produce a cluster map (Figure 2), cluster rating maps, pattern
match reports and go-zone reports. Group WisdomTM generates a series of cluster maps,
ranging from 4 – 15 cluster solutions. Analysis found differences between data from all
participants compared to UK-only participants. Given the small sample size of international
participants (n=7) and the status of social prescribing outside of the United Kingdom, the
study steering group decided to include UK-only data for the analysis, with a view to drawing
on the international data to inform potential adaptations of the outputs in an international
context in the future. The study steering group reviewed each iteration and decided on an
eight-cluster solution for the present study. This was informed by context and practicality, as
advised by Kane and Trochim (2007).

RESULTS
Demographic characteristics: A total of 42 participants took part in at least one of
the GCM tasks. Most participants lived in Wales (50%), with representation from England
(29%), Europe (14%), Northern Ireland (5%) and North America (2%). Researchers were
highly represented in the sample (52%). Other participants included social prescribing
practitioners (14%), managers (10%), commissioners (2%), governance (2%), members of
the public (5%) and other (7.2%). Correspondingly, most participants were based in an
academic institution (45%), with others based in national health organisations (21%),
voluntary organisations (17%), private organisations (10%) and statutory organisations (7%).
Participants reported an average of 4.45 years’ experience of social prescribing. A detailed
summary of demographic characteristics of participants can be found in Table 1.
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Table 26. Demographic characteristics of participants. *Totals do not sum to sample size
due to missing data.
Demographic characteristic

Total
N (42)

%

Location
Wales
England
Northern Ireland
Europe
North America

21
12
2
6
1

50
28.6
4.8
14.3
2.4

Years of experience with social prescribing
None
Up to 1 year
2-4 years
Over 5 years

3
6
18
14

7.3
14.6
42.9
33.3

Organisation type
Academic institution/University
Voluntary organisation
National health organisation
Statutory organisation
Private organisation

19
7
9
3
4

45.2
16.7
21.4
7.1
9.5

22
6
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

52.4
14.3
9.5
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
4.8
7.2

Primary role in relation to social prescribing
Researcher
Practitioner
Manager
Commissioner
Funder
Governance
Policy and strategic objectives
Activity provider
Member of the public
Other (Public health – advocate, support to social
prescribing organisations)

The final participant question asked participants to select all roles they undertake when
conducting a social prescribing evaluation. Participants reported a range of 1-13 roles, with
an average of 5 evaluation roles per participant. The most common roles undertaken by
participants included researcher, research design, interpreting findings, reporting findings
and being a stakeholder. See Table 2 for details of roles undertaken by participants.
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Table 27. Roles undertaken by participants (multiple selection)
Role in social prescribing evaluation
Stakeholder
Service user
Public involvement representative
Evaluation user
Researcher
Evaluator
Lead investigator
Research design
Data collection
Data entry/input
Data analysis
Interpreting findings
Reporting findings
Evaluation commissioner
Service commissioner
Research management
Research governance
Ethics
Service improvement
Service delivery
Service management
Other (social prescriber under evaluation,
prospective provider, audit)

Frequency
16
1
3
6
25
11
10
17
13
9
13
16
17
2
2
7
5
11
8
4
4
3

Concept mapping: In statement generation, participants (n=36) generated an initial
list of 187 statements. Using the Key Words in Context (Kane & Rosas, 2017) approach, the
statement list was synthesised iteratively by splitting compound statements, removing
irrelevant and duplicate statements, assigning statements with code words and combining
statements with similar sentiments into a single statement. Following consultation with
steering group members, a final list of 124 statements was agreed. The statement list was
checked in accordance with the findings from a Realist Review exploring social prescribing
evaluation (Author 1 et al., 2021) to ensure there were no gaps in the list. From this it was
determined that the statement list was comprehensive, and no additional statements were
added.
Using the sorting data from stage 2, a point map was generated, in which each of the
statements (n=124) was plotted on an XY axis based on their similarity using
multidimensional scaling-analysis (Figure 1). Points located close together were sorted
together by participants more frequently, whereas those located far apart were sorted
together less frequently. The stress value of the dataset was 0.3559, within the acceptable
range of 0.205-0.365 (Kane & Trochim, 2007). This indicates less than 1% probability that
the data is randomly configured or has no structure (Rosas & Kane, 2012).
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Figure 22. Point map.
The final cluster map for the UK-only participants included 8 clusters (Figure 2). This map
represents the eight components that contribute to good practice in social prescribing
evaluation. Using participant generated labels, the clusters were named as; Evaluation
design (1), Research methods (2), Impact on user (3), Outcome measures (4), Workforce
and organisation (5), Understanding of local context (6), Communications and dissemination
(7) and Research practicalities (8). Cluster 1 (Evaluation design) had the most statements
(n=27) and cluster 6 (Understanding of local context) had the least (n=10). Cluster 2
(Research methods) has the lowest bridging value (0.17). This indicates that the statements
within this cluster were most consistently sorted together, compared to a high bridging value
where statements within a cluster were commonly sorted with other statements across the
map. Cluster 8 (Research practicalities) has the highest bridging value (0.72). Bridging
values and the number of statements for each cluster can be found in Table 3.
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Figure 23. Cluster map for social prescribing evaluation good practice

Research
methods

Impact on user

Outcome
measures

Workforce &
organisation

Understanding
of local context

Communications
& dissemination

Research
practicalities

Number of
statements
Bridging value
Mean cluster
importance
(n=20)
Mean helpful to
role cluster
rating (n=14)

Evaluation
design

Table 28. Number of statements per cluster, bridging value and average rating for each
cluster on scales of importance and easy to measure.

27

17

12

17

12

10

17

12

0.30
4.04

0.17
4.04

0.30
4.35

0.29
4.01

0.38
3.81

0.28
3.90

0.51
3.93

0.72
3.71

3.96

4.01

4.36

4.06

3.74

3.98

3.80

3.67

Statement ratings on the two scales; importance and helpfulness to role were strongly
correlated (r = 0.78). The cluster rating results (Table 1) demonstrate that the ‘Impact on
user’ cluster (3) was rated as the most important (M=4.35) and most helpful to the role
(M=4.36). Conversely, rated as least important (M=3.71) and least helpful to the role
(M=3.67) cluster was ‘Research practicalities’ (8). The ten most important statements (Table
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4) were all sourced from clusters 1-5, with the majority coming from cluster 3 (Impact on
user; n=5).
Table 29. The ten statements rated as most important by participants.
#

Statement

Importance Cluster

121

The view of the person receiving the social prescription

4.7895

4

55

Clear methodology, approach and aims
Feedback from participants about their experience:
whether they felt heard and whether they had their
needs met

4.75

1

4.7

3

60

Patient's wellbeing outcomes

4.65

3

65

Impact on quality of life

4.6

3

76

Consideration of the social prescribing client’s insights

4.55

5

67

Person reported outcome measures

4.5263

3

35

Proper funding for the evaluation

4.5

1

4.45

2

4.45

3

123

50

72

A mixture of quantitative (how much) and qualitative
(why) measures to capture both the headline numbers
and the nuanced understanding of how SP works for
different people in different circumstances
A measure of whether/how far individuals have
achieved their own goals set

DISCUSSION
The Group Concept Mapping study reported here is a key component of the ACCORD study
and findings will be used to develop a framework and reporting standards for social
prescribing evaluation. The present study identified eight components which must be
considered within a framework for good practice in social prescribing evaluation: Evaluation
design (1), Research methods (2), Impact on user (3), Outcome measures (4), Workforce
and organisation (5), Understanding of local context (6), Communications and dissemination
(7) and Research practicalities (8).
Concordant with the person-centred nature of social prescribing (SCIE, 2020), participants
rated the impact on the user as the most important cluster within the framework. This
included statements regarding general individual outcomes, for instance, impact on health
(statement 59), wellbeing (statement 60), quality of life (statement 65) and satisfaction
(statement 117). It also included assessment of personalised outcomes, depending on what
matters to the individual and the goals and needs that they have at the start of the
intervention. Key to the role of the social prescribing link worker is working in a personcentred way, including exploring what matters to the individual, and seeking support to
address their needs and goals (Roberts et al., 2021). The statements identified within this
cluster also correspond with the most commonly reports aims of social prescribing, which
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include improved mental, physical and social well-being, and quality of life (Rempel et al.,
2017).
Clarity of the methodology, approach and aims (statement 55) was rated as the second most
important statement overall. This statement sits within the ‘Evaluation design’ cluster (1),
with other related statements including Agreement of clear goals and objectives in advance
(statement 1) and Clarity about the purpose of the evaluation (statement 90). The Realist
Review component of the ACCORD study (Author 1 et al., 2021) reported that alignment
between the aims of the intervention, aims/purpose of the evaluation and the design and the
approach/design selected for the evaluation was crucial for social prescribing evaluation.
This enables the researcher to employ a design which is suitable to the context and permits
exploration of whether the intervention is achieving the goals it sets out. Cluster 1
statements also highlight the need to balance scientific rigour with lived experience
(statement 92) and the need for flexibility to address the complexity of social prescribing
(statement 33). Social prescribing is regarded as a complex intervention (Roberts et al.,
2021; Tierney et al., 2020) and this complexity must be considered when preparing an
evaluation. As such, a prescriptive linear framework for evaluation would not be fit-forpurpose and a more dynamic framework, with clear guidance is needed to allow for this
complexity. The need for transparency and clarity in reporting is also evident within this
cluster, and will be supported by the development, dissemination and use of reporting
standards as part of the ACCORD study.
Proper funding for evaluation (statement 35) is also rated as a very important and helpful
statement within cluster 1. To date, funding for social prescribing services across the United
Kingdom has been sporadic and inconsistent between nations. Sufficient funding for
evaluation is also rarely included, meaning that an extensive rigorous and detailed
evaluation is not always possible. Historically, internationally relatively low levels of
resources have been allocated to public policy evaluation. It is often considered late in the
implementation process resulting in poor evaluation designs, retrospective as opposed to
prospectve evaluation planning (Freund, Zucca, Sanson-Fisher, Milat, Mackenzie & Turon,
2019).
The need to consider the perspectives of a range of stakeholders in social prescribing
evaluation was also apparent from the data, particularly within the ‘Workforce and
organisation’ (5) and ‘Understanding of local context’ (6) clusters. The breadth of
stakeholders involved at different points of the social prescribing pathway is a key contributor
to its’ complexity (Tierney et al., 2020). Data from all parties and perspectives is required to
provide a fuller picture of social prescribing as an intervention and understand the impact it
has. Whilst also having the appropriate negotiation skills to accommodate diverse
stakeholder views and build trusted and long-lasting relationships (Freund et al, 2019)
Finally, the Research methods (2) cluster provides an array of different methods which may
be applied when evaluating social prescribing. Rated as most important and helpful were
mixed methods approaches, which were able to capture both quantitative and qualitative
evidence for the impact of social prescribing, from a breadth of stakeholder perspectives
(statements 50, 46). This also corresponds with findings from the Realist Review (Author 1
et al., 2021), which goes a step further, calling for integrated mixed methods approaches for
the evaluation of social prescribing. The integration of different approaches and different
perspectives offers a more nuanced perspective, without which, the evaluator is left with a
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partial, fragmented understanding (Author 1 et al., 2021; Cheetham, Van der Graaf,
Khazaeli, Gibson, Wiseman & Rushmer, 2018).

Limitations
The present study was designed to be an international Group Concept Mapping study with
representation from stakeholders with different roles in social prescribing evaluation,
including researchers, practitioners, managers, users, commissioners and governance.
Unfortunately, the study was not successful in recruiting a sufficient sample of participants
outside of the United Kingdom (n=7). As such, it was agreed by the steering group that only
data from UK participants should be included in the final analyses. Due to the small sample,
it was agreed that the data could not be representative of an international audience,
particularly given the differences in development and delivery of social prescribing models
outside of the UK. The findings from this study will therefore be used to create a UK
evaluation framework and reporting standards, with a view to using the data and future
research to expanding this to an international context.
Furthermore, the majority of participants described their primary role in social prescribing
evaluation as researcher. Whilst there was representation from other stakeholder groups
numbers were not comparable. The insight of researchers is valuable in the present study,
particularly with regards to the importance of rigour and their methodological knowledge.
However, it is possible that some insights regarding the outcomes of interest, processes and
application of evaluation in real world settings was missed as a result. The evaluation
framework aims to provide guidance for people conducting evaluations of social prescribing
across the spectrum, ranging from regular in-practice monitoring to rigorous, large-scale
evaluations. It is important that the framework provided for monitoring and practitioners is
feasible and easy to understand. Further research will be undertaken to explore the needs
and perspectives of these stakeholders. Training materials will be provided alongside the
framework and reporting standards to support the implementation of these outputs in
practice.

Conclusions and lessons learned
Consensus ‘usually refers to a state of shared agreement within some social collectivity,
such as society, a group, a pool of experts, and so on’ (SAGE Research Methods, 2021).
Consensus methods such as Delphi (Hsu & Sandford, 2007), nominal group technique
(Harvey & Holmes, 2012), Group Concept Mapping (GCM; Kane & Trochim, 2007) and
World Café (Brown & Isaacs, 2005; MacFarlane et al., 2017) are generally used for a current
practice issue or the future direction of a policy development, where expert opinion and
agreement is required (Kenkre, Wallace, Davies, Bale & Thomas, 2013). In this case there is
a current issue with regards to evaluation in social prescribing practice and academia. There
is insufficient information for evaluators, practitioners, and commissioners to judge the
quality and rigour of social prescribing evaluations or to benchmark against when designing
robust studies. GCM is a structured consensus method which has been used online with a
geographically dispersed sample. GCM using the GroupWisdom online software has a builtin design which is key to achieving good quality results through integrating separate and
individual contribution, whilst gaining consensus on the results. We would recommend the
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application of consensus methods, such as GCM, for exploration of a topic and development
of frameworks and standards in other domains.
Approaches for creating frameworks using GCM data in combination with findings from the
Realist review (Author et al., 2021) will be informed by the literature (Macdiarmid, Loe,
Douglas, Ludbrook, Comerford & McNeill, 2011; Schell, Luke, Schooley, Elliott, Herbers,
Mueller & Bunger, 2013; Szijarto & Bradley Cousins, 2019). Development of the framework
will also be iterative, in consultation with social prescribing researchers, practitioners,
managers, commissioners and members of the public. The outputs from the present study
will be tested with social prescribing practitioners, firstly using virtual commissioning in a
simulation suite (Pontin, Thomas, Jones, O’Kane, Wilson, et al., 2020), followed by pilot
testing in practice with social prescribing organisations. We anticipate that the evaluation
framework and reporting standards will be finalised for the next phase of testing in March
2022.
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C3: Workshop slides
PowerPoint presentation slides from a workshop delivered on 21st July 2021 by Megan Elliott
and Prof Carolyn Wallace at the Wales School for Social Prescribing Research Evaluation
Forum. The workshop was interactive and explored what social prescribing stakeholders
wanted a monitoring framework to look like. This built upon discussions from a previous forum
event which explored monitoring experience and existing activity in January 2021. Megan
presented the findings from the ACCORD study and the group discussed their implications for
practice. The workshop was well attended, with representation from Welsh Government,
academia, social prescribing practice, NHS, industry and third sector.
Workshop slides are presented below. Slides 11-13 were created during the session,
recording the views and ideas from attendees. Notes made prior to and during the session are
noted below the slide.

1.

2.
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3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.
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9.

10.
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11.
NOTES:
Why do monitoring? To see whether programme is achieving what stakeholders wanted.
Learning, able to learn from mistake and successes, to set new goals. Find out what works
and what doesn’t
How do they currently do monitoring? Case studies, data collection, using validated tools,
sessions attended, information about referrals. No standardised tool for monitoring and
generally little guidance from commissioners about what monitoring should include.
When do they do monitoring? Depending on strategy, resources, guidance from
commissioners, capacity. Some time bound indicators but these varied – 2 weeks, 6 weeks
later, etc.
Who does monitoring? Managers, link workers, the individual, other organisations
Challenges. Varied attendance at sessions and difficult to get long term follow up. Time and
practical limitations. Balance between capturing information and not overwhelming people with
monitoring and evaluation – need to focus on the intervention and delivering the service
What did we take from this? Huge amount of variability among services and monitoring at
the moment, it is important to produce a framework that can cover this variability and be used
across all services. Need for clarity on indicators, outcomes and standards – this has informed
both our evaluation framework research and the quality indicators work that we are doing for
the Welsh Government. Need to account for the differences between the social prescribing
service and the assets that they refer to. Need a core dataset that is collected by everyone.
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12.

13.

14.
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15.

16.
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17.
NOTES:
Co-production: When evaluators gather people with experience of social prescribing
(including service users, health and social care professionals and community groups) and
involve them in the design and delivery of the evaluation, the evaluation is more likely to be
successful and acceptable. Importance of involving stakeholders in the design and delivery of
the evaluation
Alignment: When evaluators have a good understanding of the social prescribing service,
they can design the evaluation to match this, so that they can understand how the service is
working, what parts of it are working, and whether it is achieving what it aims to do. Make sure
that the evaluator has a good understanding of the intervention and what it aims to do so they
can design the evaluation to match this.
Researcher agency: When things in the evaluation have already been decided, or when the
evaluator does not have control over the way that the information is collected, it can cause
problems with the quality of the data that is collected. Researchers encountered challenges
when things about the evaluation had been predetermined, this really highlighted the value of
a framework and guidance that everyone can use, even when not working with researchers
Sequential: When designing studies and collecting data, evaluators can use findings from
early parts of their research, to help them to design the next step of the study. For example, if
the first stage found that social prescribing improved well-being for older adults, but not
younger adults, the second stage could specifically look for older and younger adults to ask
them about their experiences, and why the difference may be. Importance of using things we
already know to inform the next stages of our evaluation and monitoring – for instance using
case studies to identify the outcome tools that may be used, or using data from outcomes to
help us come up with questions
Integration: When evaluations include many different parts, evaluators must bring these
together to help them gain a complete picture of the social prescribing service and how it
works. This also includes bringing together data collected in different ways and from different
people. Bringing together different parts of the evaluation or monitoring and different
perspectives to provide a more complete picture of the social prescribing intervention and how
it is working.
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19.

20.
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22.

23.
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24.

25.

26.
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27.

28.
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29.
FEEDBACK/DISCUSSION FROM THE ACCORD STUDY & MONITORING FRAMEWORK
DISCUSSION


Good correspondence between discussion and the findings of the RR and GCM.
Similarity in the needs for the monitoring framework and evaluation framework.



Monitor what we deliver to who takes it up and evaluate outcomes in who takes it up.
Not capturing who we are not reaching, who is not taking up the prescription. Need to
capture non-attenders and drop out. Framework and services must be socially
inclusive. Culture and language – bilingual. Ensuring inclusivity and non-users.
Improve delivery to be more helpful. Diversity. Other languages – not English or Welsh.
Equity of access to service and evaluation process etc.



Practicalities – uptake will depend on how manageable, achievable and accessible the
framework is – must correspond with the funders requirements for evaluation and
monitoring. Must be embedded in practice, people need to see the benefits of using a
monitoring framework and understand why they are doing this and how this will
contribute to the wider picture of SP. Selling the framework. Fits within staff and time
resources for users and professionals. Problems with different funding models of SP.
Including the standardised framework in contracts and working with funding bodies to
ensure that they use the framework, so it is not a duplication of work. Align with existing
funding requirements rather than additional. Qualitative adds the depth that is currently
lacking.



Community development aspect must be included. Strong partnerships and links with
other organisations – added value, things that happen over and above the minimum
because of those relationships and trust. Co-operation and involvement in the
development of other early programmes. Programmes actively seek out connections
and listen to views of a range of people. Quality of the service and sustainability
through the partnerships.



Monitoring matrix of principles – apply across all services and assets. Partnership
working is a principle that everyone is adhering to. Visual matrix which shows the
service where they are. Could put this into an all-Wales matrix. Match with the
quantitative work.
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Matrix about the ways of working – organisations and practitioners chart progress
along this, use the wellbeing of future generations ways of working. Applicable across
the board.



Clarity about the purpose of the principles, frameworks – competitive marketplace for
funding in the voluntary sector, unstable funding. Increasing SP and developing more
providers of SP – required to meet principles and ways of working that they will be
monitoring against. Who will have access to the data, what will it be used for? Ways of
tracking should not set people up to fail – we’re not talking targets.



Communication and engagement – involve cluster working, GPs, they need to
understand the need – if they don’t see a need for something they will not engage. See
how it will impact on their day-to-day practice. Wider determinants and the things that
affect. What triggers their interest and engagement? Who is part of that stakeholder
group? Don’t see the value – haven’t been considered or engaged in the
conversations, maybe not done in the right manner.



Matrix – enable new starters to have the highest standard from the beginning, model
good practice. One sheet – standards all in one place. One place for provisions
available, standards, evaluation working. Everything access from one place.



Recommendations in the making sense of social prescribing document in England –
one recommendation was setting up a service should establish a multi-agency steering
group of stakeholders right at the outset – design and develop service with
engagement. Ensure that everyone has been consulted and you know the needs of
the population that you are serving. Having early conversations and commitment to
collaboration from the outset. May be less likely for issues to arise – advisory capacity,
avoid problems. Dependent on the organisation.



Involvement of planning teams, cohesiveness across the areas, groups, agencies –
non-silo working. How does this fit with large footprint areas. Developing the network
and relationships between local areas. Opportunities for replication and duplication
and getting things wrong. Service level agreements.



TRAINING – basic training, nothing difficult, fits into the normal working day. Everyone
responsible for collecting data and delivering the data – everyone gets to input their
findings and experiences within an organisation. Potential for service users to record
their experiences at some point.
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Appendix D: Glossary of terms
Term

Definition

Source

Community Asset

Anything that improves the quality of community life. Community assets include not

NICE (2017); UCLA (2020)

only buildings and facilities but also people, with their skills, knowledge, social
networks and relationships.
Alternatives: Community resource, community service, community-based activity
Constructivism

The view that all knowledge and therefore all meaningful reality as such is contingent

Crotty (2003, p.42)

upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction between human
beings and their world and developed and transmitted within an essentially social
context.
Context

Any condition that triggers and/or modifies the behaviour of a mechanism.

Jagosh et al. (2011)

Context-

A statement that describes the relationship between context, mechanism and

Jagosh et al. (2011)

Mechanism-

outcome, such that a context triggers a mechanism, which then produces an

Outcome (CMO)

outcome.

configuration
Critical realism

A theoretical or philosophical position that integrates a Realist ontology (there is a

Cresswell & Plano Clarke

real world that exists independently of our perceptions, theories and constructions)

(2018)

with a constructivist epistemology (our understanding of this world is inevitably a
construction from our own perspective and standpoint).
Deductive

Explore people’s subjective experiences and opinions in order to better understand
and give meaning to social phenomena.
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Neale (2008)

Demi-regularity

Epistemology

Evaluation

Semi-predictable patterns or pathways of programme functioning, in which variations

Lawson (1997); Jagosh et al.

in patterns of behaviour can be attributed to contextual differences between settings.

(2011)

A branch of philosophy concerned with questions about whether and how valid

Erzberger & Kelle (2003,

knowledge about reality can be achieved.

p.708)

The systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics and

Patton (2008b, p.39)

results of programs to make judgments about the program, improve or further
develop program effectiveness, inform decisions about future programming and/or
increase understanding.
Experiential

Information and wisdom gained from lived experience.

knowledge
Fall

Schubert & Borkman (1994,
p.228)

An event which results in a person coming to rest unintentionally on the ground or

Tinnetti, Speechley & Ginter

lower level, not as a result of an intrinsic event (such as a stroke) or overwhelming

(1988)

hazard.
Group Concept

A structured methodology for organising the ideas of stakeholders to create a

Mapping

common framework that can be used for planning and evaluation.

Health

A state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the

Kane & Trochim (2007)

WHO (1948)

absence of disease of infirmity.
If-then statement

A common way of expressing Realist theories about how a programme works in a
number of linked statements taking the form of: ‘if X, then Y’.
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Husk et al. (2016)

Inductive

build insights or theory using categories generated from their own data.

Neale (2008)

Inferences

Conclusions or interpretations drawn from the separate strands of a study, and

Cresswell & Plano Clarke

across the strands (meta-inferences).

(2018)

The point in the research procedures where qualitative research interfaces with

Cresswell & Plano Clarke

quantitative research..

(2018)

An individual who delivers social prescribing by having a what matters conversation,

Rees et al. (2019)

Integration

Link worker

co-produces goals and connects citizens to community assets.
Alternative: Social prescriber, community connector, well-being advisor, link coordinator.
Mechanism

Underlying entities, processes or [social] structures which operate in particular

Astbury & Leeuw (2010)

contexts to generate outcomes of interest.

Mental well-being

Internal mental and emotional state of well-being, as perceived through people’s

Tennant et al. (2007); Eid &

individual feelings, emotions and/or thoughts.

Larsen (2008)

Alternative: Internal well-being; positive mental health
Method

A specific data collection and analysis technique. Defined as ‘the steps, procedures

Polit & Hungler (1999, p.707)

and strategies for gathering and analysing the data in a research investigation’.
Methodology

The strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the choice and use of

Crotty (2003, p.3); Robson

particular methods and linking the choice and use of the methods to the desired

(2002)

outcomes. The theoretical, political and philosophical backgrounds to social research
and their implications for research practice.
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Middle-range

An implicit or explicit explanatory theory that can be used to assess programs and

theory

interventions. “Middle-range” means that it can be tested with the observable data

Jagosh et al. (2011)

and is not abstract to the point of addressing larger social or cultural forces (i.e.,
grand theories).
Mixed methods

Rigorous collection and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data, integration of

Cresswell & Plano Clark

data forms and results, logical organisation of design procedures for conducting the

(2018)

study, framing research procedures in theory and philosophy.

Monitoring

Continuous supervision of an activity for the purpose of checking whether plans and

Ovretveit (1998)

procedures are being followed.
Ontology

Outcome

The nature of reality, concerned with the kind of world we are investigating, with the

Lincoln & Guba (1985, p.37);

nature of existence, with the structure of reality.

Guba & Lincoln (1989, p.83)

The impact resulting from an interaction between mechanisms and contexts.

Jagosh et al. (2011);

Intended or unintended outcomes triggered by a mechanism within a given context.

Papoutsi et al. (2018)

These may be proximal (immediate) or distal (future).
Paradigm

The overall conception and way of working shared by workers within a particular

Robson (2002)

discipline or research area.
Participatory

An approach which engages participants in the research and evaluation process,

approach

recognising their unique expertise of working within and accessing the project.
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Cousins & Chouinard (2012)

Patient and Public

Research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ members of the public rather than ‘to’,

Involvement (PPI)

‘about’ or ‘for’ them. Actively working in partnership with patients and members of the

NIHR (2019)

public to plan, manage, design and carry out research.
Positivism

The view that “social research should adopt scientific method, that this method is

Atkinson & Hammersley

exemplified in the work of modern physicists and that it consists of the rigorous

(1994, p.251)

testing of hypotheses by means of data that take the form of quantitative
measurements.
Pragmatism

Focuses on the consequences of research, on the primary importance of the

Cresswell & Plano Clarke

question asked rather than the methods, and on the use of multiple methods of data

(2018)

collection to inform the problem under study.
Programme theory

The ideas and assumptions underlying how, why and in what circumstances complex

Dalkin et al. (2015)

social interventions work. An abstracted description and/or diagram that lays out
what a programme/family of programmes comprises and how it is expected to work.
Programme theory explains the sequence of implementation of an intervention and
provides theories of change to explain how outcomes are generated by mechanisms.
Qualitative

Methods which tend to be deductive in their approach, that is, they seek to test

methods

theory or ideas previously established. Primarily concerned with non-numerical data,

Neale (2008); Robson (2002)

typically but not necessarily in the form of words.
Quantitative

Methods primarily concerned with gathering numerical data and factual knowledge

methods

about the social world, often under controlled conditions. Examines relationship and
sometimes the strength of the relationships between variables using statistical
techniques.
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Neale (2008)

Realism

A methodological orientation, or a broad logic of inquiry that is grounded in the

Pawson (2006)

philosophy of science and social science. Realism holds that there is a real social
world that our knowledge of it is amassed and interpreted via ours senses and
brains, filtered through our language, culture and past experiences.
Realist evaluation

A form of theory-driven evaluation, based on Realist philosophy. It aims to advance

Greenhalgh et al. (2015)

understanding of why these complex interventions work, how, for whom, in what
context and to what extent – and also to explain the many situations in which a
programme fails to achieve the anticipated benefit.
Realist review

A process of evidence review which applies Realist philosophy to the synthesis of

Wong et al. (2013); Bunn et

findings from primary studies that have a bearing on a single research question or

al. (2017)

set of questions.
Alternative: Realist synthesis.
Realist theory

A theory which makes reference to the underlying generative mechanisms that exist

Hawkins (2016)

in the domain of the real.
Alternative: Programme theory.
Relativism

A stance which rejects the notion of any absolute standards for judging the truth.

Robson (2002)

Research

Using scientific methods which are appropriate for discovering valid and

Ovretveit (1998)

generalisable knowledge of a phenomenon for the purpose of contributing to
scientific knowledge about the subject.
Social capital

The sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or a group by

Bordieu & Wacquant (1992,

virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships

p.118-9)

of mutual acquaintance and recognition.
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Social prescribing

Connecting citizens to community support to better manage their health and well-

Rees et al. (2019)

being.
Alternative: Social referral, community connection, community referral.
Social well-being

The capability individuals have to socially engage with their environments, conducive

Nussbaum (1992; 2000;

to their flourishing, and human functioning.

2011)

Alternative: External well-being..
Stakeholder

Everyone in an organisation or other focus of a research study who has some

Robson (2002)

interest in the research and its outcome.
Theoretical

The theoretical stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context for

perspective

the process and grounding its logic and criteria.

Theory

A proposed explanation for phenomena, or sets of occurrences, or of relationships. A

Crotty (2003, p.7)

Robson (2002)

statement describing how some part of the world works.
Theory-driven

A theory driven evaluation focuses not only on the implementation of the intervention

evaluation

and its effectiveness, but also on the causal mechanisms and the contextual factors

Chen (1990)

that underlie change.
Third sector

A term used to describe the range of organisations that are neither public sector nor

National Audit Office (2013)

private sector. It includes voluntary and community organisations, social enterprises,
mutual and co-operatives.
Alternative: Voluntary sector.
Utilisation-focused

Evaluation done for and with specific intended primary users for specific, intended

evaluation

uses.

Well-being

What helps people’s lives go better for them.

Patton (2008b, p.39)

Fletcher (2015; 2016); Galvin
(2018)
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Appendix E: Background information

Appendix E1: A Realist perspective
Realism is an ontological perspective situated between positivism and constructivism. It aims
to provide a model of scientific explanation which captures the insights of both positivism and
constructivism, whilst avoiding the pitfalls of either (Pawson & Tilley, 1997; Reed & Harvey,
1992). Positivism is based on objectivity and neutrality, positing that the real world exists and
can be accessed, measured and understood through scientific methods, without the bias or
influence of our perspectives, perceptions and experiences. In contrast, constructivism posits
that reality is relative and based on individual perspectives. As such, through a constructivist
logic of enquiry, meaning is generated by individuals and groups, and can therefore not be
measured objectively through scientific methods (Guba, 1990).
Realism provides an alternate way to account for the nature of reality. It accepts both
positivistic notions that physical and social structures exist, and constructivist notions that
these structures are accessed through interpretation and influenced by our experiences and
knowledge. Bhaskar (1978) distinguishes between the ‘real’ and ‘observable’ world. He
proposed that our understanding of the world and reality is constructed from experiences and
perspectives of what is observable. Underlying these observable phenomena are
unobservable structures and mechanisms, which sit within the domain of the ‘real’ world.
These mechanisms are underlying entities, processes or structures which operate in different
contexts to generate outcomes.
A Realist logic of enquiry can be applied by researchers to aid understanding of a
phenomenon or intervention in the form of a Realist evaluation or Realist review. It goes
beyond attempts to understand whether something works, and aims to unpick ‘what works, for
whom and in what circumstances?’ (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). The Realist approach adopts a
model of generative causation, seeking to understand mechanisms that connect two variables
(i.e. an intervention and outcome) and the context within which these mechanisms are
triggered (Pawson et al 2005). The process of seeking the explanation between the causal
mechanisms and the conditions, or context, which may trigger certain outcomes is known as
retroduction (Kazi, 2003). In contrast to more traditional approaches of induction (inferring
theory from data) and deduction (empirically testing hypotheses), retroduction focuses on the
potential causal mechanisms, drawing on both empirical evidence and the insight of the
evaluator (Lawson, 1998).
From a Realist perspective, it is not possible to understand or evaluate an intervention in
isolation, or in a randomised context. Interventions are implemented within systems and
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contexts which may be complex and variable. Realism is flexible and embraces real-world
diversity, variation, and complexity (Pawson et al 2005). As such, social scientists have
applied the Realist logic of enquiry to understand how, in what circumstances and for whom
complex interventions work, or do not work.
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Appendix E2: Complexity
Social interventions implemented within social systems are inherently complex (Pawson,
2013). Complex systems are not simply complicated (Cilliers, 1998; Byrne, 1998; Urry, 2005).
Their complexity is derived from their nature, typically having multiple interacting components
and the context within which they are implemented. The ‘whole’ of a complex system is
deemed to be more than just the sum of its parts (Von Bertalanffy, 1968). Complex
interventions are dynamic and interactive, they cannot be explained by simple, linear patterns
or rules, not evaluated using positivist, reductionist research methods (Rosen, 1987; Byrne,
1998; Urry, 2005).
Complexity theory (Byrne & Callaghan, 2013) asserts an ontological perspective that the world
consists of complex systems which must be understood and acknowledged as such. It
provides a frame of reference which can be applied across all domains and fields of scientific
practice (Castellani & Hafferty, 2009). From an ontological perspective, complexity aligns with
critical realism (Bhaskar, 1975) by theorising that systems are real, in that they exist, and they
have a reality which is influenced by how we define and interpret them (Byrne & Callaghan
2013). The layering and interactions within and between systems produce a nested reality
which gives rise to irreducible complexity (Reed & Harvey, 1992). Interactions and
relationships between layers are multi-directional, and make it impossible to define linear,
causal processes (Byrne & Callaghan, 2013). Byrne and Callaghan (2013) state that whilst
complexity theory is not a theory of causation, it provides an ontological framework of
understanding which can be used to generate theories of causation.
Social or health interventions may be seen as complex, and are implemented into complex
systems (Shiell et al., 2008). Intervention complexity has been conceptualised differently by
different research domains and approaches.
The Medical Research Council (MRC; Craig et al., 2008; 2019) highlights multiple dimensions
of complexity when determining whether an intervention is complex. These include;


The number of and interactions between intervention components,



Number and difficulty of behaviours required,



Number of groups or organisational levels targeted by the intervention,



Number and variability of outcomes and,



Degree of flexibility permitted within the intervention.

It is important to note that the MRC definition of complexity is medically-derived and
scientifically focused. It therefore may be less relevant to some social interventions, or may
miss components of interventions that are central to their complexity. This definition of
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complex interventions focuses heavily on using quantitative data to define complexity, e.g.
number of components, number of groups involved.
Alternatively, from a Realist perspective, Pawson (2013) provides a checklist for assessing
complexity of interventions under the acronym VICTORE (Volitions, Implementation,
Contexts, Time, Outcomes, Rivalry and Emergence). This checklist provides a more nuanced
opportunity to map different aspects of complexity to understand the intricacies of
interventions. It also permits a broader analysis of the intervention, rather than solely focusing
on numbers. Pawson (2013) posits that interventions are complex when they involve:
1. Volition: Individuals involved in the intervention are active agents, and make choices to
produce varied outcomes.
2. Implementation: Complex interventions have a long implementation chain, with multiple
steps and processes producing proximal outcomes, before resulting in the final distal
outcome.
3. Context: Interventions are implemented within a pre-existing context and outcomes are
context sensitive, meaning that different outcomes may result from different contexts.
4. Time: Programme history, time and sequencing generate complexity, an individual
programme cannot be viewed in isolation.
5. Outcomes: Different outcomes may occur at different stages of the implementation chain,
they may be desired or undesired. Understanding of outcomes along the implementation
chain is crucial to an overall understanding of an intervention and how it produces the final
desired outcome.
6. Rivalry: Programmes do not exist in a vacuum. They interact with, and are influenced by,
other programmes and interventions which may have competing or complementary aims
and outcomes.
7. Emergence: Components in an intervention often combine to produce novel components,
and as such change the composition of the intervention (Corning, 2002). This includes
potential emergent effects, long term adaptations, societal changes and unintended
consequences.
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Appendix E3: Social prescribing
Social prescribing is a multi-dimensional, person-centred approach to prevention and
intervention (Moffatt et al., 2017). For the purpose of this PhD, the Rees et al (2019) definition
and model of social prescribing will be adopted; “social prescribing is connecting citizens to
community support to better manage their health and well-being”, see Figure 1. Unlike other
definitions of social prescribing, e.g. Social Prescribing Network (2018), Rees et al (2019) do
not refer to a medical/primary care referral pathway into social prescribing, thus defining social
prescribing in its’ broader sense and retaining the community-based nature of social
prescribing which has developed within Wales. The Welsh Government have adopted this
definition and model in the development of the national framework for social prescribing
(Wallace et al., 2021).
Generally, an individual is referred to a link worker and together they have a ‘what matters’
conversation, to identify the needs of the individual. By identifying what matters, the link worker
and individual co-produce goals. The link worker then refers the individual to one or more
service, group or activity in the community. These community assets could include, but are
not limited to, arts activities, sport and exercise referral, community groups, welfare provision,
social services, housing and befriending services (Chatterjee et al., 2018; South & Higgens,
2008; Carnes et al., 2017; Pilkington et al., 2017; Price et al., 2017; Steadman et al., 2017).

Figure 24. Social prescribing model in Wales (Rees et al., 2019)

At present (2021), social prescribing does not have a standard, agreed definition (Kimberlee,
2015; Carnes et al., 2017) nor standardised aims, objectives or outcomes (Rempel et al.,
2017). A lack of consistency in terminology used to describe social prescribing and its
components also poses challenges. In the literature, social prescribing has been referred to
as community referral (Husk et al., 2016), social referral (Rempel et al., 2017), connector
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schemes (Tierney et al., 2020) and care navigation (Pesut et al., 2018). Most models of social
prescribing involve a link worker, also referred to as a community connector (Wallace et al.,
2019), well-being advisor (Hamilton-West et al., 2019), care navigator (Frostick & Bertotti,
2019) or social prescriber (Carnes et al., 2017).
Across the United Kingdom and internationally there are multiple models of social prescribing
(Husk et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021). Models vary based on:


Referral routes into social prescribing,



Activities or services offered,



Level of support that is given to patients following the referral,



Where the link worker is situated and,



The target population for the service.

The model that is primarily portrayed in the social prescribing literature is a model in which
individuals are referred to social prescribing by GPs and other frontline healthcare
professionals (NHS England, 2018). Despite the dominance of this medical model in the
literature, social prescribing schemes based in the community are commonplace in Wales
(Rees et al., 2019; Wallace et al., 2021), Scotland (Munoz et al., 2020) and Northern Ireland
(Health and Social Care Board, 2020) and are emerging in England (NHS England, 2019). In
these models, referrals to social prescribing can be made by health and social care workers,
social services, housing support staff and self-referral. These social prescribing services may
be based in primary care, but are more often found in third sector organisations (Rees et al.,
2019; Wallace et al., 2021). The breadth of these models reflects the aim of reducing traffic in
primary care and directing individuals straight to community resources where possible.
In addition to variation in referral routes, models vary depending on the type and duration of
intervention that they provide. The intensity of the social prescribing service and link worker
interaction and the role undertaken by the link worker is highly variable (Kimberlee, 2015; Husk
et al., 2019; Roberts et al, 2021). For some services, this involves brief intervention with
signposting to a variety of resources in the community. For others, the social prescribing
process is more holistic, where the link worker will work with the individual over a longer
duration and may accompany them to the community assets to aid their use of these.
Consensus research identified key components of the link worker role in Wales as; providing
specialist support, collaborative working, person-centred working, evaluation, connecting
clients with community and community development (Roberts et al., 2021). Geographical
disparity in the role between those in Wales, compared to the dominant social prescribing
model in the literature based in England add to the complexity of social prescribing (Roberts
et al., 2021).
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The Rees et al (2019) model was developed based on the implementation of social prescribing
in Wales. In Wales, health and social care is managed and commissioned by the devolved
Welsh Government and delivered by NHS Wales and Social Care Wales (Greer, 2016). The
third sector also plays a significant role in the delivery of health and social care. To date, social
prescribing in Wales has not received similar levels of funding and support from the NHS
(Wallace et al., 2021). As such, development of social prescribing schemes has originated
from within the third sector and developed from the bottom-up. This has resulted in a
heterogeneous array of service labelled as social prescribing, reducing comparability and
increasing complexity. Welsh Government policy, A Healthier Wales, sets out core ambitions
to integrate health, social care and voluntary sector, in order to achieve a preventative and
holistic approach to individual and population well-being (Welsh Government, 2018).
Promoting good health and well-being for the citizens of Wales is at the forefront of the Welsh
Government health and social care agenda (Welsh Government, 2014; 2015), and social
prescribing is seen as a way to achieve this (Welsh Government, 2017; 2020a; 2020b; 2021a).
In response to the Connected Communities strategy for loneliness and social isolation (Welsh
Government, 2020), the Welsh Government committed to delivering a Welsh offer for social
prescribing (Welsh Government, 2021b). In order to develop a national framework, Welsh
Government commissioned Public Health Wales, the Wales School for Social Prescribing
Research and Data Cymru to conduct a mixed-methods mapping study to understand social
prescribing activity in Wales (Wallace et al., 2021). The mapping study found that social
prescribing provision was highly variable across Wales and the lack of a centralised, national
framework was apparent, with lack of public awareness and confusing terminology used. A
trend of increasing social prescribing activity over time was observed, but resources and
sustainable funding were identified as key concerns and requirements for continuation of
service delivery. The mapping study generated recommendations for Welsh Government,
which will be used to inform the national framework.
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Appendix E4: Evaluation
Evaluation is the systematic collection of information about activities, characteristics and
results of programmes to make judgments about the program, improve or further develop
programme effectiveness, inform decisions about future programming and/or increase
understanding (Patton, 2008b). Evaluations should be systematic, objective, rigorous and
unbiased, in order to generate reliable and valid information (St Leger et al, 1992; Ovretviet,
1998; Stufflebeam & Coryn, 2014). Evaluations can assess many components of a
programme, or intervention, including its merit, worth, feasibility, significance and equity
(Stufflebeam & Coryn, 2014). The evaluation brings together this information and knowledge
to generate answers to questions about whether an intervention is working, the scale of
changes that occur and benefits or unexpected outcomes that arise, etc. Evaluations may be
conducted for programme development or innovation, known as formative evaluation, or to
provide information for decision makers regarding the total impact to the programme, including
consequences that may not have been anticipated (Scriven, 1980; Robson, 2002). Evaluation
can serve a range of purposes, including to determine whether the objectives of the
intervention are met, to improve decision making, to improve program implementation, to
provide accountability, to contribute to the evidence base, to inform policy decisions, to decide
resource allocation, to understand how the programme is operating and to understand why
the intervention works (Ovretveit, 1998; Capwell et al., 2000; Robson, 2002).
Evaluation is considered a sub-category of applied research, rather than a mutually exclusive
term (Ovretveit, 1998; Levin-Rozalis, 2003; Frey, 2018). Research involves using scientific
methods to generate valid and generalisable knowledge of a phenomenon or subject
(Ovretveit, 1998). Both evaluation and research seek to conduct systematic investigation of a
phenomenon and discover new knowledge (Ovretveit, 1998). Evaluation can employ similar
methodologies, design, data collection techniques and methods of analysis to research, but is
undertaken for a different purpose, focus and audience (Robson, 2002; Frey, 2018).
Evaluation can be used as a form of research, as well as an evaluation procedure (SavinBaden & Howell Major, 2013). The person, or team, who undertakes the evaluation are known
as the evaluator(s). Whilst research seeks to be unbiased, and ‘value-free’, evaluation assigns
value to a programme and looks to determine the worth of a programme compared to
performance criteria (Scriven, 2003).
In contrast to evaluation, monitoring is “continuous supervision of an activity for the purpose
of checking whether plans and procedures are being followed” (Ovretviet, 1998, p.274). Whilst
evaluation is an objective assessment of an intervention, at a given time point, monitoring is
an ongoing process that seeks to check progress against planned targets (Owen & Rogers,
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1999). Monitoring is more likely to be undertaken internally, to report and evidence spend and
outputs, to ensure that they are successfully delivered, and milestones are met.
Numerous different approaches to evaluation exist and determining the evaluation approach
to be used can depend on the researchers’ ontological and epistemological perspective, the
purpose of the evaluation and the context within which the evaluation is undertaken. For
instance, where an evaluation seeks to determine whether an intervention is meeting its’
objectives, an experimental design would be appropriate, particularly for a researcher with a
positivist world view. In contrast, where an evaluation seeks to understand the mechanisms
underpinning how a programme works, and the evaluator has a Critical Realist world view, a
Realist approach (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) would be well suited. Other approaches focus less
on a pre-determined question, but on the views and perspectives of the intended users of the
evaluation. Utilisation-focused evaluation (Patton, 2003) engages stakeholders at each stage
of the evaluation and the focus and utility of the evaluation is determined by these individuals.
Similarly, consensus methods may be used in the early stages of evaluation to develop
frameworks for an evaluation or understand a broad range of stakeholder perspectives (Kane
& Trochim, 2007; Elliott & Wallace, 2021).
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Appendix E5: A brief synthesis of social prescribing evaluation findings to date
Evaluations of social prescribing to date have been criticised for weak, uncontrolled designs
with a high risk of bias, small sample sizes, significant loss to follow-up, lack of complete
outcome data and limited follow-up periods (Bickerdike et al., 2017; Husk et al., 2019;
Pescheny et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2021). Reporting of sampling, data collection or data
analysis methodology is also limited (Roberts et al., 2021). These issues make it challenging
to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of social prescribing as an intervention to improve
health and well-being.
Qualitative studies exploring the impact of social prescribing report positive experiences of
social prescribing (e.g. Brydges et al., 2015; Crone et al., 2018; Poulos et al., 2019). These
studies report benefits of social prescribing including improved emotional, psychological and
social well-being (Wildman et al., 2019), improvements in mental health (Moffatt et al., 2017;
Jensen, 2019), improved health related behaviours (Moffatt et al., 2017), long-term condition
management (Moffatt et al., 2017; Wildman et al., 2019), improved social activation,
participation and connectedness (Stickley & Hui, 2012; Todd et al., 2017; Heijnders & Meijs,
2018; Hassan et al., 2020; Payne et al., 2020), improved strength and responsibility for their
own health (Heijnders & Meijs, 2018), a sense of belonging (Stickley & Hui, 2012; Hassan et
al., 2020), companionship (Redmond et al., 2019), access to new opportunities and skills
(Stickley & Eades, 2013; Payne et al., 2020), addressing underlying issues (Woodhead et al.,
2017), self-development and independence (Hassan et al., 2020).
Some quantitative studies, using uncontrolled observational evaluation designs, have reported
corresponding improvements in well-being (van de Venter & Buller, 2015; Dayson, 2017;
Crone et al., 2018; Poulos et al., 2018; Prior et al., 2019; Elston et al., 2019; Maund et al.,
2019; Woodall et al., 2019), patient activation (Elston et al., 2019), frailty (Elston et al., 2019),
emotions (Thomson et al., 2018), physical activity (Prior et al., 2019; Pescheny et al., 2019;
Irvine et al., 2020), mental health (Woodall et al., 2019), social connectedness (Woodall et al.,
2019) and health related quality of life (Prior et al., 2019). However, social prescribing
evaluations using controlled designs, for instance quasi-experimental cluster-randomised
controlled trials (Mercer et al., 2019), ‘trial within cohorts’ design (Panagioti et al., 2018) or
matched controls (Carnes et al., 2017) have reported no significant overall differences in
outcomes. No significant effect of social prescribing has been found on GP contacts (Loftus
et al., 2017), repeat prescriptions (Loftus et al., 2017), hospital inpatient admissions (Dayson,
2017) or accident and emergency admissions (Dayson, 2017). Two Welsh Government
funded feasibility wait-list randomised controlled trials for social prescribing encountered a
number of challenges in application of the method, including; ethical issues, significant loss to
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follow-up, high levels of burden on service providers, lengthy outcome tools and the lack of
wider evaluation support and buy in in practice (Llewellyn et al., 2020; Elliott et al., 2021).
The dissonance in the literature between qualitative and quantitative findings in social
prescribing evaluations has been noted in mixed methods studies (Carnes et al., 2017) and
systematic reviews (Pescheny et al., 2019). This may be explained by from heterogeneous
study designs, a lack of rigour, significant loss to follow-up, inappropriate outcome tools, small
sample sizes and biases in qualitative studies (Carnes et al., 2017; Panagioti et al., 2018,
Bickerdike et al., 2017; Pescheny et al 2020).
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Appendix F: A table demonstrating how each output corresponds to the QAA Doctoral Descriptors
(QAA, 2020)

X

X

X

Professional Development (H)

X

Additional research activity (G)

Publication (C2)

X

Other

Reflexive commentary (F)

Report (C1)

X

Presentation (C3)

Publication (B3)

ACCORD Group
Concept Mapping

Report (B2)

X

ACCORD Realist
Review

Protocol (B1)

X

Infographic (A4)

Publication (A3)

1. Demonstrate the creation and interpretation of new
knowledge, through original research or other advanced
scholarship, of a quality to satisfy peer review, extend the
forefront of the discipline and merit publication
2. Demonstrate a systematic acquisition and understanding of
a substantial body of knowledge which is at the forefront of an
academic discipline or area of professional practice
3. Demonstrate the general ability to conceptualise, design and X
implement a project for the generation of new knowledge,
applications or understanding at the forefront of the discipline,
and to adjust the project design in the light of unforeseen
problems
4. Demonstrate a detailed understanding of applicable X
techniques for research and advanced academic enquiry

Report (A2)

Protocol (A1)

Falls Awareness
programme evaluation

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Professional Development (H)

X

Additional research activity (G)

X

Reflexive commentary (F)

X

Presentation (C3)

X

Publication (C2)

X

Report (C1)

X

Other

Publication (B3)

X

ACCORD Group
Concept Mapping

Report (B2)

Infographic (A4)

X

ACCORD Realist
Review

Protocol (B1)

Publication (A3)

5. Able to make informed judgments on complex issues in
specialist fields, often in the absence of complete data, and be
able to communicate their ideas and conclusions clearly and
effectively to specialist and non-specialist audiences
6. Able to continue to undertake pure and/or applied research X
and development at an advanced level, contributing
substantially to the development of new techniques, ideas or
approaches
7. Have the qualities and transferable skills necessary for X
employment requiring the exercise of personal responsibility
and largely autonomous initiative in complex and unpredictable
situations, in professional or equivalent environments

Report (A2)

Protocol (A1)

Falls Awareness
programme evaluation

Appendix G: A Reflective Commentary
This reflexive commentary offers a personal narrative, presented in the first person, exploring
my experience of conducting Doctoral research and reflections on my personal and
professional development as a researcher. I will make general reflections, before reflecting on
how my experiences have enabled me to meet each of the seven QAA doctoral descriptors
(QAA, 2020).
General reflections
This PhD by Portfolio was completed part-time alongside full-time employment with the
University of South Wales. For the first 18-months (October 2018-March 2020) I was employed
as a Research Assistant, with my time split between University of South Wales projects (50%)
and PRIME Centre Wales (50%). Subsequently, I was employed as a Senior Research
Assistant between April 2020 and October 2021, dedicating 100% of my time to the Wales
School for Social Prescribing Research, within University of South Wales and PRIME Centre
Wales. In October 2021, I left University of South Wales to take up the position of Senior Public
Health Practitioner in Public Health Wales, working within the Cwm Taf Morgannwg University
Health Board local public health team. Balancing doctoral studies with full-time work was a
challenge throughout, made easier by the overlaps between my research positions and
studies. Exposure to the broader research infrastructure within Wales and a wider breadth of
research projects across the three years meant that I was able to develop many important
skills which facilitated my journey as a doctoral researcher. This included skills such as;
preparing and writing funding applications, developing research infrastructure groups,
networking and working with researchers across Wales, the United Kingdom and
internationally and working in multi-disciplinary teams on large, multi-method research studies.
Ultimately, I believe that this experience has been highly influential in my development as a
researcher and the undertaking of my PhD.
Given my role within the University of South Wales and my duties to undertake and lead on
research projects, the PhD by Portfolio offered an ideal opportunity to draw together my
research without completing a more traditional PhD by Thesis. At first, I envisaged that the
critical commentary would be presented as a truncated version of a traditional thesis, with
reference to projects and outputs in the appendices. As my understanding of the requirements
of the portfolio and critical commentary evolved and changed, the complexity and challenge
of presenting a PhD within a limited word count became more apparent. In some ways I felt
that it would have been easier to be able to prepare a PhD by Thesis. However, on reflection,
I feel that the experience of drawing together three research projects in a portfolio enabled
more in depth, theoretical consideration of my projects. It afforded me the opportunity to look
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across the projects for cross cutting themes and underlying analytical strands. This is a
transferrable analytical skill which I think will benefit me in future research endeavours.
QAA1: Demonstrate the creation and interpretation of new knowledge, through original
research or other advanced scholarship, of a quality to satisfy peer review, extend the forefront
of the discipline and merit publication.
As an early career researcher, it has taken time to develop confidence to make ‘new
knowledge’ claims. At first, the thought that something that I had completed could contribute
substantially to my research field was daunting. This confidence has significantly grown over
the past three years, and with it, so has my ambition to deliver high-quality outputs which merit
publication and contribute to my area of research. Success of papers that I have submitted for
peer review and positive feedback from colleagues and stakeholders has helped to increase
my confidence. A full list of the publications and reports that I have authored/co-authored can
be found in Appendix H1. I can now recognise the added value of my work to the field of both
social prescribing and evaluation. The application of different methodological approaches to
novel problems has also contributed to the generation of new knowledge and outputs which
are useful to academic, practice and public stakeholders.
QAA2: Demonstrate a systematic acquisition and understanding of a substantial body of
knowledge which is at the forefront of an academic discipline or area of professional practice.
My research has been informed by the growing evidence base for social prescribing, drawn
from across the United Kingdom and internationally. Exploration of this literature enabled me
to identify existing gaps for my research to address. For instance, when completing Project 1,
it became apparent that researchers rarely reported on the methodological issues and
challenges in significant depth, these were generally discussed briefly in a limitations section.
In response, I included a full ‘methodological issues’ section in my publication (Appendix A3,
p.139), to highlight methodological challenges and recommendations for conducting smallscale evaluations in the future.
My second project comprises a Realist Review, which involved systematic searching of the
international published literature and grey literature in Wales around social prescribing
evaluation. Following steps set out for Realist Reviews (Pawson et al., 2005), I completed
systematic searching and data extraction and analyses processes for a large number of
papers. A particular challenge of this was the volume of data available, in terms of number of
documents, but simultaneously, the sparsity of relevant data and reporting within the
documents. I found that papers rarely reported on methodological decisions and outcomes
and lacked details about the process of undertaking evaluation. This made it difficult to draw
conclusions

and

extract

relevant

data

to
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generate

Context-Mechanism-Outcome

Configurations which could contribute to Programme Theory development. In the report and
publication, I recommended enhanced reporting of methods and methodological decisions in
the literature. This will also be supported by the development of ACCORD reporting standards,
which will be informed by my Realist Review.
QAA3: Demonstrate the general ability to conceptualise, design and implement a project for
the generation of new knowledge, applications or understanding at the forefront of the
discipline, and to adjust the project design in the light of unforeseen problems.
Over the three-year period, my research skills and ability to conceptualise, design and
implement projects continuously improved as I learnt more and was exposed to different
approaches and received training in different methods.
The Falls Awareness programme evaluation (Project 1) was a steep learning curve as it was
the first project that I was responsible for leading post MSc. When reflecting on this project it
is easy to look at how I would have undertaken the project differently, if I had the opportunity
to re-do it now, with more advanced knowledge and experience. However, looking back, this
project provided me with many learning experiences, including; working with stakeholders,
utilising a participatory approach, adapting research methods to the target population (in this
case, older adults) and research leadership and management. The learning from this project
was then influential in the development of my subsequent projects, particularly Project 3 in
which I also was required to adapt the method according to need, working with a range of
stakeholders under the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.
As a researcher, it is easy to reflect on the negatives or weaknesses of previous work, but it
is important to consider the positives and learning experiences gained from each project.
QAA4: Demonstrate a detailed understanding of applicable techniques for research and
advanced academic enquiry.
My doctoral studies afforded me the opportunity to learn about three new research
approaches; Participatory Research, Realist Review and Evaluation and Group Concept
Mapping. I attended formal training courses for Realist Review and Evaluation (Appendix I1
and I5), and Group Concept Mapping (Appendix I2) and was able to learn about the
Participatory Approach through experience with the Falls Awareness Evaluation.
I attended the Group Concept Mapping training in June 2020, and immediately afterwards
launched a Social Well-being Group Concept Mapping study. Immediate application of my
learning in a real-life project was incredibly valuable in reinforcing the skills and techniques
that I had acquired from the training course. I have since completed two other Group Concept
Mapping studies, applying the skills to different contexts, such as identification of quality
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indicators for social prescribing (Elliott et al., 2021) and development of an evaluation
framework for social prescribing (Project 3, Appendix C).
To aid my development as a Realist researcher, I attended two training courses. The first was
a 3-day introductory course delivered by the Centre for Advancement in Realist Evaluation
and Synthesis (CARES) in January 2020 (Appendix I1), and the second was a more intensive
course split over 6-weeks delivered by Oxford University in May 2021 (Appendix I5). The first
training course provided a good basis for my understanding of Realist approaches. However,
unlike the Group Concept Mapping course, I did not have a project already underway that I
could apply my skills to, and only begun the Realist Review in May 2020. This course was
therefore more abstract, making it difficult to apply the skills and learning that I had learnt when
I came to beginning the project months later. In contrast, I completed the Oxford University
Realist Reviews and Evaluation training at the end of the Realist Review process. At times it
was frustrating, as the course highlighted things that I had not fully understood at first and
taught me different processes which would have been useful in setting up and conducting the
Realist Review. Throughout the course I wondered whether my Realist Review would have
been different, had I completed the Oxford course prior to starting it. However, on reflection, I
think that I was able to engage in the Oxford course in a different, more meaningful, way
because I had experience of conducting the Review and using a Realist logic of enquiry
already. Had I been at the outset of my project, my experience may have been more akin to
my experience of the CARES course. To me, this highlighted the cyclical nature of professional
development, and the value of continuous development, rather than simply undertaking
training at the outset of a project without the opportunity to implement the learning in a practical
setting.
QAA5: Able to make informed judgments on complex issues in specialist fields, often in the
absence of complete data, and be able to communicate their ideas and conclusions clearly
and effectively to specialist and non-specialist audiences.
Absence of information and data was problematic at times and dealing with this was difficult.
I have already discussed the challenge of papers under-reporting methodological details
which was challenging for both data extraction and quality appraisal in Project 2. A broader,
complex challenge that I encountered was the difference in social prescribing models across
the four nations of the United Kingdom (Appendix E3). The model that is dominant in the
literature is the NHS England (2018) model which focuses on social prescribing in primary
care. The Welsh model is very different, being primarily based in the community, and aiming
to support and empower people to manage their own health and well-being outside of primary
care. Through conversations with other researchers and practitioners in England it became
apparent that the dominant model in the literature was not actually consistently applied across
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England, and delivery of many social prescribing schemes was more aligned to the Welsh
model. This made it difficult to appraise the literature and left a sense of not having the full
picture. This had implications for the way that I reported findings from my research, specifically
by ensuring that I was transparent about the model of social prescribing that I was referring
to.
In addition to learning about the need for transparency, the importance of tailoring my outputs
to specific audiences also became apparent as I progressed through my projects. I learnt to
write for both academic, specialist audiences, and prepare summaries and materials for nonspecialist audiences. Where possible I tried to co-produce materials for non-specialist
audiences with members of the public (e.g. Appendix A2; Appendix A4) or practitioners (e.g.
Appendix B2; Appendix C3). This helped me to provide simple, coherent explanations of the
research in an acceptable and digestible form.
Oral presentations and public speaking have been challenges that I have grappled with for
many years. Given my nerves, I always felt most comfortable when I had fully prepared and
scripted my presentations. However, I also felt that this was robotic and unnatural, and didn’t
feel as though my presentations were particularly effective in disseminating my findings and
engaging my audience. When I reflected on the process and my experiences of public
speaking, I realised that the over formalisation of my presentations was actually hindering,
rather than helping, my performance. I since tried to deliver a number of presentations
unscripted, just using prompts and PowerPoint slides, which felt far more natural and
engaging. Despite this, I also recognise that it has been easier for me to deliver presentations
virtually, as we have been doing since COVID-19 restrictions, and that face-to-face
presentations are likely to be something that I will need to continue working on in the future.
That being said, in the past year I have delivered more presentations and interactive sessions
to varying audiences (Appendix H3) which have certainly helped my confidence.
QAA6: Able to continue to undertake pure and/or applied research and development at an
advanced level, contributing substantially to the development of new techniques, ideas or
approaches.
I believe that the research presented in this PhD by Portfolio is ‘unconventional’ in that it
focuses on the methods applied for evaluation of an intervention, rather than the intervention
itself. This was something that took me a long time to fully comprehend, as it was not
something that I had seen done in the literature before. Particularly for the Realist Review
(Appendix B) it was necessary to repeatedly draw parallels between my review, about social
prescribing evaluation as an intervention, and a more ‘conventional’ review, about social
prescribing as an intervention. When extracting data, it was again challenging to not be drawn
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to the more obvious Context-Mechanism-Outcome configurations which were evident when
discussing social prescribing as an intervention, rather than focusing solely on configurations
relating to evaluation. However, over time this became a more comfortable process, and I was
able to apply this novel approach to a problem which had not previously been addressed. I
believe this is a substantial contribution to the academic fields of social prescribing and
evaluation.
QAA7: Have the qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring the
exercise of personal responsibility and largely autonomous initiative in complex and
unpredictable situations, in professional or equivalent environments.
As previously discussed, I completed this PhD by Portfolio alongside full-time work as a
researcher, working within multiple research teams on various projects. Exposure to this
research environment facilitated my professional development and allowed me to develop
numerous transferrable skills which I was able to apply to my doctoral studies. This is not
something that a traditional PhD by Thesis student would experience, but was instrumental in
my learning and the delivery of my projects and commentary. At times, managing both my
workload and PhD was tough, but on balance I am confident that the experience that I had
has made me a stronger researcher in the long run. I look forward to the opportunity to apply
the skills and knowledge gained during this Doctoral research in the future.
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Appendix H: Additional research activity undertaken during
doctoral studies
H1: List of publications and reports

Peer reviewed journal articles


Elliott, M., Barnett, J. and Gillison, F. (2020). Exploring the influences on men’s
engagement with weight loss services: a qualitative study. BMC Public Health.



Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Thomas, S., Roberts, G., Ruddle, N., Groves, K., Rees, S. and
Pontin, D. (2020). Social prescribing learning needs for education and training in
Wales. Perspectives in Public Health.



Elliott, M., Jones, S. and Wallace, C. (2020). A geographical case study of two primary
care nurse triage systems in Wales. Primary Health Care.



Elliott, M., Watson, H., Lewis, A., and Wallace, C. (2020). A participatory mixedmethods evaluation of a Falls Awareness Programme. Working with Older People.



Elliott, M., Smith, S.R., Pontin, D. and Wallace, C. (in press). Developing the concept
of social wellbeing in the context of social prescribing. International Journal of
Wellbeing.



Wallace, S., Pontin, D., Elliott, M., Davies, M. and Wallace, C. (under review).
Enhancing higher education student well-being through social prescribing: A Realist
evaluation protocol. BMJ Open.



Elliott, M., Llewellyn, M., Wallace, S., Wallace, C. and Williams, E.M. (under review).
The impact of social prescribing on mental health: A protocol for two randomised waitlist controlled feasibility studies, Social Prescribing in Mental Health (SPRING) and
Mental Health through Social Prescribing Project (PROSPECT). Pilot and Feasibility
studies.



Williams, L.J. and Elliott, M. (under review). Applying the Ottawa Charter Framework
to delivery of public health nutrition and dietetic services in Wales: The NUTRITION
SKILLS FOR LIFETM programme. Perspectives in Public Health.



Elliott, M. and Wallace, C. (under review). Seeking consensus about good practice in
social prescribing evaluation: A Group Concept Mapping study. Evaluation and
Program Planning.



Elliott, M. Davies, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (under review). Exploring how and
why social prescribing evaluations work – A Realist Review. BMJ Open.
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Reports


Wallace, C., Davies, M., Elliott, M., Llewellyn, M., Randall, H., Owens, J., Phillips, J.,
Teichner,

L.,

Sullivan,

S.,

Hannah,

V.,

Jenkins,

B.

and

Jesurasa,

A.

(2021). Understanding social prescribing in Wales: A mixed methods study.
September 2021.


Wallace, C., Davies, M., Elliott, M., Griffiths, L., Llewellyn, M., Lloyd-Jones, N., Pontin,
D., Tetlow, S. and Wallace, S. (2021). Enhancing student wellbeing through social
prescribing. A Final Report for Wrexham Glyndwr University. October 2021.



Wallace, C., Nicholls, R., Griffiths, L. and Elliott, M. (2021). Evaluation of the Grow
Well project. Full Evaluation Report. September 2021.



Elliott, M. and Wallace, C. (2021). The ACCORD study: Developing a social
prescribing evaluation framework & reporting standards. A Group Concept Mapping
Report. Commissioned by Health and Care Research Wales. Funded by Welsh
Government. June 2021.



Elliott, M., Davies, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (2021). What works when evaluating
social prescribing: A realist review report. The ACCORD study: Wales School for
Social Prescribing Research. Commissioned by Health and Care Research Wales.
Funded by Welsh Government. June 2021.



Nicholls, B., Elliott, M. and Wallace, C. (2021). Quality standards in social prescribing
and related areas of health and social care. A scoping review. June 2021.



Elliott, M. and Wallace, C. (2021).Identifying Quality Indicators for Social Prescribing.
A Group Concept Mapping Study Report. May 2021.



Wallace, S., Wallace, C., Lloyd-Jones, N., Davies, M., Elliott, M., Ganesh, S., Griffiths,
L., Llewellyn, M., Pontin, D. and Tetlow, S. (2021). Enhancing student wellbeing
through social prescribing: A group concept mapping of student wellbeing in University
of South Wales. Report, January 2021.



Llewellyn, M., Wallace, S., Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Williams, M. and Ganesh, S.
(2020). Evaluation of the pilot mental health social prescribing programme. Final report
for Mind Cymru. December 2020.



Elliott, M., Smith, S., Pontin, D. and Wallace, C. (2020). Developing a tool to measure
social well-being in the context of social prescribing. A group concept mapping study.
Report, November 2020.



Wallace, C., Wallace, S., Lloyd-Jones, N., Davies, M., Elliott, M., Ganesh, S., Griffiths,
L., Llewellyn, M., Pontin, D. and Tetlow, S. (2020). Enhancing student wellbeing
through social prescribing: A group concept mapping of student wellbeing in Wrexham
Glyndwr University. Report, August 2020.
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Elliott, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (2020). What methods for evaluating social
prescribing work, for which intervention types, for whom and in what circumstances?
A protocol for a Realist review. PROSPERO CRD42020183065.



Wallace, C., Elliott, M. and Pontin, D. (2020). Identifying Quality Indicators in health
visiting using consensus methods. Final report.



Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Thomas, S., Roberts, G., Ruddle, N., Groves, K., Rees, S. and
Pontin, D. (2019). Social prescribing learning needs for education and training in
Wales. Final report submitted to Health Education and Innovation Wales.



Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Davies, K., Elgar, N., Pontin, D. (2019). A workshop to develop
an operational and evaluation plan for a new social prescribing and sleep initiative in
Powys: Report.



Rees, S., Thomas, S., Elliott, M. and Wallace, C. (2019). Creating sustainable
community assets/social capital within the context of social prescribing: Findings from
the workshop held 17.07.2019. Report.



Elliott, M., Watson, H., Lewis, A., Hook, R., Keeble, S. and Wallace, C. (2019). A
participatory evaluation of a Falls Awareness Programme. Report.



Wallace, C., Stone, J., Beeckman, L., Davies, E., Davies, F., Evans, R., Griffiths, M.,
Kenkre, J., Llewellyn, M., Lynch, M., Pontin, D., Powell, D., Roberts, G., Smith, S.,
Thomas, S., Vinnicombe, S., Wallace, S., Elliott, M. and Rees, S. (2018). All Wales
Social Prescribing Research Network. What does good look like? Setting its outcome
principles and Framework for Wales. Consultation Report. October 31st. University of
South Wales. PRIME Centre Wales. RCE Cymru. Wales Council for Voluntary Action,
p7.



Wallace, C., Stone, J., Beeckman, L., Davies, E., Davies, F., Evans, R., Griffiths, M.,
Kenkre, J., Llewellyn, M., Lynch, M., Pontin, D., Powell, D., Roberts, G., Smith, S.,
Thomas, S., Vinnicombe, S., Wallace, S., Elliott, M. and Rees, S. (2018). Final Report
on the All Wales Social Prescribing Research Network. Setting its Research Priorities
for Wales. University of South Wales. PRIME Centre Wales. RCE Cymru. Wales
Council for Voluntary Action, p14.
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H2: Table of funding applications
Date

Role

Title

Amount and
status

Dec

Lead

Falls Awareness Programme evaluation with £6,000

2018

applicant

RCTCBC

Dec

Co-

HCRW Research for Public Patient Benefit – £242,131

2018

applicant

Developing

Secured

non-medical

ophthalmic

HCP Unsuccessful

intravitreal injection therapy competencies & a
training

programme

for

improved

patient

experience & outcomes
Apr

Co-

HCRW Infrastructure call – Wales Centre for £4,856,662

2019

applicant

Primary and Emergency Care Research (PRIME Secured
Centre Wales), with inclusion of the Wales
School for Social Prescribing Research

June

Co-

2019

applicant

USW Impact funding – eFRAIT development

£27,000
Unsuccessful

October Co-

Feasibility of establishing parameters associated £248,693

2019

with social loneliness to inform levels of social Stage 2

applicant

prescribing in Wales – HCRW Social Care Grant

Unsuccessful

October Co-

A feasibility study comparing three models of £208,290.38

2019

health visitor working on their impact on family Stage 1

applicant

resilience, well-being and health visiting services. Unsuccessful
HCRW – Research for Public & Patient Benefit
October Supported
2019

HEFCW - Social prescribing – Taking a whole £430,000

application system approach to promote mental health and Secured
well-being for students
HS&DR

–

April

Co-

NIHR

CAring

communities

2021

applicant

Reducing Emergency admission (CARE)

for £1,647,694
Stage 2
Unsuccessful

May

Co-

NIHR HS&DR – Evaluating the impact of social £2,407,972

2021

applicant

prescribing link workers on well-being in the four Stage 2
nations (LINK 4 Nations

October Supported
2021

Unsuccessful

HCRW Social Care Grant – Validating a social £324,869

application well-being tool using a practitioner as researcher Stage 1
model to build social care research capacity
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Awaiting

H3: List of dissemination activities
Oral presentations


Elliott, M. (March 2021). Developing a tool to measure social well-being in the context
of social prescribing. At the 3rd International Social Prescribing Research conference
(online).



Elliott, M. (November 2020). The ACCORD study. Presentation to the Wales School
for Social Prescribing Research International Advisory Board.



Elliott, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (October, 2020). What methods for evaluating
social prescribing work, for which intervention types, for whom, and in what
circumstances? Protocol and preliminary findings from a Realist review. Health and
Care Research Wales conference 2020.



Elliott, M., Jones, S., Johnson, C. and Wallace, C. (2020). Improving patient
access to primary care through a nurse triage system. International Network for
Health Workforce Education, Barcelona 2020 (cancelled due to COVID-19).



Elliott, M. (March 2020). Improving patient access to primary care through a nurse
triage system. At the South West Society for Academic Primary Care (SAPC)
Conference 2020. DOI: 10.37361/sw.2020.1.1



Elliott, M. (March 2020). What influences men’s engagement with weight loss
services? A qualitative study. At the South West Society for Academic Primary Care
(SAPC) Conference 2020. DOI: 10.37361/sw.2020.1.1



Elliott, M. (September 2021). Developing the South Wales Social Well-being Scale: A
tool to measure social well-being in the context of social prescribing. At the Public
Health Wales Research & Evaluation conference (online).

Posters presented


Elliott, M., Davies, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (2021). What works when evaluating
social prescribing? Poster presentation at Public Health Wales Research & Evaluation
conference (online).



Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Nicholls, R. and Rees, S. (2021). Developing quality standards
for social prescribing. Poster presentation at Public Health Wales Research &
Evaluation conference (online).



Elliott, M., Davies, J. and Wallace, C. (2020). What methods for evaluating social
prescribing work, for which intervention types, for whom and in what circumstances?
A Realist Review. Poster presentation at 3rd International Social Prescribing
Conference (online).



Wallace, C., Elliott, M., Thomas, S., Davies-McIntosh, E., Beese, S., Roberts, G.,
Ruddle, N., Groves, K., Rees, S. and Pontin, D. (2020). Using consensus methods to
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develop a social prescribing learning needs framework for Wales. Public Health Wales
Research & Evaluation Annual Conference (cancelled due to COVID-19).


Elliott, M., Gillison, F. and Barnett, J. (2020). Exploring the influences on men’s
engagement with weight loss services: A qualitative study. Public Health Wales
Research & Evaluation Annual Conference (cancelled due to COVID-19).



Wallace, C., Powell, E. and Elliott, M. (2019). Coproducing future loneliness services,
insights from the Age Cymru Gwent Staff Conference. Poster presentation at
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